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Announcements and News
This section highlights the latest news and announcements for the product.

• New MOI Training Courses Available. This new course can help an administrator learn to how to keep Mainframe
Operational Intelligence running normally.
Course Name: MOI: Monitoring Appliance Health 200
Course ID: 06MOI20200
Course Description: As a MOI administrator, you want to ensure everything is running in tip-top health. To learn more
about how to use built-in metrics and dashboards to help monitor and maintain the health of MOI , check out the latest
training from the Broadcom Mainframe Education Team. This course will show you how to:

• Quickly verify that data is flowing to the product as expected.
• Use the Appliance Controller dashboard to quickly assess the health status of each microservice by reviewing the

information in the Appliance, Services, Microservices, and Microservices Health sections of the dashboard.
• Use MOI Appliance metrics to help troubleshoot issues with data flow and storage

Course Name: MOI: Set Up Email Alerts to Monitor Appliance Health Metrics 200
Course ID: 06MOI20210
Course Description: Attention MOI Administrators - Did you know that you can set up email alerts to help monitor the
health of your appliance? To learn how, check out new web-based training from the Broadcom Mainframe Education
team.
Web-based training is provided at no cost to customers on active maintenance. For information about how to access
training, refer to this video or user guide.

• Register Now for the MOI Product Roadmap Session on September 15, 2021 at 11:00am Eastern. See what’s planned
for MOI. If you missed the previous session, held in April, you can view the recording by registering on the View this
Recording page.

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.

• Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience
If you missed the Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience, or perhaps you want to review a session that
you attended, you can access the recorded content by clicking on this link. To access the slides shared in sessions,
select More under the session description in the session page, and a pdf version of the slides is posted under
Documents. The recorded sessions are available until January 7, 2022.
The Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience is designed to provide you technical education and updates on
your Broadcom Mainframe products and enable all participants to exchange best practices and insights.
We are already planning the 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchanges.Bookmark the event homepage for the latest
updates. If you have any questions or issues, contact us at mftech.exchange@broadcom.com.
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Product Overview
MOI (MOI) lets your mainframe management team visualize and explore current and historical performance data,
from across your mainframe, from one location. MOI uses machine learning to predict future performance. Data science
algorithms provide the team with embedded and predictive analytics. MOI models your data and provides multiple tools
to analyze it in your Web browser, including alerts, dashboards, metrics, and reports.

MOI provides the following capabilities:

Visual Analytics Generate reports and dashboards to view and monitor performance data. With this data, you can analyze
your historical performance to identify trends. You view a historical graph of a metric that is overlaid with
colored prediction bands that illustrate the decreasing likelihood of metric performance.

Adaptive Thresholding Proactively warns of abnormal patterns so you can take corrective action sooner. You can improve your
mean time to resolution (MTTR) with real-time dynamic notification of issues. Anomalies generate in real
time when a metric deviates from the norm and dynamically alert other Broadcom automation tools to take
action.

Issue Intelligence Provides alert clustering and incident prediction so that you can remediate issues faster, optimize
performance continuously, and improve collaboration among the mainframe management team.

Insight Sharing Filters incoming data automatically, sending only relevant insights to external analytics solutions such
as Splunk Enterprise®, SNMP Manager, and DX Digital Operational Intelligence. This insight sharing helps
you reduce costs and network usage.

Topology Hotspot
Visualization

Discover parts of your mainframe infrastructure automatically and associate those infrastructure elements
for a given issue. At a glance, you can determine where the likely root cause lies. This visualization
reduces to a single screen and less than a minute's time what typically required multiple experts looking at
multiple tools and debating over a bridge call to determine whom to engage. This feature helps you remove
considerable problem analysis time and wasted effort from the process. You can visualize elements that are
associated to an LPAR or a named application, and elements from different perspectives to group nodes by
LPAR, application name, and type.

Helping Your Team Solve Problems

With the above capabilities, the team can complete the following tasks:

• Access historical data from systems across multiple domains.
WARNING

By default MOI stores data for 45 days. To modify the data retention period, contact Broadcom Support.
• Analyze metrics to answer questions, such as:

– What is normal for this metric in my shop?
– Is the current value of this metric outside the expected value?
– Based on past observations, how tightly can I set a threshold without producing too many false-positive alarms?

• Explore Green Highways charts, which provide a descriptive summary of past metric behavior at specific stages of
your business cycle.  These charts provide a qualitative description of when your system is most or least active. The
charts also provide a quantitative description of what values for each metric are typical and a forecast of where new
values may appear.

• Produce anomaly alerts that are derived from Green Highways. Because Green Highways describe the likelihood of
metric values, they also describe what values would be anomalous. MOI uses this data to generate statistical anomaly
alerts for individual extreme values and for a series of values that are individually not unusual but anomalous when
observed together.

MOI combines multi-domain data, machine learning, predictive analytics, and a domain-agnostic web application to help
your site maintain optimal mainframe performance.

To learn more about the challenges that MOI addresses, see this video:
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To learn more about the MOI solution, review the following topics.

How MOI Works

This diagram shows the MOI solution overview. This product provides a predictive analytics engine and a UI to display
and monitor historical data from multiple base products. Also, you can view the historical data across multiple domains. In
this solution, the supported Broadcom product connects MOI to the base products. The data flows from the base product
to the data ingestion bus, which includes the analytics engine. The UI displays the data in customizable dashboards,
reports, and alerts.

MOI can alert the mainframe management team to potential performance issues. To remediate those issues, an IT user
would go to the base product and make the necessary changes.

Mainframe Management Team

MOI lets your mainframe management team view data from multiple data sources to review current and
historical performance, view potential future performance, and craft a domain-specific remediation plan to prevent
incidents.

The team can include the following members:
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• Application support
• Automation engineers
• Managers
• Middleware administrators
• Network engineers
• Operations personnel
• Storage engineers
• System programmers

This team view of multi-domain data facilitates increases collaboration and more efficient partnerships.

Key MOI Terms

As you use the machine learning and predictive analytics features, note the following terms:

Alert A warning that a metric threshold has been reached, performance has changed, or a failure has occurred.
Alert Clustering A machine-learning algorithm/capability that automatically identifies patterns of alerts that are consistent,

coherent, and repetitive (an insight). When a cluster of alerts is identified, the algorithm generates an Issue
in the alert console to surface the insight to users to act on.

Alert Decluttering A feature that cleans up the display of multiple alerts in the alert console by collapsing related alerts into
issues.

Incident An unplanned service interruption or a reduction in service quality. If a configuration item fails but has not
yet affected service, it is deemed an Incident.

Insight An interesting point that is found in the data being ingested by our machine learning algorithms.
Issue An artifact grouping an interrelated set of alerts. Issues group related alerts for deeper analysis, allowing

the team to focus on the relevant information for a problem.
Issue Prediction A machine learning algorithm/capability that offers predictions, probability ratings, and timeframes on

potential issues which may occur in the future. These predictions are based on past patterns.
Mean Time to

Resolution (MTTR)
The average time taken to resolve a configuration Item or service failure.

Metric An alphanumeric representation of a specific component of the data source.

Example:

• JOBCPUT
• CPUUSAGE%

Metric Path Displays the relationship of a metric to an instance and the component in your environment.
Problem The unknown root cause of one or more existing or potential Incidents. Occasionally, problems are

identified before related Incidents occur.

MOI Components

MOI brings together the following components:

• Source Data. The Data Analysis architecture processes your source data, which originates from the product data that
you feed into MOI. This product data is collected and sent, and then stored historically in the Analysis Engine.MOI lets
you feed data from the following sources:
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– DCI
– SYSVIEW for Db2
– Vantage and Vantage Web Client (Mainframe Team Center Management)
– IBM System Management Facility (SMF)

• Alert Forwarding. MOI lets you forward alerts to OPS/MVS, MAT, and Splunk Enterprise.
• Analysis Engine. The Analysis Engine applies statistical process controls to identify significant deviations from typical

system behavior. MOI builds an Analytics Chart to depict the most typical values of a metric as a center line. This line
is bounded by colored bands above and below that track the characteristic volatility of the metric over time. Alert points
are identified where the analysis engine detects an unusual event relative to the historical data. Alerts are grouped by
their maximum deviations from typical behavior.

• MOIWeb Application. The end-user web application is an easy-to-install-and-configure web application that you can
use with most Web browsers and mobile devices. Features include an Analysis Page with the Alerts Table and Metric
Charts, and a Metric Explorer interface for exploring metrics across your system. A default dashboard provides a
snapshot view of actual metric data for components in your monitoring environment.

Appliance Controller

As an administrator, it is critical for you to view the status of the applications you manage and, when called for, take
quick corrective action. To monitor all microservices associated with an application, you need a dashboard that displays
container-level metrics to monitor, measure, and manage appliance health.

The Appliance Controller lets you instantaneously view the status and health-related information of an appliance. You
can view and manage the health of an application, its underlying services, and the corresponding microservices in near
real time. You can use the Appliance Controller to view, monitor, and manage the services and microservices that are
associated with an application.
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Release Notes
This Release Notes section describes all MOI releases with details about new features, maintenance information, known
issues, and third-party software release notices.

MOI lets your mainframe management team visualize and explore historical data to understand and predict performance.
This understanding helps you prevent mainframe performance issues. This solution combines multi-domain data, machine
learning, predictive analytics, and a domain-agnostic web application to help your site maintain optimal mainframe
performance. MOI models your data and provides multiple tools to analyze it in your Web browser, including alerts,
dashboards, metrics, and reports.

Latest Release

MOI 2.0.06 is the latest release of the appliance.

NOTE

• For details about new features, see New Features.
• For details about maintenance, upgrading, and the required PTFs, see 2.0.06 Release.
• For a detailed overview about this solution, see Overview.
• For installation and software requirements, see Preparing for Installation.

Known Issues

View the Known Issues for this release.

Third-Party Software Agreements

View the third-party software legal acknowledgments information for the components that MOI uses.

2.0.06 Release
Review details about the latest release of MOI.

Appliance Images

This release includes all new features and maintenance updates through July 2020. You can access this update through
the following ISOs on Broadcom Support:

• MLSS 02.0.06 – ZLINUX APPLIANCE IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION
• MLSS 02.0.06 – X86 IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION

IMPORTANT
If you are upgrading from a previous release of MOI, you must follow the instructions provided in Maintaining the
MOI Appliance.

Required MOI PTFs

MOI Release 2.0.06 requires the following PTFs:
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• SO13628 - LDAPS support
• SO13564 - MOI Small Enhancements and Maintenance Fixes
• SO13565 - MOI Small Enhancements and Maintenance Fixes 
• SO13566 - MOI Small Enhancements and Maintenance Fixes
• SO12813 - Support bulk loading of historical SMF data
• SO11709 - Dynamically update email notification configuration
• SO10464 - Support customer-signed cert for specific host
• SO09250 - Java memory error when generating TLS keys
• SO08524 - Correct bug causing FSUM735I message
• SO07343 - Prepare JCL error when generated path is too long
• SO06991 - Allow multiple administrators to update the notification file
• SO07514 - Remove unnecessary ISPF TLS key generation messages
• SO06134 - Miscellaneous fixes, property files, and unformatted volsers
• SO06135 - Miscellaneous fixes, property files, and unformatted volsers
• SO06136 - Miscellaneous fixes, property files, and unformatted volsers
• SO04142 - Replacement of the new TLS generation JAR file
• SO01908 - MLSS Appliance TLS keystore generation

Required CCS Message Service Server Version

Ensure that you upgrade to the latest Message Service Server version 1.5.3 (SO12986) to enable the WTO and SMF
features delivered in this release. See the CCS product documentation for details.

WARNING

• One Common Components and Services Message Service Server is required for each mainframe system
or LPAR connected to the MOI appliance.

• Please ensure that ZDM_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=ENABLED is set in member ZMSENVT in the
MSS CAW0OPTV data set to allow metric data flow to MOI.

• If all of the Message Services connected to the appliance are not upgraded to at least version 1.4.2, the
appliance will not receive data.

Check Back Periodically

Please check for the latest maintenance at Support Online as Broadcom continues to publish maintenance on a periodic
basis.

New Features
MOI Release 2.0.06 includes the following new features.
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• An improved anomaly detection engine reduces false alarms.
• A basic rules engine and rules builder user interface allow you to filter events post-anomaly detection, reducing alerts

considered unimportant or not actionable.
• Advanced Machine Learning Parameters give you greater control over the sensitivity settings that affect when alerts

are generated.
• Custom filters allow you to filter what alerts display on the Alerts Console and the Alerts Analysis page.
• The Anomaly Score lets you customize your view of the Alerts Console and the Alerts Analysis page by limiting alerts

to those above the Anomaly Score value you set in a custom view. The Anomaly Score also displays now as a column
on the Alerts Console and Alerts Analysis page.

• For proofs of concept, and to rapidly demonstrate a return on investment, the bulk loading of SMF historical records
accelerates the machine learning process, which can begin immediately after installation. Also, SMF record type 30
(subtypes 2 and 3) is now supported.

• By updating values in a CSV file, you can apply or change minimum thresholds to observe for key metrics. When you
apply a new minimum threshold to a metric, MOI ignores observations below the threshold that would otherwise have
generated an alert. In addition, a new Minimum Threshold check box on the Green Highways charts allows you to
choose whether to display the minimum threshold for a metric when one is available.

• The list of supported SYSVIEW metrics was updated after the MOI team conducted a metric evaluation study that
determined the relative importance of metrics that were generating alerts.

• The Green Highways chart for Severity 1 alerts has been enhanced to display a red line during the wait period,
or to indicate when observations would have supported a Severity 1 alert were it not for rules or a minimum
threshold value that caused the alert to be suppressed.

• Support for secure LDAP and Active Directory has been added.

Key features are further described in the following sections.

Improved Anomaly Detection Engine

The Anomaly Detection Engine has been improved by allowing you to fine-tune parameters that affect the detection
of anomalous conditions in your environment. These tuning improvements can reduce the number of alerts
generated even before taking into account other refinements you make by setting up rules, changing Anomaly Score
settings, and adjusting minimum threshold settings. In addition, the Alerts panel in the Alerts Console, by default, now
displays only Severity 1 alerts. (You can still view all alerts by default in the Alert Analysis page.) The result of these
refinements is that the Alerts Console now displays only the items that truly need your attention.

Rules Engine and Rules Builder

A new Rules Engine, and its Rules Builder user interface, allow the administrator to capture domain intelligence around
the generation of alerts. As part of Configuration settings in the Appliance Controller, the Rules Builder lets you set up
rules regarding the systems, subsystems, metrics, metric types, and metric paths over whose alerts you want to exercise
specific control.

Advanced Machine Learning Parameters

On the Appliance Controller Configuration menu, the advanced machine learning parameters extend your control over
the detection of anomalies. Taken together, these settings can help reduce the number of Severity 1 alerts triggered when
metrics fall outside their expected ranges.

Custom View

This new feature of the Alerts Console and Alerts Analysis page allows you focus on the alerts of importance to you by
setting up a custom view of alerts. When you click Create View from the Custom View context menu, you make selections
for system (LPAR), subsystem type, subsystem or metric, and set a lower limit for the Anomaly Score. You can save this
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custom view, and even set it as your default view. In this way you concentrate your attention on the alerts that matter most
to you.

Anomaly Score

A slider allows you to define how anomalous an alert must be before it will display in a Custom View of the Alerts Console
and Alert Analysis page. In Custom View setup, the Anomaly Score slider sets the lower limit for the Anomaly Score range
for metrics that display in that view. The Anomaly Score is a computed value and represents the degree of deviation from
that which machine learning considers normal for an observation. The slider feature of the Custom View lets you easily
filter the list of alerts to focus on those most anomalous and impactful.

NOTE
When you upgrade from  2.0.05 to 2.0.06, data previously existing in the system will not have the new anomaly
score. For these data points:

• A default anomaly score of 100 (most anomalous) will be added for open alerts. This is done so that
previously existing alerts are not suppressed by the new rules included in version 2.0.06.

• Anomaly Score is not reported on the Green Highways for data points that are not assigned an Anomaly
Score.

Minimum Thresholds

You can now apply minimum thresholds that affect how select metrics are treated by MOI. Some minimum threshold
values are set out-of-the-box based on default SYSVIEW warning threshold values. The minimum threshold values are
contained in a file called the Alarm Suppression file. A MOI administrator can modify any of the values in this file based on
client requirements.

A new Minimum Threshold check box was added to the Green Highways charts to allow users to display the minimum
threshold when available for a given metric. For more, see Integrate with SYSVIEW.

Bulk Load SMF Historical Records, Support for Additional SMF Record Types

To shorten time-to-value and the adoption time frame, MOI now supports bulk loading of supported SMF record types
immediately post-installation. Bulk loading of SMF data accelerates machine learning and can create a mature data model
in a matter of hours rather than weeks. This feature makes for a more meaningful proof of concept for a prospective
customer, or one that wishes to avoid the longer ramp-up time normally required before machine learning begins to
generate alerts and demonstrate product value. This gives customers two ways to get up and running on MOI, by bulk
loading historical data or by live streaming current data.

In addition to bulk loading, MOI now also supports SMF record type 30, subtypes 2 and 3.

Known Issues
MOI 2.0.06 has the following known issues

UI Dancing Effect Observed on Tooltips

Symptom:

On the MOI Alerts Console and Alerts Analysis panels, the user interface (UI) exhibits flickering tooltip behavior at zoom
levels of about 120% and higher.

Workaround: As yet, there is no permanent solution for this behavior. Because it is observed only at zoom levels of about
120% and higher, the workaround is to keep the zoom level below 120%.
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Feedback Buttons Do Not Work Correctly in Internet Explorer

In the Alerts panel, Issue Summary tab, when a user gives feedback (positive or negative) on an issue, the respective
feedback button should become disabled, and the user should see the counts of feedback, positive and negative, that
have already been given on the issue. This functionality does not work in Internet Explorer.

Timestamp Reflects GMT When Exporting Reports to Excel or Excel (Paginated)

When you create a report via the Reports menu and then export it to Excel format or Excel (Paginated), the timestamp in
the report reflects Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), not your timezone.

Workaround:The recommended workaround for this issue is to export to .XLSX or .XLSX (Paginated) format.

Custom View Resets Alert Type with Change of Date Range

Symptom: If the user sets a Custom View of the Alerts Console or Analysis Page, displays that view, sets Alert Type to
Issue to view only issues in the results, then makes a change to the Date Range, the Alert Type resets to a type of Alert.

Workaround. The provisional solution to this problem when it occurs is to manually reset Alert Type to Issue.

Update: This issue is resolved in the hotfix released September 2020.

Some Alerts Assigned an Incorrect Anomaly Score

Symptom: Some alerts have been assigned an incorrect Anomaly Score. This is seen particularly with alerts generated in
the lower bands (-1,-2,-3).

The problem is due to incorrect percentile values which are used to derive the Anomaly Score. We are actively working to
address the problem.

Issue Email Notifications are Disabled

Email notifications for issues are disabled currently. Email notifications for alerts are not affected.

Table Headers Not Visible in Alerts Console

Symptom: By default, the Alerts Console displays only Severity 1 alerts. Currently, if there are no Severity 1 alerts, the
Alerts Console displays a blank screen even if there are open Severity 2 and Severity 3 alerts.  The table headers are not
visible to allow you to select Severity 2 or Severity 3 in the Severity column. 

Workaround: To see the table headers, click the ALL ALERTS VIEW drop-down menu and select ALL ALERTS VIEW.
The Table Headers display. To view alerts of other severities, select ALL or a different severity level in the Severity column
header.

Update: This issue is resolved in the hotfix released September 2020.

Reports Not Showing All Historical (Rolled-Up) Data

All expected data is not visible in some historical reports.

Symptom: In some scenarios, MOI reports do not show all expected historical data. Two known scenarios include the
following:

• a query on 45 days of data or more
• a query involving a large number of metrics or metric paths

The amount of missing data varies from hours to days depending on the system.

Workaround: There is currently no workaround.
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Previous Releases
Information about previous releases of MOI is detailed in this section.

2.0.05 Release
Review details about the latest release.

MOI Release 2.0.05 includes the following new features:

• Additional SMF Metric Support for DB2, CICS, and MQ Metrics
• Additional SYSVIEW for Db2 Metric Support
• New Detector Customized Metrics Selection
• Database Upgrade and Storage Improvements
• Enable or Disable Green Highways for Voluminous SMF Records
• Improved Clustering and Predictions
• Integrate with Third-Party Applications to Automate z/OS Write-to-Operator (WTO) Messages
• User Interface Enhancements

Appliance Images

This release includes all new features and maintenance updates through October 2019. You can access this update
through the following ISOs on Broadcom Support:

• MLSS 02.0.05 – ZLINUX APPLIANCE IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION
• MLSS 02.0.05 – X86 IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION

NOTE
If you are upgrading from a previous release, review Maintaining the MOI Appliance.

Required MOI PTFs

MOI Release 2.0.05 requires the following PTFs:

• SO10464 - Support customer-signed cert for specific host
• SO09250 - Java memory error when generating TLS keys
• SO08524 - Correct bug causing FSUM735I message
• SO07343 - Prepare JCL error when generated path is too long
• SO06991 - Allow multiple administrators to update the notification file
• SO07514 - Remove unnecessary ISPF TLS key generation messages
• SO06134 - Miscellaneous fixes, property files, and unformatted volsers
• SO06135 - Miscellaneous fixes, property files, and unformatted volsers
• SO06136 - Miscellaneous fixes, property files, and unformatted volsers
• SO04142 - Replacement of the new TLS generation JAR file
• SO01908 - MLSS Appliance TLS keystore generation

Required CCS Message Service Server Version

Ensure that you upgrade to the latest Message Service Server version to enable the WTO and SMF features delivered in
this release.

• CCS Message Service 15.0 - Latest PTF (SO10574 - CCS MESSAGE SERVICE CUMULATIVE MAINTENANCE -
1.4.6) and WTO Adapter is enabled on MSS
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WARNING
If all of the Message Services connected to the appliance are not upgraded to at least version 1.4.2, the
appliance will not receive data.

New Features
MOI Release 2.0.05 includes the following new features.

Optimized Storage Utilization

An updated version of the database stores data in a more efficient way, which reduces your storage needs. You can save
50% to 80% in disk space, compared to the previous release. When you upgrade from Release 2.0.04 to 2.0.05, database
services upgrade to a newer release automatically and an optimization process occurs. You can only upgrade from 2.0.04.

More information: Upgrading Your Cassandra Database

Additional SMF Record Support

This release provides support for additional SMF Record ingestion for the 101, 110, and 116 records (CICS, DB2, MQ).
CCS Message Service PTF maintenance is required (SO10574 for 15.0). For example, you can view the DB2 Accounting
Monitoring (SMF 101) Package metric for the number of SQL statements issued (DPPSQLC). You can ingest these metric
types if the SMF Adapter Option is enabled in the Machine Learning Capability Enablement panel.

SMF records for these metrics are very voluminous so they are disabled by default. If you need these metrics, you can
enable them using the Appliance Controller.

More information:

• Integrate the IBM zOS MVS System Management Facilities Adapter
• Stream DB2 and MQ SMF Accounting Monitoring Data
• Stream CICS SMF Performance Class Data
• Complete List of Supported SMF Metrics

Enable Green Highways for SMF 101.0 (DB2), 110.1 (CICS), and 116.0 (MQ) Records

You can enable or disable these voluminous SMF metrics from being processed by the Green Highway. By default, these
metrics are disabled after you install 2.0.05. When you want to add these metrics for Green Highway processing in the
Appliance Controller, you can apply the same filter path on multiple metrics in the Metric Path panel. This enhancement
provides cost-saving benefits because it lets you customize and limit the amount of ingested data.
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More information:

• Perform Differential Analysis of Metrics
• Complete List of Supported SMF Metrics

Improved Anomaly Detection, Clustering, and Predictions

This release continues to refine our anomaly detection capabilities. We have enhanced the system to not trigger an
alarm for random fluctuations which are within business-acceptable boundaries. Additionally, several metric alarms have
been turned off by default since they provide limited value for RCA or Issue (Alert Clustering) recognition. Both of these
changes increase the focus on actionable anomalies.

Alert Processing Changes for Select Metrics

By default, the following SYSVIEW and SMF metrics are disabled from generating alerts:
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• DART_DEVNUM
• DART_VOLSER
• DCTAVG_DEVNUM
• DCTAVG_VOLSER
• DDTAVG_VOLSER
• DPTAVG_DEVNUM
• DPTAVG_VOLSER
• DRTAVG_VOLSER
• DVUTL_DEVNUM
• WMLPI
• CHANBUSY
• MQL1TOT%
• MQL2TOT%
• JOBPVT%

Green Highway Processing Changes for Select Metrics

By default, the following SYSVIEW MQ metrics are enabled for Green Highway processing in this release:

• MQPSFREE
• MQPSUSED
• MQQGETSR
• MQQPUTSR
• MQLDEPTH
• MQQDEPTH
• MQQSRVTM

By default, the following SYSVIEW MQ metrics are not processed by Green Highways:

• MQBPUSE%
• MQPSET%
• MQDCONA%
• MQDCONC%
• MQGET
• MQPUT
• MQREQS
• MQQFULL%
• MQL1TOT%
• MQL2TOT%
• CHANBUSY
• WLMPI

Sending Alert Notifications to SYSLOG for Automation

You can trap and automate Write-to-Operator (WTO) messages to SYSLOG if you use third-party applications. You
define notification rules that act on WTOs written to the SYSLOG. Your z/OS automation tool can trap a WTO and enable
automation to further diagnose and remediate the problem as necessary. This enhancement extends our automation
capability to other vendor automation console/event monitoring tools.

More information:
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• Manage Notification Rules
• Integrate with Third-Party Applications to Automate z/OS Write-to-Operator (WTO) Messages

Additional SYSVIEW for Db2 Metrics and Views

This release provides additional SYSVIEW for Db2 metrics with PTF SO10716. For example, System Overview history,
EDM Pool history, Group Buffer Pool history, Storage Utilization, Dynamic Prepare, and Dataset Statistics.

This release also updates the views for these DB2 metrics with the latest category names and descriptions, including
deriving SYSVIEW for Db2 or IBM metric names. When you create an ad-hoc view for these DB2 metrics, open the select
fields dialog and select OK.

More information: Integrate with SYSVIEW for Db2

New Detector Customized Metrics Selection

You can now customize the selection of DB2 plan and package metrics that you want to send from Detector (Detector)
to collect, view, and analyze in MOI. This enhancement allows you to exclude specific metrics from analysis in MOI. All
metrics are included by default.

Additionally, the default settings for the MINIMUM_PLAN_SQL and MINIMUM_PACKAGE_SQL parameters have
changed. If you omit these parameters when you extract Detector data, the default value for both is now zero.

More information: Integrate with Detector

User Interface Enhancements

This release includes several user interface enhancements.

Green Highway Alert Toggle

The Green Highway lets you toggle the Alert bubbles on and off.

More information: Manage Recently Detected Alerts

Green Highway Display Improvement

For an improved user experience, the user interface now cosmetically paints over gaps in Green Highways. Gaps might
appear due to the sporadic nature of the data; for example, transactional data which is not generated on a regular
interval, or when the data provider was down and did not send data to MOI. You can detect a gap for incoming data by the
absence of the solid black line, which represents Actual values on the Green Highway charts.

Data gaps are painted in both EWMA and KDE modeling modes and for all data providers.
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Upgrading Your Cassandra Database
If you are currently running the 2.0.04 version of MOI, Cassandra upgrades automatically when installing the 2.0.05
Microservices ISO. The upgrade runs in the background and may take hours or even days to complete. MOI remains fully
operational while the database is upgraded and optimized. At the end of the process, you should see significant database
storage savings.

During the optimization stage, MOI periodically checks whether the stage has completed by approximating the number
of remaining Cassandra tables to be optimized, logging the count every 15 minutes. If the count has not changed after a
24-hour period, the process proceeds to the Garbage Collection stage. The count is approximate because it may include
some tables that do not need to be optimized.

You will see the same count logged every 15 minutes during the 24-hour waiting period. This behavior is normal.
However, if the count does not change after more than 24 hours, please contact Customer Support.

NOTE
LVM0 must be configured with a 50GB or larger disk storage device as mentioned in the installation storage
prerequisites. Disk storage smaller than 50GB may interfere with the Database Upgrade and Optimization
process and possibly the overall database upgrade itself.

WARNING
You can only upgrade the database from MOI Release 2.0.04.

When the new Cassandra images begin running, they start converting the existing Cassandra database tables to the
latest format while updating the compaction strategy for each table.

Monitoring the Upgrade Progress from the Appliance Controller

You can monitor the Cassandra upgrade from the Appliance Controller. In the Appliance Controller menu, hover over the
gear icon in the left panel, and select Configuration, Maintenance.

The Maintenance page has a section named Database Optimization. This section displays the current status of the
process and the log output.

The current status is a string made up of two parts, the current stage of the optimization and the status of that stage.

The following list shows the stages:

1. Backup
2. Optimizing
3. GarbageCollectNode1
4. GarbageCollectNode2
5. GarbageCollectNode3
6. Cleanup
7. Completed
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The possible status:

• Not Started
• Running
• Success
• Failed

The database optimization is complete once the stage becomes Completed.

NOTE
If the phase shows a Failed status, select the Click to restart optimization option. Address any
issues that might appear in the log before retrying.

The log output section shows the output logs of the optimization process.

NOTE

The optimization fails if the following requirements are not met:

• At least 50% free disk space on lvm1, lvm2, and lvm3
• Database, Cassandra1, Cassandra2, and Cassandra3 services healthy

The optimization process might take days to complete for large databases. We recommend checking
the Maintenance page for the status every two to three days. During the process, the disk usage increases due
to new data incoming and the existence of the snapshots. After the Cleanup stage is complete the disk usage of
the Cassandra cluster should reduce by 50% to 80%.

Revert to a Database Snapshot

If you already have a snapshot and all Cassandra services are healthy, you can revert to the snapshot.

Follow these steps:

1. cd into the following directory:
/opt/moi/cassandra/normal/

2. Execute the following script:
revert-to-snapshot.sh [snapshot name]

The script takes a single optional argument, the snapshot name. If you omit this argument, the script uses the default
name of CassandraUpgrade.

CassandraUpgrade is the automatic snapshot taken when the new version of the database (3.11.4) was introduced in
this release.

3. The script starts running the reversion.

The time for the reversion to complete is proportional to the amount of data stored in the database.

NOTE

The script performs the following actions to revert to a named snapshot:

1. Deletes the data currently in the tables in the appliance keyspace.
2. Recreates the table schemas from the snapshots, if necessary.
3. Truncates the data in the current memtable.
4. Copies the snapshot data from the snapshot location into the tables in the keyspace.
5. Runs nodetool refresh on the tables.

2.0.04 Release
MOI Release 2.0.04 includes the following new features:
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• Anomaly Detection Refinement
• Common Components and Services 15.0 Support
• SYSVIEW 16.0 Support

Appliance Images

This release includes all new features and maintenance updates through May 2019. You can access this update through
the following ISOs on Broadcom Support:

• MLSS 02.0.04 – ZLINUX APPLIANCE IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION
• MLSS 02.0.04 – X86 IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION

WARNING

• Before you apply the latest PTFs, back up your data and review the installation process to download the new
ISO.

• If you are upgrading from MOI Version 2.0, and you want to keep your data in Release 2.0.03, do not format
the LVM drives when you verify the platform status. Instead, skip these steps and remap the drives with
the a command continuing from Step 4f.

• The anomaly detection refinement only applies to alarms generated after you upgrade. The alarms from a
previous release are not affected.

Required PTFs for Latest Release

 MOI Release 2.0.04 requires the following PTFs:

• SO01908 - MLSS Appliance TLS keystore generation
• SO04142 - Replacement of the new TLS generation JAR file
• SO06134 - Miscellaneous fixes, property files, and unformatted volsers
• SO06135 - Miscellaneous fixes, property files, and unformatted volsers
• SO06136 - Miscellaneous fixes, property files, and unformatted volsers
• SO06991 - Allow multiple administrators to update the notification file
• SO07514 - Remove unnecessary ISPF TLS key generation messages

New Features
MOIRelease 2.0.04 includes the following new features:

Anomaly Detection Refinement

This release refines the MOI anomaly detection capabilities, introducing Alarm Episodes. Alarm Episodes continue
an alarm instead of raising multiple alarms for the same metric during the particular period. Additionally, metrics
received at 15 minute intervals or less, generate a severity 1 alarm only if the data point falls outside of the rare band
two consecutive times. This anomaly detection enhancement reduces the volume of alarms while also increasing the
accuracy. Additionally, sporadic alarms are suppressed for metrics with a less than or equal to 15 minute interval.

More information:

• Manage Recently Detected Alerts
• Analyze Alerts Using the Charts Panel

Common Components and Services 15.0 Support

This release supports Common Components and Services 14.1 or later, including 15.0.
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More information:

Address MOI Prerequisites

SYSVIEW 16.0 Support

This release supports SYSVIEW 16.0.

More information:

Integrate with SYSVIEW

2.0.03 Release
 MOI Release 2.0.03 includes the following new features:

• Additional SYSVIEW Metrics
• Detector Alert Suppression
• Self-Monitoring of the MOI Appliance
• Topology Mapping and Hotspot Visualization

Appliance Images

This release includes all new features and maintenance updates through November 2018. You can access this update
through the following ISOs on Broadcom Support:

• MLSS 02.0.03 – ZLINUX APPLIANCE IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION
• MLSS 02.0.03 – X86 IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION

WARNING

• Before you apply the latest PTFs, back up your data and review the installation process to download the new
ISO.

• If you are upgrading from MOI Version 2.0, and you want to keep your data in Release 2.0.03, do not format
the LVM drives when you verify the platform status. Instead, skip these steps and remap the drives with
the a command continuing from Step 4f.

Latest Release PTFs

• PTF SO06134 - Base FMID for s390x or x86_64
• PTF SO06135 - (s390x Only) Disk Assignment panel updates and other updates
• PTF SO06136 - (x86_64 Only) Disk Assignment panel updates and other updates

NOTE

Install SO06134 with either SO06135 (s390x only) or SO06136 (x86_64 only).

Installing MOI for the First Time

If you want to install the appliance for the first time:

1. Follow the process in Preparing for Installation.
2. Apply the SO06134 PTF with the appropriate PTF for your platform (SO06135 or SO06136)/

WARNING

Apply these PTFs before you invoke the ISPF panels to complete the installation.
3. Follow the installation process in Install MOI.
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4. Deploy copies of the application.rpm and property files to your test appliances from the Install Panel by selecting 8 -
Deploy, Deploy Property Files, press Enter, then select Deploy Binary RPMs, press Enter.

5. Update and reboot the appliance from the Manage panels by selecting 9 - Advanced Commands, 12 - Update, 1 -
Resend, 2 - Reboot.
The appliance detects and applies the updated property files and RPMs.

6. Verify the reboot status with Manage Option 2 - Boot Status.
The following message appears in the boot log:
Reboot will be required if upgrading ca_moi-scripts

7. Reboot the appliance a second time with Manage Option 8 - Reboot/Shutdown, 1 - Reboot.
8. Verify the health of the services with Manage Option 4 - Services Health.

Upgrading an Existing Installation

If you already installed MOI, follow the steps in Maintaining the MOI Appliance.

Maintenance
Before you upgrade to Release 2.0.03, review the maintenance process.

WARNING

• MOI Version 2.0 is not backward compatible with MTC-OI Release 1.0.01.
• Before you apply the PTF, back up your data. After you apply the PTF, review the installation process to

download the new ISO.
• If you are upgrading from MOI Version 2.0, and you want to keep your data in Release 2.0.03, do not format

the LVM drives when you verify the platform status. Instead, skip these steps and remap the drives with the a
command continuing from Step 4f.

 MOI Release 2.0.03 includes all feature and maintenance updates through May 2018. You can access this update
through the following ISOs:

• MLSS 02.0.03 – ZLINUX APPLIANCE IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION
• MLSS 02.0.03 – X86 IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION

New Features
MOI Release 2.0.03 includes the following new features:

Additional SYSVIEW Metrics

This release adds more SYSVIEW metrics for ingestion, anomaly detection, and other functions that include the
prevention of creating alerts on data spikes. SYSVIEW now sends the following CICS transaction class metric definitions:

• TCLSAMAX - Times at class max last interval
• TCLSHWM - High water mark transaction count
• TCLSHWM% - High water mark percent of class max
• TCLSQUED - Queued transactions last interval

NOTE

The TCLSQUED metric is sent to analysis and generates a Green Highway.
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Appliance Health Self-Monitoring

This release lets you monitor the health of the appliance so that you get alerts about any abnormal behavior to ensure
awareness. For example, data flow stops from a product that integrates with MOI and you have a disruption in anomaly
detection and reporting. This new feature lets you send appliance health notifications through email and SNMP. These
notifications help you take quick, corrective action.

More information:

Monitor MOI Metrics Health

Detector Alert Suppression

The previous release provided alert suppression of some Severity 1 issues under certain circumstances. This 2.0.03
release now also suppresses Severity 2 and Severity 3 alerts for some DB2 metrics under certain circumstances. For
example, your transaction performance improves dramatically and it drops from 1000 ms to 50 ms. In this scenario, the
improvement does not raise a Severity 1, 2, or 3 alert because of the positive change in performance. MOI considers
these types of alerts as below the line in the Green Highways, so they do not appear. However, if your transaction
durations increase dramatically because of performance issues, or above the line, then the alerts appear.

Topology Mapping and Hotspot Visualization

The Topology Hotspot Visualizer lets you discover parts of your mainframe infrastructure automatically and associate
those infrastructure elements for a given issue. At a glance, you can determine where the likely root cause lies. You
visualize different hierarchies to group nodes by LPAR, application name, and type. Topology discovers nodes from CICS
regions, DB2 subsystems, and MQ Queue Managers. You can also create Topology Applications and Relationships.
This visualization reduces what typically takes multiple experts, looking at multiple tools, and debating over a bridge call,
down to a single screen, and less than a minute to determine who to engage. This feature helps you reduce considerable
problem analysis time and wasted effort out of the process.

More information:

Enable Automatic Discovery of Your Mainframe Infrastructure with Topology Hotspots

2.0.02 Release
MOI Release 2.0.02 includes the following new features:

• Additional SYSVIEW Metrics
• Detector Metrics
• Certificate Management from the Appliance Controller
• Installation and Configuration Enhancements
• Share Insights with DX Digital Operational Intelligence
• Manage Certificates from the Appliance Controller
• User Interface Enhancements

Maintenance
Before you upgrade to Release 2.0.02, review the appliance maintenance process.
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WARNING

• MOI Version 2.0 is not backward compatible with MTC-OI Release 1.0.01.
• Before you apply the PTF, back up your data. After you apply the PTF, review the installation process to

download the new ISO.
• If you are upgrading from MOI Version 2.0, and you want to keep your data in Release 2.0.02, do not format

the LVM drives and verify the platform status. Instead, skip these steps and remap the drives with the a
command continuing from Step 4f.

The Machine Learning Support Services Maintenance Release 2.0.02 (S1806) includes all maintenance updates through
April 2018. You can only access this maintenance pack through the following ISOs:

• MLSS 02.0.02 (S1806) – ZLINUX APPLIANCE IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION
• MLSS 02.0.02 (S1806) – X86 IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION
• PTF SO01908 - MLSS APPLIANCE TLS KEYSTORE GENERATION
• PTF SO04142 - MLSS REPLACEMENT OF NEW TLS GENERATION

This maintenance pack includes various microservice updates, such as performance improvements for one-hour rollup,
and load time improvements for the Alert Console. To get the microservice ISOs, go to the product Download Page on
Broadcom Support.

WARNING

• Starting with PTFs SO00516, SO00517, and SO00518 applied or the Service Update S1801 Product PAX
file that is installed, both PTFSs (SO01908 and SO04142) must be applied before installing the maintenance
ISO. For both upgrades or new installations of the appliance, you must generate security certificates.

• After maintenance is applied to the appliance, the initial startup of the database microservices may
experience some latency due to migration of existing alarms to a new database schema.

New Features
MOIRelease 2.0.02 has the following new features:

Additional SYSVIEW Metrics
This release now supports Data Collection Metrics for MVS. You can send the following SYSVIEW metrics to .:

• JESZJCU
• JESZJCP
• JESTTBU
• JESTTBP
• JESICEU
• JESICEP
• JESCMDU
• JESCMDP

NOTE

More information:

Integrate with SYSVIEW Performance Management

Detector Metrics
This release now includes the following DB2 performance metrics from Detector (Detector) Version 20.0:
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• CLAIM_LOCK_REQ
• DB2_CPU
• DB2_ELAPSED
• GETPAGE
• PAGEUPDT
• SQL
• SYNCREAD
• WAIT_COUNT
• WAIT_TIME

Data ingestion for SQL performance metrics from Detector for Db2 for z/OS, supports the following features:

• Adaptive Thresholding against SQL performance metrics
• Visual Analysis of SQL performance metrics and trends

NOTE

More information:

Integrate the Detector for Db2 for z/OS Adapter

Installation and Configuration Enhancements
After you install the appliance, you can now enable Issue Intelligence and Insight Sharing applications in the Appliance
Controller. You configure these applications in ISPF. Issue Intelligence provides Alert Clustering and incident predictions.
Insight Sharing lets you integrate with Splunk Enterprise, SNMP Server, and DX Digital Operational Intelligence.

NOTE

More information:

Enable Your Applications

Share Insights with DX Digital Operational Intelligence
DX Digital Operational Intelligence enables IT operations teams to make smarter, faster decisions. Doing so helps
enhance user experience and improving IT service quality and capacity through cross-domain contextual intelligence.
Insight streaming to DX Digital Operational Intelligence, helps distributed teams gain visibility into the performance and
availability of dependent mainframe services and transactions, without requiring mainframe access.With this integration,
you can send only business-focused alerts that are called as Insights to the configured destination. This integration
provides the following advantages:

• Move targeted mainframe alert data to DX Digital Operational Intelligence in a cost-effective manner.
• View cross-enterprise insights from distributed and mainframe systems in Digital Operational Intelligence.
• Know when to involve the mainframe team.
• Save money and time for all your teams.
• Resolve issues faster.

NOTE

More information:

Integrate with DX Digital Operational Intelligence

Manage Certificates From Appliance Controller
MOI installation creates self-signed certificates. You can download and manage, certificates, Certificate Signing Requests
(CSR), and keystores for the adapters that are integrated with MOI.
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NOTE

More information:

Manage Certificates

User Interface Enhancements
This release contains the following user interface enhancements:

Save Private Reports, Dashboards, and Adhoc Views
You can now save reports, dashboards, and adhoc views in a private folder that are accessible only for your login.

Enabled Direct Access to Alert Analysis  Page
A new direct landing button is provided in the main navigation menu for you to access the Analysis page directly. From
the main navigation menu, click the bell icon and select Alert Analysis. This helps L1/L2 Mainframe Support Analysts to
quickly access the performance anomalies under review.

2.0.01 Release
 MOIRelease 2.0.01 has the following new features:

• Additional SYSVIEW Metrics
• Alert Clustering for Issue Identification and Prediction
• Alert Notification Enhancements
• DCI (DCI) Integration
• MAT (MAT) Integration
• SYSVIEW for Db2 Integration
• Calendar Management
• Installation Enhancements
• Splunk Enterprise or SNMP Integration
• Third-Party Application Integration

Maintenance
Before you upgrade to the latest release, review the appliance maintenance process.

The Machine Learning Support Services Maintenance Release 2.0.01 (S1801) includes all maintenance updates through
April 2018. You can only access this maintenance pack through the following ISOs:

• MLSS 02.0.01 (S1801) – ZLINUX APPLIANCE IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION
• MLSS 02.0.01 (S1801) – X86 IMAGES – ISO INSTALLATION

This maintenance pack includes various microservice updates, such as performance improvements for one-hour rollup,
and load time improvements for the Alert Console. To get the microservice ISOs, go to the product Download Page on
Broadcom Support.

New Features
MOIRelease 2.0.01 has the following new features:
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Additional SYSVIEW Metrics

This release includes workload summarization metrics from SYSVIEW which combine or summarize collected job metrics
for groups of jobs or address spaces. Summarization groups are defined using SYSVIEW logical groups with a type value
of WORKLOAD. The logical group definitions can be created dynamically using the SYSVIEW GROUPS command or by
creating definitions in the SYSVIEW parmlib member GROUPS.

More information: Workload Summarization

Alert Clustering for Issue Identification and Prediction

To reduce root cause analysis time and manual effort, MOI now includes Alert Clustering. This machine-learning
algorithm identifies patterns of alerts automatically that have a similar occurrence pattern, source, or time, and that exist
consistently, coherently, and repetitively.

When the algorithm identifies an alert cluster, the system generates an Issue in the Alert console. Issues group related
alerts for deeper analysis, allowing the team to focus on the relevant information for a problem. The focused view helps
the team rapidly review why the alerts are related, and quickly narrow down the real cause to remediate.

More information:

• Manage and Analyze Alert Clusters (Issue) in the Alert Console
• Alert Clustering and Issue Prediction in MOI Video:

Alert Notification Enhancements

In Version 2.0, when MOI forwards an alert to a product (such as OPS/MVS), an email notification containing the
acknowledgment details is sent to the email recipients. In Release 2.0.01, an additional email notification containing the
response details is sent when the product sends a response for an alert to MOI.

This email notification feature for alert forwarding and response is supported only for OPS/MVS and MAT.

More information:  Research an Alert Based on an Email Notification

DCI (DCI) Integration

MOI lets you collect, view, and analyze data from DCI (DCI). DCI sends system capacity metrics to MOI. The historical
analysis of DCI metrics helps you identify any route cause for unexpected MSU consumption increase. These increases
result in higher rolling four-hour average and IBM monthly license costs. You can remediate the issues to avoid any future
increase in MLC.

More information: Integrate with DCI

MAT (MAT) Integration

MOI integrates with MAT (MAT) to identify, analyze, and adjust the performance of an application with the goal of
maximizing its efficiency and effectiveness, which is known as tuning. With this integration, you can review MAT reports
for an alert appearing in MOI. You can identify the root cause for inefficient mainframe application job performance.

More information:

• Integrate with MAT
• Benefits of Integrating MOI with MAT

SYSVIEW for Db2 Integration

This release includes DB2 metrics from SYSVIEW for Db2, which includes data that describes bufferpool activities,
connection time intervals, CPU usage, and the overall subsystem health.
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More information: Integrate with SYSVIEW for Db2

Calendar Management

The Manage Calendars page in the Appliance Controller lets you set up special days and exclusion days. These days let
you tune future green highways to accommodate events outside of your normal cycle.

• Use special days when you have a non-weekly recurring event that should affect data in a similar way each time. Bi-
weekly, monthly, yearly events that show similar data patterns are perfect examples of when you should use a special
day. For example, high-volume shopping days, sales campaigns, end-of-year processing and so on. Each occurrence
of a special day is used to predict green highways for future special days. Special days help you avoid overwhelming
operators by suppressing alerts during those special days.

• Use exclusion days when you have an identified interval in the past where indicators are outside the normal range and
data from that interval should not be used in future predictions. An unplanned outage or hardware failure is a good time
to use exclusion days.

Using these days can help you manage your green highways and influence future calculations.

More information: Calendar Management

Installation Enhancements

This release of the appliance lets you select your licensed products and notification integrations during product
configuration and deployment.

NOTE

The installation process for MOI Version 2.0 has changed for when you upgrade to Release 2.0.01. For more
details, review the Installation process.

More information: Configure and Deploy MOI

Splunk Enterprise or SNMP Integration

This release lets you integrate with Splunk Enterprise in a seamless, cost-effective manner. Splunk Enterprise helps
you analyze distributed and mainframe data for an enterprise, from a single location. If your enterprise solution contains
distributed and mainframe environments, and you have different support staff for both platforms, you need timely
collaboration to identify the root cause of any issues. With this integration, you can send only business-focused alerts that
are called as Insights to Splunk Enterprise or any other application through SNMP Informs.

More information: Integrate with Splunk Enterprise

Third-Party Application Integration

This release also lets you integrate with a third-party application using SNMP information in a seamless, cost-effective
manner. With this integration, you can send only business-focused alerts that are called as Insights a third-party
application through SNMP Informs.

More information: Integrate with a Third-Party Application Using SNMP Informs

2.0 Release
  Version 2.0 has the following new features:
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• Alert Enhancements
• Vantage for Storage Metrics
• Export and Import Report Templates
• Hash-Patterned Green Highway Bands
• IBM System Management Facility

– Create Reports and Dashboards Using SMF Adapter Data
– Update SMF Domain Data

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server (CABI)
• CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM)
• CA Common Services for z/OS (CCS)
• CA Detector for DB2 for z/OS
• CA Digital Operational Intelligence
• CA Dynamic Capacity Intelligence (CA DCI)
• CA Mainframe Application Tuner (CA MAT)
• MOI
• CA NetMaster® Network Management for TCP/IP
• CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management
• OPS/MVS (CA OPS/MVS)
• Vantage™ Resource Manager
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Preparing for Installation
MOI supports a multi-product solution that lets you visualize and explore multi-domain historical data that has been
analyzed to determine what is expected. MOI models your historical data, and provides multiple ways of viewing it in your
web browser.

This article details the prerequisite tasks that you can complete before the day that you install MOI. Doing so increases
the likelihood of a quick and seamless installation.

Installation Requirements Videos

The following series of videos highlights the steps to take to ensure a successful installation of MOI.

Installation Requirements Overview

Installation Requirements: Software and Browser Requirements

Installation Requirements: Single-Appliance Prerequisites x86

Installation Requirements: Single-Appliance Prerequisites zLinux

Installation Requirements: Common Components and Services

Installation Requirements: Product Integration

Prepare for Installation

The following diagram shows the workflow to complete prerequisite tasks:
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Figure 1: Prepare for Installation

1. Complete the product prerequisites:
Address Platform Prerequisites, including the Base Common Components and Services, CCS USS-Based Service,
CCS Data Mover Service, and CCS Message Service.

NOTE

For more details about the required MOI PTFs for a specific release of the appliance, review the Release
Notes.
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2. Address Product Integration Prerequisites
You configure product integrations to send data to MOI or to have MOI send performance alerts.

Address MOI Prerequisites
This article details MOI prerequisites. We recommend that you complete these items before the day of installation.

NOTE
For more details about the required MOI PTFs for a specific release of the appliance, review the Release Notes.

TIP
Review the Printable Installation Checklist which provides all parameters that you encounter during MOI
installation. Ensuring that you have all these parameters ready can help speed up your installation.

Port Requirements

• The MOI appliance only uses ports 61480 (http) and 61443 (https).
• The MOI Appliance Controller only uses ports 61980 (http) and 61983 (https).
• Mainframe data (such as time series metrics) stream to the appliance through the CCS Message Service on TCP Port

61616. Optionally, you can encrypt this traffic. If encrypted, the CCS Message Service Server Java is 1.8 or higher,
with TLS 1.2.

• Provide access to the CCS Data Service microservice that runs in the appliance goes through TCP ports 7160 and
7161. Broadcom applications employ CCS Data Service REST services to enable dynamic, deep-linking between
different UI applications.

• The MOI appliance uses ports 61480 and 61340 for http, and 61443 and 61341 for https.

MOI Network Flow. The following diagram shows the network flow from the mainframe to the appliance:

Figure 2: MOI Network Flow
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Expected Throughput Statistics. MOI processes about 150,000 metrics per minute on both Linux on x86_64 and Linux
on z.

Software Requirements

• OpenSSH_6.4p1. To identify your SSH version, execute the ssh -V command.
• ICSF
• Java 8 (64-bit). Verify that your TSO region size is sufficiently large enough to run Java programs under z/OS. For

example, 2 GB.
• Common Components and Services Release 15.0 or later at any supported z/OS level per the Compatibility Matrix.

For details, see the Common Components and Services information.
• VMware (for Linux on x86_64 only)

NOTE

Only VMware is certified for MOI. If you use another virtualization product, contact Broadcom Support.

NOTE

• You must have SUPERUSER (root) authority or the required SAF profile setting to issue the USS mount
command for the file system.

• You must have the proper security permissions to access the ICKDSF and ADRDSSU utilities.
• You must complete the installation from only one userid. You can add more userids after the installation to

manage your deployment in ISPF.

WARNING
You cannot use the root userid to complete any part of the MOI installation. For example, you must use Admin
or the user who has administrative permissions for the userid field in Appliance Setup.

z14 Hardware Requirements

If you have z14 or higher, confirm the following requirements:

Mode for VM Guest. You must define the VM guest in Z mode instead of ESA.

PREPARE JCL. You must edit the PREPARE JCL to use Z2LOAD64 instead of Z2LOADER. This PREPARE JCL occurs
when you select 9 - Prepare Job at the end of the appliance configuration and deployment.

Example:

//*************************************************************

//* 

//* NOTE: MAKE THE FOLLOWING EDITING CHANGE IF THIS INSTALL IS

//* ON A SYSTEM RUNNING z/ARCHITECTURE MODE: 

//* 

//* 1. CHANGE Z2LOADER Z2LOAD64 ALL 

//* 

//*************************************************************

//INTLINUX EXEC PGM=ICKDSF,PARM='NOREPLYU',REGION=4M 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//IPLTEXT DD DSN=SYS1.SAMPLIB(IPLRECS),DISP=SHR 

// DD DSN=&HLQ..CFGEOBJ(Z2LOADER),DISP=SHR

Storage Requirements

• 3390 DASD space for z/OS SMPE zFS, PDS, and VSAM data sets: 6 GB
• Minimum space for LVM0: 50 GB
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Linux on x86_64 Environment Requirements

Requirement Value

Linux on x86_64
You do not need a preexisting operating system or license.
Minimum: 8 processors, Recommended: 16 processors

64 GB RAM

Minimum (Proof of Concept):
• 5 Virtual Disks (minimum, at least 50 GB per LVM each)
• lvm0 requires at least 50 GB
Recommended (Production):
The number of Virtual Disks varies based on the number of LPARs
that you are monitoring, your data retention needs, and archival
settings.

(Proof of Concept) 250 GB Total

WARNING
The disks reserved for installing your MOI appliance are for MOI appliance use only. DO NOT put ISPF libraries,
personal files, and so forth on these disks. The files will be lost when the disks are formatted in the later
appliance installation steps.

Linux on z DASD Preparation

The following diagram shows how the installation works on s390x:

Figure 3: Linux on z DASD Preparation

1. This release uses zFS instead of NFS, but it now requires two shareable 3390 volumes for the Boot Loader and Ext2
Filesystem.
– The Boot Loader volume (MOD3 DASD or greater) is used only to start the IPL for the installation. When you

complete the installation, one of the five drives in the 3390 Storage is then used as the root filesystem that you boot
from going forward.

– The Ext2 Filesystem volume (MOD3 DASD or greater) contains several utilities and the full volume dump (on an
empty partition) of the Linux on z operating system, which lets you complete the installation.

2. After the Ext2 Filesystem volume completes this process, you go on the Native LPAR or the Guest on the VM LPAR,
and then you initiate the IPL.
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Linux on z Environment Requirements

Requirement Value

Linux on z Machine
You do not need a preexisting operating system or license.
• 2 MOD3 DASD or greater for the installation shared between

z/OS and your Linux environment
Minimum: 1 processor, Recommended: 2 processors

64 GB RAM

Minimum (Proof of Concept):
• 2 MOD3 or greater for the installation
• 1 MOD9 or greater for the root filesystem
• Multiple 3390 DASD for 4 additional filesystems each to be a

minimum of 50 GB per LVM for a Proof of Concept
Recommended (Production):
The number of DASD volumes varies based on the number of
LPARs that you are monitoring, your data retention needs, and
archival settings.

Note: The proper size for production depends on the number of
LPARs and workload in your installation. You should complete a
sizing study with Broadcom to set expectations properly.

(Proof of Concept) 250 GB Total

WARNING
The disks reserved for installing your MOI appliance are for MOI appliance use only.  DO NOT put ISPF
libraries, personal files, and so forth on these disks. The files will be lost when the disks are formatted in the later
appliance installation steps.

Browser Requirements

Browser Version Operating System

Internet Explorer IE 11.0.9600.18816 Windows 10

Chrome 62.0.3202.94 Windows 10

Firefox 57.0 Windows 10

Safari 11.0.1 Mac OS Sierra 10.13.1

Edge 40.15063.674.0 Windows 10

WARNING

Limitations

• If you access MOI from the Internet Explorer browser version 11.0.9600.18697, the Report and Dashboard
sections display a security certificate error message. For more information about the workaround, see the
Known Issues.

• If you access the MOI Appliance Controller from the Internet Explorer browser version 11.0.9600.18816, the
topology image does not appear. Use Microsoft Edge browser instead.

Common Components and Services 15.0 or later Requirements

Common Components and Services 15.0 or later is required. For all CCS installation procedures, refer to the Common
Components and Services documentation. The pax installation and PTF maintenance procedures reside under the
Installing section. You can install all CCS components using native SMP/E sample JCL (pax ESD) or CSM.
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Common Components and Services Release 15.0 or Later (CCS - BASE - ESD ONLY). As of CCS Release 15.0, the
CCS Base Services download contains all CCS components needed to support MOI.

NOTE

• Installing Common Components and Services r15.0 or later, including all base product FMIDs, is required.
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V2

into each CSI that you will use for MOI components.
• If necessary, you can download Common Components and Services Release 15.0 or later from

broadcom.com/support. The product file is listed as CCS - BASE - ESD ONLY.
• After an IPL, CCS Base Services do not autostart. Set up the CCS Base Services to autostart after an IPL.

Common Components and Services USS-Based Services (CCS - USS BASED SERVICES). As of CCS release 15.0,
CCS USS-Based Services is included in CCS Base. Additionally, the CCS Data Mover, another component required for
MOI, is included within CCS USS-Based Services.

WARNING

• A separately installed and configured Common Components and Services Message Service Server is
required for each LPAR or mainframe system connected to the MOI appliance.

• If the Message Service is not upgraded to at least version 1.4.2, the appliance will not receive data.

NOTE

• The USS-Based Services installation process requires write authority to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the process.

• The USERID that performs the installation must have basic OMVS access (an OMVS segment).
• When you install USS-Based Services, establish a USS hierarchical file system first as part of the installation

process. A USS z/OS zFS is required to install USS-Based Services.
• After an IPL, the CCS USS-Based Services do not autostart. Set up CCS USS-Based Services to autostart

after an IPL.

Apply All Current Common Components and Services Maintenance

We recommend that you continue to receive and apply all current CCS maintenance. As noted above, this release of MOI
supports Common Components and Services release 15.0 or later. Upgrade to the latest Message Service Server version
to enable the WTO and SMF features delivered in this release. For details, see the Common Components and Services
product documentation.

WARNING

• A separately installed and configured Common Components and Services Message Service Server is
required for each LPAR or mainframe system connected to the MOI appliance.

• If the Message Service is not upgraded to at least version 1.4.2, the appliance will not receive data.

Next Steps: Product Integration Prerequisites and Appliance Installation

After you complete all MOI prerequisites, complete the following procedures in the specified order:

NOTE
If you are using VMware, before addressing Data Source prerequisites, Configure a VMware Guest.

1. Address OPS/MVS alerts prerequisites.
2. Address product integration prerequisites.
3. Install MOI.
4. Apply CCS Message Service PTFs.
5. Configure the product integrations that apply to your site.
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Format DASD Volumes for z/OS and z/VM
Before you can add DASD volumes to the logical data volume (LVM) on the appliance, you must format the mainframe
DASD volumes properly using z/OS Device Support Facilities (ICKDSF) .

WARNING
This formatting only applies to the DASD volumes that you want to add for the LVMs on the MOI appliance.
The EXT2 DASD volume that is used during the appliance installation should not be formatted in this way. You
should format the EXT2 volume as a standard z/OS DASD volume with a VTOC.

This process involves both formatting and verifying the formatted DASD volumes. It applies to MOI appliances running in
a native z/OS LPAR or as a z/VM guest.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the ICKDSF CPVOLUME FORMAT command to format the device and establish a permanent allocation on the
DASD volume.

The permanent allocation should begin at cylinder 0 and end at the last cylinder available on the volume.

For example, a 3390-54 DASD volume contains 65,520 cylinders.

To properly format the volume for use in an LVM, use the following command:

CPVOLUME FORMAT UNITADDRESS(ccuu) VERIFY(vvvvvv) VOLID(vvvvvv) -

         NOFILLER TYPE((PERM,0,65519))

ccuu specifies the unit address of the DASD volume

vvvvv specifies the DASD volser
2. Use the following command to verify the format of the DASD volume:

CPVOLUME FORMAT UNITADDRESS(ccuu) VERIFY(vvvvvv)

For example, you have a 3390-54 DASD volume that contains 65,520 cylinders. If the volume is properly formatted,
you see output similar to the following example:

ICKDSF - MVS/ESA DEVICE SUPPORT FACILITIES 17.0  TIME: 14:37:28 08/19/19 PAGE 1

 CPVOLUME LIST UNITADDRESS(ccuu) VERIFY(vvvvvv)

ICK00700I DEVICE INFORMATION FOR ccuu IS CURRENTLY AS FOLLOWS:

          PHYSICAL DEVICE = 3390

          STORAGE CONTROLLER = aaaa

          STORAGE CONTROL DESCRIPTOR = bb

          DEVICE DESCRIPTOR = cc

          ADDITIONAL DEVICE INFORMATION = xxxxxxxx

          TRKS/CYL = 15, # PRIMARY CYLS = 65520

ICK04000I DEVICE IS IN SIMPLEX STATE

ICK00091I ccuu NED=tttttt.mmm.mfg.lc.ssssssssssss

ICK03090I VOLUME SERIAL = vvvvvv

ICK03024I DEVICE IS CURRENTLY FORMATTED WITHOUT FILLER RECORDS

ICK03000I CPVOL REPORT FOR ccuu FOLLOWS:

 ICK03021I ccuu IS FORMATTED FOR VM/ESA MODE

          CYLINDER ALLOCATION CURRENTLY IS AS FOLLOWS:

          TYPE START END   TOTAL

          ---- ----- ----- -----

          PERM 0     65519 65520
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ICK00001I FUNCTION COMPLETED, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 0

Note the following section of the output that begins with ICK03021I ccuu IS FORMATTED FOR VM/ESA MODE:

ICK03021I ccuu IS FORMATTED FOR VM/ESA MODE

          CYLINDER ALLOCATION CURRENTLY IS AS FOLLOWS:

          TYPE START END   TOTAL

          ---- ----- ----- -----

          PERM 0     65519 65520

The DASD volume is formatted properly and you can add this volume to logical data volume on the appliance.

Configure a VMware Guest
To install MOI on Linux on x86_64, you must use a VMware virtual machine. To do so, complete the procedures in this
article.

WARNING
Your virtual machines have a limit of 23 characters.

Create a VMware Guest for MOI

You create a VMware guest from the client software.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the VMware client software, and select the VMware Host Server in the list of host and virtual servers.

Example: hostserver.domain.com
2. Click File, New, Virtual Machine.

The Create New Virtual Machine dialog appears.
3. Select a Typical installation, and click Next.
4. Enter a name per the host naming conventions in your environment for your virtual machine and click Next.

The Storage dialog appears and displays the default destination storage for the virtual machine files.
5. Click Next to use the default settings.
6. Select Linux as the Guest Operating System, and click Next.

The Network dialog appears and displays the default network connections for the virtual machine.
7. Click Next to use the default settings.

The Create a Disk dialog appears and lets you specify the virtual disk size.
8. Specify 16 GB as the Virtual disk size, select Thin Provision for the initial hard disk, and click Next.

NOTE

With Thin Provision, the virtual machine only uses as much storage as it needs. For example, you specify 16
GB and Thin Provision. You only need 6 GB initially, so the virtual machine only uses 6 GB out of the 16 GB
that you specified. However, if the disk space needs to grow over time because your environment expands,
the amount of allocated storage increases toward that 16-GB limit that you specified originally. To allocate
the entire requested disk space at once, select Thick Provision.

The Ready to Complete dialog appears and provides a summary of the new virtual machine.
9. Click Finish to complete the virtual machine creation.

The new virtual machine appears in the list.
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Configure the Virtual Machine

You configure the virtual machine after you create the VMware guest. Then, you can boot your virtual machine.

1. Right-click the new virtual machine and select Edit Settings, or select Edit Virtual Machine Settings under the
Getting Started tab.

2. Click the Hardware tab on the Virtual Machine Properties.
3. Click Memory, increase the Memory Size to 64 GB, and click OK.

The dialog closes. You return to Edit Settings to continue changing parameters.
4. Click CPUs and increase the number of virtual sockets to 8.

Now you add four more disks so that you have five total disks.
5. Click Add, Hard Disk, and click Next.

The Select a Disk dialog appears.
6. Select Create a new virtual disk and click Next.
7. Increase the disk size to 50 GB, select Thin Provisioning, and click Next.

The Advanced Options dialog appears.
8. Click Next to use the default settings.
9. Review the disk options, and click Finish.

The virtual disk is created and now listed on the Virtual Machine Properties dialog.
10. Repeat Steps 5 through 9 and add three more virtual disks.

The virtual machine now shows that you have five total disks. To boot the new virtual machine, point the CD-ROM
drive to the location of the installation ISO file that was transferred to the host machine.

11. Select the CD/DVD drive from your Virtual Machine Properties dialog.
12. Select the Datastore ISO file radio button and browse for the os.x86_64.iso file.

NOTE
This iso file is created in step 16 of Configure and Deploy MOI.

13. Enable the Connect at power on option for the CD/DVD drive.
This option lets the CD/DVD drive load on the next boot of this virtual machine.

14. Click OK to submit your changes.
Your virtual machine is now ready for booting.

If you are unable to boot from os.x86_64.iso, verify that the VMware BIOS has this ISO set as the primary boot device.

Set the CD/DVD Drive as the Primary Boot Device in the VMware BIOS

If the ISO does not boot, verify that your VMware BIOS has the CD-ROM set as the primary boot device.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete one of the following steps in VMware:
– Select edit virtual machine settings.
– Right-click your virtual machine from the list and select Settings.

2. Select Options, Boot Options, and complete the following steps:
a. Specify BIOS as the boot firmware.
b. Select the Force BIOS Setup option.
c. Click OK.

3. Power on the virtual machine.
4. Select Console, and wait for the BIOS Setup Utility to load.
5. Navigate to the Boot tab, and move CD-ROM Drive above Hard Drive as a boot device, as shown in the following

example:
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6. Enter F10 to Save and Exit the utility.
7. Power the virtual machine down.
8. Power the virtual machine on again and wait for the operating system to load.

Address Product Integration Prerequisites
This article details the prerequisites for your data source and alert monitoring integrations. We recommend that you
complete these items before the day of installation.

Based on your implementation, address the applicable prerequisites.

Apply All Current Common Components and Services Maintenance

We recommend that you ensure that you receive and apply all current CCS maintenance. This release supports 15.0
or later. Upgrade to the latest Message Service Server version to enable the WTO and SMF features delivered in this
release.

• CCS Message Service 15.0 - Latest PTF (SO10574 - CCS MESSAGE SERVICE CUMULATIVE MAINTENANCE -
1.4.6) and WTO Adapter is enabled on MSS
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WARNING

• If the Message Service is not upgraded to at least version 1.4.2, the appliance will not receive data.
• One Common Components and Services Message Service Server is required for each mainframe system or

LPAR connected to the MOI appliance.

Address Detector Prerequisites

Confirm that your system meets the following requirements to send data to MOI:

• Detector 20.0
• OMVS segments are defined for the user IDs that are running the DPA2MOI and DPAMOI jobs.
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V2 into each

product and component that you use with MOI.
• Apply the PTF SO04129.
• The Common Components and Services Data Mover is up and running. All PTFs are applied.

More information: Integrate with Detector

Address DX Digital Operational Intelligence Prerequisites

Confirm that your system meets the following requirements to send data to MOI:

• DX Digital Operational Intelligence is installed and reachable from the host system where MOI is installed.
• MOI automatically creates devices in DX Digital Operational Intelligence.Example:

z/OS System:LPAR1 > DB2 SSID:DH0G > DB2 Plan:T37520 > DB2_ELAPSED_AVG_PLAN

The device ID for the metric path:
LPAR1_DH0G_T37520

More information:  Integrate with DX Digital Operational Intelligence

Address DCI Prerequisites

Confirm that your system meets the following requirements to send data to MOI:

• DCI Release 1.5 or Release 2.0
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

product and component that you use with MOI.
• For DCI Release 1.5, apply the PTFs RO99732 and SO04235. (No additional PTFs are required for DCI Release 2.0.)

After you complete these tasks using the Installing procedures, configure DCI to send metrics to MOI.

More information:  Integrate with DCI

Address MAT Prerequisites

Confirm that your site meets the following requirements to have MAT send data to MOI:

• MAT Version 12.0 or later
• MAT GUI Version 12.0 or later
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

product and component that you use with MOI: RO99706 and RO99707
• SYSVIEW Performance Management Integration with MOI is currently limited to SYSVIEW customers.

More information:  Integrate with MAT
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Address NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Prerequisites

Confirm that your site meets the following requirements for NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to send data to MOI:

• Install NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Release 12.1 or 12.2
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

product and component that you use with MOI.
• Receive and apply the appropriate PTFs for your release of NetMaster NM for TCP/IP:

– For Release 12.2, apply PTFs R096378, R096379, and R096380.
– For Release 12.1, apply PTFs R096236 and R096237.

• Configure NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to send metrics to MOI.

More information:  Integrate with NetMaster NM for TCP/IP

Address OPS/MVS Prerequisites

Before you can configure and enable OPS/MVS to receive alerts from MOI, verify that your site meets the following
prerequisites:

• OPS/MVS Release 13.0 or 13.5
• CA Common Components and Services Release 15.0
• Receive and apply the following CCS PTFs: RO95587, RO96090, and RO96091

More information:  Integrate with OPS/MVS

Address SYSVIEW Prerequisites

Before you integrate SYSVIEW and MOI, confirm that your site has addressed the following prerequisites:

• Install SYSVIEW Version 16.0, 15.0, or Release 14.2, with the latest maintenance.
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1.
• Receive and apply all current Common Components and Services maintenance.
• Install MOI
• Configure SYSVIEW to send metrics to MOI.

More information:  Integrate with SYSVIEW (SYSVIEW)

Address SYSVIEW for Db2 Prerequisites

Before you integrate SYSVIEW for Db2 and MOI, confirm that your site has addressed the following prerequisites:

• SYSVIEW for Db2 Version 20.0 with the latest maintenance.
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1.
• Apply PTF SO10716
• Receive and apply all current Common Components and Services maintenance.

After you complete these tasks, you can configure SYSVIEW for Db2 to send data to MOI.

More information:  Integrate with SYSVIEW for Db2

Address Vantage Prerequisites

Confirm that your site meets the following requirements to have Vantage send data to MOI:
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• Install Vantage Version 14.0
• Install Vantage Web Client (Mainframe Team Center Management) Version 14.0
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

product and component that you use with MOI.
• For Vantage, apply PTF RO98189
• For Vantage Web Client, download and install the solution SS10309

After you complete these tasks using the Installing procedures, configure Vantage to send metrics to MOI.

More information: Integrate with Vantage

Address SNMP Manager Prerequisites

Before you begin streaming the alerts or insights to SNMP Manager, download the MOIMIB2001.zip file from Broadcom
Support. This zip file contains the supporting files that enable the mapping between objects, IDs, and the name of the
objects:

• MOIInsights-MIB_2.0.01.20.mib
• MOIInsights-MIB_2.0.01.20.py

More information:  Integrate with a Third-Party Application Using SNMP Informs

Address Splunk Enterprise Prerequisites

Before you begin streaming the alerts or insights to Splunk Enterprise, download the MOIMIB2001.zip file from Broadcom
Support. This zip file contains the supporting files that enable the mapping between objects, IDs, and the name of the
objects:

• MOIInsights-MIB_2.0.01.20.mib
• MOIInsights-MIB_2.0.01.20.py

Before you stream the alerts or insights to Splunk Enterprise through HTTP, configure the HTTP Event Collector on
Splunk Enterprise to obtain the HTTP token and port details.

More information:  Integrate with Splunk Enterprise

Next Steps: MOI Installation

After you complete all MOI prerequisites, complete the following procedures in the specified order:

• Install MOI.
• Configure Integration products MOI per your implementation.

Next Steps: Installing

Printable Installation Checklist

Introduction

This section provides all parameters that you encounter during MOI installation. Ensuring that you have all these
parameters ready can help speed up your installation. You can export and print a PDF of this page, or you can print the
installation checklist from your browser.
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NOTE

• You must have SUPERUSER (root) authority or the required SAF profile setting to issue the USS mount
command for the file system.

• You must have the proper security permissions to access the ICKDSF and ADRDSSU utilities.
• You must complete the installation from only one userid. You can add more userids after the installation to

manage your deployment in ISPF.

WARNING

• You cannot use the root user ID to complete any part of the MOI installation. For example, you must use
Admin or the user who has administrative permissions for the user ID field in Appliance Setup.

• The disks reserved for installing your MOI appliance are for MOI appliance use only.  DO NOT put ISPF
libraries, personal files, and so forth on these disks. The files will be lost when the disks are formatted in the
later appliance installation steps.

Useful Linux Commands. You can use the lsqeth and lscss Linux commands to get information about a Linux
environment.

lsqeth command Displays a summary of information about qeth-based network devices.
lscss command Gathers subchannel information from sysfs and display it in a summary format.

Storage (zLinux Only)

Parameter Definition Your Value

Boot Loader Volser The Boot Loader Volser of your Linux on z
device.

________________

Appliance IPL Address The IPL address of your Linux on z device. ________________

Disks for Data Storage and Log Files At least five disks for MOI to reside on, as
mentioned in the Linux on z Environment
Requirements. The address format is
0.0.0000.

________________
________________ ________________
________________ ________________
________________
________________ ________________
________________

Network

NOTE
Check with your network administrator for this information.

Parameter Definition Your Value

Appliance Hostname The host name of your appliance. ________________

Host Name The host name of your target server. ________________

Domain Name The domain name of your network. ________________

TCP/IP Address The TCP/IP address of your target server. ________________

Network Mask The network mask of your target server. ________________

Network Mask Number The number of the network mask of your
target server.

________________

Gateway Address The gateway address of your target server. ________________
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Parameter Definition Your Value

Interface Address (zLinux only) The interface address of your
target server.

________________

Email Server Hostname or IP Address The host name or IP address of your email
server.

________________

Email Server Port Number The port number of your email server. ________________

Email Server User Name The user name that is used to log in to the
SMTP server.

________________

Email Server Password. The password that is used to log in to the
SMTP server.

________________

Network Security

You can use Microsoft Active Directory, LDAP, or the Default Web Application User Account.

NOTE
Check with your network administrator for this information.

Microsoft Active Directory. If you use Microsoft Active Directory for UI security settings, use this table.

Parameter Definition Your Value

Microsoft Active Directory adServer The hostname of the Active Directory
Server for the UI security settings.

________________

Microsoft Active Directory adPort The port number of the AD service on the
Active Directory server.
Default: 389 for regular, 636 for secure.

________________

Microsoft Active Directory domain The domain name of the Active Directory
domain controller.
Example: company.com
If you are using Microsoft Active Directory,
this setting is used for UI security.

________________

USS Path to AD Server Certificate For secure Active Directory, the fully
qualified path to the Active Directory server
certificate.
Both PEM and DER certificate types are
supported. Leave this field blank if you are
not using secure Active Directory.

________________

Microsoft Active Directory
userPhotoAttribute

The name of the Active Directory user
attribute that contains the thumbnail photo
for the user. This value is used for the UI
security settings if you are using Microsoft
Active Directory. (Optional)

________________
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Network Security (LDAP). If you use LDAP for UI security settings, use this table.

Parameter Definition Your Value

LDAP Server
(ldapServer)

The hostname or IP address of the LDAP
server for the UI security settings.

________________

LDAP Port
(ldapPort)

The port number of the LDAP service
(sLapd) on the LDAP server.
Default: 389 for regular, 636 for secure.

________________

USS Path to LDAPS Server Certificate For secure LDAP (LDAPS), the fully
qualified path to the LDAPS server
certificate.
Both PEM and DER certificate types are
supported. Leave this field blank if you are
not using secure LDAP.

________________

LDAP Base Distinguished Name
(baseDN)

The base of the distinguished name (DN)
used to look up usernames in the LDAP
tree. This value is used for the UI security
settings if you are using LDAP.

________________

LDAP User Base
(userBase)

The base location of users within the
baseDN. This value is used for the UI
security settings if you are using LDAP.

________________

LDAP User Attribute
(userAttribute)

The name of the LDAP attribute that
contains the user identity. This value is
used for the UI security settings if you are
using LDAP.

________________

LDAP Password Attribute
(passwordAttribute)

The name of the LDAP attribute that
contains the user password. This value is
used for the UI security settings if you are
using LDAP. (Optional)

________________

LDAP Manager DN
(managerDN)

The complete DN of the manager account
for logging in to LDAP. This value is used
for the UI security settings if you are using
LDAP. (Optional)

________________

LDAP Manager Password
(managerPassword)

The password of the manager account.
Required only if managerDN is specified.
This value is used for the UI security
settings if you are using LDAP. (Optional)

________________

LDAP User Photo Attribute
(ldapUserPhotoAttribute)

The name of the LDAP user attribute
that contains the thumbnail photo for the
user. This value is used for the UI security
settings if you are using LDAP. (Optional)

________________
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Use the Default Web Application User Account

This option creates the Security Settings File.

Parameter Definition Your Value

Root Directory The USS Directory where you want to
install the MF Operational Intelligence
Platform Base Component.

________________

Administrator User ID The user ID of the administrator of your
target system.

________________

Administrator Name The name of the administrator of your
target system.

________________

Path where Java is found Where Java is installed. ________________

TLS Generate Path Where you want the TLS keys to be stored.
Before you generate the TLS Keystore
during installation, preallocate the TLS
directory.

________________
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Installing
Learn about how to acquire, install, deploy and configure your product. You can also maintain the appliance and change
your licensed integrations.

Install MOI
As a system programmer, you have completed the prerequisites and now you want to install the MOI platform on Linux
on x86_64 or Linux on z. You can install using CSM (the automated method) or PAX ESD (the manual method). After you
install the platform and complete the configuration questions, you IPL the Operational Intelligence Platform and then verify
its status. The installation process requires three IPLs in total.

WARNING

• Existing MOI 2.0 customers can apply this PTF using the current installation process.
• After you apply the MOI 2.0.06 PTF, follow Steps 3 through 6 which start where you configure and deploy

the appliance. In Step 6, you now have to download and transfer the MLSS 02.0.06 iso file from Broadcom
Support Online to your appliance host for the services to become usable.

• After you apply the ISO and complete your first and second reboots, the Services Health does not yet show
the containers and images. This behavior is normal because these containers and images only appear after
the ISO file has been transferred and the third reboot completes.

The following diagram shows the high-level process to install MOI:
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Figure 4: Install MOI

1. (Important!) Back Up Your Data.
Before you apply the PTF to upgrade your appliance to MOI Release 2.0.06, back up the data which generates the
Green Highways.

2. Complete one of the following installation methods:
– Install Using CSM
– Install Using PAX ESD

3. Configure and Deploy MOI.
Use the ISPF panels to deploy and configure the platform on the target system.

4. IPL MOI.
Complete the first IPL on Linux on z or x86_64 and complete the operating system installation.

5. Verify MOI Status.
Bring the disks online and reboot the appliance for the second IPL.

6. Transfer the ISO File
To complete the installation process, you must transfer the ISO file to your mainframe and then reboot the appliance
(third IPL) for the services to be usable. After this third reboot, you can verify the status.

7. Enable your applications.
– Issue Intelligence provides Alert Clustering and Incident Predictions.
– Insight Sharing lets you integrate with Splunk

®
 Enterprise and DX Digital Operational Intelligence.

– Topology automatically discovers parts of your mainframe infrastructure and then associates those infrastructure
elements with generated insights.
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You enable or disable these applications in the MOI Appliance Controller. You configure these applications in ISPF
(Step 3).

8. Enable Green Highways for your data feeds in the MOI Appliance Controller through Configuration, Metrics
Configuration.

Access the Web Applications

After you install the MOI, you can access the web applications through the following URLs:

The main MOI user interface

http://hostname:61480/MPM or 

https://hostname:61443/MPM

The MOI Appliance Controller user interface

http://hostname:61980/mtcac or 

https://hostname:61983/mtcac

Back Up Your Data
Before you apply the PTF to upgrade your appliance from MOI Version 2.0.0 to Release 2.0.04, back up
your postgres folder, which contains the data that produces your Green Highways.

WARNING

• MOI Version 2.0 is not backward compatible with Release 1.0.01.
• Currently, only existing MOI Version 2.0 customers can upgrade to MOI Release 2.0.04 with the latest PTF.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Shut down the appliance from 2 - Manage, 3 - Disk Health, 8 - Reboot/Shutdown, Shutdown.
2. Verify that you have SSH access to the appliance.
3. Navigate to the following directory which contains the postgres folder:

/var/opt/moi/data3

4. Copy the postgres folder and rename it as postgres_backup.

WARNING

Depending on the number of data feeds you have in your environment, this file can be large.
5. After you back up and rename this folder as postgres_backup, continue with applying the MOI Release 2.0.04 PTF. 

WARNING

If you do not have Green Highways after you apply the 2.0.04 PTF, verify that the data feeds are enabled in
the MOI Appliance Controller in Configuration, Metrics Configuration. If you still do not have Green Highways,
contact Broadcom Support.

Install Using CSM
Follow these steps to install MOI using CSM:

1. Acquire Products Using CSM.
2. Install Products Using CSM.
3. Execute the CAAEALLO job, which is found in the CFGESAMP data set.

This job allocates the 2 data sets and 1 ZFS that is supplied as input for the Prepare ISPF panel when you configure
the product for installation.
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NOTE

• After you complete the installation steps and you execute the CAAELLO job, go to Configure and Deploy
MOI.

• You cannot deploy a prior CSM installation of the product.

Acquire Products Using CSM
CSM can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe software. As a system
programmer, you maintain an up-to-date repository of acquired product packages that are ready for installation in your
mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product installation and
maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can add to the product list external product packages
that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation using CSM.

This diagram shows the product acquisition process:

Figure 5: Acquire_Products_MTCOI
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1. Configure CSM.
2. If you can download the product package from Broadcom Support:

a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

3. If you cannot download the product package from Broadcom Support:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

NOTE
For more information about acquiring products, see the CSM online help.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your System Administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support.

If proxies are not used, CSM uses HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, CSM sets it up using default settings that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your account on Broadcom Support.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.
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Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
Skip this step if you already updated the product list only for a selected filter.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Select one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. To view the downloaded packages, you have the following options:
6. • To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
• To display the downloaded base installation packages, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.
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Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not have
an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the support
  website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If you are using this
installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.

– UNIX File
Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support, for example, a beta version of a product.
• FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the installation package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide your
FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the installation package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter only
a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Package Name
Defines the package name.
Example: 0111.pax.Z
Note: You can use an asterisk (*) for the package name.

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it.
• FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquiring process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Products Using CSM
CSM can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe software. As a System
Programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM.

This diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM:
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Figure 6: Installing_Products_MTCOI
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation. Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if
necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

NOTE
For more information about installing products, see the CSM online help.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. You select one of the following options:
– Product Specific File System
– z/OS Distributed File Service zSeries File System

NOTE
If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product is defined
according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:
– Execute Apply Check During Base Installation

Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed.

NOTE
This check box is enabled if you enable the Execute Apply Check During Base Installation check box.

– Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
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Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed.

NOTE
This check box is enabled if you enable the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

NOTE
CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
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From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.

NOTE
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license
agreement, you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and then
select feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard then automatically excludes feature 1.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.

Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.
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b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. After you complete, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard.
Then, select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to
continue the product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a new SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail. For more information, see the online help.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:
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• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.

If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
– Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
– Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS or data set parameters.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for SMP/E data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for SMP/E data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for SMP/E data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.
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NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

– SMP/E Environment Name
Identifies the SMP/E environment name.

– Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.

– Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS or data set parameters.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for SMP/E data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)
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Defines the management class for SMP/E data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for SMP/E data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS or Unit parameters for allocating work
DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the appropriate fields. The following fields are available depending on
your selection:
– Storage Class (SMS only)

Defines the SMS storage class for work DDDEFs.
– Management Class (SMS only)

Defines the management class for work DDDEFs.
– Data Class (SMS only)

Defines the data class for work DDDEFs.
– Unit (Unit only)

Defines the type of the DASD on which to place work DDDEFs.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software Installation
tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
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You are prompted to select a target zone to use.

Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a new target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
– Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
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NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS or data set parameters.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for target zone data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for target zone data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for target zone data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data sets
that must be added. Update as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

a. • Target Zone Name
Identifies the name for the target zone.

• Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the target zone data set.

• Catalog
Identifies the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog.

• Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

• Cross-System
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Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
• High-Level Qualifier

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

• DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

• SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS or data set parameters.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for target zone data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for target zone data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for target zone data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.
Note: This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
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– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select
other distribution zones or cannot create a new one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that
case, the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set
will be allocated using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
– Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the distribution zone.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog.

NOTE
This field is only enabled when you have the Create New CSI Data Set check box selected.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

NOTE
This parameter is set to its default value, and you cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
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Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS or data set parameters. Complete the applicable fields.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for distribution zone data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for distribution zone data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for distribution zone data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.

Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

– Distribution Zone Name
Identifies the name for the distribution zone.

– Data Set Name Prefix
Identifies the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set.

– Catalog
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Identifies the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog.
– Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
– Cross-System

Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
– High-Level Qualifier

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS or data set parameters. Complete the applicable fields.
• Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for distribution zone data sets.
• Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for distribution zone data sets.
• Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for distribution zone data sets.
• VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

• Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

• Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change
the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.
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Before You Deploy and Configure MTC-OI from ISPF

WARNING

Before you deploy and configure MTC-OI from ISPF, execute the CAAEALLO job, which is found in the
CFGESAMP data set. This job allocates the 2 data sets and 1 ZFS that is supplied as input for the Prepare ISPF
panel when you deploy and configure the product.

1. After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to the installation, review the
summary on the Summary step, and select Install.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens

2. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser
opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

3. You completed the CSM installation and you are now ready to deploy and configure MTC-OI in ISPF.

Install Using Pax ESD
As a system programmer, you want to install MOI on Linux on x86_64 or Linux on z with a PAX file. After you unpax the
PAX file and you copy your installation files, you configure and deploy the platform.

The following diagram and list show you the high-level process to install MOI with a PAX file. The detailed steps follow.

Figure 7: How to Install a Product Using a Pax File

1. Allocate and Mount File System
The product installation process requires a USS directory to receive the pax files and to perform the unpack steps.

2. Acquire Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up. For
example, view the Sample Job to Upload a Pax File to z/OS.

3. Unpax the PAX File.
The PAX command extracts the files and directories, creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the
PAX file resides, and it generates a product and level-specific directory name automatically.

4. Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Set
Invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific directory.

Allocate and Mount File System

The product installation process requires a USS directory to receive the pax files and to perform the unpack steps.

WARNING
We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition. Then you
should create separate and unique directories on this file system for each pax file that you want to install. When
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you do not create separate and unique directories on this file system for each pax file that you want to install, the
installation process fails.

Use the zSeries File System (zFS) for product downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have SUPERUSER authority or the required SAF profile setting to issue the USS mount command
for the file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing the following zFS sample:
//DEFINE EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  DATACLAS(EXTENDED) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(5000 1000) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file
systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing
for the allocation.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAPAX directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, type the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAPAX
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NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSpaxdirectory.

3. Mount the file system by customizing the following zFS sample to your site requirements with this TSO command:
//MOUNTZFS EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

  MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

  TYPE(ZFS) +

  MODE(RDWR) PARM('AGGRGROW')

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

Pax ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the Pax ESD directory for other users in your
USS group, from the TSO OMVS shell, type the following command:
chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Acquire Product Pax Files

To begin the Broadcom product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

WARNING
FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. To determine the appropriate FTP
procedure to use at your site, consult your local network administrators.

Download Pax Files

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support to the mainframe.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– You have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– You have available USS file space.

NOTE

In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Log in to Broadcom Support.
3. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
4. Locate your product in the download management tool.

Your product entry opens at the Product Downloads tab.
5. Select the applicable software release.
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6. Select a download method:

TIP

Review the Broadcom Support Online download and FTP Help topics.
7. • If you select Enhanced Download Manager, a dialog opens. Follow the prompts to download the installer.

The installer then downloads your product files to the location on your PC, as specified in the installer. Go to Step
10.

• If you select FTP, you are redirected to Cart History.
You receive an email notification when your files are ready. The email includes a link to your Cart History. Go
to Step 8.

• If you have previously set your download preference, the installer begins the download process. Go to Step 8 or 10
based on your download setting.

8. Select PREFERRED FTP (recommended) next to your package in Cart History.
Your FTP download details appear.

9. Copy the following sample JCL into a data set member and update it with your FTP details:

TIP

Use the guidance in the job to update each variable. Also, replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB
statement. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your
system. Consult your local network administrators, if necessary.

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET PAX ESD PACKAGE',

//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

//* CA Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *

//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *

//* turned on.                                                        *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *

//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

//* 5. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *

//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

//*    of the product download page.                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT TIMEOUT 120',REGION=0M

//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//INPUT    DD   *

Host

anonymous YourEmailAddress

lcd yourUSSpaxdirectory
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binary

get FTP_location

quit

/*

10. Submit the job.

WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, this job can fail and still return a zero condition code. Read the
messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify that the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the specified mainframe USS directory. Go to Create a Product
Directory from the Pax File.

11. Prepare the pax file using one of the following methods:
– Pax If you downloaded a zip file, unzip the file to use the product pax files.
– DVD Copy the entire product software package (or individual pax files) to your PC.
The pax file is ready for FTP.

NOTE
Do not change the format of the pax.Z.

12. Open a Windows command prompt.
The command prompt appears.

13. Customize and enter the following FTP commands:
FTP mainframe userid password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

– mainframe
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.

– userid
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

– password
Specifies your z/OS password.

– C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile
Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.

NOTE
If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.

– yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for pax downloads.

– paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File

The pax command performs the following actions:
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• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file, and create a directory in your USS directory by
entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename 

Sample Job to Unpax a Pax File in z/OS

Use the following sample JCL to extract the product pax file into a product installation directory.

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX ESD PACKAGE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.             *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Set

Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.
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The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. You edit and
submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product Readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• If you are using Java, specify HASH=YES on the GIMUNZIP parameter. If you are not using Java or ICSF, set
HASH=NO.

5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process
uses. We recommend that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.

WARNING

Do not remove CAI after yourHLQ. Do not use the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E
RELFILEs.

All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.
6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.

The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

7. Read the FGEAREAD member in the SAMPJCL data set. Configure FGESEDIT to customize the installation jobs for
your environment.

8. Change the USERDSN in FGEEDALL. Invoke FGEEDALL to pick up the changes you made in FGESEDIT.
Your JCL is updated and ready to run. You run these jobs to SMP/E install the product, and then you run the
CAAEALLO job, which is found in the CFGESAMP data set. This job allocates the 2 data sets and 1 ZFS that is
supplied as input for the Prepare ISPF panel when you configure the product for installation.

NOTE
The member xxxx6MKD mounts the zFS file systems. However, to make this mount point permanent across
IPLs, mount statements should be added to your BPXPRMxx parmlib member.

9. Navigate to the CFGEEXEC data set. Select the CAAE option. Invoke the CAAE ISPF panels.
ex 'prodHLQ.prod.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)'

You can now use the ISPF panels to generate the os.x86_64.iso file.
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Configure and Deploy MOI
Use the ISPF panels to deploy and configure MOI on the target system. ISPF panels provide basic management of the
LINUX host and they let you configure MOI.

MOI deploys from your z/OS LPAR to a Linux on x86 or Linux on z server. After the platform is on your server, you can
use MOI.

NOTE

• If you are upgrading from a previous release, review the latest Release Notes and Maintenance process.
• Some configuration panels are read only. These fields appear in white by default. This section also labels the

read-only fields.
• Some panels give a confirmation message after you complete your entries, while others do not. A lack of

confirmation does not by itself indicate that there is a problem.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you executed the CAAEALLO job, which is found in the CFGESAMP data set.

This job allocated the two data sets and one zFS that is supplied as input for this configuration.

CAAEALLO creates a File Tailoring output data set and a Table output data set that store information that you enter
through ISPF during installation. We recommend that you make these data sets accessible by other users of the ISPF
interface. These data sets are not version-dependent unless specifically noted otherwise.

2. To invoke the ISPF application, execute CAAE.
TSO EXEC 'prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)'

3. Select 0 - Prepare to review the following information before you start the installation:

Parameter Definition

JOB Statement Information Specifies information about your JOB statement

Directory Paths Specifies the Home, SMPE, and JAVA directory paths. Only the
Home path is read only.

Example Home Path: a/userid

Default SMPE Path: /cai/appln

Example JAVA Path: /usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64/bin

Install Filesystem Data Set Name Specifies the name and filesystem type (zFS)

Note: This data set was allocated in the beginning of the process
during Allocate and Mount File System.

File Tailoring Output Data Set Name Specifies the name of your file tailoring output dataset.

You need to pre-allocate this data set before installation
processing.

Record Length (LRECL): 255

Record Format: VB

Dataset Organization: PO
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Parameter Definition

Table Output Dataset Name Specifies the name of your table output dataset.

You need to pre-allocate this data set before installation
processing.

Record Length (LRECL): 80

Record Format: FB Dataset Organization: PO

4. Press Enter to review the read-only IVP Output panel that shows the pass/fail status of the required prerequisites.
Press PF3 to go back to the main menu.

Parameter Definition

uid The uid of the installer.

gid The gid of the installer.

homedir The USS home directory path of the installer.

rootdir The USS directory that contains the installed MOI platform Base
Component.

javapath The path to your Java 8 64-bit installation.

fs The filesystem dataset name that you specified in the Prepare
panel.

genpds The file tailoring output data set name that you specified in the
Prepare panel.

tabpds The table output data set name that you specified in the Prepare
panel.

5. Select 1 - Install to go to the Hosts panel.
6. Do one of the following:

– Select an s390x or x86_64 host by typing S on the line of that host and pressing Enter.
– Or, add a new host target based on the platform you want to use. If you add a new host, specify the following

parameters, then press Enter. Then select a host from the list to continue the installation.

Parameter Definition

Appliance Hostname The name of your target s390x or x86_64 server.

Example: Linux123

Architecture Architecture type (s390x or x86_64).

Description A description of the host server.
7. Select 1 - Appliance Setup. Specify the parameters in the following table, then press Enter.

WARNING

You cannot use the root user ID to complete any part of the MOI installation. For example, you must use
Admin or the user who has administrative permissions for the user ID field in Appliance Setup. You must
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complete the installation from only one user ID. You can add more user IDs after the installation to manage
your deployment in ISPF.

Parameter Definition

Host Name (Read-Only) The host name of the appliance where you want to
install MOI .

Architecture (Read-Only) The DASD delivery type (s390x or x86_64).

Administrator User ID The user ID of the administrator.

Example: Admin

Administrator Name The name of the administrator.

z/OS 3390 DASD Information (zLinux Only) Boot Loader and EXT2 Volsers information for z/
OS.
• The Boot Loader Volser is the boot loader that you only

need to start the installation. Then, you can use that volume as
part of the installation as a disk. Or, you can leave it alone to
perform another installation from this volume in the future.

• The EXT2 Volser is the file system that is used as a source of
the RPMs used for the installation. EXT2 Volser is a repository
for the installation.

Appliance 3390 DASD Information (zLinux Only) Specifies the IPL and EXT2 addresses for your z/
Linux platform

• The IPL Address is the volume that you use to install MOI. The
IPL Address does not correspond to the Boot Loader Volser.

• The EXT2 Address is the address of the EXT2 volume. The
EXT2 Address corresponds to the EXT2 Volser.

NOTE

The Appliance Setup panel differs slightly between the s390x and x86_64 installations. For example, the
s390x setup asks for 3390 DASD information.

8. Select 2 - Network Setup. Specify the following parameters, then press Enter.

Parameter Definition

Host Name The host name of your target server.

Architecture The architecture of your installation as x86_64 or s390x.

Domain Name The domain name of your network.

TCP/IP Address The TCP/IP address of your target server.

DHCP Whether your network uses Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(Y/N). DHCP is a network management protocol used on some IP
networks to dynamically assign IP addresses and other network
configuration parameters to devices on the network.

Network Mask The network mask of your target server.

Network Mask Number The number of the network mask of your target server.

Gateway Address The gateway address of your target server.

Interface HCD Address 1 (zLinux Only) The interface address of your target server.
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Parameter Definition

Interface HCD Address 2 (zLinux Only) The interface address of your target server.

Interface HCD Address 3 (zLinux Only) Specifies the interface address of your target
server.

NOTE

Verify this information with your network administrator.
9. Select 3 - Security. Depending on your environment, you can use LDAP, Microsoft Active Directory, or the Default

Web Application User Account for your security settings. When finished setting up security settings, press PF3 to
return to the previous menu.
a. Select 1 - Setup Security Settings.
b. Select 2 - Edit Security Settings.

Parameters for Authentication Using Microsoft Active Directory

Required Parameters Description

Active Directory Server (adServer) The hostname of the Active Directory server.

Active Directory Port (adPort) The port number of the Active Directory server.

Default: 389

Active Directory Domain (domain) The domain name of the Active Directory domain controller.

Example: company.com

USS Path to AD Server Certificate For secure Active Directory, the fully qualified path to the Active
Directory server certificate.
Both PEM and DER certificate types are supported. Leave this
field blank if you are not using secure Active Directory.

User Photo Attribute (userPhotoAttribute) (Optional) The name of the Active Directory user attribute that
contains the thumbnail photo for the user.

Parameters for Authentication Using LDAP

Required Parameters Description

LDAP Server (ldapServer) The hostname or IP address of the LDAP server.

LDAP Port (ldapPort) The port number of the LDAP service (sLapd) on the LDAP server.

Default: 389

USS Path to LDAPS Server Certificate For secure LDAP (LDAPS), the fully qualified path to the LDAPS
server certificate.
Both PEM and DER certificate types are supported. Leave this
field blank if you are not using secure LDAP.

Base Distinguished Name (baseDN) The base of the distinguished name (DN) used to look up
usernames in the LDAP tree.

User Base (userBase) The base location of users within the baseDN.

User Attribute (userAttribute) The name of the LDAP attribute that contains the user identity.

Password Attribute (passwordAttribute) The name of the LDAP attribute that contains the user password.
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You can also specify the following optional parameters. If you require MOI to authenticate itself with the LDAP
server before it can authenticate WebUI users, set the managerDN and managerPassword attributes.

Optional Parameters Description

Manager Distinguished Name (managerDN) The complete distinguished name (DN) of the manager account
for logging in to LDAP.

Manager Password (managerPassword) The password of the manager account. Required only if
managerDN is specified.

LDAP User Photo Attribute (ldapUserPhotoAttribute) The name of the LDAP user attribute that contains the thumbnail
photo for the user.

Use the Default Web Application User Account
This option creates a basic Security Settings File for proof-of-concept purposes. For example, you may want to use
the appliance without first setting up a security provider. This option lets you use a default user account in the web
application where the username and password are both demo.

10. Select 4 - Notifications.

NOTE
If you want to configure email notifications, the username and password fields are mandatory. If your SMTP
server does not authenticate username and password, you can set up temporary credentials in ISPF. For
more details about this configuration, contact Broadcom Support.

a. Select 1 - Configuration File. Specify the following parameters, then press Enter.

Parameter Definition

Email Enable Enable or disable the email notification feature. Enter true to
enable email or false to disable email.

Hostname or IP Address The host name or IP address of your email server.

Port Number The port number of your email server.

User Name The user name that is used to log in to the SMTP server.

Password The password used to log in to the SMTP server.

Sender Name The name of the sender of the email. We recommend that you set
this field as "Alert Service from MOI."

Sender Email ID The sender email account.

Bounce Email ID The bounce email account.

TLS On Connect Encrypts the connection between mail server and the client.
Enter true to enable TLS on connect, or enter false to disable TLS
On Connect.

Group Email Sends an email to the group of recipients at once.
Multiple recipients receive emails individually, or the recipients
can be grouped in the ‘To’ address to send an email. Enter true to
send an email to a group.

Minutes to Suppress Identical Alerts The period of time (in minutes) that you would like to suppress
identical alerts. This parameter reduces the 'noise' of alerts. If you
enter 15 minutes, you receive an alert for the first incident and
do not receive an alert if the same alert is triggered within the 15-
minute period.
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Parameter Definition

Data Service Connector URL
b. Select 2 - List to Notify, 1 - Import CSV file from Samplib, then press Enter.

You can modify the default CSV to specify that a notification be emailed to a certain email address when a
specific alert is generated. You can also specify when notifications of an alert should be sent to OPS/MVS. Use
the following format for the CSV file to generate alert notifications. Uncomment a line (remove the leading ##
characters) to put the notification into effect and provide a valid email address to send the notification.
FOR_METRIC, GIVEN_MINIMUM_SEVERITY_ALERT, TAKE_ACTION

##cpu%lpar,low,email:support@example.com

##jobios,medium,alert:opsmvs

##jesjqeu,high,email:sysprog@example.com

In the first CSV file example (if the line is uncommented), an email will be sent to support@example.com
whenever a low-severity alert is generated for the metric cpu%lpar. In the second instance, a request to OPS/
MVS will be sent for automation when an alert of medium severity is generated for the metric jobios. In the last, a
notification will be sent to sysprog@example.com when a high-severity alert is generated for the metric jesjque.

Field Description

(Metric) The metric about which to send the notification of an alert being
generated.

(Minimum Severity Alert) The minimum severity level of the alert about which the notification
is to be sent.

(Email Address) The email address to which to send the notification.
Press the PF3 key twice to return to the previous menu.

11. Select 5 - Keys.

WARNING

ICSF must be running before you execute this step.

a. Select 1 - Generate SSH Keys. These keys are used to secure the transfer of data from your z/OS device to your
Linux on z or X86_64 device. Press Enter. Return to the Key panel.

WARNING

ICSF must be running before you execute this step.
b. Select 2 - Generate TLS Keys. These keys are used to secure the transfer of data from Linux on z to your z/OS

device. Specify the following parameters and press Enter.

WARNING

You need to pre-allocate the TLS directory before you complete this step.

Parameter Definition

Company Also known as Common Name in SSL certificate. Specify the
hostname, or domain name, or the IP address of the system
where MOI is hosted.

Organizational Unit Your organizational unit.

Organizational Name Your organizational name.

City Your city.

State Your state.
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Parameter Definition

Country Code Your country code.

Generate Path Specify where you want the TLS keys to be stored. This directory
must already exist.

Note: Save the location of this path because you will need it later
when you Install, Deploy, and Configure CCS Message Service.
If the path already exists, you get a warning that says your keys
might already be in use and that generating new keys requires
deleting this directory.

Host Domain Your host domain name, such as example.com.

NOTE

To manage certificates in the MOI Appliance Controller, use HTTPS mode instead of HTTP mode. You
can access HTTPS mode from the following URL: https://hostname:61983/mtcac

12. Select 6 - Options. Specify the following parameters, then press Enter.

NOTE

For DCI through Insights, you are enabling MOI to integrate with these products.

WARNING

Do not skip this Options panel and ensure that you make a selection before you continue to Step 13. If you
do not make a selection, the configuration fails to generate the Licensed Products Options file.

Parameter Definition

TLS for Message Hub: (Y or N) Specify Y to use TLS between z/OS and your x86_64 or z/Linux
appliance.

Hours to retain messages on the message bus The number of hours for which you want to retain messages on
the message bus. The larger this value, the more DASD space is
taken up. Six (6) hours seems to be a good moderate value based
on our internal testing.

Default: 6

Valid Values: 1 to 96

DCI (DCI) Type Y to select DCI product integration.

Default: N

Valid Values: Y or N

MAT (MAT) Type Y to select MAT product integration.

Default: N

Valid Values: Y or N

Manage Insights Type Y to select the Splunk Enterprise, SNMP, and DX Digital
Operational Intelligence integrations.

Default: N

Valid Values: Y or N

13. Select 7 - Generate.
a. Select 1 - Generate Parmfile.
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Select 2 - Edit Parmfile. Review the file, ensuring that all the parameters you entered in the earlier panels are
correct. Return to the Generate screen.

b. Select 3 - Generate Kickstart File.

Select 4 - Edit Kickstart File. Review the file, ensuring that all parameters you entered in the earlier panels are
correct. Return to the Generate screen.

c. Select 5 - Generate Prepare JCL File.

Select 6 - Edit Prepare JCL File. Return to the Install screen. Split the ICKDSF JCL statements which extend
beyond column 71 so that they are exactly 71 bytes long. Continued lines should begin in column 16. You can use
the 'ts' prefix command to facilitate splitting these lines.

NOTE

(z/Linux Only) If you have z14 or higher, edit this JCL to use Z2LOAD64 instead of Z2LOADER.

The following example shows how to make this edit for z/Linux:
//*************************************************************

//* 

//* NOTE: MAKE THE FOLLOWING EDITING CHANGE IF THIS INSTALL IS

//* ON A SYSTEM RUNNING z/ARCHITECTURE MODE: 

//* 

//* 1. CHANGE Z2LOADER Z2LOAD64 ALL 

//* 

//*************************************************************

//INTLINUX EXEC PGM=ICKDSF,PARM='NOREPLYU',REGION=4M 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//IPLTEXT DD DSN=SYS1.SAMPLIB(IPLRECS),DISP=SHR 

                // DD DSN= HLQ..CFGEOBJ(Z2LOADER),DISP=SHR

Review the file, ensuring that all the parameters that you entered in the earlier panels are correct. Return to the
Install screen.

d. Select 7 - Enable Licensed Products. Specify Y or N for the product options you are licensed to use. If you are
unsure which products you are licensed to use, contact Support.

WARNING

Do not skip this Enable Licensed Products panel and ensure that you make a selection before you
continue. If you do not make a selection, the configuration fails to generate the Licensed Products
Options file.

After you complete the installation, enable Green Highways for your data feeds in the MOI Appliance
Controller through Configuration, Metrics Configuration.

Parameter Value

Detector Type Y to enable this product.

Default: N

Valid Values: Y or N

MOI Type Y to enable this product.

Default: N

Valid Values: Y or N
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Parameter Value

MOI SMF Adapter Option Type Y to enable this product as a data feed.

Default: N

Valid Values: Y or N

SYSVIEW Performance Management Type Y to enable this product as a data feed.

Default: N

Valid Values: Y or N

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Type Y to enable this product as a data feed.

Default: N

Valid Values: Y or N

SYSVIEW Performance Management for DB2 Type Y to enable this product as a data feed.

Default: N

Valid Values: Y or N

Vantage Type Y to enable this product as a data feed.

Default: N

Valid Values: Y or N

TIP

Before you complete a full installation, you can change the enabled licensed products that are selected
on this panel and then run 8 - Generate Licensed Products-Options File. You can review your changes
with 9 - Edit Licensed Products-Options File.

e. Select 8 - Generate Licensed Products-Options File.
f. Select 9 -  Edit Licensed Product-Options File.

Review the Options file, ensuring that all the parameters that you entered in the earlier panels are correct. Return
to the Generate screen.

## 

## Docker Repository 

## 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_APIKEY= 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_METHOD=

 APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_URL= 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_USER= 

## 

## Miscellaneous Options 

## 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_ENABLE_DCI=Y 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_ENABLE_DISTRIBUTED_ALERTS=N 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_ENABLE_INSIGHTS=N 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_ENABLE_MAT=N 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_ENABLE_OPSMVS=N 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_LOG_RETENTION_HOURS=6 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_SSL_MESSAGE_HUB=N 

## 
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## Licensed Products 

## 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_PRODUCT_DETECTOR=N 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_PRODUCT_MOI=N  

 APPLIANCE_OPT_PRODUCT_SMFADAPTER=N 

 APPLIANCE_OPT_PRODUCT_SYSVDB2=Y 

    APPLIANCE_OPT_PRODUCT_VANTAGE=

WARNING

• If you are using the default download method, do not modify or overwrite
APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_APIKEY, APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_USER,
APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_URL or APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_METHOD. These parameter values
are predefined in the PAX file.

• If you are not using the default download method and you want to modify these parameters, contact
Broadcom Support.

• You set the Licensed Products parameters in Step 13d.
• When you see the Product Models And Topics Controlling Model Files and Data section of the

ENV file, do not modify these parameters. These parameters are set internally.

Parameter Definition

APPLIANCE_OPT_SSL_MESSAGE_HUB Specify to use TLS between z/OS and the appliance.

APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_APIKEY The API key that lets you download the MOI files with the default
download method.

APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_USER The repository userid for the default download method.

APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_URL The repository URL that contains the MOI files with the default
download method.

APPLIANCE_OPT_REPO_METHOD The method that lets you download the MOI files with the default
download method.

APPLIANCE_OPT_LOG_RETENTION_HOURS How long to retain messages on the message bus.

Default: 6

14. Select 8 - Deploy.
a. Select 1 - Deploy Property Files.
b. Select 2 - Deploy Binary RPMs.
c. Ensure that you select both the Property Files and Binary RPMS, then press Enter.

When the product is done deploying, return to the Install panel.

WARNING

Before you continue to Step 15, verify that your volumes are in the proper format. For example, you are
installing on s390x. Use the filesys panel to format the lvmn volumes correctly.

15. Select 9 - Prepare Job. Submit Prepare JCL to make the DASD IPLable.
16. (x86_64 Only) Complete the following steps after you submit the job:

a. SFTP (in binary mode) the ISO image that this job updates to the target VMware server that you use to install the
appliance.
Example ISO file path created by the installation panels: /cai/appln86/install/<your appliance name>/x86_64/
os/os.x86_64.iso
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WARNING

Transfer only the ISO file, os.x86_64.iso, located in the installation directory, /<your SMPE
directory>/install/<your appliance name>/x86_64/os/os.x86_64.iso. Do not transfer an
os.x86_64.iso file from a different directory or your operating system installation will fail!

b. On the VMware server, you need to boot from the virtual CD/ROM drive that contains this ISO file.
c. Open VMware.
d. Select the CD/DVD drive from your Virtual Machine Properties dialog.
e. Select the Datastore ISO file radio button and browse for the os.x86_64.iso file.
f. Enable the Connect at power on option for the CD/DVD drive.

This option lets the CD/ROM drive load on the next boot of this virtual machine.
NOTE
If the ISO does not boot, set the BIOS in VMware to boot from the ISO as a primary boot device instead
of the hard drive.

17. (s390x Only) When DASD sharing is not an option and your z/OS and Linux are on the same disk system, you can
use flashcopy to back up and can restore the volumes.

After you complete this confirmation, you IPL MOI from the installation DASD.

IPL MOI
IPL the system from the installation DASD (s390x) or reboot the VMware server (x86_64) from the virtual CD/ROM drive
which is pointing to the os.x86_64.iso file.

WARNING
If you receive the FOTS1317, FOTS1325, FOTS1370 Warning Messages Appear after IPL when using the ISPF
panels after IPL, or if you see a debug error on the 3 - Disk Health panel after IPL, regenerate your SSH keys.
From the 2 - Manage panel, then select 1 - SSH Keys. This generates new SSH keys that allow access to the
various other Manage panel actions. 

Complete the IPLs for s390x

Your z/OS installation preparation system has prepared a 3390 DASD from which the platform is installed. IPL the device
address which is referred to by the IPL Volume field in the Appliance Setup panel in Step 6.

 Follow these steps: 

1. For an s390x installation, you must perform two IPLs. The first IPL uses the address of the Boot Loader, which is
the IPL Volser of the Appliance Information panel. You must identify the address which correlates with this volser.
After this IPL completes, you must perform a second IPL using the IPL Address of the Appliance Information panel. 
– If you are using Virtual Machine (VM) guest, run the IPL from your logged on user ID. 
– If you are not using VM guest, run the IPL from the Hardware Management Console (HMC). 
IPL <your DASD address> CLEAR

WARNING

• During the Linux installation, the Anaconda menu displays several options. The 8 - Root
Password option shows an exclamation point "!", while the other options show an "X." This
exclamation point indicates that you must set this option before you proceed with the installation. To set
the Root Password, select 8, and enter your password twice. If you use a password that the installation
considers weak, you have to enter yes as a response to continue using this password.

• After you set the password, the Anaconda menu displays several options again. This time, the 4 -
Software selection option shows an exclamation point "!", while the other options show an "X." Do
not select this option for editing the way that you selected the 8 - Root Password option. You can ignore
the exclamation point in 4 - Software selection. Instead, enter b to continue the installation.
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2. Press Clear until the product is installed. 

NOTE

 The installation pauses several times during the installation process. This behavior is normal. 
3. When the following license agreement message appears, press enter twice to proceed:

[ 1150.805838] anaconda[1347]: Use of this product is subject to the license agreement found at /usr/

share/centos-release/EULA

At the end of the first IPL, the following messages appear on the console:
dracut Warning: Killing all remaining processes

Halting.

4. After you see the dracut message, IPL the second device address until you see the login screen for ClefOS 7.
The installation is complete when you see the following messages:
ClefOS Linux 7 (Core) 

Kernel 3.10.0-327.cl7.s390x on an s390x

<linux_userid> login:

5.  Verify the status of the platform to bring the various disks that are needed for the installation online.
6. Configure the Message Service task (ZMSSTART):

Edit the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0OPTV data set:
a. For MQ_HUB_HOST environment variable, define the host name of the appliance.
b. For MQ_HUB_PORT environment variable, define the port that you want Message Service to use to communicate

with the appliance, such as 61616.
c. Enable the adapters that you want to use and disable adapters that you do not want to use. Search for

#Adapter Activation Status

in the ZMSENVT member, as illustrated by the following example:
#Adapter Activation Status                 

DISCOVERY_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=ENABLED

ZDM_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=ENABLED    

OPS_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=DISABLED

NOTE

 In this example, ENABLED indicates that the adapter is activated and DISABLED indicates that the
adapter is not activated. For the adapters that you would like to enable, set their status to ENABLED.
Otherwise, set their status to DISABLED.

d. Start the MSS task with the following command:
/S ZMSSTART

Complete the IPLs for x86_64

No DASD volume is IPLed. You complete the IPL on the VMware system by powering on the virtual machine and you use
the CD/DVD drive as the boot drive.

WARNING

When you boot the virtual machine, the console displays two selection choices for the user. Do not use the
default choice. Instead, you select Install CentOS Linux 7.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Complete the first IPL by powering on your virtual machine and select Install CentOS Linux 7.
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WARNING

• During the Linux installation, the Anaconda menu displays several options. The 8 - Root
Password option shows an exclamation point "!", while the other options show an "X." This
exclamation point indicates that you must set this option before you proceed with the installation. To set
the Root Password, select 8, and enter your password twice. If you use a password that the installation
considers weak, you have to enter yes as a response to continue using this password.

• After you set the password, the Anaconda menu displays several options again. This time, the 4 -
Software selection option shows an exclamation point "!", while the other options show an "X." Do
not select this option for editing the way that you selected the 8 - Root Password option. You can ignore
the exclamation point in 4 - Software selection. Instead, enter b to continue the installation.

2. Press Clear until the product is installed.

NOTE

 The installation pauses several times during the installation process. This behavior is normal. 
3. When the following license agreement message appears, press enter twice to proceed:

[ 1150.805838] anaconda[1347]: Use of this product is subject to the license agreement found at /usr/

share/clefos-release/EULA

At the end of the first IPL, the following messages appear on the console:
dracut Warning: Killing all remaining processes

Halting.

4. After you see the dracut message, power cycle (IPL) the virtual machine again to bring up the CentOS Linux 7 login
screen.
The installation is complete when you see the following messages:
CentOS Linux 7 (Core) 

Kernel 3.10.0-514.el7.x86_64 on an x86_64

<linux_userid> login:

5.  Verify the status of the platform to bring the various disks that are needed for the installation online.
6. Configure the Message Service task (ZMSSTART):

Edit the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0OPTV data set:
a. For MQ_HUB_HOST environment variable, define the host name of the appliance.
b. For MQ_HUB_PORT environment variable, define the port that you want Message Service to use to communicate

with the appliance, such as 61616.
c. Enable the adapters that you want to use and disable adapters that you do not want to use by searching for

#Adapter Activation Status

in the ZMSENVT member, as illustrated by the following example:
#Adapter Activation Status                 

DISCOVERY_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=ENABLED

ZDM_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=ENABLED     

OPS_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=DISABLED

NOTE
 In this example, ENABLED indicates that the adapter is activated and DISABLED indicates that the
adapter is not activated. For the adapters that you would like to enable, set their status to ENABLED.
Otherwise, set their status to DISABLED. 

d. Start the MSS task with the following command:
/S ZMSSTART
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Verify MOI Status
This article explains how to verify the platform status. After you IPL MOI, you must bring online the disks that are needed
for installation. After you bring the disks online, you reboot the appliance to finish the installation. After the appliance has
installed, you can verify the status.

WARNING

If you are upgrading to Release 2.0.06 and you also want to keep your Version 2.0 data, do not format the LVM
drives (Steps 4c through 4e). Instead, proceed with remapping the drives in Step 4f.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main panel, select 2 - Manage.
The Hosts panel appears.

2. Select the host that you want to manage.
3. Select 1 - SSH Keys.

WARNING

ICSF must be running before executing this step.

This option generates new SSH keys that allow access to the various other Manage panel actions.
4. Select 3 - Disk Health.

a. From the filesys panel, select the lvm0 entry.

WARNING

For x86_64 and s390x, we recommend that you increase the lvm0 disk space to minimum of 50 GB.
b. (s390x Only) Enter the EXPOSE command and enter the disk range of devices that you want to use for the

appliance, such as 0.0.0202-0.0.0207. Then, press Enter.
The Disks Assignments panel displays for lvmn each of the disks that are listed in the range that you entered. The
status of each disk should be free if you did not yet perform an installation on the target machine.

c. Format and add each disk to an /lvmn.
If a disk is not free, select it and enter f to format the disk. You can enter jobs to see the progress of this format.

NOTE

You can select one or multiple disks before you format and can add disks. The disks also have different
names on x86_64, such as /dev/sdb, /dev/sdc, /dev/sdd, and /dev/sde.

WARNING

If you are upgrading from MOI Version 2.0, do not format the drives (Steps 4c through 4e). Skip these
steps and remap the drives with the a (add) command continuing from Step 4f.

d. Select the /dev/dasdb filesystem. This entry is the second filesystem listed.

WARNING

Do not use the first filesystem in the list because this first filesystem is the IPL volume.
e. Select f to format this disk and press Enter at the prompt.
f. (Optional) Enter jobs to see the progress of this format. PF3 out of the panel and enter jobs again until the format

completes successfully.
g. Select a against this disk to add the disk, and press Enter at the prompt. Then, enter PF3 and exit the lvm0 panel.
h. From the filesys panel, select the lvm1 entry and repeat Steps a through e.
i. Repeat the process two more times for lvm2 and lvm3.

5. Select 9 - Advanced Commands, 9 - Maintain Passwords, 2 - Admin, and do the following:
a. Enter a password, reenter the password to confirm, and press Enter.
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b. Select PF3 to return to the MLSS Management Panel.
6. After all disks are formatted and assigned and the administration password is set, then select 8 - Reboot/Shutdown

and reboot the appliance.
7. Select 2 - Boot Status.

This option shows the status of the appliance startup and configuration. Messages confirm that the boot process is
complete. The last message in the log should appear as follows:
Exiting docker-run rc=0

Now, you can Transfer the ISO File to your mainframe and then reboot the appliance for the services to be usable.

Transfer the ISO File
To complete the installation process, you must transfer the ISO file to the appliance host and then reboot the appliance
for the services to be usable. As part of this process, you set a password that is used to SFTP the product ISO file to the
appliance server.

Follow these steps:

1. To invoke the ISPF application, execute CAAE.
TSO EXEC prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)

2. Select 2 - Manage.
3. Select 9 - Advanced Commands.
4. Select 9 - Maintain Passwords.
5. Select 1 - Maintenance.

The Password Change panel displays.
6. Enter a password, reenter the password, and press Enter.
7. Download the MLSS 02.0.06 iso file from Broadcom Support to your local computer.
8. Use an SFTP utility program such as FileZilla to connect to the appliance host.

You can use the maintenance ID and password that you set in Step 6.
NOTE
If you use another SFTP file transfer method, such as OpenSSH, SFTP, or SCP, the physical location on
the appliance host where the ISO file should be transferred for installation is /var/opt/moi/users/
maintenance/iso.

9. Transfer the ISO file that you downloaded to your local computer to the iso directory under the maintenance ID.

NOTE
This iso directory is spelled in lowercase.

10. Return to the Manage panel.
11. Select 8 - Reboot/Shutdown and reboot the appliance.

The appliance begins starting up all Docker containers when the reboot is complete.
12. Verify the reboot status with Manage Option 2.
13. Verify the health of the services with Manage Option 4.

Now that the containers display as healthy, you can complete the CCS Message Service server task configuration. Follow
Step 6 of IPL MOI.

NOTE
After you complete this initial installation, z/OS saves all settings and configuration files in the ISPF table library
or the zFS file system. These files are recorded in ISPF option 0 (Prepare) and they are saved in the ISPF
profile dataset of the user. As long as the ISPF table library and zFS file system are in place, then after you
apply an upgrade, you must only go through the ISPF install panels again.
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Enable Your Applications in the Appliance Controller
After you complete the MOI installation and configuration, you can enable or disable the following applications in the
Appliance Controller:

 Issue Intelligence 

Provides Alert Clustering and incident prediction so that you can remediate issues faster, optimize performance
continuously, and improve collaboration among the mainframe management team.

 Insight Sharing 

Filters incoming data automatically, sending only relevant insights to external analytics solutions such as Splunk
Enterprise, SNMP Manager, and DX Digital Operational Intelligence. This insight publishing helps you reduce costs and
network usage.

 Topology 

Discovers Business Applications and infrastructure relationships between CICS regions, Message Queues, and
Databases to quickly identify hotspots.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the Appliance Controller:
http://hostname:61980/mtcac

https://hostname:61983/mtcac

2. Enable the specific applications that you want to use:
a. Navigate to Configuration, Applications.
b. Enable the application, such as Issue Intelligence.
c. Verify whether you can enable this application, and click Yes.
The applications are enabled.

3. Log in to MOI.
The applications are enabled and you can now use these applications if you configured them in ISPF during
installation.

4. To disable the applications, log into the Appliance Controller and disable them from Configuration, Applications.

(Optional) Configure the CCS Message Service for TLS/SSL
You installed the CCS Message Service (Message Service) as part of the MOI Prerequisites. You also installed and
configured MOI in ISPF. After you install MOI, you modify some parameters in the CCS Message Service PARMLIB to
point to the appliance.

If you plan to use TLS, complete the appropriate steps:

Configure Message Service to Communicate with the Message Service Hub Using TLS

There are two methods that you can use to configure Message Service to communicate with the Message Service hub
using TLS. The following topics describe how to perform these configurations.

• Configure TLS Communication using certificates that you store in Java Keystores. Use this method when you want
to configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service hub using TLS with certificates
that you store in Java keystores on USS filesystems.

• Configure TLS Communication using certificates that you store in an External Security Manager (ESM). Use this
method when you want to configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service hub using
TLS with certificates that you store in an External Security Manager (ESM). For example, your organization requires
you to manage certificates using an ESM. 
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WARNING

• We recommend that you set up TLS communication in all of your production environments. This approach
helps to ensure that only the Broadcom product components that you configured can communicate with the
Message Service hub. When you use (the default) TCP communication with the hub, there is no restriction
on who can connect to the hub and communicate with any service that is connected to the hub.

• You generated the TLS keystore, truststore, and password properties files using the ISPF panels during
configuration.

• Before you complete the steps in this topic, verify that TLS is configured (enabled) on the Message Service
hub and the hub is running.

Configure TLS Communication Using Certificates That You Store in Java Keystores

This configuration method lets you configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service using
TLS with certificates that you store in Java keystores on USS filesystems.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that you generated the TLS keystore, truststore, and password properties files. If you did not generate these
files, see Configure and Deploy MOI for information about how to generate the (required) files.

NOTE
After you use the MLSS TLS Configuration ISPF panel to generate the TLS files, you can find all of the TLS
files in the path (directory) that you specified as the location to generate them.

2. Stop the Message Service started task using the following command:
/P ZMSSTART

3. Using the following steps, copy all (keystore, truststore, and password) files from the location where you generated
them using the MLSS TLS Configuration ISPF panel to the directory named keystores on the system where you
installed the Message Service.
a. Using the MLSS TLS Configuration ISPF panel, you generated the keystore, truststore, and password files in the

following directories:
<generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE

b. When you installed the Message Service, the Installation process created the following USS directory:
<message_service_install_home>/cfgb/instance/messageService/keystores

c. Copy all of the files that reside in the path that is described in point a (<generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE)
to the path that is described in point b (<message_service_install_home>/cfgb/instance/
messageService/keystores).

NOTE
The files that you created using MLSS TLS Configuration ISPF panel might reside on a system and
operating system (z/OS) that is different from the system and operating system where the Message
Service hub is running. In this scenario, we recommend that you use an SFTP (Secure FTP) application
to copy the keystore, truststore, and password files from the system where you generated them to the
system where you installed the Message Service.

4. Modify the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0OPTV data set by changing the value that is defined in
the MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL variable from TCP to TLS. The following example illustrates how to change the
communication protocol:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication port that
is defined in the variable named MQ_HUB_PORT.

5. Start the Message Service started task using the following command:
/START ZMSSTART
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After you complete these steps, the Message Service server can communicate with the Message Service hub using the
TLS communication protocol.

Configure TLS Communication Using Certificates That You Store in an External Security Manager

This configuration method lets you configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service hub
using TLS with certificates that you store in an External Security Manager (ESM).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Export the trust certificate from the client.ts  truststore file.

NOTE

For information about how to generate this file, see Configure and Deploy MOI. You can find
the truststorepassword in the password.properties file and then import the certificate into the
keyring named HUBRING.

Use the following keytool command to export the certificate:
keytool  -export -alias mydomain -file hub.crt -keystore client.ts

2. Export the certificate and the private key from the client.ks keystore file in a PKCS12 format.

NOTE

For information about how to generate this file, see Configure and Deploy MOI. You can find
the keystorepassword in the password.properties file and then import the certificate into the keyring
named MSRING.

Use the following keytool command to export the certificate and private key: 
Keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias spoke_store -destkeystore private.p12 -

deststoretype PKCS12

3. Stop the Message Service started task using the following command: 
/P ZMSSTART

4. Modify the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0OPTV data set by changing following variables if the values are different from
the default values:

Variable Name Description Default Value

 ms.keystore.esm.user User name to which the keystore keyring is
associated

ACID for the current user

 ms.keystore.esm.keyring Keystore keyring name MSRING

 ms.truststore.esm.user User name to which the truststore keyring is
associated

ACID for the current user

 ms.truststore.esm.keyring truststore keyring name HUBRING
5. Start the Message Service started task using the following command: 

/START ZMSSTART

After you complete these steps, the Message Service server can communicate with the Message Service hub using the
TLS communication protocol.

Next Steps: Configure Your Data Feeds

Go to the applicable product integration topic.
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Load Bulk SMF Records

Overview

Bulk loading refers to the process of ingesting historical time-series data into MOI in order to quickly perform a proof of
concept and realize the value of MOI right away. The bulk loading process is automated. By executing a single job on the
mainframe, you can perform the entire sequence of required actions, from SMF data extraction to transferring the data file
via SFTP to the appliance landing zone for ingestion processing.

IMPORTANT
Bulk loading of SMF records is an optional step. It is not required as part of installation. Bulk loading presents a
way to ingest data sufficient to begin seeing immediate results in the form of machine-learning-based responses
to anomalous changes in your environment. The alternative to bulk loading of historical data is to begin the
normal process of streaming live data to MOI.

SMF data types and subtypes that can be processed through bulk loading include the following.

Table 1: Supported SMF Types

Type Subtype

30 2, 3

70 1

72 3

74 1

101 0, 1

110 1

116 1, 2

230*

255 (SYSVIEW User-defined) 2, 25, 28

* To view SMF records of type 230 (IDMS), you must install the Interim Enhancement to MOI version 2.0.06. Please
contact Support for further information.

For example, SMF 70, Subtype 1 (70.1) records show you information about your processors, and you can use this
information to identify high-CPU utilization.

Consider the following requirements and recommendations before using the Bulk Loader:

• You can organize SMF data covering a single day, a series of days, a week, depending on file size and space
limitations on the following:
– the /tmp/ directory on USS
– the data set namespace
– the appliance

• The data should be from a single LPAR.
• The SMF data can be organized into multiple files.
• You should organize the data chronologically from oldest to newest.

WARNING

1. Bulk load historical data to your appliance prior to streaming live data from your site operations. We
recommend you do not intersperse batch data loads with live streams.
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2. For SMF 255.25 and 255.28 CICS (SYSVIEW) data, we recommend using bulk loading only for proofs of
concept and trials. The live data has a different interval than that which comes from bulk loading, and it will
be treated as new and different metric data.

At a high level, the steps of the bulk loading process are as follows:

1. Enable metric subscriptions and Green Highways for SMF 30, 101, 110, 116, and 230 types if these are being bulk
loaded.

2. Organize the data as discussed (oldest to newest, for the time period you choose, in one or more files).
3. Run the provided JCL utility to extract data from SMF log streams or SMF dump data sets and transfer files to the

appliance.
4. Wait for the SMF files to be processed. You can monitor processing using the bulk loader logs.

These steps are further detailed in the following sections.

Set Up Subscriptions

Subscriptions for SMF types 101, 110, 116, and 230 are disabled by default. Metrics of these types need to be subscribed
before you can bulk load data for any type. Enable subscriptions in the Appliance Controller using the following steps:

1. Log in to the Appliance Controller.
2. Select Configuration, Metrics.
3. Select the metrics for which the historical data is being loaded. If you are not sure which metric to select, then you

can select all metrics from a particular category. For example, if SMF 110 data is being uploaded, then select CICS
Monitoring (SMF 110.1) followed by CICS Transaction Monitoring, and then select one or more or all metrics from this
category and provide the values, if known, for the Metric Path.

4. In each field under Metric Path for which you do not have a value, type an asterisk (*).
5. Select the Enable Green Highway check box. This enables machine learning for the selected metrics and generates

the Green Highways.
6. Click INCLUDE PATH, then click PROCESS.

Run Bulk Load JCL

When you generated the Secure Shell (SSH) keys during the appliance configuration, ISPF created a landing zone
directory (/home/openapiuser/landingzone) on the appliance. The configuration also created an internal userid. Using this
userid, you can transfer your SMF data to the landing zone directory by customizing and running either of two jobs:

• CAALS2ST — To pull SMF data from a log stream
• CAAEX2ST — To perform an SMF data set extraction

The jobs pull the data based on dates and times, record types, and other information you specify in the JCL. It renames
the specified file or files with the .ready extension that the bulk loader requires for ingestion, and it does the SFTP file
transfer.

NOTE

1. Run the JCL under the userid that was used to install the appliance, and from the LPAR that was used to
install the appliance.

2. As part of this process, the data will be placed temporarily under the /tmp/ directory on USS. If there is
insufficient space in /tmp/, you will need to issue the following command: CHANGE /tmp/&FILENAME /
newdir/&FILENAME ALL

Take the following steps:

1. Verify that your appliance deployment successfully created the landing zone directory on the appliance. To do so, you
can, for example, SSH to the appliance and run the ls command.
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2. Access the sample JCL, CAALS2ST or CAAEX2ST, depending on your intention to pull the data from an SMF log
stream (CAALS2ST) or an SMF data set extraction (CAAEX2ST).

3. Customize the JCL based on your system requirements.
Contact Broadcom Support for more information.

4. Run the job. The job also transfers the SMF data files to the appliance landing zone so the Bulk Loader can start
ingesting the data.

5. After the job completes, log in to MOI and view your historical SMF data in Green Highways.

If you can view SMF record data in Green Highways, you have successfully loaded the historical SMF data with the Bulk
Loader. Once you are satisfied with this historical data load, you can enable live data streaming (except for SYSVIEW
255.x).

Maintaining the MOI Appliance
To receive the latest maintenance for the installed appliance, download the latest PTFs from Broadcom Support. Then use
ISPF to deploy and reboot the appliance. We recommend that you upgrade and verify your test environment before you
upgrade your production system.

WARNING

• You can follow this maintenance process only after you install MOI Release 2.0.05 and you want to apply the
02.0.06 update.

• The SO00516, SO00517, and SO00518 PTFs contain incorrect information in the ++HOLD. If you have an
existing MOI Version 2.0 installation, and you want to upgrade to Release 2.0.06, you can ignore the note
about not running the Prepare Job.
Instead, go through the normal ISPF installation process, including running the Prepare job. This step does
not apply if you installed the PAX for 2.0.02 because the PAX already requires this Prepare job.

• Starting with PTFs SO00516, SO00517, and SO00518 applied or the Service Update S1801 Product PAX
file that is installed, both PTFs (SO01908 and SO04142) must be applied before installing the maintenance
ISO. For a complete list of required PTFs for Release 2.0.06, see the Release Notes.
For both upgrades and new installations of the appliance, you must generate security certificates.

NOTE

• Some PTFs might include operating system updates. To identify these PTFs, search for the +
+HFS(FGEOSZ) (s390x) or ++HFS(FGEOSX) (x86_64) strings within the PTF. After you apply these
particular PTFs, ensure that you go through the Prepare Job in the Install panel for any platforms that are
referenced by these strings, and then continue with the IPL and status verification (Step 4).

• When you completed your initial 2.0 installation, z/OS saved all settings and configuration files in the ISPF
table library or the zFS file system. These files are recorded in ISPF option 0 (Prepare) and they are saved
in the ISPF profile dataset of the user. If the ISPF table library and zFS file system are still in place, then after
you apply the upgrade, you need to go through the ISPF install panels again.
For example, apply the upgrade, use the ISPF option 0 (Prepare) to confirm your network settings, and then
continue through the installation panels. If the PTF also contains changes to the operating system, ensure
that you also run the Prepare Job, and follow normal installation process.

• If an update includes an upgrade to moi-scripts, rebooting is required. The boot log shows a message about
a required reboot if upgrading moi-scripts. If you do not see progress after a few minutes, reboot.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the latest PTFs from Broadcom Support.
2. Apply the PTFs to your 2.0.06 z/OS libraries.

The PTF contains the updated application.rpm changes.
3. Deploy copies of the application.rpm to your test appliances from the Install panels, selecting 8 - Deploy.
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Ensure that you select both the Property Files and Binary RPMS, then press Enter.
4. If the PTF contains the ++HFS(FGEOSZ) (s390x) or ++HFS(FGEOSX) (x86_64) strings, complete the following steps.

If you do not see these strings, skip to Step 5.
a. Select 9 - Prepare Job from the Install panel for any platforms that are referenced by these strings.
b. Continue following the final step of the Configure and Deploy process.
c. Continue following the installation process and IPL the appliance.
d. After the IPL, verify the appliance status.

5. Update and reboot the appliance from the Manage panels by selecting 9 - Advanced Commands, 12 - Update, 1 -
Resend, 2 - Reboot.
The appliance detects and applies the updated RPMs and property files.

6. Download the latest MLSS 02.0.06 ISO file from Broadcom Support to your local computer.
7. Use an SFTP utility program such as FileZilla to connect to the appliance host using the maintenance ID and

password that you set during the initial appliance installation.
8. Transfer this ISO file that you downloaded to your local computer to the iso directory under the maintenance ID.

NOTE
This iso directory is lowercase.

9. After the microservices ISO has been SFTPed to the appliance, but prior to rebooting, use the Appliance Controller to
first stop the oi-engine-profiler-maas-1 microservice. Then stop the mtcac service.
Wait a minimum of 1 hour before continuing with Steps 10 and 11 in order to clear all internal queues.

NOTE
When MTCAC is stopped, the Appliance Controller UI becomes unresponsive.

10. Return to the Manage panel.
11. Select 8 - Reboot  and reboot the appliance.

The appliance begins starting up all Docker containers when the reboot is complete.
12. Verify the reboot status with Manage Option 2.
13. Verify the health of the services with Manage Option 4.

Change Your Integrations and Licensed Products After the Installation
After you install MOI, your environment might change and you might have to change your Licensed Product List. Consider
the following scenarios:

• You made a mistake when you chose the initial Licensed Product List.
• You decided to turn off a product data feed that you no longer want to monitor.
• You decided to turn on a product data feed on a trial basis, but you might turn it off again.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the 6 - Options panel in the installation panels and make your required changes.
For example, you now want to enable the MAT integration, so you select Y.

2. Go to the 7 - Enable Licensed Products panel and make your required changes.
For example, you now want to enable the Vantage data feed, so you select Y.

3. Select 8 - Generate Licensed Products-Options File.
4. Select 9 -  Edit Licensed Product-Options File to review the Options Licensed Product file and ensure that you

made the correct changes.
5. Go back to the Install panels and select 8 - Deploy.

This step deploys the new Licensed Products File to your test appliances.
6. Go to the Manage panels and select 9 - Advanced Commands, 12 - Update, 1 - Resend, 2 - Reboot to update and

reboot the appliance.
The appliance detects and applies the new Licensed Product file.
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7. Deploy copies of the new Licensed Products file to your production appliances.
8. Reboot the production appliance from 2 - Manage, 8 - Reboot.
9. (Optional) Use 2 - Boot Status to monitor the reboot of the appliance.

Add Data Feeds from Additional LPARS
You can add another LPAR as a data feed to your existing appliance by completing the following process:

Deploy Common Components and Services

Common Components and Services 15.0 is required.

WARNING

• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V2
into each CSI that you want to use for MOI components.

• For all CCS installation procedures, refer to the Common Components and Services Release 15.0
documentation. The pax installation and PTF maintenance procedures can be found in the Installing section.
You can install all CCS components using native SMP/E sample JCL (pax ESD) or with CSM.

Common Components and Services Release 15.0 (CCS - BASE - ESD ONLY)

• Common Components and Services r15.0, including all base product FMIDs, is a prerequisite for the installation
of MOI. See the CCS product documentation for a description of the FMIDs contained in the CCS Base Services
download.

• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V2 into each
CSI that you want to use for MOI components.

• You must install this pax file before installing the CCS USS-Based Services.
• After an IPL, CCS Base Services do not autostart. Set up the CCS Base services to autostart after an IPL.

Common Components and Services USS-Based Services (CCS - USS BASED SERVICES)

• Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the native SMP/E (pax ESD) installation process requires
write authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the process.

• The USERID that performs the installation must have basic OMVS access (an OMVS segment).
• You must install USS-Based Services into the existing CCS Release 15.0 SMP/E CSI.
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V2 into each

CSI that you want to use for MOI components.
• When you install USS-Based Services, establish a USS hierarchical file system first as part of the installation process.

A USS z/OS zFS is required to install USS-Based Services.
• After an IPL, the CCS USS-Based Services do not autostart. Set up CCS USS-Based Services to autostart after an

IPL.
• – CFF5E10 Data Collector Service Supplies you with the functionality for the Data Collector Service (Data Collector

for z/OS). This service lets you integrate DX Infrastructure Management network (Network Monitoring) Probe with z/
OS environments. The functionality that you require is contained in this pax file.

– CFGBE10 Message Service Supplies you with the functionality for the Message Service. This service lets you
integrate data flows with z/OS environments. We deliver this functionality to you using other PTFs.

– CFF6E10 Java to z/OS Service Supplies you with the functionality for Java to z/OS.
– CFGAE10 Apache Tomcat Reserved future use.
– CFGCE10 Supplemental Services Reserved for future use.
– CFGDE10 Apache ActiveMQ Reserved for future use.
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Common Components and Services Data Mover PTFs (RO92374 and RO96072)

• The Data Mover is a component of the CCS USS-Based Service. Before you install the Data Mover PTF, verify that
the CCS Address Space Shell program properties table (PPT) entry is defined for this Common Components and
Services.

• After an IPL, the CCS Data Mover Services do not autostart. Set up Data Mover service to autostart after an IPL.
• Set up the Data Mover as a startup dependency for the Common Components and Services Message Service at IPL

time.

Configure the CCS Message Service for TLS

You installed the CCS Message Service (Message Service) as part of the appliance prerequisites. You also installed and
configured MOI in ISPF. After you install MOI, you modify some parameters in the CCS Message Service PARMLIB to
point to the appliance.

If you plan to use SSL, complete the appropriate steps:

Configure Message Service to Communicate with the Message Service Hub Using SSL

There are two methods that you can use to configure Message Service to communicate with the Message Service hub
using SSL. The following topics describe how to perform these configurations.

• Configure SSL Communication using certificates that you store in Java Keystores. Use this method when you want
to configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service hub using SSL with certificates
that you store in Java keystores on USS filesystems.

• Configure SSL Communication using certificates that you store in an External Security Manager (ESM). Use this
method when you want to configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service hub using
SSL with certificates that you store in an External Security Manager (ESM). For example, your organization requires
you to manage certificates using an ESM.

WARNING

• We recommend that you set up SSL communication in all of your production environments. This approach
helps to ensure that only the Broadcom product components that you configured can communicate with the
Message Service hub. When you use (the default) TCP communication with the hub, there is no restriction
on who can connect to the hub and can communicate with any service that is connected to the hub.

• You generated the SSL keystore, truststore, and password properties files using the ISPF panels.
• Before you complete the steps in this topic, verify that SSL is configured (enabled) on the Message Service

hub and the hub is running.

Configure SSL Communication Using Certificates That You Store in Java Keystores

This configuration method lets you configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service using
SSL with certificates that you store in Java keystores on USS filesystems.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that you generated the SSL keystore, truststore, and password properties files. If you did not generate these
files, see Configure and Deploy MOI for information about how to generate the (required) files.

NOTE
After you use the MOI SSL Configuration ISPF panel to generate the SSL files, you can find all of the SSL
files in the path (directory) that you specified as the location to generate them.

2. Stop the Message Service started task using the following command:
/P ZMSSTART
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3. Using the following steps, copy all (keystore, truststore, and password) files from the location where you generated
them using the MOI SSL Configuration ISPF panel to the directory named keystores on the system where you
installed the Message Service.
a. Using the MOI SSL Configuration ISPF panel, you generated the keystore, truststore, and password files in the

following directories:
generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE

generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE

b. When you installed the Message Service, the Installation process created the following USS directory:
<message_service_install_home>/cfgb/messageServiceHub/keystores/

<message_service_install_home>/cfgb/messageService/keystores

c. Copy all of the files that reside in the path described in step a (generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE and
generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE) to the path described in step b (message_service_install_home/
cfgb/messageService/keystores).

NOTE
The files that you created using MOI SSL Configuration ISPF panel might reside on a system and
operating system (z/OS) that is different from the system and operating system where the Message
Service hub is running. In this scenario, we recommend that you use an SFTP (Secure FTP) application
to copy the keystore, truststore, and password files from the system where you generated them to the
system where you installed the Message Service.

4. Modify the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0OPTV data set by changing the value that is defined in the
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL variable from TCP to SSL. The following example illustrates how to change the communication
protocol:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

NOTE
Verify that the SSL communication port number on the hub is the same as the SSL communication port that
is defined in the variable named MQ_HUB_PORT.

5. Start the Message Service started task using the following command:
/START ZMSSTART

After you complete these steps, the Message Service server can communicate with the Message Service hub using the
SSL communication protocol.

Configure SSL Communication Using Certificates That You Store in an External Security Manage

This configuration method lets you configure the Message Service server to communicate with the Message Service hub
using SSL with certificates that you store in an External Security Manager (ESM).

Follow these steps:

1. Export the trust certificate from the client.ts truststore file.

NOTE
For information about how to generate this file, see Configure and Deploy MOI. You can find
the truststorepassword in the password.properties file and then import the certificate into the keyring
named HUBRING.

Use the following keytool command to export the certificate:
keytool  -export -alias mydomain -file hub.crt -keystore client.ts

2. Export the certificate and the private key from the client.ks keystore file in a PKCS12 format.

NOTE
For information about how to generate this file, see Install MOI. You can find the keystorepassword in
the password.properties file and then import the certificate into the keyring named MSRING.

Use the following keytool command to export the certificate and private key:
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Keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias spoke_store -destkeystore private.p12 -

deststoretype PKCS12

3. Stop the Message Service started task using the following command:
/P ZMSSTART

4. Modify the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0OPTV data set by changing the following variables if the values are
different from the default values:

Variable Name Description Default Value

ms.keystore.esm.user User name to which the keystore keyring is
associated

ACID for the current user

ms.keystore.esm.keyring Keystore keyring name MSRING

ms.truststore.esm.user User name to which the truststore keyring is
associated

ACID for the current user

ms.truststore.esm.keyring truststore keyring name HUBRING
5. Start the Message Service started task using the following command:

/START ZMSSTART

After you complete these steps, the Message Service server can communicate with the Message Service hub using the
SSL communication protocol.

Configure the Message Service to Point to the Appliance

After you configure TLS, you can complete the last step in the process. You configure the Message Service so that it
points to the same IP address as the existing appliance.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the TLS keys from the original LPAR or the directory where ISPF placed the keys.
For example, /cfgb/messageService/keystores

2. Copy the TLS keys to the Message Service USS directory on the additional LPAR.
3. Set up the options PDS member ZMSENVTB so that it uses SSL transport.
4. Point the IP address to the appliance.
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Integrating
This section provides articles that show you how to integrate:

• Broadcom product data feeds
• Broadcom products for alert forwarding
• SMF Adapter
• Splunk Enterprise and SNMP

For example, view and analyze plan and package data from Detector. This information can provide database
administrators and the mainframe management team a historical view of application performance. Based on this historical
data, MOI uses machine learning to predict future performance, which can help you avoid potential performance issues.

Integrate with Detector
MOI lets you collect, view, and analyze plan and package data from Detector. Doing so gives database administrators and
the mainframe management team a historical view of application performance. Based on this historical data, MOI uses
machine learning to predict future performance, which can help you avoid potential performance issues.

MOI lets you collect, view, and analyze plan and package data from Detector (Detector). Doing so gives database
administrators and the mainframe management team a historical view of application performance. Based on this historical
data, MOI uses machine learning to predict future performance, which can help you avoid potential performance issues.

Metrics Available in MOI

After you configure the Detector jobs for data extraction, MOI collects, views, and analyzes data for the following Db2
metrics for plans and packages:

NOTE
All metrics are included by default or you can customize your selection to include only specific metrics. Collected
metrics are either totals or averages. Average metrics use the suffix AVG. Average numbers are calculated by
dividing the value of the total metric by the value of SQL. For example, DB2_CPU_AVG represents the average
amount of time spent executing within Db2. DB2_CPU represents the total amount of CPU time spent executing
within Db2. For more information, see the Detector product documentation.

• CLAIM_LOCK_REQ
Specifies the total or average number of successful claim requests and IRLM lock requests. This value corresponds to
the CLAIM_REQ AND LOCK_REQ fields in Detector. This value is similar to the QTXACLNO field of IFCID 0003 and
the QTXALOCK field of IFCID 0002.

• DB2_CPU
Specifies the total or average amount of CPU time spent executing within Db2.

• DB2_ELAPSED
Specifies the total or average amount of elapsed time spent executing within Db2 for the plan or program.

• GETPAGE
Specifies the total or average number of GETPAGE requests that were issued. This count is for all buffer pools
accessed.

• PAGEUPDT
Specifies the total or average number of page updates that are issued during execution. This count is for all buffer
pools accessed. This value is similar to the QBSTSWS field of IFCID 0002.

• SQL
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Specifies the number of SQL calls that were issued.
• SYNCREAD

Specifies the total or average number of synchronous read I/Os or I/O requests issued during execution. This count is
for all buffer pools accessed. This value is similar to the QBACRIO field of IFCID 0003.

• WAIT_COUNT
Specifies the total or average number of wait counts that were incurred during execution. This number includes values
from the following types of waits:
– Archive logs
– Archive tape read processing
– Autonomous transactions
– Claims to be released
– Drain lock wait
– Latch contention
– Lock held by another member of the data sharing group
– Log write I/O
– Logical lock contention
– Messages that are sent to other members in the data sharing group
– Other write I/O
– Page latch
– Physical lock contention
– Read I/O
– Service calls
– Synchronous read I/O
– Synchronous unit switch for DB2 data set open, close, or HSM recall
– Synchronous unit switch for DB2 dataspace manager services
– Synchronous unit switch for DB2 service tasks
– Synchronous unit switch for the DB2 SYSLGRNG recording service
– TCP/IPLOB materialization

• WAIT_TIME
Specifies the total or average amount of wait time that were incurred. This number includes values from the same list
of waits as WAIT_COUNT.

Alert Suppression

MOI suppresses Severity 1, 2, and 3 alerts for some Db2 metrics under certain circumstances. For example, your
transaction performance improves dramatically and it drops from 1000ms to 50ms. In this scenario, the improvement does
not raise a Severity 1, 2, or 3 alert because of a positive change in performance and it is considered below the line in
the Green Highways. However, if your transaction durations increase dramatically because of performance issues, or as
above the line, then the alerts appear. Other ignored metrics for below the line behaviour include CPU use and metrics
related to plans and packages.

Address Prerequisites

Confirm that your site meets the following requirements for Detector to send data to MOI:

• Detector 20.0
• Common Components and Services 15.0 with the CCS Data Mover and CCS Message Service components
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Configure the CCS Message Service server to read data from the CCS Data Mover and to point to the CCS Message
Service Hub running in the docker container of the docker that hosts the MOI analytics engine.

• (Optional) OPS/MVS (OPS/MVS) or another message processing product to automate the extraction and sending of
Detector data to MOI.

• OMVS segments are defined for the user IDs that are running the DPA2MOI and DPAMOI jobs.

Complete Detector Configuration Tasks

To view Detector data in MOI, complete the following tasks:

• Create Detector Control Files
• (Optional) Customize the Metric Selection Control Files
• Extract Detector Metrics
• (Optional) Extract Detector Metrics Automatically

Create Detector Control Files

Use the following procedure to allocate and initialize the interval control and metric selection files that are used in the
extraction of Detector data for MOI.

NOTE

• The interval file maintains the starting interval timestamp for data that is extracted from a Detector data store.
• The metric selection control file determines what metrics are extracted from the Detector data stores.

The allocated files are referenced in the Detector data extraction JCL procedures. These files must be set up before you
can extract Detector metrics for use in MOI.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy DPAAICTL from hlq.CDBAJCL into a data set. Do not make changes directly in hlq.CDBAJCL.
2. Edit and submit the copy of DPAAICTL.

The interval and metric selection control files are created and initialized on the subsystems where you plan on extracting
data from Detector.

(Optional) Customize the Metric Selection Control Files

Customize the metric selection control files you created in the previous step for the Db2 subsystems where you want to
exclude metrics from analysis in MOI. You can exclude a metric by commenting it out or deleting it from the file. All metrics
are included by default. The file names have the following format: <hlq>.DPAMTRX.<ssid>  .

Extract Detector Metrics

Use the following procedure to initially load MOI with the selected metric values extracted from existing Detector data
stores. You can then set up a process to extract the data from Detector automatically.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy DPAMOI from hlq.CDBAJCL into a data set. Do not make changes directly in hlq.CDBAJCL.
2. Edit and submit the copy of DPAMOI. See LOADZDM Command Syntax for the input control file syntax options.

When the job completes, the metrics are populated in MOI. The timestamp in the interval control file is updated to the last
processed interval.
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(Optional) Extract Detector Metrics Automatically

You can automate the extraction of metrics from Detector to MOI using a message processing and scheduling service like
OPS/MVS that is triggered by Detector message PDT0170. Message PDT0170 is issued every time a collection interval is
written to the data store.

You can create a rule in the message processing and scheduling service of your choice to invoke the DPA2MOI procedure
to extract and send Detector interval data to MOI. DPA2MOI is executed for each completed Detector collection interval
per Db2 subsystem.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy DPA2MOI from hlq.CDBAJCL into a PROCLIB data set. Do not make changes directly in hlq.CDBAJCL.
2. Edit the copy of DPA2MOI.
3. If you are using OPS/MVS:

– Copy the DPAM0170 OPS/MVS OPS/REXX program located in hlq.CDBASAMP into an OPS/MVS Automated
Operations Facility (AOF) rule set.

– Edit the copy of DPAM0170 as described in the member.
DPAM0170 processes the Detector PDT0170 message and starts the DPA2MOI procedure that sends data to MOI.

New data loads into MOI each time DPAM0170 executes the DPA2MOI procedure. The timestamp in the control file
updates to the end timestamp of the last processed interval. Timestamps are in local time.

4. If a message processing service like OPS/MVS is not available, we recommend that you schedule the DPAMOI JCL to
execute at an interval that matches the Detector collection interval.

Reference

Review the following reference content for more information:

• Metrics Available in MOI
• Best Practice: Determine the Amount of Detector Data to Load
• Batch Syntax
• Messages

Best Practice: Determine the Amount of Detector Data to Load

By default, Detector loads plan and package metrics when the number of SQL calls for the plan or package is equal
to zero. These values are controlled by the MINIMUM_PLAN_SQL and MINIMUM_PACKAGE_SQL parameters in the
DPAMOI and DPA2MOI members of hlq.CDBAJCL. Adjust the values for these parameters so you extract metrics only for
the plans and packages that use a significant amount of your resources.

Batch Syntax

The following reference content is provided for the batch JCL:

• DD Statements
• LOADZDM Command Syntax
• LOADZDM Commenting Rules

DD Statements

The following list describes the DD statements for the DPAMOI member:

• DPACTRL
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Specifies the data extraction control file that indicates the starting point for data extraction.
• DPAIN

Specifies the data set that contains the command statements. See LOADZDM Command Syntax and LOADZDM
Commenting Rules.

• DPAMSGS
Specifies the data set that contains the product messages. DPAMSGS can be written to SYSOUT or to an allocated
data set defined as record format VB and sequential.

• DPALOG
Specifies the data set that contains the diagnostic messages. Use DPALOG only when requested by Broadcom
Support.

• DPAMTRX
Specifies the unique data set name for the metrics filtering file that defines what metrics are sent to MOI.

• CEEOPTS
Specifies the control statements that are required for the Common Components and Services Data Mover. Change
these values only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
– POSIX (ON)

Indicates that the IBM POSIX functionality is turned on. For more information about POSIX, see the IBM z/OS
Language Environment Programming Reference

WARNING
Ensure that POSIX remains set to ON. Otherwise, you cannot connect to the CCS Data Mover and
metrics do not transmit to MOI.

• STEPLIB
Specifies the Detector CDBALOAD data set and Db2 SDSNLOAD data set. Verify that the load libraries are APF
authorized.

• PTILIB
Specifies the Detector CDBALOAD data set and Db2 SDSNLOAD data set.

• PTIPARM
Specifies the Detector CDBAPARM data set.

LOADZDM Command Syntax

The LOADZDM command extracts the data from a specified Detector data store so that the data can be loaded into
MOI. Metrics are collected as totals and as averages per SQL execution. The number of SQL executions in a collection
interval is also stored. Metrics can be loaded at the plan or package level.LOADZDM has the following syntax:

     LOADZDM VCAT(detector_datastore_highlvl)

     DETECTOR_DATASTORE(detector_datastore_name)

     SSID(dpa_ssid)       

     [MINIMUM_PLAN_SQL(0-2147483674|0)]

     [MINIMUM_PACKAGE_SQL(0-2147483674|0)]

     [LOADZDM_ID(nnnnn)]

     [START_TIMESTAMP(yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss)]

     [END_TIMESTAMP(yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss)]       

     [DETECTOR_INTERVALS(1-999)]

      

The following parameters are provided:
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NOTE
The values for VCAT and DETECTOR_DATASTORE correspond to the values in the VCAT and DATASTORE
columns on the Detector Datastore Display panel. To access this panel, select the SSID historical interval data
option from the Detector Main Menu.

• VCAT(detector_datastore_highlvl)
Specifies the data store high-level qualifier. The value of this parameter corresponds to the Detector VCAT parameter
for the data store.

• DETECTOR_DATASTORE(detector_datastore_name)
Specifies the name of the Detector data store that contains the metrics that you want to extract from Detector.

• SSID(dpa_ssid)
Specifies the Db2 subsystem ID of the Detector data store that contains the metrics that you want to extract from
Detector.

• (Optional) MINIMUM_PLAN_SQL(0-2147483674|0)
Indicates that metrics are extracted only when the number of SQL calls for a plan is equal to or higher than the value
that is specified for this parameter. If this parameter is omitted, the default value is zero. If the specified value is greater
than 2147483674, only plans with more than 2147483674 SQL calls are processed.
Example: Filter out PLAN records where the SQL executions are less than 100,000
The following example shows a list of plans as displayed in Detector. This example uses the default value of
MINIMUM_PLAN_SQL(100000) so only the metrics from PLANNAM1 and PLANNAM2 are extracted.

  PLANNAME COMMIT   ABORT  SQL        TIMEPCT CPUPCT  INDB2_TIME   INDB2_CPU     

  -------- -------- ------ ---------- ------- ------- ------------ ------------   

_ PLANNAM1      108      1     634647   1.77%   2.14% 00:42.722439 00:14.078624   

_ PLANNAM2       79      1     120816    .60%    .32% 00:14.661078 00:02.147803   

_ PLANNAM3       76      0        452    .19%    .04% 00:04.762669 00:00.322642   

_ PLANNAM4       30      0        578    .22%    .04% 00:05.341216 00:00.308308   

_ PLANNAM5      157      5        199    .11%    .02% 00:02.763028 00:00.159842   

_ PLANNAM6      521      0        693    .17%    .02% 00:04.097298 00:00.140320   

_ PLANNAM7        1      0        628    .01%    .01% 00:00.415341 00:00.098261   

_ PLANNAM8      166      0        830    .00%    .01% 00:00.210620 00:00.077198

            

• (Optional) MINIMUM_PACKAGE_SQL (0-2147483674|0)
Indicates that metrics are extracted only when the number of SQL calls for a package per plan is equal to or higher
than the value that is specified for this parameter. If this parameter is omitted, the default value is 0. If the specified
value is greater than 2147483674, only packages with more than 2147483674 SQL calls are processed.
Example: Filter out packages where the SQL executions is less than 10,000
The following example shows a list of packages per plan as displayed in Detector. This example uses the default value
of MINIMUM_PACKAGE_SQL(10000) so only the metrics from PACKAG2, PACKAG3, and PACKAG4 are extracted.

   PROGRAM  TYPE CONTOKEN         PLCNT SQL        TIMEPCT CPUPCT  INDB2_TIME   

   -------- ---- ---------------- ----- ---------- ------- ------- ------------

_  PACKAG1  PKGE 5359534C564C3031     1         36  10.95%  18.79% 04:48.190252

_  PACKAG2  PKGE 1A4280DF026ACF8A     1      28290  21.95%  17.51% 09:37.395962

_  PACKAG3  PKGE 1A4280D31CB22B0A     1     226404  28.17%  17.01% 12:21.074699            

_  PACKAG4  PKGE 1A1E3D2F159D3E56     1    7474505   6.92%  10.13% 03:02.196653

            

• (Optional) LOADZDM_ID(nnnnnnnn)
Specifies a one to eight character user-selected unique value that allows you to simultaneously run multiple
combinations of DPAMOI and DPA2MOI jobs for the same Db2 subsystem. A unique DPACTRL DD control file is
required for each job. Use DPAAICTL to create each control file.
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For example, use this parameter to run a manual DPAMOI job to extract the older data from SSID DB2n while the
DPA2MOI job continues to capture new SSID DB2n data automatically by running at the end of each Detector interval.

WARNING
Changing the following parameters limits the amount of extracted datastore data. We strongly recommend
creating a backup of the control file before using these parameters and also advise using these parameters only
under the direction of Broadcom Support.

• (Optional) START_TIMESTAMP(yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss)
Specifies the local starting time and date of the data store interval metrics that are loaded into MOI. If this parameter is
omitted, the timestamp from the control file is used. This value overrides the timestamp that is contained in the control
file.

• (Optional) END_TIMESTAMP(yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss)
Specifies the local ending time and date of the data store interval metrics that are loaded into MOI.

NOTE
Only intervals that start and end within the values that are specified in START_TIMESTAMP and
END_TIMESTAMP are eligible for extraction.

• (Optional) DETECTOR_INTERVALS(1-999)
Specifies the number of data store intervals that are loaded into MOI. The interval count begins at the interval that
occurs immediately after the last extracted interval timestamp documented in the control file or START_TIMESTAMP.
Optionally use this parameter with START_TIMESTAMP, END_TIMESTAMP or both. If the intervals go beyond
END_TIMESTAMP, the END_TIMESTAMP value takes precedence.
If END_TIMESTAMP and DETECTOR_INTERVALS are omitted, the metrics load terminates at the last data store
interval.

LOADZDM Commenting Rules

The following list describes the general rules for formatting the batch syntax and using comments:

• Input can be entered in any column, except the last eight characters of the record. Extra white space is ignored.
• Comments are supported by an * (asterisk) in column one. In all other columns, comments are supported as a /* */

comment block.

Examples:

• Comment spans multiple lines where comment block indicators are in column two:

/*

LOADZDM VCAT (XXXX) DETECTOR_DATASTORE(XXXX) SSID(XXXX).

*/

          

• Comment an entire line:

*LOADZDM VCAT(XXXX) DETECTOR_DATASTORE(XXXX) SSID(XXXX).

          

• Comment within the line:

LOADZDM /* COMMENT1 */ 

VCAT(XXXX) /*COMMENT2 */ DETECTOR_DATASTORE(XXXX) SSID(XXXX).            
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Messages

Messages with the DPA prefix are generated by the Detector data extraction jobs. To browse the generated messages, go
to Messages for Database Management Solutions for Db2 at techdocs.broadcom.com.

Integrate with DX Digital Operational Intelligence
DX Digital Operational Intelligence enables IT operations teams to make smarter, faster decisions. Doing so helps
enhance user experience and improving IT service quality and capacity through cross-domain contextual intelligence.

If your enterprise solution contains distributed and mainframe environments, and you have different support staff for both
platforms, you need timely collaboration to identify the root cause of any issues. Because distributed applications rely on
the mainframe, backend performance is critical to overall business operation.

When enterprise issues occur, the distributed team often asks the mainframe management team for data so that they
can collaboratively review mainframe performance and make necessary adjustments.

The mainframe management team often sends all mainframe data to other monitoring application, to display alongside
the distributed data. However, all the mainframe data may not be meaningful or useful. Also, the more data that you send,
the more expensive the process becomes. So, you have a costly process that may not quickly yield answers to your
questions. 

With this integration, you can send only business-focused alerts that are called as Insights to the configured destination.
This integration provides the following advantages:

• Move targeted mainframe alert data to DX Digital Operational Intelligence in a cost-effective manner.
• View cross-enterprise insights from distributed and mainframe systems in Digital Operational Intelligence.
• Know when to involve the mainframe team.
• Save money and time for all your teams.
• Resolve issues faster.

The following diagram depicts the benefit of streaming MOI business focused alerts for cross-enterprise insights:

 

 

Prerequisites

Consider the following points while integrating with DX Digital Operational Intelligence:

• DX Digital Operational Intelligence is installed and reachable from the host system where MOI is installed.
• Device creation
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NOTE

 MOI automatically creates devices in DX Digital Operational Intelligence.

 Example: 

z/OS System:LPAR1 > DB2 SSID:DH0G > DB2 Plan:T37520 > DB2_ELAPSED_AVG_PLAN

The device ID for the metric path will be:

LPAR1_DH0G_T37520

Configure Destinations

You can now configure the destinations to forward the insights. The following procedure explains how to stream
insights that match specific rules, to a respective destination from MOI:

 Follow these steps: 

1. Execute CAAE and invoke the ISPF application:
TSO EXEC prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)

2. Select 0 - Prepare to review your appliance settings, then press Enter. Press PF3 to go back to the main menu.
3. Select 1 - Install to go to the Hosts panel and select your host. Then, press Enter.
4. Select 6 - Options 
5. Set Insights to Y, and then press Enter.

This option enables the DX Digital Operational Intelligence integration.
6. Manage Notification Rules 

NOTE

The notifier file forwards the insights to an application based on a set of predefined rules. If an insight
matches the rule, the insight is forwarded to the application that you configured. The notifier rule then sends
a notification to be displayed in the Automation tab in the charts panel in the Alert Console in MOI.

7. Configure the system instance details in MOI Appliance Controller as follows:
a. Log in to MOIAppliance Controller.
b. Click the Configuration (gear) icon and click Manage Insights.

The Manage Insights page opens and lists the destinations that are configured for specific destination module
types.

c. Click New Destination.
The New Destination section opens.

d. Click the Destination Type drop-down list and select DX Digital Operational Intelligence. 

NOTE

 MOI sends only alerts and not issues to DX Digital Operational Intelligence.
e. Complete the required fields and click Save.

DX Digital Operational Intelligence is now listed in the Configured Insights Destinations section.
You can now forward all the insights to the configured destination, based on the notification rules that you
configured.

8. Log in to MOI.
9. Select an alert or an issue that has the automation icon (gear icon) beside it.
10. Click the Automation tab.

A message indicates whether alert is forwarded to the configured destination for further processing and correlation
with other alerts. If the alerts forwarding fails, a failure message is displayed in the Automation tab. The appliance
retries to forward the alerts every three minutes for the next five days. If the retry is successful, a success message is
displayed in the Automation tab.
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Integrate the DCI
MOI lets you collect, view, and analyze data from DCI (DCI). Doing so gives capacity planner or performance analyst and
the mainframe management team a historical view of system activity and performance. Based on this historical data, MOI
uses machine learning to predict future performance, which can help you avoid potential performance issues.

  

NOTE

MOI is installed separately from DCI.

Metrics Available in MOI 

After you integrate the DCI, MOI displays data for the following metrics for system capacity:

•  CPCMSU
The maximum capacity in million service units (MSU) of the Central Processing Complex (CPC).

•  ACT4H
The actual rolling 4-hour average (R4HA) of the last 48 intervals in MSU.

•  DEFCAP
The defined capacity of the system in MSU.

•  CGLIMIT
The defined capacity limit of the group.

•  ACTMSU
The actual average MSU consumed in the last 5 minutes.

The capacity metrics help you to identify the abnormal behavior that is related to system capacity usage that affects rolling
4-hour average which breaks monthly SLA.

Address Prerequisites

Confirm that your system meets the following requirements to send data to MOI.

• DCI release 1.5
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

product and component that you use with MOI.
• Apply the PTFs RO99732 and SO04235.

After you complete these tasks using the Installing procedures, configure DCI to send metrics to MOI.

Integrate with DCI

This procedure explains how to integrate DCI with MOI. After you complete this procedure, DCI sends system capacity
metrics to MOI.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Confirm that you have met all prerequisites.
2. Log on to DCI ISPF client
3. Go to Menu and specify 1 to select Options. 
4. Specify E to edit the JSON_MOI option.
5. Specify ON in the Value field.

NOTE

To stop sending metrics from DCI to MOI, specify OFF in the Value field.
6. Press F3 to save your settings.
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DCI starts sending metrics to MOI after five minutes. MOI analyzes your system capacity metrics to display expected
metrics ("green highways") and highlights anomalies.

7. Log in to MOI. 
8. Confirm that DCI metrics appear in the MOI UI. For example, see Explore Metrics and Perform Historical Analysis in

the MOI documentation.

If you are viewing capacity metrics in the Green Highway, DCI is successfully sending data to MOI.

Integrate with MAT
MOI integrates with MAT to identify, analyze, and adjust the performance of an application with the goal of maximizing
(tuning) its efficiency and effectiveness.

This integration reduces operational costs and helps you achieve the following benefits:

• Improve the execution of on-time batch workloads.
• Enable effective utilization of the underlying application resources such as CPU and STORAGE disk space.
• Improve CICS transaction times.
• Reduce resources used in resolving application program bottlenecks or delays.

With this integration, you can review MAT reports for an alert appearing in MOI and identify the root cause of inefficient
mainframe application job performance.

The following video depicts the benefits of integrating MOI with MAT:

By using MOI to detect the anomaly and automatically invoke a MAT measurement, the mainframe management team
and development team can identify problems early and tune application performance quickly before a major issue occurs.

The following diagram depicts the integration of MOI with MAT:

To integrate MOI with MAT, review the information in the following sections.

Requirements

The following are requirements for integrating MOI with MAT.

• MAT. Confirm that your site meets the following requirements to have MAT send analysis results to MOI:
– MAT Version 12.0.01 or later
– MAT GUI Version 12.0 or later
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For more information about installing these components, see Install the MAT GUI in the MAT documentation.
– Apply the following enhancements and PTFs:

• RO99940 - Missing SMP/E Statements on RO99698
• SO00390 - Obsolete SMP/E DDDEF for Mainframe Operational Intelligence
• SO00527 - MOI Support PE
• SO00528 - MOI Support PE

• MOI. This product is required to send alarms to MAT.
• Common Components and Services (CCS). MAT/MOI integration requires CCS Message Service, which is delivered

as a component of Common Components and Services. By completing the MOI installation, you address this
requirement.

• SYSVIEW. Integration with MOI is currently limited to SYSVIEW customers.

Enable MOI

By default, the MAT to MOI API is disabled. Ensure that you enable this feature to receive alerts from MOI. Furthermore,
specify the metrics whose alarms you are interested in propagating to MAT and the minimum severity lConfigure MAT
During Installation of CCS Message Serviceevel required to invoke the alarm.

Integrate MAT with MOI

Integration with MOI requires the manual editing of the YAML file that is provided with CCS Message Service. You can
either edit this file when you install and configure CCS Message Service or after installing.

WARNING
If you edit the YAML file after CCS Message Service has been installed, you must restart the CCS Message
Service server.

Configure MAT During Installation of CCS Message Service

To configure MAT during installation of CCS Message Service, edit the parameters of the YAML file that is delivered with
the CCS Message Service component of Common Components and Services.

WARNING
If you edit the YAML file, you must restart the CCS Message Service server.

By default, the YAML file is available at the following path in your installation:

cfgb/instance/messageService/config/mat_config.yaml

NOTE

• Each parameter follows the key: value format, without quotes.
• Parameters are case-sensitive. Parameters in the incorrect case are ignored.
• Leave a space after each colon.

Parameters:
user: The user name to be authenticated, instead of using an SSL key. The user name is typically derived from

the MAT GUI server credentials.
password: The password for the user. The password is typically derived from the MAT GUI server credentials.

preemptive: Specify true if you are using preemptive authentication. Default: false
timeout: The time in milliseconds waited for the REST requests to respond. Default: 60000 (1 minute)

postTimeout: The time in milliseconds to be waited for the REST POST requests to respond. If this parameter is not set,
the generic timeout below is used. Default: 60000 (1 minute)

server: The MAT Tomcat server IP address.
mat_server: The MAT server.
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WARNING
You must provide the MAT server name. This value is not provided by default.

port: The MAT Tomcat server port.
useUntrusted: Specify true to use http. Specify false to use https.

baseURL The base URL for the MAT Tomcat server. Default: "mat/api/mat";
filter The job name filter. The MAT Monitor Invoke will be issued only when the job name in the alarm satisfies

the filter.

Example: Edited YAML File

The following example shows the correct formatting of a sample YAML file:

server: LPAR

mat_server: name

port: nnnn

baseURL: mat/api/mat

preemptive: true

timeout: 2

postTimeout: 3

user: testuser

password: pass

useUntrusted: false

TIP
Certain fields accept the following wildcard characters:

Asterisk (*) Indicates a minimum acceptable value, at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a string.
Percent sign (%) Indicates that a position must be occupied by a number.

Question mark (?) Indicates that a given position must be occupied by a nonblank character, regardless of type.

Configure MAT After Installation of CCS Message Service

1. Edit the YAML file parameters, as described in the "Configure MAT During Installation of CCS Message Service"
subsection.

2. Cancel the running job on the CCS Message Service server by issuing the following command:
/C MessageServerName

where MessageServerName is the name of your CCS Message Service server.
3. Delete CCS Message Service databases, logs, and brokerData from the following location:  <DeployMountPoint>/

cfgb/instance/messageService
where DeployMountPoint is the mount point where the deployment of the CCS Message Service takes place.

4. Start the CCS Message Service server by issuing the following command:
/S MessageServerName

where: MessageServerName is the name of your CCS Message Service server.
MAT is now configured for MOI integration.

TIP
We recommend that you now increase the size of the MAT GUI XML repository. For more information
about the allocation of MAT XML repository file systems, see substep 8 of Define and Customize the MAT
Graphical User Interface.

Activate MOI

Once configured, MOI integration can be activated or deactivated by issuing one of the following commands on the
command line:
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/f
matservername,MOI,YES

Switches MOI integration to "active"

/f
matservername,MOI,NO

Switches MOI integration to "inactive"

You can issue these commands while the server is running, without the need to restart.

If MOI is successfully activated or deactivated, message TN5147I opens.

NOTE
MOI can also be activated or deactivated as part of the MAT customization process. For more information, see
the MAT documentation.

Alert Contents

The alerts that MOI sends to MAT contain the following elements:

OIEVNT004 Event ID. Indicates that the alarm has started.
Metric Name

LPAR
Severity

Incident ID Provides a unique ID for this alarm.
METRIC_TYPE The metric type.

METRIC_CATEGORY The metric category.
METRIC_PATH The path to the location for the alert. Example: A JOBCPT%s METRIC_PATH becomes

“METRIC_PATH=z/OS System:SYS1>z/OS Job:MYJOB”.
ALARM_STARTED The time at which the alert started.

EVENT_CODE The severity of the alert.
PREVIOUS_SEVERITY The previous severity of the alert.

PREVIOUS_M
ETRIC_VALUE

The previous metric value.

METRIC_VALUE The current metric value.
METRIC_NAME The metric name of the alert.

METRIC_DESCRIPTION The metric description.
METRIC_INTERVAL The metric interval.

TIMEOFFSET The time offset from Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).
ALGORITHM >The algorithm used to generate the alarm.
PERCENTILE The threshold value calculated for this metric.
ZONEAHIGH The upper limit for the "Common" band of the Green Highway.
ZONEALOW The lower limit for the "Common" band of the Green Highway.
ZONEBHIGH The upper limit for the "Probable" band of the Green Highway.
ZONEBLOW The lower limit for the "Probable" band of the Green Highway.
ZONECHIGH The upper limit for the "Rare" band of the Green Highway.
ZONECLOW The lower limit for the "Rare" band of the Green Highway.

CENTER The value of the center line of the Green Highway.
MATSEVER The MAT server name.

Example: MAT Alarm Format

The following example shows a sample of the type of alert that MOI sends to MAT.

OIEVNT004 DYNAMIC THRESHOLD EVENT FOR  XXXXX01 ON     XX31 : ALARM STARTED - TYPE = OVER, CURR SEV =   HIGH

 000000149866300000ND889dbf47facf423049e100000007400000123467 from_api_adapter_XX31
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|METRIC_TYPE=RAW|METRIC_CATEGORY=z/OS Job|METRIC_PATH=z/OS System:CA11>z/OS Job:TSTPGM1>JOBCPT%|

ALARM_STARTED=1

498578540000|EVENT_CODE=3|PREVIOUS_SEVERITY=2|PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE=0.004|METRIC_VALUE=0.004|

METRIC_NAME=JOBCPT% METRIC_DESCRIPTION=CP CPU usage percentage total|METRIC_INTERVAL=1|TIMEOFFSET=-

10400.0|ALGORITHM=ewma|PERCENTILE=0.97511|ZONEAHIGH=0.0041719|ZONEALOW=0.0038661|ZONEBHIGH=0.0043248|

ZONEBLOW=0.0037132|ZONECHIGH=0.0044776|ZONECLOW=0.0035603|CENTER=0.0043189|MATSEVER=MAT12CPS

Integrate with NetMaster NM for TCP/IP
 MOI lets you collect, view, and analyze data from NetMaster NM for TCP/IP. Doing so gives network engineers and
the mainframe management team a historical view of network activity and performance. Based on this historical
data, MOI uses machine learning to predict future performance, which can help you avoid potential performance issues

  

Metrics Available in MOI 

After you integrate with NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, MOI displays data for the following metric groups:

• Metrics for address spaces in network ports
By default, NetMaster NM for TCP/IP monitors all metrics for address spaces in network ports, except for Packets In
per second and Packets Out per second.

•  Metrics for stack interfaces and activities 
By default, NetMaster NM for TCP/IP monitors all metrics for stack interfaces and activities.

• Metrics for business applications 
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP always monitors all metrics for business applications.

Verify that NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is configured to monitor the metrics from those three groups that you want MOI to
analyze. If NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is not configured to monitor a metric, no data appears for that metric in MOI. 

If necessary, configure NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to monitor the metrics you want from these groups, using one of these
options:

• Manually update each resource or update
• Apply a resource template using /RADMIN.T.R.ASMON.

Metrics for Address Spaces in Network Ports

 NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the following metrics concerning the address spaces of network ports to MOI for
analysis. The analyzed data highlights anomalies in the activities in these address spaces. Knowing the anomalies helps
you find abnormal activities. 

• Current number of active connections
• Current number of connections in the backlog
• Connections rejected due to backlog exceeded
• Bytes In per second
• Bytes Out per second
• Packets In per second
• Packets Out per second

If a metric shows an anomaly, you can investigate further, as follows: In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, enter /ASPMON to
view the address space metrics. This command displays the IP Resource Monitor and applies a filter that shows
only resources with class ASMON.
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To see which metrics for the resource are being monitored, enter an H next to the resource to see its performance history.
If a metric shows no performance history and you want to monitor it, verify that NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is configured to
monitor it, as explained earlier in this article.

Metrics for Business Applications

 NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the following metrics for business applications summarized by port to MOI for
analysis. The analyzed data highlights anomalies in the activities of the business applications and helps you find
abnormalities that are related to specific business functions.  

• Current number of active connections
• Bytes In per second
• Bytes Out per second
• Packets In per second
• Packets Out per second

If a metric shows an anomaly, you can investigate further, as follows: In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, enter /IPSUM. The
TCP/IP Summary panel appears. Under the IP Traffic Summary section, expand the Application group to view the
business application metrics. The metrics data are based on the last complete five-minute interval. You can obtain more
detailed information by entering HLP next to the application.

The metrics also appear on Mainframe Team Center - Network Management. To access them, select IP Diagnostics, IP
Summary, Summary Charts Application.

As an administrator, you define which business applications to monitor. MOI always collects these metrics for all business
applications that you define. You cannot turn off the monitoring of business applications, but you can define new business
applications and can delete existing ones.

Metrics for Stack Interfaces and Activities

 NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends the following metrics summarized by stack in a configurable time series
format to MOI for analysis. These metrics focus on the stack interfaces and the TCP, IP, and UDP activities of
stacks. The analyzed data highlights anomalies in stack metrics and helps you detect when stack attributes are in
an abnormal state. 
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• IP Input Bytes per second         
• IP Output Bytes per second      
• IP Fragmentation %         
• IP Fragmentation Fail %    
• IP Reassembly %            
• IP Reassembly Failure %    
• IP Input Error %           
• IP Input Discard %         
• IP Output Discard %        
• TCP Current Connections    
• TCP Retransmissions %      
• TCP Cons Dropped per second     
• TCP Rcv Out-of-Order %     
• TCP Receive Error %        
• UDP Discard %
• IF Bandwidth Util % Input
• IF Bandwidth Util % Output
• IF Packets Discarded %
• IF Packets in Error %
• IF Bytes In per second
• IF Bytes Out per second
• IF Packets In per second
• IF Packets Out per second

If a metric shows an anomaly, you can investigate further, as follows: In NetMaster NM for TCP/IP, enter /IPSUM to
display the TCP/IP Summary panel. On the Condition Summary, expand the Stack IP, TCP, and UDP Layers entry to
view the stack metrics. Alternatively, expand Stack Network Interfaces.

You can enter an I next to an attribute to display details. For example, enter an I next to TCP Retransmissions % to see
details about it. You can obtain more detailed information by entering HLP next to the condition.

Also, you can enter /STKMON and can enter one of the following commands for a stack resource to see its performance
history:

• IP – for TCP, IP, or UDP history
• WI – for Interface history

If a metric shows no performance history and you want to monitor it, verify that NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is configured to
monitor it, as explained earlier in this article.

In Mainframe Team Center - Network Management, the stack metrics also appear on the Condition Summary. You can
enter I next to a condition to display or hide a brief explanation. 

Address Prerequisites

Confirm that your site meets the following requirements for NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to send data to MOI: 

• Install NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Release 12.2 or 12.1
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

product and component that you use with MOI.
• Receive and apply the appropriate PTFs for your release of NetMaster NM for TCP/IP:
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– For Release 12.2, apply PTFs R096378, R096379, and R096380.
– For Release 12.1, apply PTFs R096236 and R096237.

• Configure NetMaster NM for TCP/IP to send metrics to MOI.

Integrate NetMaster NM for TCP/IP 

This procedure explains how to integrate NetMaster NM for TCP/IP and MOI. After you complete this
procedure, NetMaster NM for TCP/IP sends metric data to MOI. By default, NetMaster NM for TCP/IP does not send
metric data to MOI. Use this procedure to complete the integration.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Confirm that you have met all prerequisites.
2. Enter /PARMS to access the Customizer.
3. Enter U next to the DATAMOVER - Common Services Data Mover panel to update it.
4. Press F6 (Action) to action the entries on that panel.
5. Specify YES in the Enable Data Mover field.
6. Press F3 (File) to save your settings.
7. Wait for a confirmation message similar to this example:

Data Mover Status .......... CONNECTED: n

8. Log in to MOI.
9. Confirm that network data appears in the UI.

For example, Explore Metrics and Perform Historical Analysis.
If you are viewing network data in the Green Highway, NetMaster NM for TCP/IP is successfully sending data to MOI. 

Integrate with SYSVIEW
MOI lets you collect, view, and analyze data from SYSVIEW 14.2, 15.0, and 16.0. Doing so gives network engineers and
the mainframe management team an historical view of system activity and performance. Based on this historical data,
MOI uses machine learning to predict future performance, which can help you avoid potential performance issues.

NOTE

MOI is installed separately from SYSVIEW. You can acquire the related PAX files from Broadcom Support.

SYSVIEW 16.0 metrics are available only after installing the Interim Enhancement to MOI 2.0.06. Contact
Support for more information.

MOI Metrics

After you integrate the two products, SYSVIEW sends time series data (TSD) metrics to MOI. This time-series data:

• Consists of performance metrics collected at intervals
• Is equivalent to the data collection metrics in SYSVIEW
• Is the initial type of data published by SYSVIEW
• Includes these types of data:

– CICS data (at both the system and transaction level)
– MVS or z/OS system data
– IMS data
– MQ data
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SYSVIEW Minimum Thresholds: CICS

The following tables list the minimum threshold values and related data for SYSVIEW CICS metrics supported in MOI
2.0.06.

Metric Name Description MOI Min Threshold

DSA% CICS DSA percent used of limit 86
EDSA% Extended CICS DSA percent used of limit 86
AUXSTOR% Auxiliary temp storage usage 60
TEMPSTG% Temp Storage - TSMain in use pct HWM 60
MXTTASK% CICS max task pct 68
SOS Short On Storage count for interval
TCLSQUED TCLASS queued transactions last interval
CPUTIME CPU time used by transaction 0.05
LIFETIME Lifetime of transaction 0.25
DISPTIME Dispatch time 0.1
DSPDELAY Dispatch delay time - 1st 0.1
SUSPTIME Suspend time 0.1
WTRTIME Waiting to run time 0.1

SYSVIEW Minimum Thresholds: MVS

Metric Name Description MOI Min Threshold

CECCPU% CEC CPU busy percentage 80
CPU% CPU usage percentage 90
JESSTGP Spool track groups percent 60
JOBCPUT% CPU usage percentage total 0.25
JOBEPVT% E-PVT storage pct used of limit 90
JOBPVT% Private storage pct used of limit 0.25
MSU1HPCT 1 hour LPAR MSU pct 75
MSU4GPCT 4 hour group average MSU pct 75
MSU4HPCT 4 hour LPAR average MSU pct 75
SCM% Storage class memory in-use pct 56
STGCSA% CSA storage used pct 90
STGECSA% E-CSA storage used pct 68
STGESQA% E-SQA storage used pct 68
STGSQA% SQA storage used 90
JOBALL% All processors usage percentage 0.25
JOBCPT% CP CPU usage percentage total 0.25
JOBIIPT% IIP usage percentage total 0.25
JOBIOR I/Os per second 25
JOBPAGER Paging rate 25
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New Supported Metrics in MOI Release 2.0.06

New SYSVIEW 16.0 metrics have been added. Note that they are available only after you install the Interim Enhancement
for  MOI Release 2.0.06. They include the following metrics:

New SYSVIEW 16.0 CICS Metrics

• EPCDSA%
• EPCDSAMX
• EPUDSA%
• EPUDSAMX
• PCDSA%
• PCDSAMAX
• PUDSA%
• PUDSAMAX
• SOSEPCDS
• SOSEPUDS
• SOSPCDSA
• SOSPUDSA
• CONNBIDS
• CONNDEL
• CONNDL
• CONNFC
• CONNIC
• CONNLINK
• CONNPC
• CONNREJ
• CONNREQS
• CONNTC
• CONNTD
• CONNTS
• CDMPSSYS
• CDMPSTRN
• CDMPSUPP
• CDUMPS
• TCLSPURG
• TCLSPURI
• TCLSPURQ

New SYSVIEW 16.0 MVS Metrics
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• CPU%RSHR
• CPUPWT
• STGRCSA
• STGRFRE%
• STGRFREE
• STGRLPA
• STGRLSQA
• STGRSQA
• STGRUSE%
• STGRUSED

New Supported Metrics in MOI Release 2.0.03

SYSVIEW now sends the following CICS transaction class metric definitions:

• TCLSAMAX
Times at class max last interval

• TCLSHWM
High water mark transaction count

• TCLSHWM%
High water mark percent of class max

• TCLSQUED
Queued transactions last interval

NOTE

The TCLSQUED metric is sent to analysis and generates a Green Highway.

New Supported Metrics for MOI Release 2.0.02

You can now send the following SYSVIEW metrics to MOI:

• JESZJCU
• JESZJCP
• JESTTBU
• JESTTBP
• JESICEU
• JESICEP
• JESCMDU
• JESCMDP

On the MOI Alert Console and Analysis page, you see information related to the following alerts:

• ALERTS Object
Displays MVS exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding z/OS metric or SYSVIEW workload
summarization metric.

• CALERTS Object
Displays CICS exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding CICS exception alerts.

• MQALERTS Object
Displays MQ exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding MQ exception alerts.

• IMSALERT Object
Displays IMS exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the corresponding IMS exception alerts.

• XLOG Object
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Displays for MVS, CICS, IMS, and MQ and shows historic exception alerts. Links to display the analysis of the
corresponding metric.

Reviewing the historical information for an alert in MOI helps you see how a metric has been performing and provides a
context for identifying and resolving problems.

Address Prerequisites

Before you integrate SYSVIEW and MOI, confirm that your site has addressed the following prerequisites:

• Install SYSVIEW Version 16.0 or 15.0 or Release 14.2, with the latest maintenance.
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1.
• Receive and apply all current Common Components and Services maintenance.
• Install MOI.
• Configure SYSVIEW to send metrics to MOI.

Integrate SYSVIEW with MOI

To view SYSVIEW Version 15.0 or Release 14.2 data in MOI, perform the following steps:

1. Verify SYSVIEW installation.
2. Verify CCS Data Mover connectivity.

After you install and configure these components, verify that they are running. These CCS components are your
configuration to the Message Service Hub on your appliance.

3. Verify end-to-end connectivity.
After you install the remaining MOI components, verify end-to-end connectivity using several SYSVIEW displays.

4. Confirm that system data appears in the UI.

Verify SYSVIEW Installation

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the TSDSTATS command to ensure that the overall SYSVIEW Time Series Data service is ENABLED:

2. Ensure that the Collection categories are enabled:
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3. Each CICS Data Collection category can be enabled or disabled for each CICS region. Issue the CTSDSTAT
SYSTEM command to show the ENABLED status for each individual region collection category:

 

NOTE

All default settings for this integration are set to ENABLED automatically, whether you are new to SYSVIEW
or you are migrating from a previous release.

4. Verify that the Schedule column is ACTIVE. You must be collecting data in SYSVIEW for it to be eligible to move to the
analytics engine.

NOTE

TSDSTATS and CTSDSTAT commands are cross-system enabled.
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Verify CCS Data Mover Connectivity

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the CCS Data Mover installation.
a. Issue the CADMOVER command and verify that the STATUS is ACTIVE.

If it shows NONE, it might mean that it has not been started or that it might not be installed.
b. Issue the START ZDMVPROC command.

2. Verify your connection to the CCS Data Mover by issuing the TSDSTATS command. The Status field indicates the
connection status by collection:

• NOCONN – No connection has been established with the CCS Data Mover.
– If all rows indicate NOCONN, verify that the CCS Data Mover has been installed and started.
– If selective rows indicate NOCONN, it might indicate that the data collection task for the collection is not active.
– Otherwise, look for error message GSV2314E in the SYSVIEW JESMSGLG.

• INACTIVE – A connection has been established to the CCS Data Mover.
– If the Subscribe field is blank, the analytics engine has not yet subscribed to receive data from SYSVIEW.
– If the Schedule field is INACTIVE, there are no schedule events for this collection.

• ACTIVE – A connection has been established to the CCS Data Mover.
– There is a schedule event for this collection.
– The analytics engine has subscribed to receive data.

• CONNECT – The CICS data collection task has established a connection to the CCS Data Mover. Use the CTSDSTAT
SYSTEM command to see details by CICS region.

Verify End-to-End Connectivity

After you install the remaining MOI components, you can verify end-to-end connectivity using several SYSVIEW displays
and the MOI UI.

The analytics component of MOI is based on a publish-subscribe model. SYSVIEW registers the data that it can publish
through the CCS Data Mover down to the Message Service Hub on z/Linux. The analytics engine subscribes through the
Message Service Hub. This subscription is communicated up to the CCS Data Mover and on to SYSVIEW, which tells
SYSVIEW to start sending data.

NOTE

The terms producer and consumer are used alternatively for SYSVIEW and the analytics engine, respectively.

SYSVIEW provides displays for the CCS Data Mover that show the producers of data and the consumers of that data.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the Analytics Engine status through the CCS Data Mover as a consumer.
The CADCONS command shows whether the analytics engine has successfully registered to the CCS Data Mover as
a consumer or subscriber of SYSVIEW data. The display also shows the categories of data for which the consumer
has subscribed and the amount of data that has been received.

2. Verify subscriptions received by SYSVIEW using the TSDSTATS and CTSDSTAT commands.
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The TSDSTATS command shows successful subscription requests from consumers in the Subscribe column. The
value of SUBSCRIBE indicates that at least one consumer (analytics engine) has successfully subscribed to receive
the category of data produced by SYSVIEW. After a subscription has been received and the category of data has a
schedule, the Status column shows ACTIVE indicating that the category of data has data published by SYSVIEW.
Use the CTSDSTAT command to show the subscription status for categories by each CICS region:

3. Verify end-to-end connectivity in one location using the SYSVIEW TSD Dashboard (Time Series Data) as a single
point of view to help confirm that data is moving between SYSVIEW and all MOI components. To do this verification,
issue the DASHBOARD TSD command:

Confirm that System Data Appears in the MOI UI

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Open the MOI dashboard. If you see system data in the Green Highway, SYSVIEW is successfully sending data to

MOI.
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Integrate with SYSVIEW for Db2
MOI lets you collect, view, and analyze historical performance data from SYSVIEW for Db2 and other data sources. Doing
so gives network engineers and the mainframe management team a historical view of activity and performance. Based
on this historical data, MOI uses machine learning to predict future performance, which can help you avoid potential
performance issues.

Metrics Available in MOI

After you configure the  SYSVIEW for Db2 Adapter, MOI displays data for the following subcategories in the DB2 Statistics
category:

• Bufferpools
• Connection
• CPU
• Subsystem

Bufferpool Metrics

The bufferpool metrics describe the following activities in the bufferpool that you have selected:

NOTE

These metrics feed from IQL request IQLMBUFP through IFCID (1026) STATS-BUFFER-SIZES.

• IDBBWRTI
Write I/O - Number of write I/O operations.
Derived from: IFCID 2 IQL fields IMM-WRITES-SYS and WRITE-IO. IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTIMW + QBSTWIO.

• IDBBREAD
Synch Read I/O - Number of synchronous read I/O operations.
Derived from: IFCID 2 IQL field READ-IO. IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTRIO.

• IDBBPGWR
Page Writes - Number of updated BP pages written to disk.
Derived from: IFCID 2 IQL field PG-WRITES-SYS. IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTPWS.

• IDBBHITR
Bufferpool Hit Ratio.
Derived from: IFCID 2 IQL field BP-HITRATIO.

• IDBBGTPG
Get Pages - Number of GETPAGE requests.
Derived from: IFCID 2 IQL field GET-PAGE. IBM DB2 Field Name: QBSTGET.

• IDBBBWRN
Buffer Pool Warnings - Number of buffer pool exceptinal conditions (expansions failures, HSM recall timeouts, data
management threshold, sequential prefetch disabled, workfile prefetch aborted, workfile not created, sort workfiles
denied, inefficient sorts, conditional sequential getpage failed, prefetch quantity reduced, reduced degree parallel I/Os,
buffer pool full).
Derived from: IFCID 2 IQL calculated value

• IDBBDSO
Datasets Opened - Number of data sets physically opened for the buffer pool.
Derived from: IFCID 2 field QBSTDSO

• IDBBPRTM
Page Residency Time - Average time, in seconds, that a page resided in the buffer pool.
Derived from: IFCID 2 IQL calculated value

• IDBBUSR1
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Buffer Pool User Field 1
• IDBBUSR2

Buffer Pool User Field 2
• IDBBUSR3

Buffer Pool User Field 3
• IDBBUSR4

Buffer Pool User Field 4
• IDBBUSR5

Buffer Pool User Field 5
• IDBBUSR6

Buffer Pool User Field 6
• IDBBUSR7

Buffer Pool User Field 7
• IDBBUSR8

Buffer Pool User Field 8
• IDBBUSR9

Buffer Pool User Field 9

The analyzed data highlights anomalies that might be caused by a poorly sized buffer pool or an SQL statement with an
inefficient access path.

Connection Metrics

SYSVIEW for Db2 sends the following time interval metrics for this connection type:

NOTE

These metrics feed from IQL request IQLMCCPU through IFCID (369) CONNECTION-STATS.

• IDBCTRNS
Number of transactions aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: TRANSACTIONS-COUNT. IBM DB2 Field Name: QWACPCNT.

• IDBCCMTA
Number of Commits and Aborts aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL fields COMMITS and ABORTS. IBM DB2 Field Name: QWACCOMM + QWACABRT.

• IDBCAPPE
Application Elapsed Time - Thread total elapsed time. Aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field THDS-ELAPSED. IBM DB2 Field Name: QWACESC.

• IDBCTM
DB2 Elapsed Time - Thread elapsed time in DB2. Aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field TOTAL-TIME-DB2.

• IDBCCPU
DB2 CPU Time - Thread CPU time while in DB2. Aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field DECL-CPU-DB2-TOTAL.

• IDBCCP
DB2 CP Time - Thread CPU time on CP processors while in DB2. Aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field DECL-CP-DB2-TOTAL.

• IDBCZIIP
DB2 zIIP Time - Thread CPU time on zIIP processors while in DB2. Aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field DECL-ZIIP-TIME-DB2.

• IDBCUNAC
DB2 Other Time - Thread unaccounted elapsed time in DB2. Aggregated for the connection type.
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Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field UNACC-DB2-TIME.
• IDBCWTIO

I/O Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in DB2 while processing or waiting for I/O requests of other threads. Aggregated
for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field DECL-WAIT-DB2-IO.

• IDBCWTLK
Lock/Latch Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in DB2 while waiting for a resource (lock) or a serializing process (latch).
Aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field DECL-WAIT-LOCK.

• IDBCWTLG
Log Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in DB2 while waiting for log (archive read or suspend due to QUIESCE).
Aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field DECL-WAIT-LOG.

• IDBCWTSR
DB2 Services Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in DB2 while waiting for synchronous execution unit switches to DB2
services. Aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field DECL-WAIT-SERVICES.

• IDBCWTAC
Accelerator Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in DB2 while waiting for requests to an accelerator. Aggregated for the
connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field ACCEL-WAIT-TIME. IBM DB2 Field Name: QWACAACW

• IDBCWTOT
Other Wait Time - Thread elapsed time in DB2 while waiting for resources not listed in other fields. Aggregated for the
connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 IQL field DECL-WAIT-OTHERS.

• IDBCCPZP
DB2 CP Time zIIP eligible - Thread CPU time on CP processors for zIIP eligible workload while in DB2. Aggregated for
the connection type. Aggregated for the connection type.
Derived from: IFCID 369 field QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE

The connection type might be BATCH, CICS, IMS, DISTRIB, UTILITY, or RRSAF. These metrics allow you to focus on a
specific type of workload when evaluating the performance of an application.

CPU Metrics

SYSVIEW for Db2 sends metrics that describe overall CPU usage by the DB2 subsystem:

NOTE

These metrics feed from IQL request IQLMDCPU through IFCID (1001) CURR-STATS1.

• IDBDJSTM
TCB CP Time - Accumulated CPU time on CP processors for the DB2 address space.
Derived from: IFCID 1 IQL field JS-TIMER. IBM DB2 Field Name: QWSAEJST.

• IDBDSRBT
Nonpreemtable SRB CP Time - Accumulated nonpreemtable SRB CPU time for the DB2 address space.
Derived from: IFCID 1 IQL field NON-PREEMPT-SRB. IBM DB2 Field Name: QWSASRBT - QWSAPSRB.

• IDBDPRES
Preemptible SRB CP Time - Accumulated SRB CPU time on CP processors for the DB2 address space.
Derived from: IFCID 1 IQL field PREEMPT-SRB-TIMER. IBM DB2 Field Name: QWSAPSRB.

• IDBDZIIP
Preemptible SRB zIIP Time - Accumulated SRB CPU time on zIIP processors for the DB2 address space.
Derived from: IFCID 1 IQL field PREEMPT-SRB-ZIIP. IBM DB2 Field Name: QWSAPSRB_ZIIP.

• IDBDCPUT
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Total CPU Time - Accumulated CPU time for the DB2 address space.
Derived from: IFCID 1 IQL fields JS-TIMER, NON-PREEMPT-SRB, PREEMPT-SRB-TIMER, and PREEMPT-SRB-
ZIIP.

Anomalies here might signal the introduction of a new application or might alert you to the overuse of the zIIP processors.

Subsystem Metrics

SYSVIEW for Db2 sends metrics that describe the overall health of the DB2 subsystem:

NOTE

These metrics feed from IQL request IQLMSTAT through IFCID (1002) CURR-STATS2.

• IDBSSYNC
Single Phase Commits - Number of successful SYNCHRONIZE requests.
Derived from: SYNCHS

• IDBSABRT
Aborts - Number of successful ROLLBACK requests.
Derived from: ABORTS

• IDBSCALL
Stored Procedure Calls - Number of SQL CALL statements executed.
Derived from: SQL-CALL-STMTS

• IDBSESCA
Lock Escalations - Total number of lock escalations to shared and exclusive modes.
Derived from: LOCK-ESCAL-SHR and LOCK-ESCAL-EXC

• IDBSSQLT
SQL Statements - Total number of executed SQL statements.
Derived from: SQL-TOTAL

• IDBSCR8T
Threads Created - Number of successful CREATE THREAD requests.
Derived from: CREATE-THDS

• IDBSLCKC
Number of LOCK requests.
Derived from: LOCK-CALLS

• IDBSSUSP
Suspensions - Total number of suspends due to lock and IRML latch conflicts and other reasons.
Derived from: SUSPENDS-LOCK, SUSPENDS-LATCH, and SUSPENDS-OTHER

• IDBSLOGW
Log CIs Written - Number of log control intervals (CIs) written (includes CI rewrites and COPY1 and COPY2 active log
data set writes).
Derived from: LOG-WRITE-CIS

• IDBSTERM
Threads Terminated - Number of successful TERMINATE THREAD requests
Derived from: IFCID2 field Q3STTERM

• IDBSCTHR
Active Users - Number of active users in DB2 (allied address spaces). The maximum is defined by the CTHREAD Db2
subsystem parameter.
Derived from: IFCID 1001 IQL field CURR-THRDS

• IDBSDBAT
Active Remote Connections - Number of active remote connections. The maximum is defined by the MAXDBAT Db2
subsystem parameter.
Derived from: IFCID 1001 IQL field CURR-DBAT-THRDS

• IDBSIDBT
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Inactive Remote Connections - Number of inactive remote connections. The maximum number of both active and
inactive connections is defined by the CONDBAT Db2 subsystem parameter.
Derived from: IFCID 1001 IQL field CURR-DBAT-INACTIVE-THRDS

• IDBSIDFO
Active TSO Connections - Number of TSO connections in use. The maximum number is defined by the IDFORE Db2
subsystem parameter.
Derived from: IFCID 1001 IQL field CURR-FOREGROUND-THRDS

• IDBSFAUP
Plan Authorization Faillures - Number of failed authorization checks for a plan.
Derived from: IFCID 1 difference between fields QTAUCHK and QTAUSUC

• IDBSROWS
Rows Accessed - Total number of rows fetched, inserted, updated, and deleted.
Derived from: IFCID 2 sum of fields QXRWSFETCHD, QXRWSINSRTD, QXRWSUPDTD, and QXRWSDELETD

• IDBSTOUT
Number of Timeouts.
Derived from: IFCID 2 field QTXATIM

• IDBSDLCK
Number of Deadlocks.
N
Derived from: IFCID 2 field QTXADEA

• IDBSGCNT
Global Contentions - Number of global contentions that includes false contentions, synch to asynch heuristic
conversions, IRLM and XES resource suspensions.
Derived from: IFCID 2: sum of fields QTGSFLMG, QTGSFLSE, QTGSIGLO, and QTGSSGLO

• IDBSCKPT
Number of Checkpoints.
Derived from: IFCID 1 field QWSDCKPT

• IDBSLSUS
Log Writes Suspended - Number of times that a log manager request results in a suspend for a log record that is being
written out to the log data sets.
Derived from: IFCID 1 field QJSTLSUS

• IDBSWTB
Log Buffers Unavailable - Number of times DB2 needed to place data into a log buffer but no log buffer was available.
Derived from: IFCID 1 field QJSTWTB

• IDBSRACH
Archive Log Reads - Number of times DB2 needed to read data from the achive log data sets.
Derived from: IFCID 1 field QJSTRARH

• IDBSSQPA
Plan and Package ATB Storage - Amount of storage above the bar that was allocated for plans and packages.
Derived from: IFCID 2 sum of fields QISESQCA and QISESQKA

• IDBSSQPB
Plan and Package BTB Storage - Amount of storage below the bar that was allocated for plans and packages.
Derived from: IFCID 2 sum of fields QISESQCB and QISESQKB

• IDBSDBDL
DBD Loads - Number of times database descriptor requests required a load from DASD.
Derived from: IFCID 2 field QISEDBDL

• IDBSDBDG
DBD Requests - Number of times an application requested to use database descriptor.
Derived from: IFCID 2 field QISEDBDG

• IDBSCTKL
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Plan and Package Loads - Number of times cursor table (CT) and package table (PT) needed to be loaded from
DASD.
Derived from: IFCID 2 sum of fields QISECTL and QISEKTL

• IDBSSCKG
Plan and Package Requests - Number of times an application requested to use cursor and package tables.
Derived from: IFCID 2 sum of fields QISECTG and QISEKTG

• IDBSDSTI
Inserts into the Dynamic Statement Cache.
Derived from: IFCID 2 field QISEDSI

• IDBSDSTG
Number of Requests for the Dynamic Statement Cache.
Derived from: IFCID 2 field QISEDSG

• IDBSEDMF
EDM Pool Failures - Number of failure conditions related to full skeleton, DBM and statement pools, full RDS pool
above the bar, and no free page in the EDM pool.
Derived from: IFCID 2 sum of fields QISECFAL, QISEDFAL, QISEFAIL, QISESFAL, and QISEKFAL

• IDBSDSO
Datasets Opened - Total number of data sets physically opened for buffer pools.
Derived from: IFCID 2 field QBSTDSO

• IDBSGTPG
Get Pages - Total number of GETPAGE requests.
Derived from: IFCID 2 field QBSTGET

• IDBSSWS
Buffer Updates - Total number of records that were updated in buffer pools.
Derived from: IFCID 2 field QBSTSWS

• IDBSWRTI
Write I/O - Total number of write I/O operations.
Derived from: IFCID 2: sum of fields QBSTWIO and QBSTIMW

• IDBSREAD
Read I/O - Total number of read I/O operations (synchronous and prefetch).
Derived from: IFCID 2 sum fields QBSTRIO, QBSTPIO, QBSTLIO, and QBSTDIO

• IDBSWRN
Buffer Pool Warnings - Total number of buffer pool exceptinal conditions (expansions failures, HSM recall timeouts,
data management threshold, sequential prefetch disabled, workfile prefetch aborted, workfile not created, sort workfiles
denied, inefficient sorts, conditional sequential getpage failed, prefetch quantity reduced, reduced degree parallel I/Os,
buffer pool full).
Derived from:  IFCID 2 IQL calculated value.

• IDBSRIDF
RID Pool Failures - Number of times RID List processing (list prefetch) failed due to exceeding data manager limit,
insufficient storage, or too many concurrent processes.
Derived from: IFCID 2 sum of fields QISTRPLM, QISTRSTG, and QISTRMAX

• IDBSLTBP
Buffer Pool Latches - Number of latches related to the buffer pool activity (latch levels 14, 23 and 24.
Derived from: IFCID 1 sum of fields QVLSLC14, QVLSLC23, and QVLSLC24

• IDBSLTST
Storage Latches - Number of latches related to the storage management (latch levels 25, 26, 31 and 32)
Derived from: IFCID 1 sum of fields QVLSLC25, QVLSLC26, QVLSLC31, and QVLSLC32

• IDBSLTOT
Other Latches - Total number of latches excluding buffer pool and storage activities (excluding latch levels 14, 23-26,
31 and 32).
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Derived from: IFCID 1 fields
• IDBSSDBM

DBM1 Private 64-bit Real Storage Utilization (without buffer pools).
Derived from: IFCID 225 fields QW0225PRISTG_REAL, QW0225PRISTG_AUX, and QW0225PRISTG_DPAGE

• IDBSSDDF
DIST Private 64-bit Real Storage Utilization.
Derived from: IFCID 225 fields QW0225PRISTG_REAL, QW0225PRISTG_AUX, and QW0225PRISTG_DPAGE

• IDBSSSHR
Db2 64-bit Real Shared Storage Utilization.
Derived from: IFCID 225 fields QW0225SHRSTG_REAL, QW0225SHRSTG_AUX, and QW0225SHRSTG_DPAGE

• IDBSSTAK
Db2 64-bit Real Shared Stack Storage Utilization.
Derived from: IFCID 225 fields QW0225SHRSTKSTG_REAL, QW0225SHRSTKSTG_AUX, and
QW0225SHRSTKSTG_DPAGE

• IDBSSCMN
Db2 64-bit Real Common Storage Utilization.
Derived from: IFCID 225 fields QW0225COMSTG_REAL, QW0225COMSTG_AUX, and QW0225COMSTG_DPAGE

• IDBSSCAC
Db2 64-bit Statement Cache Storage Utilization.
Derived from: IFCID 225: field QW0225S2

• IDBSUSR1
User Field 1

• IDBSUSR2
User Field 2

• IDBSUSR3
User Field 3

• IDBSUSR4
User Field 4

• IDBSUSR5
User Field 5

• IDBSUSR6
User Field 6

• IDBSUSR7
User Field 7

• IDBSUSR8
User Field 8

• IDBSUSR9
User Field 9

Some values, such as commits and SQL statements executed, may indicate an anomaly when the value becomes lower.
The presence of some values, like lock escalations, may indicate an anomaly.

Address Prerequisites

Before you integrate SYSVIEW for Db2 and MOI, confirm that your site has addressed the following prerequisites:

• SYSVIEW for Db2 Version 20.0 with the latest maintenance
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1
• Receive and apply all current Common Components and Services maintenance
• Apply PTF SO10716 for the additional SYSVIEW for Db2 metrics in this release.

After you complete these tasks, you can configure SYSVIEW for Db2 to send data to MOI.
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Send SYSVIEW for Db2 Data to MOI

This procedure explains how to integrate SYSVIEW for Db2 and MOI. After you complete this procedure, SYSVIEW for
Db2 sends DB2 metrics to MOI.

For this procedure, you need access to SYSVIEW and SYSVIEW for Db2.

Follow these steps:

1. Add IQL-DEFINE=(MOI=YES) to the Data Collector system parameters.
2. For a selected subsystem, issue show d and verify that at least one of the following Data Collector IQL request

categories is active:
– IQLMDCPU—Collects CPU metrics
– IQLMSTAT—Collects Subsystem metrics
– IQLMBUFP—Collects Bufferpool metrics
– IQLMCCPU—Collects Connection metrics

NOTE

You can enable or disable individual categories. Disabled categories do not send data to MOI. By default,
each category is set to ACTIVE.

The following image shows the output from SHOW D with the four collection categories in an active state:

3. Verify that you are connected to CCS Data Mover. The following message must appear in the DBGPRINT member of
the Data Collector started task:
DBG85004I SSID HH:MM:SS CCS Data Mover connection established.

4. Issue CADPROD in SYSVIEW and verify that the Data Collector categories are registered as producers on your
subsystem. The following image shows the output from CADPROD with the four collection categories registered as
producers:
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After you verify that the Data Collector categories are registered, you are ready to view the data in MOI.

Confirm that the System Data Appears in MOI

To complete this integration, confirm that the system data appears in MOI.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Confirm that DB2 Statistics data appears in the MOI UI.

For example, see Explore Metrics and Perform Historical Analysis in the MOI documentation.
If you are viewing DB2 Statistics data in the Green Highway, SYSVIEW for Db2 is successfully sending data to MOI.

Integrate with Vantage
MOI lets you collect, view, and analyze historical performance data from Vantage Storage Resource manager mainframe
and other data sources. Doing so gives the storage administrator and the mainframe management team a historical view
of activity and performance. Based on this historical data, MOI also uses machine learning to predict future performance,
which can help you avoid potential performance issues.

Metrics Available in MOI

After you integrate with Vantage, MOI displays data for the following metric groups:

• Catalog Metrics
• Data Set Group Metrics
• RAID Hardware Metrics
• Storage Group Metrics
• Tapes Metrics
• zFS Metrics

NOTE
By default, these metrics are only used in Reports, Dashboards, and other charting. To enable Green Highways
and dynamic alerts for Vantage metrics, you must enable Green Highways in Appliance Controller.
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Catalog Metrics

Vantage sends metrics that are related to z/OS catalogs on volume with LSPACE information to MOI. The analyzed data
highlights anomalies that are related to following utilization and capacity metrics for catalog:

• CAT.%ALLO
Catalog percentage idle space

• CAT.FREXTN
Free extents on the catalog volume

The Catalog metrics help you to identify the abnormal behavior of a specific catalog. When the allocation of a catalog
grows unusually causes problem with some applications to allocate new data sets. By monitoring the free extents of the
volume where a catalog resides, you can mitigate the issue that is related to catalog growth.

Data Set Group Metrics

Vantage sends data set groups space metrics to MOI. The analyzed data highlights anomalies that are related to the
following utilization metrics for data set groups:

• DSG.SECONDARY
Used space of a data set group in secondary storage

• DSG.TAPE
Used space of a data set group in tape

• DSG.PRIMARY
Used space of a data set group in primary storage

Data Set Groups are an abstraction of a collection of data sets grouped by usage. For example, you can define a Data
Set Group for specific applications that use a common high-level qualifier (HLQ). By monitoring these metrics, you can
analyze the storage usage of a specific application and their usage patterns. With this observation, you can create a
report to show the total storage that is used in all your systems by a specific application.

RAID Hardware Metrics

Vantage sends RAID hardware metrics to MOI. The analyzed data highlights anomalies that are related to volume count in
the RAID Hardware metric:

• RAIDS.VOLCNT
Raid devices volume count

The RAID Hardware metrics help you to keep the track of available volumes in the specific RAID hardware devices.
Usually, the RAID devices volume count should be stable and constrained to a specific range. The count changes when
some volumes are not available to the LPAR. Possible causes of change include broken connection to the hardware
or incorrect LPAR image configuration. By monitoring the RAID Hardware metrics, a storage administrator can fix the
connection to hardware, and can correct the LPAR image configuration.

Storage Group Metrics

Vantage sends storage group metrics to MOI. The analyzed data highlights anomalies that are related to the following
capacity and utilization metrics for storage groups:

• POOLS.CAP
Storage group capacity

• POOLS.%ALLO
Storage group allocation

A storage group is a collection of volumes. Storage group metrics help you to identify issues with storage groups. Many
applications rely on having sufficient storage space to allocate their work. As a storage administrator, ensure that your
application has sufficient space to allocate work. You also ensure that the application does not have more space than
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required, as overallocation of space can create problems for other applications. By monitoring storage group metrics, you
get alerts when the application is overallocating and you can remediate the issue.

The storage group capacity metric helps you to visualize the amount of storage that is assigned to a storage group.
When you combine the allocation and the capacity of a storage group, you can identify the overallocated group and the
additional cost.

Tapes Metrics

Vantage sends Tapes-related metrics to MOI. The analyzed data highlights anomalies that are related to the following
Tapes metric:

• TAPES.SCRATCH
Count of scratch tapes by Tape system

By monitoring Tapes metrics, you can ensure that you have sufficient scratch tapes to meet your requirements. Tape
metrics help you discover the scratch tapes usage pattern. With this information, you can ensure that you have enough
scratch tapes to run backups whenever required.

zFS Metrics

Vantage sends mounted zSeries File Systems metrics to MOI. The analyzed data highlights anomalies that are related to
the following zFS metric:

• ZFS.%ALLO
Percentage of allocation of a zFS

The zFS metrics help you to monitor the zFS files usage by your applications. The applications fail when the zFS file is
overused above capacity. Historical analysis of zFS metrics helps you to keep a steady growth of applications and ensure
that you get enough time to increase the zFS and assign storage to meet your requirements.

Address Prerequisites

Confirm that your site meets the following requirements to have Vantage send data to MOI.

• Install Vantage Version 14.0
• Install Vantage Web Client (Mainframe Team Center Management) Version 14.0
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

product and component that you use with MOI.
• For Vantage, apply PTF RO98189
• For Vantage Web Client, download and install the solution RS98245 or RS98244

After you complete these tasks using the Installing procedures, configure Vantage to send metrics to MOI.

Integrate Vantage

This procedure explains how to integrate Vantage, Mainframe Team Center - Management (MTC-M), and MOI. After you
complete this procedure, Vantage and MTC-M send storage data to MOI.

Configure Vantage

Vantage contains mainframe storage metrics. Configure Vantage Version 14.0 to send mainframe storage metrics to MOI.

Follow these steps:

1. Apply the PAX.
2. Run the COPYSUMM step of the J01SUMM job from the CCTUSAMP library, to copy factory-defined summary objects

from the CCTUSAMP library to SUMMDEFS data set.
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3. Run the J0AOI job from the CCTUSAMP library to copy the GOA scripts template for MOI.
4. Enter the following text in the CONFIG member on PARMLIB to enable the metric component to connect to Data

Mover:
COMP=METRIC

NOTE

• If you do not want to enable metrics, comment out the "COMP=METRIC" section.
• The first column should be uncommented as "*".

The metric connects to the Data Mover and the configured General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts send the system
data to OI as scheduled.

5. You can also start and stop the metric component manually. Use the following code to start the metric component:
F sams,ACT,METRIC

6. Use the following code to  stop the metric component manually:
F sams,DEACT,METRIC

The metric component is configured in Vantage. Vantage starts sending the data to MOI based on the GOA Script
configuration in MTC-M.

Configure Mainframe Team Center - Management to Complete the Integration with MOI

Mainframe Team Center - Management (MTC-M), also known as Vantage Web Client, includes an option to integrate with
MOI. MTC-M lets you navigate from Vantage to MOI Green Highways for a specific metric. The Green Highway shows a
historical graph of a storage metric overlaid with colored prediction bands.

WARNING

Only an MTC-M administrator can edit the configuration to enable the integration between Vantage and MOI.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MTC-M as administrator.
2. Click the icon Settings icon and then select Analytic Settings in the navigation pane.
3. In the Operational Intelligence URL field, enter the following data service details:

http://Host:7160

https://Host:7161

– Host
Specifies the host name of the appliance that you defined when you configured your MOI environment.

– Port
(Read Only) The port numbers for the data service host that you defined when you configured your MOI
environment.
Default Values:
HTTP: 7160
HTTPS: 7161

4. Click Update.
MTC-M is connected to MOI. The Operational Intelligence icon is available for the selected list of metrics. The list
details the Vantage objects that are configured for MOI:

5. • POOLS Object
Displays information about storage groups allocation and capacity for SMS and user-defined storage groups.

• OBJ02231 Object
Displays information about RAID hardware and the number of DASD available from each RAID hardware.

• CATALOGJ Objects
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Displays information about catalogs that are defined in the system and the location of the catalog (from the Vantage
object CATLOGJ).

• GRPCBSM Object
Displays information about user-defined data set groups.
For each group, provides additional metrics about utilization and capacity of primary, secondary, and tape storage.

• OBJ11100 Object
Displays information about zFS mounted file systems in the LPAR.

• S0089062-S0089066 Objects
Displays information about the number of scratch tapes available for CA1, TLMS, RMM, Control-T, and ASG ZARA
tape systems.

6. Click the Operational Intelligence icon to navigate to MOI.
MOI displays a historical graph of a storage metric that is overlaid with colored prediction bands.

Create a General Object Automation (GOA) Script in Vantage Web Client to Collect Data

The Analytics feature in the LPAR helps you to create a GOA Script on the system to send your storage metrics to MOI.
The GOA Script collects the object data for MOI at regular intervals and sends the object data to MOI. The GOA Script
lets you schedule the object data collection with the filtered data.

The MTC-M dashboard contains the list of hosts that the user is connected to. Click Analytics in the navigation pane to
view the following statuses:

• Metric Enabled
Indicates that the metric component is enabled and collecting data.

• Metric Component Disabled
Indicates that the host contains the metric component but the component is not enabled.

• Metric Not Supported
Indicates that the host does not contain the metric component.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MTC-M.
2. Click Analytics in the navigation pane to open the Analytics tree.
3. Select the metric required to send from Vantage to MOI.
4. Click to open any object in the Analytics tree.

The new Dashboard Analytics Metric Setting opens. Use this dashboard to set up the data collection.
5. Complete the Title and Description fields.
6. Select one of the following data collection Object Modes:

– RT (Real Time)
Collects object data in real time.

– LI (Last Interval)
Collects data from the last regular scanning cycle of the object.

7. Select the Scheduler Method from the available methods.
8. Set the filter for Vantage object in the Filter section.
9. Under Host, select the hosts where you want to save the GOA Script and collect the data.
10. Click Save to save the metric setting for the object.

The Save option lets you save the settings without collecting the data.
11. Click Activate or Execute to start the data collection.

The GOA Script is ready to collect data from the system for MOI.
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NOTE

• The Preview option lets you see the GOA Script that is created on the system.
• The Remove option lets you remove the GOA Script from the system and stop collecting the metrics.
• The Reset option lets you return to the last saved Metric setting for the Object.

Verify the Integration of Vantage with MOI

MTC-M and the Vantage Windows Client let you view the list of storage metrics and the status of each storage metric.
Verify that the objects with metrics to send to MOI have data on them. You can use both Vantage Windows client and Web
Client (MTC-M) to verify the objects that have metrics and statistics.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following operator START command to the Config Client to start the host server in the configuration mode.
S SAMS

2. To verify the METRIC component status, View the following message in the JESMSGLG:
VAN1595I METRIC   Component Started

3. Log in to MTC-M to view the list of storage metrics that are available in MOI and to view the statistics for each storage
metric.

4. To view the list of storage metrics, perform the following steps:
a. Navigate to Vantage Internal Management > Test Object, LMP, OTree, Calendar > Storage metric definitions

(OBJMETDF)
b. Go to the “Active” column. The storage metrics that have value "Y" send the metrics through GOA Scripts listed in

the "Script" column.
5. To view the statistics for each storage metric, perform the following steps:

a. Navigate Vantage Internal Management > Test Object, LMP, OTree, Calendar > Storage
metric statistics (OBJMETST)

b. Check the statistics for each storage metric.
You can view date, time, and the number of records that are sent in the latest execution of the GOA Script
that is sent by the storage metrics to MOI.

6. Log in to the Appliance Controller:
a. Click Configuration, Metrics Configuration.
b. Select Categories, Metrics.
c. Specify the Metric Path and select Include Path.

The metric paths are listed in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be Processed panel.

This step specifies that the metric produces Green Highways.
d. Click Process.

NOTE
If you skip this step, you will not see Green Highways. You will only see Reporting, Dashboards, and
charting.

7. Log in to MOI.
8. Confirm that storage data appears in the MOI UI.

For example, see Explore Metrics and Perform Historical Analysis in the MOI documentation.
If you are viewing storage data in the Green Highway, Vantage is successfully sending data to MOI.

Vantage and MTC-M are now configured to send the mainframe storage data to MOI, which analyzes your mainframe
storage data to display expected metrics (Green Highways) and highlights anomalies.
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Integrate the IBM zOS MVS System Management Facilities Adapter
MOI lets you view and analyze historical performance data from IBM z/OS MVS System Management Facility (SMF) 30,
70 Subtype 1, 72 Subtype 3, 74 Subtype 1, 101, 110 Subtype 1, 116, and 230 records. The SMF adapter gives mainframe
engineers and the mainframe management team a historical view of activity and performance. Based on this historical
data, MOI also uses machine learning to predict future performance, which can help you avoid potential performance
issues.

NOTE
To view SMF records of type 230 (IDMS), you must install the Interim Enhancement to MOI version 2.0.06.
Please contact Support for further information.

For example, SMF 70, Subtype 1 (70.1) records show you information about your processors and you can use this
information to identify high CPU users. You can load live SMF record data for these six record types.

NOTE
For more information about the metric in each SMF record, see the IBM Knowledge Center

The administrator can select the CANCEL button at any point before starting the service to cancel the start service
request. When you select the START button, the SMF Adapter service starts.

The SMF Adapter service can be stopped and restarted like other services.

How to Stream SMF70.1, 72.3, and 74 Record Data to MOI

The following process describes how to stream your SMF record data to populate the Green Highway.

1. Apply the Common Components and Services Data Mover PTF RO96597.
After you apply RO96597, Common Components and Services Data Mover begins streaming the SMF metrics for 70
Subtype 1, 72 Subtype 3, and 74 Subtype 1 SMF records.

2. After this SMF data streams to MOI. Green Highways and anomalies begin to appear.
3. Use MOI to analyze performance data to identify future potential issues.

You can remediate potential issues in your system environment before they occur.

NOTE
The SMF 101, 110.1, and 116 records are not streamed in the same way as70.1, 72.3, and 74.1 records. These
records are not streamed by default and require a different process. You must enable Green Highways manually
for these metrics. For more information, see Streaming CICS SMF Performance Data. You can ingest these
metric types if the SMF Adapter Option is enabled in the Machine Learning Capability Enablement panel.

Processing Select DB2, CICS, and MQ SMF Records

This release adds support for the SMF 101.0 (DB2), 110.1 (CICS), and 116.0 (MQ) record types. When you want to add
these metrics for Green Highway processing in the Appliance Controller, you can apply the same filter path on multiple
metrics in the Metric Path panel.

SMF Metric Measurement Types

SMF Metrics provide different types of data:

Time

Indicates the total accumulated time over a period of time on your system.

Average Time

Indicates an average value over a period of time on your system.

For example, the 74.1 metric DRTAVG_DEVNUM shows the average response time of a particular device by number.
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Count

Indicates a specific amount of a component on your system.

For example, the 70.1 metric AVGSTC shows the average number of started tasks.

Percentage

Indicates a percentage of a specific reporting interval.

For example, the 70.1 metric WCPU10 shows the percentage of the reporting interval during which at least ten work units
could not be dispatched.

Rate

Indicates the frequency of a specific item within a set period of time, such every second.

For example, the 72_3 metric CPUSRV_WL shows the CPU service per second for the workload.

SMF Metric Examples

The following list describes some example SMF metrics in the70.1, 72.3, and 74.1 subtypes:

SMF 70.1 - CPU Activity

Provides information about processors, logical partitions, and internal coupling facilities.

Examples:

• Identify the high CPU consumers during a specific interval
• Identify the number of defined Logical Core Processors
• Understand the physical utilization of the processor
• Understand the utilization of each processor on z/OS
• Understand the utilization of each processor on an LPAR
• Identify the prevalent partitions that use the processor

SMF 72.3 - Workload Activity

Provides information about the goals and the actual measured values for each service or report class that is defined in the
active service policy.

Examples:

• Identify the CPU usage by service class period.
• Identify the average response time and response time distribution data in your workload activity.
• Understand the batch workload performance.
• Understand your resource consumption data for CPU, Storage, and I/O.

SMF 74.1 - Device Activity

Provides information for all devices that have been online since the RMF started.

Examples:

• Identify the least and most utilized devices.
• Identify the number of deferred I/O requests.
• Identify when devices connect and disconnect.
• Identify the pending time of devices.
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Stream DB2 Accounting and MQ SMF Accounting Monitoring Data
The process for streaming your DB2 accounting and MQ SMF accounting monitoring data (101, 101 Subtype 1, and 116
SMF records) differs from the other SMF metrics types. These voluminous records do not generate anomalies or populate
the Green Highways by default. You enable the display of these metrics manually in the Appliance Controller.

Follow these steps:

1. For DB2, apply the Common Components and Services Message Service PTF SO07863 (for version 15.0)
2. For MQ, apply the Common Components and Services Message Service Cumulative Maintenance 1.4.6 PTF

SO10574 (for version 15.0)
3. Enable SMF transformer adapter for the Message service server.

Set the environmental variable SMF_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS to the value ENABLED in the ZMSENVT
member of the CAW0OPTV data set.

Now that the DB2 and MQ data is streaming, you have to enable the metrics to display in the Green Highway.
4. Log in to the Appliance Controller, select the Settings (gear) icon, and select Metric Configuration.
5. Select a category, such as DB2 Accounting Monitoring (SMF 101) or MQ Accounting (SMF 116.1), and navigate to

the metrics that you want to process.
6. Use the Metric Path section to specify the system and the origin of the metric by specifying the metric path and then

click Include Path.

The metric paths are listed in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be Processed panel. This panel lists all the metrics
that were recently processed or are to be processed by Appliance Controller to appear in MOI.

NOTE
Use an asterisk to denote a wildcard entry.

7. (Optional) To edit a metric path in the Metric Path section, click the edit icon in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be
Processed panel.

8. (Optional) Click Show Changes to view all the changes you made. Click Show All to view all the metrics that will be
processed.

9. Click Process.

The selected metrics are processed in the Green Highway from the Analysis page in MOI.

Stream CICS SMF Performance Class Data
The process for streaming your CICS SMF performance class data (110 Subtype 1 SMF record) differs from the other
SMF metrics types. CICS SMF performance class data is detailed transaction-level information, such as the processor
and elapsed time for a transaction, or the time spent waiting for I/O.

• When you enable CICS monitoring, and you also activate the monitoring performance class, CICS first writes a
performance dictionary record to the current SMF data set or SMF log stream.

• CICS begins to write the monitoring performance data records.
The dictionary record contains data that describe all the fields in the performance data records that are gathered during
this CICS run.

• CICS writes a new dictionary record whenever CICS is started with an active performance class and CICS monitoring
is enabled, or the monitoring performance class is changed from inactive to active (with CICS monitoring on).
This dictionary record always precedes the related monitoring data.

Any program that processes performance data must read the dictionary record that relates to the data being processed
before attempting to analyze the data. The Common Components and Services Message Service server can read and
preprocess CICS SMF performance class data before the data is sent to MOI for further processing. The Message
Service server stores dictionary records written by any CICS region to its database so that it can parse and process
related performance data. If the Message Service server does not have a dictionary record to a related performance data
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record being processed, then the performance data record is discarded. This situation can occur when the Message
Service server is started after dictionary records have already been written. In that case, the Message Service server
discards the performance data records until a new dictionary record is written. This can occur when, for example:

• A CICS region is recycled
• The monitoring performance class is changed from inactive to active (with CICS monitoring on)
• The Common Components and Services Message Service provides a JCL utility that can extract dictionary records

from an SMF data set or SMF log stream and then copies the records to the Message Service server database

Follow these steps:

1. Apply the Common Components and Services Message Service PTF SO07863 (for version 15.0).
2. Enable SMF transformer adapter for the Message service server.

Set the environmental variable SMF_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS  to the value ENABLED in the ZMSENVT
member of the CAW0OPTV data set.

3. (Optional) Discover CICS dictionary records for each CICS region that you want to monitor and provide the discovered
dictionary records for the Message Service server.
This step is required if the Message Service Server running on z/OS (ZMSTART) is started after the CICS regions
write the dictionary records.

NOTE

You only discover the CICS dictionary records once. The Message Service Server keeps the CICS dictionary
records on disk, so the server uses the CICS dictionary records again after a restart.

Submit the ZMSCDICT JCL member that is a part of Common Components and Services Message Service to provide
dictionary records for the Message Service server.
The ZMSCDICT JCL can be found in the CAW0JCL data set.

TIP

Follow the instructions that are written in the JCL before you submit it.

Now that the DB2 and MQ data is streaming, you have to enable the metrics to display in the Green Highway.
4. Log in to the Appliance Controller, select the Settings (gear) icon, and select Metric Configuration.
5. Select the CICS Monitoring (SMF 110.1) category, and navigate to the metrics that you want to process.
6. Use the Metric Path section to specify the system and the origin of the metric by specifying the metric path, and then

click Include Path.

The metric paths are listed in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be Processed panel. This panel lists all the metrics
that were recently processed or are to be processed by Appliance Controller to appear in MOI.

NOTE
Use an asterisk to denote a wildcard entry.

7. (Optional) To edit a metric path in the Metric Path section, click the edit icon in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be
Processed panel.

8. (Optional) Click Show Changes to view all the changes you made. Click Show All to view all the metrics that will be
processed.

9. Click Process.
The selected metrics are processed in the Green Highway from the Analysis page in MOI.

Stream z/OS Address Space Activity Monitoring Data
The type 30 SMF record consolidates data that is found in record types 4, 5, 20, 34, 35, and 40. This simplifies accounting
for installation-written post processing routines. SMF writes record type 30 when a work unit (such as a TSO/E session, a
APPC/MVS transaction program, a started task, or a batch job) starts or completes or when an SMF interval ends.
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MOI utilizes subtypes 2 and 3 of SMF 30 type. The subtype 2 record is written at the end of each interval for which the job
or started task is being executed. If the job finishes before the interval end, the subtype 3 record is written.

The process for streaming your z/OS Address Space activity data (type 30, subtype 2 and 3) differs from the other SMF
metrics types. This voluminous record does not generate anomalies or populate the Green Highways by default. You
enable the display of these metrics manually in the Appliance Controller.

Follow these steps:

IMPORTANT
Before you start make sure that you have installed MOI version 2.0.06 and that you have applied the Common
Components and Services Message Service (v15.0) PTF SO012986.

1. Make sure you have enabled SMF interval recording on your z/OS system.
NOTE
SMF 30 interval recording is controlled by parameters in the SMFPRMxx member.

2. If not yet enabled, enable SMF transformer adapter for the Message service server:
Set the environmental variable SMF_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS to the value ENABLED in the ZMSENVT member
of the CAW0OPTV data set.

3. Restart the Message Service server.
Now that the z/OS Address Space data is streaming, you have to enable the metrics to display in the Green Highway.

4. Log in to the Appliance Controller, select the Settings (gear) icon, and select Metric Configuration
5. Select the ZOS Common Address Space work (SMF 30) category, and navigate to the metrics that you want to

process.
6. Use the Metric Path section to specify the system and the origin of the metric by specifying the metric path and then

click Include Path.
The metric paths are listed in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be Processed panel. This panel lists all the metrics
that were recently processed or are to be processed by Appliance Controller to appear in MOI.

NOTE
Use an asterisk to denote a wildcard entry.

7. (Optional) To edit a metric path in the Metric Path section, click the edit icon in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be
Processed panel.

8. (Optional) Click Show Changes to view all the changes you made. Click Show All to view all the metrics that will be
processed.

9. Click Process.
The selected metrics are processed in the Green Highway from the Analysis page in MOI.

Complete List of Supported SMF Metrics
This list shows all supported SMF Metrics that you can ingest.

MOI displays data for the following metrics.
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NOTE
SMF records of type 230 (IDMS) are available only after installing the Interim Enhancement to MOI 2.0.06.
Contact Support for more information.

Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

JOBCPUTIME_SMF
30

ZOS Common
Address Space work

CPU Time 30 TIME [z/OS System, Job]

JOBSERVU_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Total Service units
(TCB+IO+SRB &
MSO) consumed by
a job

30 COUNT [z/OS System, Job]

JOBTCBSU_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Service units
consumed by TCB in
a job

30 COUNT [z/OS System, Job]

JOBSRBSU_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Service units
consumed by SRB in
a job

30 COUNT [z/OS System, Job]

JOBIOSU_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Service units
consumed by IO in a
job

30 COUNT [z/OS System, Job]

JOBIWTTM_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Time duration for
which a job waits for
an initiator

30 TIME [z/OS System, Job]

JOBTCNT_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Total time that job's
I/O requests to any
device

30 TIME [z/OS System, Job]

JOBBLKTR_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Total number of
blocks transferred in
a job

30 COUNT [z/OS System, Job]

JOBZIIPTM_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Time spent on zIIP
by a job

30 TIME [z/OS System, Job]

JOBSWAPS_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Number of address
space swap
sequences

30 COUNT [z/OS System, Job]

JOBPGI_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Number of pages
paged in from
auxillary storage

30 COUNT [z/OS System, Job]

JOBPGO_SMF30 ZOS Common
Address Space work

Number of pages
paged out from
auxillary storage

30 COUNT [z/OS System, Job]

AVGASCH ASID Data Area Average number
of APPC/MVS
transaction
scheduler (ASCH)
users

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGBATCH ASID Data Area Average number of
batch jobs

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

AVGIARDY ASID Data Area Average number of
in and ready users

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGOARDY ASID Data Area Average number of
out and ready users

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGOMVS ASID Data Area Average number
of OMVS address
spaces

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGSTC ASID Data Area Average number of
started tasks

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGTSO ASID Data Area Average number of
TSO users

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGUIN ASID Data Area Average number of
in users

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGULRDY ASID Data Area Average number of
logical ready users

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGULWT ASID Data Area Average number of
logical wait users

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGWUAAP ASID Data Area Average number of
in-ready work units
for zAAPs

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGWUCP ASID Data Area Average number of
in-ready work units
for general-purpose
processors

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

AVGWUIIP ASID Data Area Average number of
in-ready work units
for zIIPs

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

CPUBSY_CORE PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Core)

Percent general-
purpose processor
busy - logical core

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Core]

CPUBSY_PROC PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Processor)

Percent general-
purpose processor
busy - logical
processor

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Processor]

CPUIBSY_CORE PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Core)

Percent zAAP busy -
logical core

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Core]

CPUIBSY_PROC PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Processor)

Percent zAAP busy -
logical processor

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Processor]

EEFCAPAC CPU Control Effective capacity
percentage

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

GCMSUAV CPU Control Available long-term
average of CPU
service (millions of
service units) that
would be allowed
by the limit of the
capacity group, but
is not used by its
members.

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

HDAPHIGH PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of logical
zAAP processors
or cores with high
HiperDispatch share
for partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

HDAPLOW PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of logical
zAAP processors
or cores with low
HiperDispatch share
for partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

HDAPMED PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of logical
zAAP processors or
cores with medium
HiperDispatch share
for partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

HDCPHIGH PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of CPs with
high HiperDispatch
share for partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

HDCPLOW PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of CPs with
low HiperDispatch
share for partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

HDCPMED PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of CPs
with medium
HiperDispatch share
for partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

HDIPHIGH PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of logical
zIIP processors
or cores with high
HiperDispatch share
for partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

HDIPLOW PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of logical
zIIP processors
or cores with low
HiperDispatch share
for partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

HDIPMED PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of logical
zIIP processors or
cores with medium
HiperDispatch share
for partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

IIPBSY_CORE PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Core)

Percent zIIP busy -
logical core

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Core]

IIPBSY_PROC PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Processor)

Percent zIIP busy -
logical processor

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Processor]

IIPMBSY_CORE PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Core)

Percent MVS busy
for zIIPs - logical
core

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Core]

IIPMBSY_PROC PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Processor)

Percent MVS busy
for zIIPs - logical
processor

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Processor]

INICAP PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Initial Capping for
general-purpose
processors

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

IOSRV_POLICY Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

I/O service per
second - policy

70.1 RATE [z/OS System,
Policy]

LACTMSU CPU Control Actual number of
consumed MSUs

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

LDEFMSU PR/SM Partition
Data

Defined capacity limit
in units of MSU

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

LIMCPU PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Absolute physical
hardware capacity
limit in numbers of
CPUs for general-
purpose processors

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

MSOSRV_POLICY Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

Storage service per
second - policy

70.1 RATE [z/OS System,
Policy]

MVSBSY_CORE PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Core)

Percent MVS busy
for general-purpose
processors - logical
core

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Core]

MVSBSY_PROC PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Processor)

Percent MVS busy
for general-purpose
processors - logical
processor

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Processor]

MVSIBSY_CORE PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Core)

Percent MVS busy
for zAAPs - logical
core

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Core]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

MVSBSY_PROC PR/SM Logical
Processor Data
(Logical Processor)

Percent MVS busy
for zAAPs - logical
processor

70.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Logical Processor]

MXASCH ASID Data Area Maximum number
of APPC/MVS
transaction
scheduler (ASCH)
users

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

MXBATCH ASID Data Area Maximum number of
batch users

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

MXOMVS ASID Data Area Maximum number
of OMVS address
spaces

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

MXSTC ASID Data Area Maximum number of
started tasks

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

MXTSO ASID Data Area Maximum number of
TSO users

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

MXWUAAP ASID Data Area Maximum number of
in-ready work units
for zAAPs

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

MXWUCP ASID Data Area Maximum number of
in-ready work units
for general-purpose
processors

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

MXWUIIP ASID Data Area Maximum number of
in-ready work units
for zIIPs

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

NLACTL PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of actual
logical processors or
cores for the partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

NLACTLAP PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of actual
logical zAAP
processors or cores
for the partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

NLACTLCP PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of actual
general-purpose
processors for the
partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

NLACTLIP PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Number of actual
logical zIIP
processors or cores
for the partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

NOMCAPAC CPU Control Nominal processor
capacity available to
the CPC

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

NUMIFA CPU Control Number of logical
zAAP processors or
threads online at the
end of the reporting
interval

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

NUMIIP CPU Control Number of logical
zIIP processors or
threads online at the
end of the reporting
interval

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

NUMPROC PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Average number
of general-purpose
processors online
during the reporting
interval

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

OCPU1 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
one job could not be
dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

OCPU10 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which more
than ten jobs could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

OCPU15 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which more
than 15 jobs could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

OCPU2 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
two jobs could not be
dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

OCPU20 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which more
than 20 jobs could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

OCPU3 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
three jobs could not
be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

OCPU30 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which more
than 30 jobs could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

OCPU4 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
four jobs could not
be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

OCPU40 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which more
than 40 jobs could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

OCPU5 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which more
than five jobs could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

OCPU60 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which more
than 60 jobs could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

OCPU80 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which more
than 80 jobs could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

PBUSYL PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Physical processor
busy percentage
for general-purpose
processors for the
partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

PBUSYLAP PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Physical processor
busy percentage
for zAAPs for the
partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

PBUSYLIP PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Physical processor
busy percentage for
zIIPs for the partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

WACTL PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Actual weighting
of the partition for
general-purpose
processors

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

WCAPPER PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Percentage of WLM
capping of the
partition

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU1 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
one work unit could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU10 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
ten work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU100 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
100 work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU120 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
120 work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU15 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
15 work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU150 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
150 work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU2 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
two work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU20 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
20 work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

WCPU3 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at
least three work
units could not be
dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU30 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
30 work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU4 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
four work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU40 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
40 work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU5 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
five work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU60 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
60 work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WCPU80 ASID Data Area Percentage of the
reporting interval
during which at least
80 work units could
not be dispatched.

70.1 PCT [z/OS System]

WDEFL PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Defined weighting
of the partition for
general-purpose
processors

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

WDEFLAAP PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Defined weighting
of the partition for
zAAPs

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

WDEFLIIP PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Defined weighting of
the partition for zIIPs

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

WMAPL PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Maximum weighting
percentage of the
partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

WMAXL PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Maximum weighting
of the partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

WMINL PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Minimum weighting
of the partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

WMIPL PR/SM Logical
Processor Data

Minimum weighting
percentage of the
partition

70.1 COUNT [z/OS System]

CPUSRV_POLICY Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

CPU service per
second - policy

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Policy]

CPUSRV_RC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

CPU service per
second - report class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class]

CPUSRV_RCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

CPU service per
second - report class
period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class,
Period]

CPUSRV_SC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

CPU service per
second - service
class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class]

CPUSRV_SCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

CPU service per
second - service
class period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class
Period]

CPUSRV_WL Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

CPU service per
second - workload

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Workload]

IOSRV_RC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Report
Class)

I/O service per
second - report class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class]

IOSRV_RCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Report
Class Period)

I/O service per
second - report class
period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class,
Period]

IOSRV_SC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Service
Class)

I/O service per
second - service
class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class]

IOSRV_SCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Service
Class Period)

I/O service per
second - service
class period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class,
Period]

IOSRV_WL Service/Report
Class Period Data
(Workload)

I/O service per
second - workload

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Workload]

LACS CPU Control Long-term average
of CPU service
(millions of service
units) at the end of
the reporting interval

72.3 COUNT [z/OS System]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

MSOSRV_RC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Report
Class)

Storage service per
second - report class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class]

MSOSRV_RCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Report
Class Period)

Storage service per
second - report class
period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class,
Period]

MSOSRV_SC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Service
Class)

Storage service per
second - service
class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class]

MSOSRV_SCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Service
Class Period)

Storage service per
second - service
class period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class,
Period]

MSOSRV_WL Service/Report
Class Period Data
(Workload)

Storage service per
second - workload

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Workload]

SRBSRV_POLICY Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

SRB service per
second - policy

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Policy]

SRBSRV_RC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Report
Class)

SRB service per
second - report class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class]

SRBSRV_RCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Report
Class Period)

SRB service per
second - report class
period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class,
Period]

SRBSRV_SC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Service
Class)

SRB service per
second - service
class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class]

SRBSRV_SCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Service
Class Period)

SRB service per
second - service
class period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class,
Period]

SRBSRV_WL Service/Report
Class Period Data
(Workload)

SRB service per
second - workload

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Workload]

TOTSRV_POLICY Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

Total service per
second - policy

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Policy]

TOTSRV_RC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Report
Class)

Total service per
second - report class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class]

TOTSRV_RCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Report
Class Period)

Total service per
second - report class
period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class,
Period]

TOTSRV_SC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Service
Class)

Total service per
second - service
class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

TOTSRV_SCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Service
Class Period)

Total service per
second - service
class period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class,
Period]

TOTSRV_WL Service/Report
Class Period Data
(Workload)

Total service per
second - workload

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Workload]

TRANS_POLICY Service/Report Class
Period Data (Policy)

Ended transactions
per second - policy

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Policy]

TRANS_RC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Report
Class)

Ended transactions
per second - report
class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class]

TRANS_RCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Report
Class Period)

Ended transactions
per second - report
class period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Report Class,
Period]

TRANS_SC Service/Report Class
Period Data (Service
Class)

Ended transactions
per second - service
class

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class]

TRANS_SCP Service/Report Class
Period Data (Service
Class Period)

Ended transactions
per second - service
class period

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Service Class,
Period]

TRANS_WL Service/Report
Class Period Data
(Workload)

Ended transactions
per second
- workload

72.3 RATE [z/OS System,
Workload]

DART_DEVNUM Device Data Section
(Device Number)

Device activity rate -
device number

74.1 RATE [z/OS System,
Device Number]

DART_STGGRP Device Data Section
(Storage Group)

Device activity rate -
storage group

74.1 RATE [z/OS System,
Storage Group]

DART_VOLSER Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

Device activity rate
- volume serial
number

74.1 RATE [z/OS System,
Volume Serial
Number]

DCTAVG_DEVNUM Device Data Section
(Device Number)

Average connect
time - device number

74.1 TIMEAVG [z/OS System,
Device Number]

DCTAVG_VOLSER Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

Average connect
time - volume serial
number

74.1 TIMEAVG [z/OS System,
Volume Serial
Number]

DDTAVG_DEVNUM Device Data Section
(Device Number)

Average disconnect
time - device number

74.1 TIMEAVG [z/OS System,
Device Number]

DDTAVG_VOLSER Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

Average disconnect
time - volume serial
number

74.1 TIMEAVG [z/OS System,
Volume Serial
Number]

DPTAVG_DEVNUM Device Data Section
(Device Number)

Average pending
time - device number

74.1 TIMEAVG [z/OS System,
Device Number]

DPTAVG_VOLSER Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

Average pending
time - volume serial
number

74.1 TIMEAVG [z/OS System,
Volume Serial
Number]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

DQTAVG_DEVNUM Device Data Section
(Device Number)

Average IOS queue
time - device number

74.1 TIMEAVG [z/OS System,
Device Number]

DQTAVG_VOLSER Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

Average IOS queue
time - volume serial
number

74.1 TIMEAVG [z/OS System,
Volume Serial
Number]

DRTAVG_DEVNUM Device Data Section
(Device Number)

Average response
time - device number

74.1 TIMEAVG [z/OS System,
Device Number]

DRTAVG_VOLSER Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

Average response
time - volume serial
number

74.1 TIMEAVG [z/OS System,
Volume Serial
Number]

DVUTL_DEVNUM Device Data Section
(Device Number)

Percent device
utilization - device
number

74.1 PCT [z/OS System,
Device Number]

DB2ET2TM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Elapsed Time in DB2 101.0 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan]

DB2TC2TM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Class 2 Accumulated
TCB Time in DB2

101.0 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan]

DB2AWJTM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Accumulated Wait
Time Global Locks

101.0 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan]

DB2WGLTM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Global Contention
PG P-Lock Wait
Time

101.0 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan]

DB2SPETM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Total Elapsed Time
Wait for TCB

101.0 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan]

DB2OTSTM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Accumulated Wait
Time Other DB2
Services

101.0 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan]

DB2TOWTM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Total time spent
waiting for execution
or services

101.0 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan,
Package

DB2GPGRX DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

GETPAGE Requests 101.0 COUNT [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan]

DPPTCBTM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Total TCB Time - All
Executions

101.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan,
Package]

DPPELPTM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Elapsed Time - All
Executions

101.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan,
Package]

DPPSQLC DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

SQL Statements
Issued

101.1 COUNT [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan,
Package]

DPPALGTM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Accumulated Wait -
Archive Log

101.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan,
Package]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

DPPAWJTM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Accumulated Wait
Time - Global Lock
Contention

101.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan,
Package]

DPPAWRTM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Accumulated Wait -
Read Other Time

101.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan,
Package]

DPPTOWTM DB2 Accounting
Monitoring

Total time spent
waiting for execution
or services

101.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Subsystem, Plan,
Package]

CSURESTM CICS Monitoring
(SMF 110.1)

Transaction
Residency Time

110.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Transaction]

CSUCPUTM CICS Monitoring
(SMF 110.1)

Amount of general-
purpose CP core
CPU time

110.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Transaction]

CSUTRSTM CICS Monitoring
(SMF 110.1)

Total response time
for the CICS user for
all response events
completed during the
interval

110.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Transaction]

CSUQRCTM CICS Monitoring
(SMF 110.1)

Processor time for
which the user task
was dispatched on
the CICS QR TCB

110.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Transaction]

CSUPETTM CICS Monitoring
(SMF 110.1)

Total amount of time
the CICS task was
dispatched by CICS
during all transaction
executions for each
application unit

110.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Transaction]

CSUSUSTM CICS Monitoring
(SMF 110.1)

Time this transaction
spent suspended
while waiting for
CICS resource
service

110.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Transaction]

CSUOTWAT CICS Monitoring
(SMF 110.1)

Sum of non-I/O-
related delay and
wait metrics for the
transaction

110.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Transaction]

CSUDS1WT CICS Monitoring
(SMF 110.1)

Elapsed time the
transaction spent
waiting for the first
dispatch

110.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Transaction]

CSUDSWAT CICS Monitoring
(SMF 110.1)

Elapsed time the
transaction spent
waiting for dispatch
by CICS

110.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Transaction]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

CSUQRDLY CICS Monitoring
(SMF 110.1)

Elapsed time for
which the user
task waited for re-
dispatch on the CICS
QR TCB

110.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Transaction]

TAACMN Commit Calls (MQ) Contains the total
number of commit
calls

116.1 COUNT [z/OS System, MQ
Manager, Queues,
Channels]

TAACPUTM Total CPU
Time (MQ)

Contains the total
CPU time for the
task

116.1 COUNT [z/OS System, MQ
Manager, Queues,
Channels]

TAAEXCTM Task Execution
Time (MQ)

Total elapsed time
for a task execution
from an MQSeries
perspective

116.1 TIME [z/OS System, MQ
Manager, Queues,
Channels]

TAAGETB Bytes Got (MQ) Total number
of bytes got
successfully for
the task or channel
summarized across
all queues reported
on in the task
accounting record

116.1 COUNT [z/OS System, MQ
Manager, Queues,
Channels]

TAAPUTB Bytes Put (MQ) Accumulation
of the Bytes Put
(QAAPUTB) from all
the queue segments
in a task or channel
activity record

116.1 COUNT [z/OS System, MQ
Manager, Queues,
Channels]

TAASUSTM Total Suspend
Time (MQ)

Contains the total
time the task was
suspended

116.1 TIME [z/OS System, MQ
Manager, Queues,
Channels]

TAATOMTM Total TOTLATNT
Time (MQ)

Accumulated Total
Time Message on
Queue (TOTLATNT)
from all the queue
segments in a task
or channel activity
record

116.1 TIME [z/OS System,
Queue Manager, MQ
Channel]

QAAGETB Bytes Got (MQ) Total number
of bytes got
successfully for
the task or channel
summarized across
all queues reported
on in the task
accounting record

116.1, 116.2 COUNT [z/OS System, MQ
Manager, Queues,
Channels]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

QAAPUTB Bytes Put (MQ) Accumulation of the
Bytes Put, from all
the queue segments
in a task or channel
activity record

116.1, 116.2 COUNT [z/OS System, MQ
Manager, Queues,
Channels]

QAAQCPTM Total Queue CPU
Time (MQ)

Accumulation of the
Total Queue CPU
Time, from all the
queue segments in
a task or channel
activity record

116.1, 116.2 COUNT [z/OS System, MQ
Manager, Queues,
Channels]

RUSCACHE IDMS Region Database records
found in cache

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSCALNO IDMS Region Database
calculated number of
records in overflow

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSCALOV IDMS Region DB CALC RECS W/
OFLOW Database
calculated records
with overflow

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSDBRQS IDMS Region Number of calls to
DBMS

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSFRAGS IDMS Region Number of fragments
stored in database

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSPAGRD IDMS Region Number of pages
read

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSPAGRQ IDMS Region Number of pages
requested

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSPAGWR IDMS Region Number of pages
written

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSPRFET IDMS Region DB Records FND in
PREFET Number of
records found in

230 COUNT [z/OS
System, Region]

RUSRECCU IDMS Region DB RECORDS
CURR OF RU
Records current of
RU

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSRECRQ IDMS Region DB RECORDS
REQUESTED

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSUPCNT IDMS Region DB Records Updated 230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSVIANO IDMS Region DB VIA RECS NO
OFLOW

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]

RUSVIAOV IDMS Region DB VIA RECS W/
OFLOW

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

JRLBCWT IDMS Region Average JBC wait
per interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Journal]

JRLBEEWT IDMS Region Average JBEE wait
per interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Journal]

JRLBWT IDMS Region Average journal
buffer wait per
interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Journal]

JRLRDWT IDMS Region Average journal read
wait per interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Journal]

JRLWRWT IDMS Region Average journal write
wait per interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Journal]

PGMHIWAT IDMS Region Highest amount of
the program pool
specified in kilobytes
in use at any point
in time during the
interval

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region, Program
Pool]

PGMINUSE IDMS Region Amount of the
program pool in use
specified in kilobytes

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region, Program
Pool]

PGMLODS IDMS Region Number of loads to
pool

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region, Program
Pool]

PGMOVIU IDMS Region Count of loads
overlaying a program
currently in use

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region, Program
Pool]

PGMOVNU IDMS Region Count of loads into
unallocated space

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region, Program
Pool]

PGMOVPU IDMS Region Count of loads
overlaying a program
not currently in use

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region, Program
Pool]

PGMPGLD IDMS Region Count of programs
loaded into the pool
during the interval

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region, Program
Pool]

PGMPGML IDMS Region Average amount of
time spent waiting
to load programs
during the interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Program
Pool]

PGMPGMP IDMS Region Average amount of
time spent waiting
for pool space during
the interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region]

PGMPGS IDMS Region Number of pages in
pool

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region, Program
Pool]
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Metric Category Description Record Type Type RDF Path

PGMPGSZ IDMS Region Size of the program
pool specified in
kilobytes

230 COUNT [z/OS System,
Region, Program
Pool]

STDBAWT IDMS Region Average length of
a wait to acquire
database storage
during the interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Storage]

STSHRKWT IDMS Region Average length of
a wait to acquire
shared kept storage
during the interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Storage]

STSHRWT IDMS Region Average length of
a wait to acquire
shared storage
during the interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Storage]

STSYSWT IDMS Region Average length of
a wait to acquire
system storage
during the interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Storage]

STTERMWT IDMS Region Average length of
a wait to acquire
terminal storage
during the interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Storage]

STUSRKWT IDMS Region Average length of a
wait to acquire user
kept storage during
the interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Storage]

STUSRWT IDMS Region Average length of a
wait to acquire user
storage during the
interval

230 TIME [z/OS System,
Region, Storage]

Integrate with OPS/MVS
MOI lets you send alerts to OPS/MVS (OPS/MVS). To integrate with OPS/MVS, review the following information.

Requirements
Common Components

and Services
Performing automation in response to alarms generated by MOI requires CCS. If you have successfully
installed MOI, then you have installed CCS.

MOI This product is required to send alerts to OPS/MVS.
OPS/MVS Automating alerts from MOI works with all supported releases of OPS/MVS: 13.0, 13.5.

Configuration

• OPS/MVS
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IMPORTANT
By default, the OPS/MVS to MOI API is disabled. Ensure that you enable this feature in order for alerts to go
out to OPS/MVS.

Ensure that you have the application program interface parameters set to ‘YES’.
• MOI

Specify the metrics whose alarms you are interested in propagating to OPS/MVS and the minimum severity level
required to invoke the alarm.

Alarm Contents

The contents of the alarm are split into two variables, immediately referenceable by OPS/MVS API rules. The variables
are ‘API.TEXT’ and ‘API.EXTRA’.

• Event IDs
Alarms from MOI come as one of three possible event IDs:

OIEVNT001 Alarm started.
OIEVNT002 Severity changed.
OIEVNT003 Alarm cleared.
API.TEXT The value of this variable displays to the OPSLOG when OPS/MVS receives the alarm. The contents of

API.TEXT include:

• Incident ID
• Metric Name
• LPAR
• Type of Alarm. Alarm Started, Severity Changed, or Event Cleared
• Severity

Sample API.TEXT values:
0000001498219320000ND4dc03cce40f56fe73ad1626b5d45ab463a979b98 DYNAMIC THRESHOLD EVENT 

FOR   JOBCSA ON     XX11 : ALARM STARTED - TYPE = UNDR, CURR SEV =    LOW

– API.EXTRA
This variable contains specific information that is related to the metric associated with the alarm. The value of this
variable is a set of key/value pairs, taking the form ‘|key=value|key=value|key=value’. The key values of API.EXTRA
include:

• METRIC_TYPE
• METRIC_CATEGORY
• METRIC_PATH

Path to the location for the alarm. For example, A JOBCPT%s METRIC_PATH looks like: “METRIC_PATH=z/OS
System:SYS1>z/OS Job:MYJOB”.

• ALARM_STARTED
Epoch time at which alarm started.

• EVENT_CODE
• PREVIOUS_SEVERITY
• PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE
• METRIC_VALUE
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Actual metric value.
• METRIC_NAME
• METRIC_DESCRIPTION
• METRIC_INTERVAL
• TIMEOFFSET
• ALGORITHM
• PERCENTILE
• ZONEAHIGH

Upper limit for ‘Common’ band of the green highway.
• ZONEALOW

Lower limit for ‘Common’ band of the green highway.
• ZONEBHIGH

Upper limit for ‘Probable’ band of the green highway.
• ZONEBLOW

Lower limit for ‘Probable’ band of the green highway.
• ZONECHIGH

Upper limit for ‘Rare’ band of the green highway.
• ZONECLOW

Lower limit for the ‘Rare’ band of the green highway.
• CENTER

Value of the ‘Center’ line of the green highway.
Sample API.EXTRA:
|METRIC_TYPE=RAW|METRIC_CATEGORY=z/OS Workload Manager|METRIC_PATH=z/OS 

System:SYS1>z/OS Workload 

Manager:HLQ.LLQ.1.3>WLMPI|ALARM_STARTED=1498481580000|EVENT_CODE=3|PREVIOUS_SEVERITY=0|

PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE=0.0|METRIC_VALUE=0.310|METRIC_NAME=WLMPI|METRIC_DESCRIPTION=WLM

performance index METRIC_INTERVAL=1|TIMEOFFSET=-

10400.0|ALGORITHM=ewma|PERCENTILE=0.94834|ZONEAHIGH=2.5539|ZONEALOW=1.3602|ZONEBHIGH=3.

1507|ZONEBLOW=0.76342|ZONECHIGH=3.7475|ZONECLOW=0.1666|CENTER=2.9292

|METRIC_TYPE=RAW|METRIC_CATEGORY=z/OS Job|METRIC_PATH=z/OS System:SYS2>z/OS 

Job:VMCF>JOBCPT%|ALARM_STARTED=1498480260000|EVENT_CODE=3|PREVIOUS_SEVERITY=2|PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE

=0.0|METRIC_VALUE=0|METRIC_NAME=JOBCPT%|METRIC_DESCRIPTION=CP CPU usage percentage 

total|METRIC_INTERVAL=1|TIMEOFFSET=-10400.0|ALGORITHM=ewma|PERCENTILE=0.97508|ZONEAHIGH=1.4396E-4|

ZONEALOW=-2.7571E-

5|ZONEBHIGH=2.2973E-4|ZONEBLOW=-1.1334E-4|ZONECHIGH=3.155E-4|ZONECLOW=-1.9911E-4|CENTER=2.2641E-4

|METRIC_TYPE=RAW|METRIC_CATEGORY=z/OS Workload Manager|METRIC_PATH=z/OS System:SYS1>z/OS Workload Manager: 

HLQ.LLQ.1.3>WLMPI|ALARM_STARTED=1498481340000|EVENT_CODE=0|PREVIOUS_SEVERITY=3|PREVIOUS_METRIC_VALUE=0.62 

METRIC_VALUE=-1|METRIC_NAME=WLMPI|METRIC_DESCRIPTION=WLM performance index 

METRIC_INTERVAL=1|TIMEOFFSET=-10400.0|ALGORITHM=INCIDENT_EVENT_ONLY|PERCENTILE=0.94834|ZONEAHIGH=2.5539|

ZONEALOW=1.3602|

ZONEBHIGH=3.1507|ZONEBLOW=0.76342ZONECHIGH=3.7475|ZONECLOW=0.1666|CENTER=2.9292

Integrate with Third-Party Applications to Automate z/OS Write-to-
Operator (WTO) Messages
You can trap and automate Write-to-Operator (WTO) messages to SYSLOG if you use third-party applications. You define
notification rules that act on WTOs written to the SYSLOG. Your z/OS automation tool can trap that WTO and enable
automation to further diagnose and remediate the problem as necessary.
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MOI reads alarm events and builds the WTO message which contains the useful information for third-party event
management tools to act on the events.Ensure that you upgrade to the latest Message Service Server version to enable
the WTO.

• CCS Message Service 15.0 - Latest PTF (SO10574 - CCS MESSAGE SERVICE CUMULATIVE MAINTENANCE -
1.5.3) and WTO Adapter is enabled on MSS with WTO_ADAPTER_ACTIVATION_STATUS=ENABLED

NOTE
For more information about the Message Service Server, see Deploy and Configure CCS Message Service.

Message Format

OIEVNT00N [Incident Description] [Metric Name] ON [LAPR]

METRCI_SEV=[SEVERITY]

METRIC_PATH=[metric path]

ALARM_STARTED=[start time in yyyy.MM.dd HH:mm:ss.SSS]

METRIC_VALUE=[metric value]

METRIC_DESCRIPTION=[Metric Description]

where N indicates the alert state. (Alarm Started → 1, Severity Changes → 2, Alarm Cleared → 3)

Example Message for a High severity alarm on the JOBCPUT% metric

OIEVNT001

DYNAMIC THRESHOLD EVENT FOR JOBCPUT% ON LPAR1

METRIC_SEV=MEDIUM

METRIC_PATH=z/OS System:LPAR1>z/OS Job:CAMIMGR>JOBCPUT%

ALARM_STARTED=2019.10.22 10:05:00.000

METRIC_VALUE=5.775

METRIC_DESCRIPTION=CPU usage percentage total

Security Configuration

By default, the WTO message ID is replaced with the Unix System Service message ID. We recommend that you use the
WTO message ID. To use the WTO message ID, authorize the Message Service address space for the BPX.CONSOLE
facility. You must also complete the security configuration for the Message Service.

Top Secret
TSS ADD(ZMSSTART user id) IBMFAC(BPX.CONSOLE)

TSS PERMIT(ZMSSTART user id) IBMFAC(BPX.CONSOLE) ACCESS(READ)

BPX.CONSOLE Authorization
REDEFINE FACILITY BPX.CONSOLE UACC(NONE)PERMIT BPX.CONSOLE CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ZMSSTART user ID) ACCESS(READ)

ACF2
ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY BPX ADD(CONSOLE UID(ZMSSTART user id) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

BPX.CONSOLE Authorization
REDEFINE FACILITY BPX.CONSOLE UACC(NONE)PERMIT BPX.CONSOLE CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ZMSSTART user ID) ACCESS(READ)

IBM RACF
REDEFINE FACILITY BPX.CONSOLE UACC(NONE)

PERMIT BPX.CONSOLE CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ZMSSTART user id) ACCESS(READ)

BPX.CONSOLE Authorization
REDEFINE FACILITY BPX.CONSOLE UACC(NONE)PERMIT BPX.CONSOLE CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ZMSSTART user ID) ACCESS(READ)
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In this example, you want to send a WTO message to SYSLOG for low severity cpu%lpar, JOBCPT%, and JOBRSTG
metrics.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute CAAE and invoke the ISPF application.
TSO EXEC 

prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)

2. Select 0 - Prepare to review your appliance settings, then press Enter. Press PF3 to go back to the main menu.
3. Select 1 - Install to go to the Hosts panel.
4. Select your host with s and press Enter.
5. Select 4 - Notifications, 2 - List to Notify.
6. Select 1 - Import default CSV from Samplib.

WARNING
If you already configured the CSV file, skip this step. If you execute this step, but you already configured
other types of notifications (such as emails and OPS/MVS), those configurations are lost by this import step.

7. Select 2 - Edit CSV File.

Modify the CSV file to specify alerts that you want to send from WTO to SYSLOG with alert:wto entries. For
example:

FOR_METRIC,GIVEN_MINIMUM_SEVERITY_ALERT,TAKE_ACTION

cpu%lpar,low,alert:wto

JOBCPT%,low,alert:wto

JOSRSTG,low,alert:wto

In this CSV file example, a WTO message is sent to SYSLOG when cpu%lpar, JOBCPT%, and JOBRSTG metrics
generate low severity WTO.

8. Select PF3 to save the changes to the CSV file.

Press PF3 twice to return to the MLSS Installation panel.
9. Select 8 - Deploy, 1 - Deploy Property Files.

Press PF3 Twice to return to the MLSS main menu.
10. Select 2 - Manage, select your host, and press Enter.
11. Select 9 - Advanced Commands, 12 - Update, 1 - Resend.

This option sends your CSV updates to the host.
12. Select 2 - Reboot so that the host gets your changes.

You can now verify that the WTO messages send from SYSLOG on z/OS.
13. Log into MOI.
14. Open an alert and view the Automation tab.

This tab displays Sent to z/OS SYSLOG for Integration with Third-Party Event Management tools. You can now write
automation rules that trap WTO messages that are sent to SYSLOG.

Integrate with a Third-Party Application Using SNMP Informs
MOI lets you integrate with the following products in a seamless, cost-effective manner:

• Splunk® Enterprise helps you analyze distributed and mainframe data for an enterprise, from a single location.
• SNMP Manager is an Internet-standard protocol used to send alerts between devices within a network.
• DX Digital Operational Intelligence enables IT operations teams to make smarter, faster decisions. Doing so helps

enhance user experience and improve IT service quality and capacity through cross-domain contextual intelligence.
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If your enterprise solution contains distributed and mainframe environments, and you have different support staff for both
platforms, you need timely collaboration to identify the root cause of any issues. Because distributed applications rely on
the mainframe, back-end performance is critical to overall business operation.

When enterprise issues occur, the distributed team often asks the mainframe management team for data so that they
can collaboratively review mainframe performance and make necessary adjustments.

The mainframe management team often sends all mainframe data to Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational
Intelligence, or other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs to display beside the distributed data. However, all
the mainframe data may not be meaningful or useful. Also, the more data you send, the more expensive the process
becomes. The result is a costly process that may not quickly yield answers to your questions.

With this integration, you can send only business-focused alerts, called insights, to Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital
Operational Intelligence, and any other application through SNMP Informs. This integration lets you do the following:

• Move targeted mainframe alert data to Splunk® Enterprise or SNMP Informs in a cost-effective manner.
• View cross-enterprise insights from distributed and mainframe systems in Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational

Intelligence, or other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs.
• Know when to involve the mainframe team.
• Save money and time for all your teams.
• Resolve issues faster.

The following diagram depicts the benefit of integrating MOI with Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational Intelligence,
and other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs:

Prerequisites

Consider the following points while integrating with SNMP.

To begin streaming alerts or insights, download the MOIMIB2001.zip file from Broadcom Support. This zip file contains the
supporting files that enable mapping between objects, IDs, and object names.

The MOIInsights-MIB_2.0.01.20.mib file is a Management Information Base (MIB) file that contains property definitions
of device objects. MIB files are written in an independent format. Every object that you manage has its own object
identifier. An object identifier is denoted with a long sequence of numbers separated by dots. Objects are organized
hierarchically so that SNMP can access information about the objects, and so the MIB can be depicted as a tree with
different levels, from the root to the individual leaves.

Example: ca(791).sysMgmt(2).moi(15).alert(4).alertType(1) or 791.2.15.4.1
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NOTE
If you use the SNMP modular input application in Splunk Enterprise, see Integrate with Splunk® Enterprise.

MOI sends alerts in the form of SNMP informs to an SNMP manager of an application. To resolve the object identifier sent
in the alert with the object name, do the following:

1. Place the MOIMIB2001.zip file in the MIB manager folder of the application.
2. Unzip the file to the MIB manager folder.

The object identifier names of alerts that the SNMP manager receives can now be resolved.

Configure Destinations

You can now set up MOI to forward insights to configured destinations.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute CAAE and invoke ISPF:
TSO EXEC prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)

2. Select 0 - Prepare then press Enter. Review your appliance settings, then press PF3 to return to the main menu.
3. Select 1 - Install to go to the Hosts panel and select your host. Then press Enter.
4. Select 6 - Options.
5. Set Insights to Y and then press Enter. This option enables the SNMP integration.
6. Configure the notification rules.

NOTE
The notifier file forwards insights to an application based on a set of predefined rules. If an insight matches
the rule, the insight is forwarded to the application you configured. The notifier rule then sends a notification
to MOI to be displayed in the Automation tab of the Charts panel on the Alerts Console.

7. Configure the system details in MOI Appliance Controller as follows:
a. Log in to the Appliance Controller.
b. On the Appliance Controller main menu, click the Configuration (gear) icon followed by Insights. The Manage

Insights page lists the destination applications configured for specific destination module types. You can search the
list of destinations by entering search terms in the search field.

c. Click New Destination. The New Destination panel opens.
d. Select a Destination Type:

• Splunk® Enterprise - HEC
• SNMP - USM
• DX Digital Operational Intelligence

e. Enter details for the new destination in the fields provided. The fields differ depending on destination type and
consist of the following.

Table 2: Destination Fields

SNMP Fields Splunk Enterprise HEC Fields DX Digital Operational
Intelligence Fields

Configuration Type
• Monitor Appliance Health
• Share Insights

Destination Name Destination Name

Destination Name Host Name TAS EndPoint

Host Name Port Number Alarm EndPoint
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SNMP Fields Splunk Enterprise HEC Fields DX Digital Operational
Intelligence Fields

Port Number Protocol
• HTTP
• HTTPS

Security Token

Username Secret Key Tenant ID

Version. V3. Not editable. Source Type

Security Level
• authPriv
• authNoPriv
• noAuthNoPriv

Index

Auth Protocol
• MD5
• SHA

Auth Key

Privacy Protocol

Privacy Key
f. Click Save. The destination is listed in Configured Insight Destinations.

You can forward insights to the destination application based upon notification rules you have configured.
A message indicates whether an issue or alert was sent to Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational Intelligence,
or other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs for further analysis and correlation with other alerts.
The rule forwards the insights to the specified destination application, then sends a notification to be displayed in
the Automation tab in the Charts panel in the Alerts Console in MOI.

8. Log in to MOI.
9. In the Alerts panel of the Alerts Console, select an alert or an issue with an automation icon (gear icon) displayed next

to it. The Charts panel displays with details about the alert or issue.
10. Click the Automation tab.

A message indicates that the issue or alert was forwarded to the SNMP application for further processing and
correlation with other alerts.

Integrate with Splunk® Enterprise
MOI lets you integrate with the following products in a seamless, cost-effective manner:

• Splunk® Enterprise helps you analyze distributed and mainframe data for an enterprise, from a single location.
• SNMP Manager is an Internet-standard protocol used to send alerts between devices within a network.
• DX Digital Operational Intelligence enables IT operations teams to make smarter, faster decisions. Doing so helps

enhance user experience and improve IT service quality and capacity through cross-domain contextual intelligence.

If your enterprise solution contains distributed and mainframe environments, and you have different support staff for both
platforms, you need timely collaboration to identify the root cause of any issues. Because distributed applications rely on
the mainframe, back-end performance is critical to overall business operation.

When enterprise issues occur, the distributed team often asks the mainframe management team for data so that they
can collaboratively review mainframe performance and make necessary adjustments.

The mainframe management team often sends all mainframe data to Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational
Intelligence, or other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs to display beside the distributed data. However, all
the mainframe data may not be meaningful or useful. Also, the more data you send, the more expensive the process
becomes. The result is a costly process that may not quickly yield answers to your questions.
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With this integration, you can send only business-focused alerts, called insights, to Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital
Operational Intelligence, and any other application through SNMP Informs. This integration lets you do the following:

• Move targeted mainframe alert data to Splunk® Enterprise or SNMP Informs in a cost-effective manner.
• View cross-enterprise insights from distributed and mainframe systems in Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational

Intelligence, or other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs.
• Know when to involve the mainframe team.
• Save money and time for all your teams.
• Resolve issues faster.

The following diagram depicts the benefit of integrating MOI with Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational Intelligence,
and other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs:

Prerequisites

To stream alerts or insights, start by downloading the MOIMIB2001.zip file from Broadcom Support. This zip file contains
the supporting files that enable the mapping between objects, IDs, and the name of the objects, including the supporting
file for Splunk® Enterprise: MOIInsights-MIB_2.0.01.20.py.

MOIInsights-MIB_2.0.01.20.py contains property definitions of device objects. MIB files are written in an independent
format and the objects are organized hierarchically such that the information about them can be accessed by SNMP. The
MIB can be depicted as a tree with different levels, from the root to individual leaves. Every object to be managed has its
own object identifier. An object identifier is denoted with a long sequence of numbers separated by periods. Example:
ca(791).sysMgmt(2).moi(15).alert(4).alertType(1) or 791.2.15.4.1.

To resolve the object identifier sent in alerts or issues with their object name, do the following:

1. Log in to the system where Splunk Enterprise is installed.
2. Navigate to the MIB folder.
3. Download the MOIMIB2001 zipped file and extract its contents to the MIB folder.

The alerts that Splunk® Enterprise receives can now resolve their object identifier name. You now configure
Splunk® Enterprise to forward the insights.

Configure Destinations

You can now set up MOI to forward insights to configured destinations.
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Follow these steps:

1. Execute CAAE and invoke ISPF:
TSO EXEC prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)

2. Select 0 - Prepare then press Enter. Review your appliance settings, then press PF3 to return to the main menu.
3. Select 1 - Install to go to the Hosts panel and select your host. Then press Enter.
4. Select 6 - Options.
5. Set Insights to Y and then press Enter. This option enables the SNMP integration.
6. Configure the notification rules.

NOTE
The notifier file forwards insights to an application based on a set of predefined rules. If an insight matches
the rule, the insight is forwarded to the application you configured. The notifier rule then sends a notification
to MOI to be displayed in the Automation tab of the Charts panel on the Alerts Console.

7. Configure the system details in MOI Appliance Controller as follows:
a. Log in to the Appliance Controller.
b. On the Appliance Controller main menu, click the Configuration (gear) icon followed by Insights. The Manage

Insights page lists the destination applications configured for specific destination module types. You can search the
list of destinations by entering search terms in the search field.

c. Click New Destination. The New Destination panel opens.
d. Select a Destination Type:

• Splunk® Enterprise - HEC
• SNMP - USM
• DX Digital Operational Intelligence

e. Enter details for the new destination in the fields provided. The fields differ depending on destination type and
consist of the following.

Table 3: Destination Fields

SNMP Fields Splunk Enterprise HEC Fields DX Digital Operational
Intelligence Fields

Configuration Type
• Monitor Appliance Health
• Share Insights

Destination Name Destination Name

Destination Name Host Name TAS EndPoint

Host Name Port Number Alarm EndPoint

Port Number Protocol
• HTTP
• HTTPS

Security Token

Username Secret Key Tenant ID

Version. V3. Not editable. Source Type

Security Level
• authPriv
• authNoPriv
• noAuthNoPriv

Index

Auth Protocol
• MD5
• SHA
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SNMP Fields Splunk Enterprise HEC Fields DX Digital Operational
Intelligence Fields

Auth Key

Privacy Protocol

Privacy Key
f. Click Save. The destination is listed in Configured Insight Destinations.

You can forward insights to the destination application based upon notification rules you have configured.
A message indicates whether an issue or alert was sent to Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational Intelligence,
or other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs for further analysis and correlation with other alerts.
The rule forwards the insights to the specified destination application, then sends a notification to be displayed in
the Automation tab in the Charts panel in the Alerts Console in MOI.

8. Log in to MOI.
9. In the Alerts panel of the Alerts Console, select an alert or an issue with an automation icon (gear icon) displayed next

to it. The Charts panel displays with details about the alert or issue.
10. Click the Automation tab.

A message indicates that the issue or alert was forwarded to the SNMP application for further processing and
correlation with other alerts.
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Administrating
This section explains how to use the MOI Appliance Controller to monitor and administrate MOI.

Manage MOI Using Appliance Controller
It is critical for the mainframe management team to be able to view the status of applications, manage them, and take
quick corrective action to maintain service level agreement values.

NOTE

In this topic, application refers to an application that the Appliance Controller monitors.

Monitoring all the microservices associated with an application requires a dashboard that can display the various metrics
that are captured from the container level.

MOI Appliance Controller (or simply, Appliance Controller) lets you view the status and health-related information of
appliances. You can view the health of an application, its underlying services, and the corresponding microservices. You
can also restart the application at any time to take corrective actions on the corresponding services or the underlying
microservices.

Log in to the Appliance Controller
After you install the product, log in to the Appliance Controller with the information you used during installation and the
default login credentials.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open a browser and log in to the Appliance Controller application as follows:

WARNING

The Appliance Controller application uses only ports 61980 (http) and 61983 (https).

a. If you used a host name during installation, use the following URLs:
•  http://<hostname>:61980/mtcac
•  https://<hostname>:61983/mtcac

b. If you used an IP address during installation, use the following URLs:
• http://<IP address>:61980/mtcac
• https://<IP address>:61983/mtcac

The application opens. 
2. Log in using the credentials that you set when you configured the security settings in MOI.

– If you set up a default web application user account, use one of the following predefined login credentials:

User ID Password

demo demo

sysadmin sysadmin

itmanager itmanager

dba dba
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View and Manage Application Components from the Appliance Controller
Dashboard
The MOI Appliance Controller is an administrative dashboard that displays the status of the appliance. The Appliance
Controller monitors and lets you restart the application at any time to take corrective actions on the corresponding
services or their underlying microservices.

A Microservice is an architectural style of breaking large software applications into individual, loosely-coupled modules.
Each microservice runs a unique independent process and communicates through APIs. Microservices are designed to
cope with failure and breakdowns of large applications. Because multiple unique services are communicating together, if a
particular service fails, the overall larger applications remain unaffected by the failure.

NOTE
An application here refers to an application that the Appliance Controller monitors.

This section contains the following topics:

• Manage Microservices
• Compare Application Health and View Microservice Health

The services that are listed in the Appliance Controller are the underlying components of MOI. The microservices listed
indicate the health of individual sub-components of a service. Based on the status of the microservices, MOI indicates one
of the following statuses in the Appliance Controller:

• All microservices are up
• A few microservices are down
• Some microservices are at error state
• All microservices are down

Reboot an Application

If you find MOI is not operating in a "healthy" state, click Reboot to reboot the application.
This step restarts the application, the services, and the microservices. The status changes to Restarting when all services
and microservices are restarting.

When a reboot is requested through the Appliance Controller, the appliance itself is not restarted. The services are subject
to restarting when their status is one of the following:

• Starting
• Restarting
• Up
• Partially Down
• Partially Critical

NOTE
If a service is restarted, all its associated microservices are restarted.

A service is not restarted when the current state of the service is one of the following:

• Down
• Stopping

View Service Status

The service status has the following four possible states:

• Up
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Indicates that the underlying microservices are healthy and running.
• Down

Indicates that a few of the underlying microservices have been shut down by the administrator. The rest of the
microservices are healthy and running.

• Partially Critical

Indicates that some of the underlying microservices have exited with an error. The rest of the microservices have been
shut down by the administrator.

• Critically Down

Indicates that all underlying microservices have exited with an error.

NOTE
When you start or stop a service, the corresponding microservices start or stop accordingly.

Manage Microservices
A microservice is a small, modular, independently deployable service that runs a unique process and communicates
with the rest of the system through a lightweight mechanism. The Appliance Controller lets you view the status of the
microservices associated with MOI.

Status

The microservices take one of the following statuses:

Created The Docker state of the microservice is created.
Restarting The microservice is restarting.
Running The microservice is running.
Paused The microservice is paused.
Exited The microservice has been stopped.
Dead The microservice has stopped working and is marked for removal.

Start or Stop a Service or a Microservice

Click the Start or Stop icon for a service or microservice to start or stop it.

Refresh Interval

Click the Refresh icon to set the interval to gather the status of the microservices. The metrics for each microservice are
collected at the set interval.

NOTE
The dashboard lets you set the refresh interval to 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minutes, or 5 minutes. The default is
30 Seconds.

Select the Microservice or Host Metrics

Click the Settings icon in the Microservices panel to choose from available metrics to monitor a microservice or host. The
Microservices panel lets you select a maximum of four metrics at a time. The metrics visible in the Microservices
panel appear selected in the Columns list menu. Irrespective of the metric selection that you made in the Microservices
panel, the Application Health section and the Microservices Health section display only the default metric statistics.

The Microservices panel in the Appliance Controller dashboard lets you view the following metrics of a microservice or
host.
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Avg CPU Usage The average CPU usage on the Docker host by the application that the Appliance Controller monitors.
Memory The memory usage on the Docker host by the application that the Appliance Controller monitors.
Block I/O The memory read and write on the Docker host by the application that the Appliance Controller monitors.

Network I/O The number of packets received and transmitted to and from the Docker host by the application that the
Appliance Controller monitors.

Host CPU The percentage of CPU used by all the applications that are running on the host.
Host Memory The percentage of memory consumed by all the applications that are running on the host.

Host Disk Space The data space available as reported by Docker.
Throttled CPU Time The time during which a particular microservice is set to wait (throttled) for CPU cycle. Typically throttled

CPU time is zero.
Memory Fail Counter The number of times the memory requirement of the container could not be fulfilled by the Docker host.

Container Swap The rate at which the container memory is swapped to disk.
Network Packet Loss The number of packets of a microservice that were lost in transit.

Compare Application Health and View Microservice Health
This section describes the panels that display the health of a selected application or microservice.

Compare Application Health Status

This panel lets you compare the health of a selected microservice to the overall health of the application.

• Avg CPU Usage
The average CPU used, as a percentage, by the application's microservices.

• Memory%
The percentage of memory consumed by application's microservices.

• Block Input/Output
The total number of bytes read and written by the application's microservices.

• Network Input/Output's
The number of bytes received and transmitted by the application's microservices.

View the Microservices Health Status

You can view the status of a selected microservice in the Microservices Health section.

• Avg CPU Usage
The average CPU usage, as a percentage, for a specific microservice.

• Memory%
The percentage of memory consumed by a specific microservice.

• Block Input/Output
The number of bytes read and written by a specific microservice.

• Network Input/output
The number of bytes received and transmitted by a specific microservice.

View Database Maintenance Activity
When you upgrade to the latest release of the appliance, the database upgrades automatically. The optimization process
might take days to complete for large databases. We recommend that you check the Maintenance page for the status
every two to three days. 

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Appliance Controller.
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2. Select Configuration, Maintenance.
The Database Optimization page appears. 

3. Review the maintenance-related activities on this page.

Among the activities are details about the database optimization.

View Appliance Microservice Topology
The Topology page lets you view the interconnection between services and the microservices in a tree structure. You can
expand to view the services and the microservices. The Topology page also indicates the status of all services and their
underlying microservices.

NOTE
You can zoom in and out of the Topology page for a better view.

WARNING
If you access the MOI Appliance Controller from Internet Explorer version 11.0.9600.18816, the topology image
does not appear. Use the Microsoft Edge browser instead of Internet Explorer.

Common Tasks in Topology

• Click the expand icon to view the underlying microservices.
• Start or stop a service or a microservice from the Topology page.
• Click the application, service, or microservice name to view the drill-down of a service and its corresponding

microservices in the Dashboard page. 
• The Legend defines the various statuses of the microservices corresponding to the colors. Click each legend to filter

and view the microservices for that specific status.

Calendar Management
The following topics explain some common uses of the exclusion day and special day calendars.

When to use special days

Use special days when you have a non-weekly recurring event that should affect data in a similar way each time.
Biweekly, monthly, and yearly events that show similar data patterns are examples of when to use a special
day. Examples might include high-volume shopping days, sales campaigns, and end-of-year processing.

When to use exclusion days

Use exclusion days when there is an identified interval in the past where indicators are outside the normal range and data
from that interval should not be used in future predictions. An unplanned outage or hardware failure is a good time to use
exclusion days.

I know in advance that some days in the future are "special" and the metrics are going to be outside the usual
range. What can I do to prevent false alarms?

Future dates can be marked as special days by uploading a special days calendar file. After you upload the calendar file,
alarms are not generated for those days in the future.

 Example: I have a holiday sale where I expect to have high CPU and DB utilization. I do not want to receive alarms on
those days. Also, I do not want to use the data in normal day predictions.

 Solution: Upload a special days file using the following content.

policy_id,start_date,end_date,event_type,days_to_keep,use_data
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*,2017-12-26 01:00:00,2017-12-31 23:00:00,HolidaySale,365,F

I recently uploaded an incorrect special days file by mistake. How can I correct it?

Correct the special days calendar file and upload the corrected file. The existing special days calendar file is replaced.

I want to know what my current special days are. What can I do?

Download the special days calendar file.

I noticed some dates in the past are outside the normal range. I want to exclude them from being used in future
calculations. What can I do?

Upload a new exclusion days file containing the desired date range and set "use_data" to "F". This new data sets the days
as exclusion days and their data will not be used in future predictions.

 Example: I noticed that I had an unplanned DASD outage on January 2, 2017. The outage was for a three-hour period
between 8 am and 11 am, where the I/O on other disks is much higher than normal. The hardware problem was corrected.
However, I do not want to have future predictions that are influenced in any way.

 Solution: Upload an exclusion days file using the following content.

policy_id,start_date,end_date,event_type,days_to_keep,use_data

*,2017-01-02 00:08:00,2017-01-02 11:00:00,UnplannedOutage,42,F

NOTE

Predictions are calculated 6 days in advance. Therefore, some of the predictions that are already calculated
might be influenced by the outage.

I marked a day as an exclusion day by mistake. How can I correct it?

Exclusion days can be removed by uploading an exclusion days file containing an entry for the same policy_id and time
range, but leaving the last three columns empty.

 Example: I uploaded the following exclusion days file, where I accidentally added the second, "HardwareFailure" line. I
want to undo it.

policy_id,start_date,end_date,event_type,days_to_keep,use_data

*,2014-11-24 08:00:00,2014-11-24 18:00:00,UnplannedOutage,42,F

*,2014-11-25 08:00:00,2014-11-25 18:00:00,HardwareFailure,42,F

 Solution: Upload a new file and set the last three columns as empty for the time range you want to delete from
exclusions.

policy_id,start_date,end_date,event_type,days_to_keep,use_data

*,2014-11-25 08:00:00,2014-11-25 18:00:00,,,

I recently noticed that the special days file I uploaded two weeks ago contains an incorrect record. The date that
I want to remove has already passed and the data was already used in future predictions incorrectly. How can I
correct it?

Upload a new exclusion days file with an entry for the same date range but leaving the last three columns empty.
This change resets the date range as not special for future predictions.

 Example: At the beginning of the year, I uploaded the Special Days Calendar file that follows. Two weeks later, I
discovered there was no PlannedMaintainence at all.

policy_id,start_date,end_date,event_type,days_to_keep,use_data
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*,2017-01-05 08:00:00,2017-01-10 18:00:00,PlannedMaintainence,365,F

 Solution: Upload an exclusion days file. Set the last three columns to empty for the time range you want to unmark.

policy_id,start_date,end_date,event_type,days_to_keep,use_data

*,2017-01-05 08:00:00,2017-01-10 18:00:00,,,

Manage Exclusion Day Calendars
An exclusion days calendar can define time periods that you want to exclude from being captured in the historical data to
make future predictions. On certain planned or unplanned days, you might know that unusual activity typically occurs. You
can prevent that time period from appearing on Green Highways and influencing future calculations. When a time period
is defined as excluded, abnormal performance conditions or hardware changes do not influence the future calculation
of normal expected behavior. The historical data is not considered representative of future performance. Some of the
scenarios for which you can specify exclusion days are as follows.

• A time period when system maintenance was being performed
• A time period when a system or resource was unavailable
• A time period when a hardware upgrade is performed

NOTE
The default retention policy of the prediction system is six weeks.

Manage Calendars

You establish exclusion day time periods by uploading an exclusion days calendar file using the Manage Calendars
configuration option in the Appliance Controller. The exclusion days calendar file is a text file in comma-separated values
(CSV) format. Each time you upload exclusion days calendar information, the information is appended to the current list of
excluded time periods.

Time periods that have been previously excluded can be “deleted” (no longer considered excluded). Upload a new
exclusion days calendar containing a row with only a policy ID and time period (with empty values for event type, days to
keep, and use data).

Use the following procedure to create an exclusion days calendar and upload it the Appliance Controller.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an exclusion days calendar CSV file using your favorite editor capable of editing a CSV file.
2. Add rows to the file as needed. The requirements for each column are listed after the table.
3. Save the changes and ensure that the file is saved in CSV format.
4. Log in to the Appliance Controller.
5. Navigate to the Configuration menu and select Manage Calendars.
6. Expand the Exclusion Day Calendars section.
7. Perform one of the following actions to select the new exclusion days calendar to upload:

– Click in the file upload box and select the new exclusion days calendar file using the file selection dialog.
– Drag-and-drop the new exclusion days calendar file into the file upload box.

8. After the new exclusion days calendar file is specified, click UPLOAD CALENDAR FILE.
If the calendar file is uploaded successfully, you see a confirmation message.
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The format and restrictions of the exclusion days calendar file are as follows:

Column Format Restrictions

Exclude CSV File [POLICY_ID], [START DATE], [END DATE],
[TAG STRING], [DAYS TO KEEP DATA],
[USE DATA]

The first three fields (policy_id, start date,
and end date) are required for every line.
The last three fields are optional. The start
date and end date designate the times
inclusive which will be marked with the
given tag, days to keep, and the use data
flag.

policy_id Character string The policy ID is an ID for grouping related
metrics in a single file. Policy ID can have
one or more metrics.
• Character string up to 255 characters
• Can contain asterisks to specify

wildcards

start_date Timestamp The timestamp of the start of the exclusion
day period
• Date format is yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS

in GMT time zone. The MM and SS
values can only be set to 00.

end_date Timestamp The timestamp of the end of the exclusion
day period
• Date format is yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS

in GMT time zone. The MM and SS
values can only be set to 00.

• The ending date timestamp must be
earlier than the current day timestamp

event_type Character string (Optional) A descriptive name for the time
period of the event to mark for identification
• May be omitted to delete the exclusion

day time period
• If omitted, days_to_keep and use_data

must also be omitted for this row
• Character string up to 255 characters

days_to_keep Whole number (Optional) The number of days to keep
historical data
• Can be omitted to delete the exclusion

day time period
• If omitted, event_type and

use_data must also be omitted for this
row

• A whole number
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Column Format Restrictions

use_data Character (Optional) Specifies whether to use the data
in this time period in future calculations.
• Can be omitted to delete the exclusion

day time period
• If omitted, event_type and

days_to_keep must also be omitted for
this row

• A single character containing T or F
– T = use data in this time period in

future calculations
– F = do not use data in this time

period in future calculations

The following extra data validations are performed on the contents of the file:

• The file can contain a maximum of 1000 rows of data
• The start_date on a given row must be earlier than the end_date
• The ending time period on a given row must be earlier than the current time
• The exclusion day time period on a given row must be at least one hour in duration
• If a previously excluded time period is being deleted (no longer considered excluded), the event_type, days_to_keep

and use_data columns must be empty for the given row.

Example:

Consider a scenario where you have performed an upgrade from the current hardware to IBM z14 completed in this
example on 2018-11-05. The performance of the system after this date is expected to be improved, and so the predictions
that are computed using the pre-upgrade data may not be accurate for some of the post-upgrade metrics. The result may
be unwanted alerts, because the alert conditions rely on these predictions.

To ensure that the most relevant data is used for post-upgrade predictions, you can specify that data for some or all
metrics prior to 2018-11-05 be excluded from predictions for dates thereafter. To accomplish this, specify the date range
2018-09-24 to 2018-11-05 in the exclusion days calendar CSV file and upload it in the Appliance Controller. Upload the
exclusion file on 2018-10-30 so that it takes effect after the new hardware is operational. The start date of this range is
chosen from the default retention policy, six weeks, of the prediction system. Earlier dates may also be used, to ensure
that all pre-upgrade data for specified metrics are excluded. The result of this action is that the specified metrics will begin
to display the hashed bands as if they were newly introduced metrics. When the post-upgrade predictions later become
mature, they will reflect only the post-upgrade hardware performance.

Specify the hardware upgrade days 07/05/2018 to 11/05/2018 in the exclusion days calendar CSV file and upload it in
the Appliance Controller using the Manage Calendar procedure. Doing so lets you ensure that alerts do not appear for
the specified dates in the alerts console and the historical learning of the metric performance in green highway during this
period does not occur.

Based on the upgrade period, the details of the exclusion day calendar file are as follows:

<<hostname>>Job_APM1CHIN,2018-05-07 10:00:00,2018-11-07 05:45:15,60,42,F

Column Format

policy_id:
start_date 2018-05-07 10:00:00
end_date: 2018-11-07 05:45:15
event_type: Hardware upgrade to IBM z14
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Column Format

days_to_keep: 60
use_data F

Manage Special Day Calendars
On certain days of the year, you might expect activity that is outside normal, expected ranges, for example, high-volume
shopping days, sales campaigns, and end-of-year processing. A special days calendar can be used to define these
special time periods. When a time period is defined as special, abnormal performance conditions do not influence the
future calculation of normal expected behavior. Also, alerts are not generated for abnormal performance conditions that
occur during those time periods.

You can establish special day time periods by uploading a special days calendar file using the Manage Calendars
configuration option in the Appliance Controller. The special days calendar file is a text file in comma-separated values
(CSV) format. When you upload a special days calendar, the current special days calendar information is replaced by the
new calendar that is uploaded.

You can download the current special days calendar using the Manage Calendars configuration option. When you
download the current special days calendar, a CSV file is created. The CSV file contains the current special days calendar
information, which is downloaded to your workstation.

Use the following procedure to download the current special days calendar, edit it, and re-upload it for use.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Appliance Controller.
2. Navigate to the Configuration menu and select Manage Calendars.
3. Expand the Special Day Calendars section.
4. Click DOWNLOAD CALENDAR FILE.

The special days calendar CSV file is downloaded to your workstation.
5. Edit the special days calendar CSV file using your favorite editor capable of editing a CSV file.
6. Change the file as needed. The requirements for each column are listed after the table.
7. Save the changes and ensure that the file is saved in CSV format.
8. Log in to the Appliance Controller
9. Navigate to the Configuration menu and select Manage Calendars.
10. Expand the Special Day Calendars section.
11. Perform one of the following actions to select the new special days calendar to upload:

– Click in the file upload box and select the new special days calendar file using the file selection dialog.
– Drag and drop the new special days calendar file into the file upload box.

12. After the new special days calendar file has been specified, click UPLOAD CALENDAR FILE.
If the calendar file is uploaded successfully, you see a confirmation message.
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The format of the special days calendar file is as follows:

Parameter Format Restrictions

policy_id Character string The policy ID
• Character string up to 255 characters
• Can contain asterisks to specify

wildcards

start_date Timestamp The timestamp of the start of the special
day period
• Date format is yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS

in GMT time zone

end_date Timestamp The timestamp of the end of the special day
period
• Date format is yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS

in GMT time zone

event_type Character string A descriptive name for the time period of
the event
• Character string up to 255 characters

days_to_keep Whole number The number of days to keep historical data
• A whole number

use_data Character Specifies whether to use the data in this
time period in future calculations
• A single character containing T or F

– T = use data in this time period in
future calculations

– F = do not use data in this time
period in future calculations

The following extra data validations are performed on the contents of the file:

• The file can contain a maximum of 1000 rows of data
• The start_date on a given row must be earlier than the end_date
• The special day time period on a given row must be at least one hour in duration
• An overlapping time period for the same policy_id (based on wildcard matching) is not permitted.

Manage Insights
MOI lets you integrate with the following products in a seamless, cost-effective manner:

• Splunk® Enterprise helps you analyze distributed and mainframe data for an enterprise, from a single location.
• SNMP Manager is an Internet-standard protocol used to send alerts between devices within a network.
• DX Digital Operational Intelligence enables IT operations teams to make smarter, faster decisions. Doing so helps

enhance user experience and improve IT service quality and capacity through cross-domain contextual intelligence.

If your enterprise solution contains distributed and mainframe environments, and you have different support staff for both
platforms, you need timely collaboration to identify the root cause of any issues. Because distributed applications rely on
the mainframe, back-end performance is critical to overall business operation.

When enterprise issues occur, the distributed team often asks the mainframe management team for data so that they
can collaboratively review mainframe performance and make necessary adjustments.

The mainframe management team often sends all mainframe data to Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational
Intelligence, or other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs to display beside the distributed data. However, all
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the mainframe data may not be meaningful or useful. Also, the more data you send, the more expensive the process
becomes. The result is a costly process that may not quickly yield answers to your questions.

With this integration, you can send only business-focused alerts, called insights, to Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital
Operational Intelligence, and any other application through SNMP Informs. This integration lets you do the following:

• Move targeted mainframe alert data to Splunk® Enterprise or SNMP Informs in a cost-effective manner.
• View cross-enterprise insights from distributed and mainframe systems in Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational

Intelligence, or other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs.
• Know when to involve the mainframe team.
• Save money and time for all your teams.
• Resolve issues faster.

The following diagram depicts the benefit of integrating MOI with Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational Intelligence,
and other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs:

Add a Destination

To add a destination, follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Appliance Controller.
2. On the Appliance Controller main menu, click the Configuration (gear) icon followed by Insights. The Manage Insights

page lists the destination applications configured for specific destination module types. You can search the list of
destinations by entering search terms in the search field.

3. Click New Destination. The New Destination panel opens.
4. Select a Destination Type:

– Splunk® Enterprise - HEC
– SNMP - USM
– DX Digital Operational Intelligence

5. Enter details for the new destination in the fields provided. The fields differ depending on destination type and consist
of the following.
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Table 4: Destination Fields

SNMP Fields Splunk Enterprise HEC Fields DX Digital Operational
Intelligence Fields

Configuration Type
• Monitor Appliance Health
• Share Insights

Destination Name Destination Name

Destination Name Host Name TAS EndPoint

Host Name Port Number Alarm EndPoint

Port Number Protocol
• HTTP
• HTTPS

Security Token

Username Secret Key Tenant ID

Version. V3. Not editable. Source Type

Security Level
• authPriv
• authNoPriv
• noAuthNoPriv

Index

Auth Protocol
• MD5
• SHA

Auth Key

Privacy Protocol

Privacy Key
6. Click Save. The destination is listed in Configured Insight Destinations.

You can forward insights to the destination application based upon notification rules you have configured.
A message indicates whether an issue or alert was sent to Splunk® Enterprise, DX Digital Operational Intelligence, or
other monitoring applications through SNMP Informs for further analysis and correlation with other alerts.
The rule forwards the insights to the specified destination application, then sends a notification to be displayed in the
Automation tab in the Charts panel in the Alerts Console in MOI.

Process Metrics to Appear in MOI
If you add a new metric to your data model in MOI, you must process the metric in Appliance Controller for the metric to
appear in the Explore Metrics page in MOI. The Metrics Configuration page lets you browse the metrics that are available
and lets you enable or disable metrics to be processed and viewed in the Green Highway chart.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI Appliance Controller.
2. Click the Settings (gear) icon in the navigation bar and click Metric Configuration.
3. Select a category from the Categories drop-down lists.

All the metrics related to the category appear in the Metrics section.
4. Select a metric from the Metrics section.
5. Use the Metric Path section to specify the system and the origin of the metric by specifying the metric path and then

click Include Path.
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The metric paths are listed in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be Processed panel. This panel lists all the metrics
that were recently processed or are to be processed by Appliance Controller to appear in MOI.

NOTE
Use an asterisk to denote a wildcard entry.

6. (Optional) To edit a metric path in the Metric Path section, click the edit icon in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be
Processed panel.

NOTE
This release includes support for these record types:

• SMF 30 (subtypes 2, 3)
• SMF 70 (subtype 1)
• SMF 72 (subtype 3)
• SMF 74 (subtype 1)
• SMF 101 (subtypes 0, 1)
• SMF 110 (subtype 1)
• SMF 116 (subtypes 1, 2)
• SMF 225 (subtypes 2, 25, 28)

Ingesting these voluminous SMF records is disabled by default. When you want to ingest these metrics for
Green Highway processing in the Appliance Controller, you enable the Green Highways manually. You can
also apply the same filter path on multiple metrics in the Metric Path pane.
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7. (Optional) Click Show Changes to view all the changes you made. Click Show All to view all the metrics that will be
processed.

8. Click Process. The selected metrics are processed in the Green Highway from the Analysis page in MOI.

Example: To monitor the CPU% of a z/OS Processor (CPU ID) of LPAR - ABC, select the <Category ID>,
<Subcategory ID>, Metric, and CPU%. The prompt asks you to enter the filters for the two paths z/OS
system and z/OS processor. Provide the LPAR name ABC for the z/OS system, and the CPU ID for the z/OS
processor. The metric filters are configured in the Processed Metrics/Metrics to be Processed panel. You
can view the CPU% of LPAR-ABC in the Green Highway chart in the MOI user interface.

Manage Certificates
MOI installation creates self-signed certificates. The Manage Certificates page in Appliance Controller lets you download
and manage certificates, Certificate Signing Requests (CSR), and keystores for the adapters integrated with MOI. The
Available Certificates in the Certificates tab lists all the self-signed certificates that MOI provides out of the box.

NOTE
To manage certificates in the MOI Appliance Controller, use HTTPS mode instead of HTTP mode.

Example:

Consider a scenario where you want to get the MOI out of the box Appliance UI certificate signed by a trusted certificate
authority. You can download the applianceui.csr file from Appliance Controller and submit the Certificate Signing
Request to the trusted certificate signing authority. After you receive the signed certificate, upload the certificate in
Appliance Controller and specify the purpose as Appliance UI. Restart MOI for the certificates to establish a trusted
connection with the browser and MOI.

This section contains the following topics:

Download CSR Files

You can download a MOI certificate signing request (CSR) and submit it to a third-party certificate signing authority to
enable a trusted communication.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Appliance Controller.
2. Click the Configuration (gear) icon, and click Manage Certificates.
3. Navigate to the CSR Files tab.
4. Click the download icon from the Actions column to download the CSR file.
5. Submit the CSR to a preferred third-party signing authority.

The certificate authority signs and returns the certificate for you to upload in Appliance Controller.

Upload a Certificate

You can upload the signed MOI certificate to Appliance Controller.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Upload Certificate.
2. Browse to locate the certificate and click Open.
3. Select the Purpose from the drop-down list.
4. Click UPLOAD.

The third-party signed certificate is uploaded. Restart MOI for the certificate to establish a trusted connection.
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Download a Certificate

Appliance Controller lets you also download MOI certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Appliance Controller, and select Configuration, Manage Certificates.
2. Navigate to the Certificates tab.
3. Select a certificate from the list of Available Certificates.
4. Click the download icon from the Actions column to download the certificate.

Keystores

A keystore is a repository of authorization certificates and keys.

Example:

Consider a scenario in which you want to configure a datasource adapter located remotely from MOI, and you want to
send metric data to MOI through a trusted channel. To do so, you must download the keystore from Appliance Controller
and then configure the data source adapter with the downloaded keystore.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Keystores tab.
2. Click the download icon from the Actions column to download the keystore file.
3. Upload the keystores file to the system where you have installed and configured the MOI adapter for a third-party

application.

Manage the IBM zOS MVS System Management Facilities Domain Data Model
The IBM z/OS MVS System Management Facilities (SMF) Domain Data Model repository contains metrics, categories,
and record types. The metrics contain the SMF data that you want to send through the Appliance Controller, so the
appliance can use Machine Learning on the SMF data.

A Data Model in MOI is a collection of metrics, like a repository. You can view existing data models in the Appliance
Controller. The Manage SMF Adapter page in Appliance Controller contains factory default data models or a custom data
model that you have created. 

A Domain is a metadata layer in MOI which lets you view historical data using reports and dashboards of a data model
that is onboarded from an integrated product. All the integrated Broadcom products domains and default domains are
listed in the Create Reports page in MOI. After you stream the IBM MVS System Management Facilities (SMF) Record
Data to MOI, the data is available as a domain in MOI.

NOTE

• You cannot delete default domain data models.
• You can only update the IBM MVS SMF adapter domain.

Manage SMF Adapter Domain Data Model

The following procedure describes how to update the IBM MVS SMF adapter domain data. The domain data is in JSON
format. When an updated version of an IBM MVS SMF adapter data model is available, you can update the domain
data in MOI Appliance Controller. If you make changes to the data in the data model, the Update button appears in the
Appliance Controller. After you update the domain data the existing domain is replaced with the updated domain.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to MOI Appliance Controller.
2. Navigate to the Configuration menu, select Manage SMF Adapter.
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The Manage SMF Adapter page opens.
3. Click the SMF Model tab.

The available data models are listed.
4. Click UPLOAD MODEL, select the file, click Open, and then click UPLOAD MODEL.

WARNING
If you update any existing objects, for example, metric name or metric path, the associated ad hoc views,
reports, or dashboards will not work.

5. Click the icon corresponding to the data model to download, or update the SMF domain with the latest data model.
The domain data model JSON file downloads to the default browser download location. 
The domain data model is updated. You can now create reports and dashboards using the updated domain data
from MOI.

Configure SNMP to Monitor Appliance Health
As an MOI appliance administrator, you must configure the SNMP settings before you monitor the health of the appliance.
You can configure a SNMP of version 3, giving you the option to provide the details of a secure network. You can save
only one SNMP.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the MOI Appliance Controller.
2. Click the Configuration (gear) icon and click Insights.

The Configured Insight Destinations page opens.
3. Click New Destination.

The New Destination section opens.
4. Select the Destination Type as SNMP - USM indicating the User-based Security Model.
5. Select the Configuration Type as Monitor Appliance Health.
6. Specify the required fields.

–  Destination Name
A unique name for the SNMP destination. 

–  Host Name
The host name of the SNMP destination.

–  Port Number
The port number to connect to SNMP.

–  Username
The name of the user who will login to SNMP.

–  Security Level
The level of security for the connection with the SNMP.
•  authPriv 

Specifies that the communication with SNMP is with authentication and privacy restrictions. Use this option if the
data may contain sensitive information.

•  authNoPriv
Specifies that the  communication with SNMP is with authentication and no privacy restrictions.

•  noAuthNoPriv
Specifies that the communication with SNMP is without any authentication or privacy restrictions.

–  Auth Protocol
Specifies MD5 or SHA secure hash algorithms. These options are available only when either authPriv or
authNoPriv security-level options are selected.

–  Auth Key
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The authentication key for the communication. This option is available only when either authPriv or authNoPriv
security-level options are selected.

–  Privacy Protocol
The privacy protocol used for encrypting the data. This option is available only when the authPriv security-level
option is selected.

–  Privacy Key
The privacy key used for encrypting the data. This option is available only when the authPriv security-level option is
selected.

7. Click Save.
The new SNMP destination details are saved. The SNMP destination is displayed under the Search Destinations box.

NOTE

 Click Close to close the New Destination section without saving the changes.

To view the details of a configured SNMP, click the arrow beside the SNMP name. To edit the SNMP settings, click
the Edit button and modify the details. Click the Delete button to delete the SNMP configuration settings.

Enable Automatic Discovery of Your Mainframe Infrastructure with Topology
Hotspots
Topology lets you discover parts of your mainframe infrastructure automatically and associate those infrastructure
elements with generated insights, such as anomalies. You can visualize these elements from multiple hierarchies, such
as elements that are associated to an LPAR, application name, and type. You enable Topology in the Appliance Controller
after you complete the appliance installation.

Topology discovers three types of nodes:

• CICS Regions
• DB2 Subsystems
• MQ Queue Managers

NOTE

• The appliance discovers nodes as it processes metrics.
• If a node exists without having produced a metric, the appliance does not discover this node.

 MOI alerts affect the status of a node and the alerts provide a helpful visualization of the current state of a node. Nodes
have an icon that identifies the current alert state:

• A green checkmark indicates that all related metrics for a given node fall within normal parameters.
• A yellow triangle indicates that at least one metric has an alert severity of medium or low.
• A red dash icon indicates that at least one metric has a high severity alert.

Applications

Applications are a collection of related nodes, such as CICS, DB2, or MQ nodes. You can group nodes by applications
which help you visualize problem areas from a topology perspective. MOI does not discover Applications automatically
because they are user-defined.

You create the Application file in a plain-text, CSV file. This field contains four required columns with the following headers
and field validation rules:

 AppName 

The name of the application
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 NodeType 

The node type: CICS, DB2, or MQ

 NodeLPAR 

The LPAR (ZosSystem) of the node

 NodeName 

The name of the node that is based on the type:

• CICS - eight character CICS region name
• DB2 - four character DB2 subsystem name
• MQ - four character MQ Series queue manager name

Example Application File
AppName,NodeName,NodeLPAR,NodeType

Orders,AOR1,LPR2,CICS

Orders,FOR1,LPR2,CICS

Orders,DB2C,LPR2,DB2

Create an Application

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log into the Appliance Controller.
2. Select Configuration, Topology.
3. Expand Define Applications and Nodes.
4. Specify the Applications file that you want to upload.

a. Select Upload Apps File.
b. Upload your Apps file.

Relationships

Relationships are dependencies between nodes in complex infrastructures. Relationships define these dependencies
between nodes. These relationships are helpful in determining when anomalies in one node affect other nodes. For
example, if a CICS region obtains data from a DB2 subsystem, you could define the relationship between CICS and DB2.
The user interface shows this relationship by a line that connects the nodes.

This field contains five required columns with the following headers and field validation rules:

 SourceName 

The name of the source node that is based on the type:

• CICS - eight character CICS region name
• DB2 - four character DB2 subsystem name
• MQ - four character MQ series queue manager name

 SourceLPAR 

The LPAR (ZosSystem) of the destination node

 SourceType 

The source node type: CICS, DB2, or MQ

 DestinationName 
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The name of the destination note that is based on the type:

• CICS - eight character CICS region name
• DB2 - four character DB2 subsystem name
• MQ - four character MQ series queue manager name

 DestinationLPAR 

The LPAR (ZosSystem) of the destination node

 DestinationType 

The source node type: CICS, DB2, or MQ

Example Relationships file
SourceName,SourceLPAR,SourceType,DestinationName,DestinationLPAR,DestinationType

AOR1,LPR2,CICS,FOR1,LPR2,CICS

AOR1,LPR2,CICS,DB2C,LPR2,DB2

Create a Relationship

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log into the Appliance Controller.
2. Select Configuration, Topology.
3. Expand Define Node Relationships.
4. Specific the Relationships file that you want to upload.

a. Select Upload Relationships File.
b. Upload your Relationships file.

Manage Rules with the Rules Builder
The Rules Builder allows you to create rules that affect the conditions under which alerts are generated.

Overview

MOI allows you to create and manage rules that affect how alerts are generated. You configure rules using the Rules
Builder, part of the Appliance Controller user interface.

An administrator can edit or delete rules in this list.

Use Case Videos

The following use case videos demonstrate how to use the Appliance Controller to add and maintain rules using the Rules
Builder.

Build a Metric Type Rule

Build a Category Rule

Manage Rules

Build a Metric Path Rule
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Add a Rule

To add a rule, take these steps:

1. Access the Rules Builder by clicking the the Appliance Controller main menu followed by Configuration, Rules
Builder. Rules previously set up are displayed in the Rules Viewer. You can search on the name or description of rules
in the Rules Viewer list.

2. Click Add Rule. The Rules Builder Alarm Rules page displays.
3. Give the rule a name by typing it in Rule Name.
4. Type a description of the rule in Description.
5. Toggle the rule's Status to Enabled or Disabled, depending whether or not you want the rule to be enabled/activated

when added.
6. Click the plus sign (+) to begin entering the conditions for the rule.
7. Choose an Attribute from the list:

– Metric Type
– Metric Category
– Metric Path. Complete the expression by typing in Metric Path information.
– Anomaly Score (range 0-100, required)
– zOS System (required)

NOTE

• Anomaly Score and zOS System are both required, along with a choice of Metric Type, Metric Category,
or Metric Path.

• For multimetric rules, use Metric Type. You can set up to five conditions for one multimetric rule. Metric
Category and Metric Path are not valid for a multimetric rule.

8. Choose an Operator against which to evaluate the Attribute.
– Anomaly Score supports: Is greater than
– Metric Path supports: Is, Contains
– z/OS System supports: Is, Is not, Contains
– Metric supports: Is
– Category supports: Is

9. Select a Value for the combination of Attribute and Operator. The list of possible values depends on the attribute and
operator chosen.

10. For a multimetric rule, click the plus sign (+) and repeat the steps, adding one or more combinations of Anomaly
Score, zOS System, and Metric Path. Add as many as five conditions total.

11. Click Save to process and save the rule set.

Examples

The following graphic illustrates examples of rules implemented with the Rules Builder.
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Figure 8: Rule Type Examples

The first example is of a rule based on a metric, CPU%, and an anomaly score greater than 75. This rule says, in effect,
generate an alert when CPU% is anomalous and its anomaly score is greater than 75.

Example 2 is a rule based on a category, CICS Region. It says, in effect, generate an alert whenever any metric for the
CICS Region category is considered anomalous and its anomaly score is greater than 70.

Example 3 is of a rule configured based on a metric of TRANRATE for the metric path of zOS System CA11 and CICS
Region QACX510. To complete the Metric Path, the user typed in "QACX510" after CICS Region. The alert is generated
when an anomaly is detected for the metric path and its anomaly score is above 75.

The final example, Example 4, is for a multi-metric rule involving two metrics, CPU% and MXTTASK%. When a condition
arises in which the anomaly score for CPU% is above 75 and the anomaly score for MXTTASK% is above 90 (both
conditions are true), then generate an alert.

Edit Rules

An administrator can edit a rule in the Rules Viewer.

To edit a rule, take the following steps:

1. In the Rules Viewer, click the pencil icon next to a rule name.
2. Make changes, as needed, to Name and Description.
3. Toggle the rule Status to Enable or Disable.
4. Select Attribute, Operator, and Value for Anomaly Score and for z/OS System.
5. Select the Attribute, Operator, and Value combination for one of the following: Metric Type, Metric Category, or Metric

Path.
6. If you are creating a multimetric rule, add one or more additional Metric Path conditions as needed.
7. When you finish editing, click Save to process and save the rule set.
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Disable a Rule

You can disable a rule, temporarily or permanently, without deleting it from the system.

To disable a rule:

1. In the Rules Builder, click the edit icon for any rule in the list. The rule's details display.
2. Click the Status button to change the rule's status to Disabled.
3. Click Save.

Delete a Rule

Delete a rule in the Rule Viewer by clicking the delete (trash can) icon next to the rule. Confirm the deletion by clicking
Yes.

How the Rules Builder Affects the Generation of Alerts

The machine learning algorithms in MOI determine whether a metric observation is anomalous. After a set (configurable)
number of anomalous metric observations, the alert manager raises an alert, which displays in the Alerts Console.
But whether or not an alert is raised is also affected by any customer-defined rules and minimum thresholds that have
been set. The Rules Engine, a feature of the Appliance Controller, uses rules that you create to determine whether an
anomalous metric observation should be overridden and suppressed. Suppression of anomalous metric observations in
turn may prevent the alert manager from raising an alert.

NOTE
The Rules Engine affects only the opening of an alert. Once an alert is opened, it remains open until metric
observations return to normal, or the alert is manually closed.

In addition, minimum threshold settings cause the alerts manager to override and suppress anomalies that do not exceed
minimum thresholds. MOI comes with preset minimum metric alert thresholds for selected metrics. You can change these
default thresholds and additional thresholds can be added. If a minimum threshold is set for a given metric, the threshold
is indicated on the Green Highways in the Charts panel by a solid blue line.

If an anomalous metric observation is not suppressed based on rules set through the Rules Engine, or based on the
presence of a minimum alert threshold, the observation will then be considered by the Alarm Manager.

Currently, the MOI user interface does not indicate if an anomaly has been suppressed by the Rules Engine.

Configure Advanced Machine Learning Parameters
Advanced machine learning parameters affect the sensitivity of anomaly detection in MOI.

Overview

Advanced machine learning parameters affect the sensitivity of anomaly detection in MOI. You can view and edit the
advanced machine learning parameters.

WARNING
Implementing changes to these parameters requires a reboot of the appliance. Ensure that a subsequent reboot
is possible before making changes.
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On the Configuration menu of the Appliance Controller, the Advanced Machine Learning Parameters page lists five
machine learning parameters, along with their current values, default values, and valid ranges. The parameters are
described in the following table.

Column Name Description

Sensitivity Level The sensitivity level of anomaly detection. A lower value produces
fewer alerts.
The default value is 0.5. The range is from 0.000 to 3.000.

Severity 1 Threshold (Anomaly Score) The threshold above which Severity 1 alerts are generated. Higher
values reduce the number of Severity 1 alerts.
The default value is 98. The range is 80 to 100.

Enable Alert Episodes Alert episodes combine consecutive alerts (at various severity
levels) for a metric instance into a single alert episode. Turning on
alert episodes reduces the total number of alerts by aggregating
them into a single event.
Default is Enabled. Possible values are Enabled or Disabled.

Severity 1 Sample Delay Count Number of consecutive Severity 1 observations before a Severity
1 alert is opened. Increase this value to reduce the total number of
Severity 1 alerts.
Default value is 3. Range is 0 to 5.

Severity 1 Sample Max Interval The largest metric collection interval, in minutes, to which Severity
1 Delay Count applies. Severity 1 Delay Count applies to all
metrics with a collection interval value less than or equal to this
maximum interval.
Default is 5. Range is 0 to 999.

View and Edit Advanced Machine Learning Parameters

You can view and edit the advanced machine learning parameters.

To view and edit them:

1. From the Appliance Controller main menu, select Configuration > Advanced Machine Learning.
2. Enter new values as needed for the parameters.
3. Click Save to save your entries.
4. For the changes to take effect, you must reboot the appliance. Click Yes to reboot.

Configure Alarm Suppression for a Given Metric
Default minimum threshold metric values have been set to suppress alerts for some metrics processed by MOI. You can
make changes to these minimum thresholds by adding to or updating the alarm suppressor configuration file. Using this
same file, you can also suppress alerts for metrics based on the alert severity level.

The configuration file is located here:

var/opt/moi/config/profiler/etc/opt/CA/itoa/profiler/alarmManager/alarmSuppressor.csv.

TIP
Keep in mind when making changes to this CSV file:
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• No restart is required after you make changes, unless you delete a metric and its settings from the file. In this
case, you must restart the alarm manager microservice. See below for instructions on restarting the alarm
manager microservice.

• If you add or change settings for metrics, once you save the updated alarmSuppressor.csv file, the new
settings will automatically be read.

• Do not save the alarmSuppressor.csv file with blank lines. A blank line in the file will prevent alarm
suppression from working properly.

• Alert suppression rules apply only to newly generated alerts. Alerts based on previous settings remain in the
alerts listings. If an alert is started earlier, it will remain in alerting state unless and until the metric returns to
normal. Use the alert close action in the UI to close an open alert.

WARNING
Do not remove the header row from the CSV file.

Restart the Alarm Suppressor Microservice

If you delete one or more entries from the alarmSuppressor.csv file, you must restart the alarm suppressor
microservice for the deletion to take effect.

Take the following steps:

1. In the Appliance Controller menu, click Dashboard.
2. In the Microservices panel of the Dashboard, scroll to the oiengine_profiler-alarm-manager_1.
3. Click the Stop icon. The Start icon displays.
4. Click the Start icon.

Alert Suppression Examples
The following examples show a variety of methods and use cases for making changes to the alarm suppressor
configuration file. You can customize your entries based on the needs of your business and characteristics of your system.

Example 1: Suppress Alert Based on Severity Level

In the first example, the entry in the alarm suppressor CSV file causes alerts for the metric DART_VOLSER to
be suppressed for all severity levels.
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Example 2: Suppress Alert Based on Minimum Threshold

In this example, the entry causes alerts to be suppressed for JOBCPT% when the metric value is 25 or less.
Severity level is not considered in the suppression decision here.
Example 3: Suppress Alert Based on Minimum Threshold and Severity Level

In this example, the entry in the alarm suppressor CSV file causes alerts for JOBCPT% to be suppressed for
all severity 2 and severity 3 alerts, and for severity 1 alerts at or below the threshold value of 25.
Example 4: Suppress Alerts for Metric Not Already in the CSV File (New Metric)

Here, alerts below a minimum threshold of 80 are to be suppressed for a new metric. A new entry is made in
the alarm suppressor file for the metric.
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Example 5: Suppress Alert for Metric Already in the CSV File

In this example, the minimum threshold, after first being set to 80, is changed to 70. There is no suppression
based on severity level.
Example 6: Remove Suppression of Alerts Based on Minimum Threshold for Metric Already in the CSV
File

In the final example, suppression of alerts by minimum threshold is removed for a metric in the CSV file by
setting the minimum threshold value to zero. In general this is the preferred solution to remove minimum
threshold from consideration by the alarm manager for a metric, rather than deleting the line from the CSV file.

Metrics with Default Alert Suppression Settings

The following tables list all metrics with default entries in the alarmSuppressor.csv file.

The values for Suppressed Severities or Minimum Threshold have been set for each listed metric based on
recommendations from the product teams and findings related to reducing alert noise. Based on the needs of your
environment, you can tune these values.

Keep in mind that removing or reducing these settings typically will result in an increase in the number of alerts.
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Table 5: SYSVIEW System-Level Metrics (MVS)

  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

CPU% CPU usage
percentage

  90   z/OS Processor   Utilization

CPU%LPAR LPAR CPU usage
percentage

  90   z/OS Core   Utilization

JOBEPVT% E-PVT storage pct
used of limit

  90   z/OS Job   Memory

JESSTGP Spool track groups
percent

  60   z/OS System   Job Entry
Subsystem

CECCPU% CEC CPU busy
percentage

  80   z/OS System   Processor

MSU1HPCT 1-hour LPAR MSU
pct

  75   z/OS System   Service Unit

MSU4GPCT 4-hour group
average MSU pct

  75   z/OS System   Service Unit

MSU4HPCT 4-hour LPAR
average MSU pct

  75   z/OS System   Service Unit

SCM% Storage class
memory in-use pct

  56   z/OS System   Memory

STGCSA% CSA storage used
pct

  90   z/OS System   Memory

STGECSA% E-CSA storage used
pct

  68   z/OS System   Memory

STGESQA% E-SQA storage used
pct

  68   z/OS System   Memory

STGSQA% SQA storage used
pct

  90   z/OS System   Memory

JOBALL% All processors usage
percentage

  0.25   z/OS Job   Processor

JOBCPT% CP CPU usage
percentage total

  0.25   z/OS Job   Processor

JOBCPUT% CPU usage
percentage total

  75   z/OS Job   Processor

JOBIIPT% IIP usage
percentage total

  0.25   z/OS Job   Processor

JOBIOR I/Os per second   25   z/OS Job   I/O

JOBPAGER Paging rate   25   z/OS Job   Paging

CHANBUSY Channel busy
percentage

  -3:-2:-1:1:2:3   z/OS Channel   Utilization

JOBPVT% Private storage pct
used of limit

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3   90   z/OS Job   Memory
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  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

WLMPI WLM performance
index

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 z/OS Workload
Manager

Performance

Table 6: SYSVIEW MQ Metrics

  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

MQBPUSE% Buffers in-use pct   75   MQ Buffer Pool   Utilization

MQPSET% Used data pages pct   56   MQ Page Set   Utilization

MQDCONA% Channel connections
active pct

  75   MQ Queue
Manager

  Distributed Queuing

MQDCONC% Channel connections
current pct

  75   MQ Queue
Manager

  Distributed Queuing

MQL1TOT% Log copy ring 1
percent full

  -3:-2:-1:1:2:3   80   MQ Queue
Manager

  Log

MQL2TOT% Log copy ring 2
percent full

  -3:-2:-1:1:2:3   80   MQ Queue
Manager

  Log

Table 7: SYSVIEW IMS Metrics

  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities   MIN_THRESHOLD   Category   Sub Category

IMBPUSE% Buffer pool used pct 60 IMS Buffer Pool Utilization

Table 8: SYSVIEW DB2 Metrics

  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

IDBDJSTM TCB CP Time -
Accumulated CPU time
on CP processors for
the DB2 address space.
IFCID 1: field QWSAEJST.

0.025 DB2 Statistics DB2 Address Space
CPU Usage

IDBDSRBT Non-preemptable SRB
CP Time - Accumulated
non-preemptable SRB
CPU time for the DB2
address space. IFCID
1: difference between
fields QWSASRBT and
QWSAPSRB.

0.025 DB2 Statistics DB2 Address Space
CPU Usage
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  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

IDBDPRES Preemptible SRB CP
Time - Accumulated
SRB CPU time on CP
processors for the DB2
address space. IFCID 1:
field QWSAPSRB.

0.025 DB2 Statistics DB2 Address Space
CPU Usage

IDBDZIIP Preemptible SRB zIIP
Time - Accumulated
SRB CPU time on zIIP
processors for the
DB2 address space.
Time  IFCID 1: field
QWSAPSRB_ZIIP.

0.025 DB2 Statistics DB2 Address Space
CPU Usage

IDBDCPUT Total CPU Time -
Accumulated CPU time for
the DB2 address space.
IFCID 1: IQL calculated
value.

0.025 DB2 Statistics DB2 Address Space
CPU Usage

IDBCAPPE Application Elapsed Time
- Thread total elapsed
time. Aggregated for the
connection type. IFCID
369: field QWACESC.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

IDBCTM DB2 Elapsed Time -
Thread elapsed time in
DB2. Aggregated for the
connection type. IFCID
369: IQL field TOTAL-
TIME-DB2.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

IDBCCPU DB2 CPU Time - Thread
CPU time while in DB2.
Aggregated for the
connection type. IFCID
369: IQL field DECL-CPU-
DB2-TOTAL.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

IDBCCP DB2 CP Time - Thread
CPU time on CP
processors while in
DB2. Aggregated for the
connection type. IFCID
369: IQL field DECL-CPU-
DB2-TOTAL.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type
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  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

IDBCZIIP DB2 zIIP Time - Thread
CPU time on zIIP
processors while in
DB2. Aggregated for the
connection type. IFCID
369: IQL field DECL-ZIIP-
TIME-DB2.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

IDBCUNAC DB2 Other Time - Thread
unaccounted elapsed time
in DB2. Aggregated for
the connection type. IFCID
369: IQL field UNACC-
DB2-TIME.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

IDBCWTIO I/O Wait Time - Thread
elapsed time in DB2 while
processing or waiting
for I/O requests of other
threads. Aggregated for
the connection type. IFCID
369: IQL field DECL-
WAIT-DB2-IO.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

IDBCWTLK Lock/Latch Wait Time
- Thread elapsed time
in DB2 while waiting
for a resource (lock) or
a serializing process
(latch). Aggregated for the
connection type. IFCID
369: IQL field DECL-
WAIT-LOCK.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

IDBCWTLG Log Wait Time - Thread
elapsed time in DB2 while
waiting for log (archive
read or suspend due to
QUIESCE). Aggregated
for the connection type.
IFCID 369: IQL field
DECL-WAIT-LOG.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

IDBCWTSR DB2 Services Wait Time
- Thread elapsed time
in DB2 while waiting for
synchronous execution
unit switches to DB2
services. Aggregated for
the connection type. IFCID
369: IQL field DECL-
WAIT-SERVICES.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type
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  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

IDBCWTAC Accelerator Wait Time
- Thread elapsed time
in DB2 while waiting for
requests to an accelerator.
Aggregated for the
connection type. IFCID
369: field QWACAACW.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

IDBCWTOT Other Wait Time - Thread
elapsed time in DB2 while
waiting for resources
not listed in other fields.
Aggregated for the
connection type. IFCID
369: IQL field DECL-
WAIT-OTHERS.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

IDBCCPZP DB2 CP Time zIIP eligible
- Thread CPU time on
CP processors for zIIP
eligible workload while
in DB2. Aggregated
for the connection
type. Aggregated
for the connection
type. IFCID 369: field
QWACZIIP_ELIGIBLE.

0.025 DB2 Statistics Accounting
Aggregated by
Connection Type

Table 9: SYSVIEW CICS Metrics

  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

DSA% CICS DSA percent
used of limit

86 CICS Region Dynamic Storage
Area

EDSA% Extended CICS DSA
percent used of limit

86 CICS Region Dynamic Storage
Area

AUXSTOR% Auxiliary temp
storage usage

60 CICS Region Temporary Storage

TEMPSTG% Temp Storage -
TSMain in use pct
HWM

60 CICS Region Temporary Storage

MXTTASK% CICS max task pct 68 CICS Region Utilization

CPUTIME CPU time used by
transaction

0.05 CICS Transaction Clock

DISPTIME Dispatch time 0.1 CICS Transaction Clock

DSPDELAY Dispatch delay time
- 1st

0.1 CICS Transaction Clock
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  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

LIFETIME Life time of
transaction

0.25 CICS Transaction Clock

SUSPTIME Suspend time 0.1 CICS Transaction Clock

WTRTIME Waiting to run time 0.1 CICS Transaction Clock

Table 10: DB2 Detector Metrics

  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

GETPAGE_PLAN Specifies the number
of getpage operations
performed for the
statement

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Total

PAGEUPDT_PLAN Specifies the total
number of page
updates issued by the
package, plan, SQL
call, or application

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Total

SYNCREAD_PLAN Specifies the
total number of
synchronous read I/
Os or I/O requests
issued by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Total

DB2_CPU_PLAN Specifies the total
amount of CPU time
spent executing within
DB2 for the thread

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Total

DB2_ELAPSED_PLAN Specifies the total
amount of elapsed
time spent executing
within DB2 for the
thread

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Total

SQL_PLAN Specifies the number
of SQL calls issued
by the thread, unit
of work, package, or
plan

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Total

CLAIM_LOCK_REQ_PLA
N

Specifies the total
number of successful
claim and lock
requests

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Total
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  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

CLAIM_LOCK_REQ_AVG
_PLAN

Specifies the average
number of successful
claim and lock
requests

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Average

GETPAGE_AVG_PLAN Specifies the average
number of getpage
operations performed
for the statement

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Average

PAGEUPDT_AVG_PLAN Specifies the average
number of page
updates issued by the
package, plan, SQL
call, or application

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Average

SYNCREAD_AVG_PLAN Specifies the
average number of
synchronous read I/
Os or I/O requests
issued by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Average

DB2_CPU_AVG_PLAN Specifies the average
amount of CPU time
spent executing within
DB2 for the thread

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Average

DB2_ELAPSED_AVG_P
LAN

Specifies the average
amount of elapsed
time spent executing
within DB2 for the
thread

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Average

WAIT_COUNT_PLAN Specifies the total
number of waits
incurred by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application while the
package or user was
executing

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Total

WAIT_TIME_PLAN Specifies the
total I/O wait time
incurred by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Total
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  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

WAIT_COUNT_AVG_PL
AN

Specifies the average
number of waits
incurred by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application while the
package or user was
executing

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Average

WAIT_TIME_AVG_PLAN Specifies the
average I/O wait time
incurred by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application

-1 DB2 Plan Metrics Average

GETPAGE_PKGE Specifies the number
of getpage operations
performed for the
statement

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Total

PAGEUPDT_PKGE Specifies the total
number of page
updates issued by the
package, plan, SQL
call, or application

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Total

SYNCREAD_PKGE Specifies the
total number of
synchronous read I/
Os or I/O requests
issued by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Total

DB2_CPU_PKGE Specifies the total
amount of CPU time
spent executing within
DB2 for the thread

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Total

DB2_ELAPSED_PKGE Specifies the total
amount of elapsed
time spent executing
within DB2 for the
thread

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Total

SQL_PKGE Specifies the number
of SQL calls issued
by the thread, unit
of work, package, or
plan

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Total

CLAIM_LOCK_REQ_PK
GE

Specifies the total
number of successful
claim and lock
requests

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Total
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  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

CLAIM_LOCK_REQ_AVG
_PKGE

Specifies the average
number of successful
claim and lock
requests

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Average

GETPAGE_AVG_PKGE Specifies the average
number of getpage
operations performed
for the statement

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Average

PAGEUPDT_AVG_PKGE Specifies the average
number of page
updates issued by the
package, plan, SQL
call, or application

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Average

SYNCREAD_AVG_PKGE Specifies the
average number of
synchronous read I/
Os or I/O requests
issued by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Average

DB2_CPU_AVG_PKGE Specifies the average
amount of CPU time
spent executing within
DB2 for the thread

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Average

DB2_ELAPSED_AVG_P
KGE

Specifies the average
amount of elapsed
time spent executing
within DB2 for the
thread

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Average

WAIT_COUNT_PKGE Specifies the total
number of waits
incurred by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application while the
package or user was
executing

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Total

WAIT_TIME_PKGE Specifies the
total I/O wait time
incurred by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Total
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  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

WAIT_COUNT_AVG_PK
GE

Specifies the average
number of waits
incurred by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application while the
package or user was
executing

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Average

WAIT_TIME_AVG_PKGE Specifies the
average I/O wait time
incurred by the plan,
package, SQL call, or
application

-1 DB2 Package
Metrics

Average

Table 11: SMF 74.1 Metrics

  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

DART_DEVNUM Device activity rate -
device number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Device Number)

DART_VOLSER Device activity rate
- volume serial
number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

DCTAVG_DEVNUM Average connect
time - device number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Device Number)

DCTAVG_VOLSER Average connect
time - volume serial
number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

DDTAVG_DEVNUM Average disconnect
time - device number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Device Number)

DDTAVG_VOLSER Average disconnect
time - volume serial
number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

DPTAVG_DEVNUM Average pending
time - device number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Device Number)

DPTAVG_VOLSER Average pending
time - volume serial
number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

DQTAVG_DEVNUM Average IOS queue
time - device number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Device Number)

DQTAVG_VOLSER Average IOS queue
time - volume serial
number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

DRTAVG_DEVNUM Average response
time - device number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Device Number)
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  Metric Name   Description   Suppressed
Severities

  Minimum
Threshold   Category   Subcategory

DRTAVG_VOLSER Average response
time - volume serial
number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Volume Serial
Number)

DVUTL_DEVNUM Percent device
utilization - device
number

-3:-2:-1:1:2:3 Device Activity (SMF
74.1)

Device Data Section
(Device Number)

Manage Notification Rules
This article explains how to configure email notification rules and set up alert forwarding rules. Typically, you set up
notifications at product installation. However, this procedure shows how to adjust your notifications after the product is up
and running.

NOTE
Notification rules should not be confused with Rules Engine rules, which you set up via the Rules Builder. Rules
Engine rules govern how alerts are triggered.

Note the following feature descriptions of notification rules:

• Email notifications
MOI can send you email notifications to alert you about potential problems. Typically, email notifications are sent to
configured email recipients when an alert occurs. These notifications apply for data feed from all data sources if the
sources are configured with MOI.

• Alert forwarding
If MOI is integrated with any of the following products, MOI forwards to the integrated product any alerts that match a
notification rule, and MOI receives responses for the alerts from the integrated product.
– MAT
– OPS/MVS
– Write-to-Operator (WTO) Messages to SYSLOG
– Insights to Splunk
– Insights to DX Digital Operational Intelligence

NOTE

MOI sends only alerts, not issues, to DX Digital Operational Intelligence.
When an alert is forwarded to a product, an acknowledgement email is sent to recipients specified during
notification setup. When the product sends a response for the alert, a response email is sent to specified recipients
for a specific metric with a category. This acknowledgement and response email notification feature applies only to
OPS/MVS and MAT.

NOTE
The email notification is sent at fifteen-minute intervals.

• MOI Health Monitoring
MOI lets you monitor the health of its components and send notifications to configured email recipients or SNMP or
both. The notifications apply for all the health monitoring-related metrics of MOI.

Modify Notifications After Original Setup

Follow this procedure if you have previously set up notifications but now want to make changes to them (add, modify, or
delete specific notifications).
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NOTE
See Set Up Notifications for the First Time for how to set up notifications for the first time.

To modify notifications after having previously set them up, follow these steps:

1. To invoke the ISPF application, execute CAAE.
TSO EXEC prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)

2. Select 0 - Prepare to review your appliance settings, and then press Enter. When finished reviewing, press PF3 to go
back to the main menu.

3. Select 1 - Install to go to the Hosts panel and select your host. Then press Enter.
4. Select 2 - List to Notify, followed by 2 - Edit CSV file. Update existing lines of the CSV file, or add new lines, for

alert notifications to be sent to email addresses or other applications, such as OPS/MVS. Use the following example
formatting for the CSV file:
FOR_METRIC,GIVEN_MINIMUM_SEVERITY_ALERT,TAKE_ACTION

cpu%lpar,low,email:support@example.com

jobios,medium,alert:opsmvs

jesjque,high,email:sysprog@example.com

broker_storage_limit,low,insights

          

In the above example, an email will be sent to support@example.com when any alert occurs for the metric cpu%lpar.
Also, a request to OPS/MVS is sent for automation if an alert of medium severity or higher occurs for the metric jobios.
And if a high-severity alert occurs for the metric jesjque, an email is sent to sysprog@example.com. If you set up
configurations for Splunk® Enterprise, SNMP Manager, or DX Digital Operational Intelligence, the alert on the last line
will be forwarded to that server. See Manage Insights.

5. Press PF3 repeatedly until you return to the MLSS menu.
6. Select 8 - Deploy.
7. Select 1 - Deploy Property Files. The Property file will be saved in a USS directory and is ready to transfer to the MOI

Appliance. Press PF3 until you return to the main MLSS Menu.
8. Select 2 - Manage .
9. Select the host you want to update.
10. Select 9 - Advance Commands.
11. Select 12 - Update.
12. Select 1 - Resend. This sends the new CSV file to the MOI appliance.

If you have installed PTF SO11709 and your MOI appliance binary files were updated after the PTF was installed, the
CSV file will be picked up automatically by a file watcher script on the appliance and installed within a few minutes of
successful completion of the resend. If you have not installed PTF SO11709 and updated your MOI appliance binary
files, you must also select 2 - Reboot to install your updated CSV file.

Set Up Notifications For the First Time

If notifications were not set up when MOI was first installed, you can set them up now by following this procedure.

NOTE
To make modifications to notifications when you have previously set them up, see Modify Notifications After
Original Setup.

To set up notifications for the first time, follow these steps:

1. To invoke the ISPF application, execute CAAE.
TSO EXEC prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)

2. Select 0 - Prepare to review your appliance settings and then press Enter. Press PF3 to go back to the main menu.
3. Select 1 - Install to go to the Hosts panel and select your host. Then press Enter.
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4. Select 4 - Notifications followed by 1 - Configuration File. Specify the following parameters and then press Enter.

Parameter Definition

Email Enable Enable or disable the email notification feature. Enter true to
enable email or false to disable email.

Hostname or IP Address The host name or IP address of your email server

Port Number The port number of your email server

User Name The user name used to log in to the SMTP server

Password The password used to log in to the SMTP server

Sender Name The name of the sender of the email.
We recommend that you set this field as "Alert Service from MOI".

Sender Email ID The sender email account

Bounce Email ID The bounce email account

TLS On Connect Encrypts the connection between mail server and client.
Enter true to enable TLS on connect, or enter false to disable TLS
On Connect.

Group Email Sends an email to the group of recipients at once.
Multiple recipients receive emails individually, or the recipients can
be grouped in the ‘To’ address to send an email.
Enter true to send an email to a group.

Data Service Connector URL For Data Service Connector URL, specify the following based on
whether you use TLS Security in MOI:

http://dataservice:7160
https://dataservice:7161

• If TLS Security is NOT being used in MOI, then use http://
dataservice:7160

• If TLS Security IS being used in MOI, then use https://
dataservice:7161

In both cases, the host portion of the URL ("dataservice") is a
hard-coded constant, not a variable unique to your installation.

Minutes to Suppress Identical Alerts Specify how long (in minutes) you would like to suppress identical
alerts. This parameter reduces the 'noise' of alerts. If you enter 15
minutes, an alert is sent for the first incident, and another of the
same type is not sent if it is triggered within the 15-minute period.

5. Select 2 - List to Notify, followed by 1 - Import default CSV from Samplib, and press Enter.
By modifying the CSV file, you can specify alerts to be emailed to email addresses. You can also specify that they be
sent to OPS/MVS. For example:
FOR_METRIC,GIVEN_MINIMUM_SEVERITY_ALERT,TAKE_ACTION

cpu%lpar,low,email:support@example.com

jobios,medium,alert:opsmvs

jesjque,high,email:sysprog@example.com

In this example, an email will be sent to support@example.com when an alert occurs for the metric cpu%lpar. Also,
a request to OPS/MVS is sent for automation when an alert of medium or high severity occurs for the metric jobios.
When a high-severity alert occurs for the metric jesjque, an email will be sent to sysprog@example.com.
MOI metrics notification using Insights:
If you have set up configurations for Splunk® Enterprise, SNMP Manager, or DX Digital Operational Intelligence, alerts
can be forwarded to that server. See Manage Insights. For example:
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FOR_METRIC,GIVEN_MINIMUM_SEVERITY_ALERT,TAKE_ACTION

BROKER_STORAGE_LIMIT,low,insights

6. Select 6 - Options. Specify the parameters in the following table and then press Enter.

NOTE

For DCI through Insights, you are enabling MOI to integrate with these products.

Parameter Definition

TLS for Message Hub: (Y or N) Specify Y to use TLS between z/OS and your x86_64 or z/Linux
appliance.

Hours to retain messages on the message bus Specify how many hours you want to retain messages on the
message bus.
Default: 6
Valid Values: 1 to 96

DCI (DCI) Specify Y to select DCI product integration.
Default: N
Valid Values: Y or N

MAT (MAT) Specify Y to select MAT product integration.
Default: N
Valid Values: Y or N

OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation Specify Y to select OPS/MVS alert notification.
Default: N
Valid Values: Y or N

Insights Specify Y to select Splunk and SNMP integration.
Default: N
Valid Values: Y or N

7. Select 7 - Generate.
8. Select 7 - Enable Licensed Products. Specify Y or N for the product options you are licensed to use. See the table

below for the options. If you are unsure which products your company is licensed to use, contact Broadcom Support.
WARNING
After you complete the installation, enable Green Highways for your data feeds in the MOI Appliance
Controller by selecting Configuration > Metrics Configuration.

Parameter Value

Detector Not applicable - Applies to a future data feed.

MOI Specify Y to enable this product.
Default: N
Valid Values: Y or N

MOI SMF Adapter Option Specify Y to enable this product as a data feed.
Default: N
Valid Values: Y or N

SYSVIEW Performance Management for DB2 Specify Y to enable this product as a data feed.
Default: N
Valid Values: Y or N

Vantage Specify Y to enable this product as a data feed.
Default: N
Valid Values: Y or N
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TIP
Before you complete a full installation, you can change the enabled licensed products that are selected on
this panel and then run 8 - Generate Licensed Products-Options File. You can review your changes with 9
- Edit Licensed Products-Options File.

9. Select 8 - Generate Licensed Products-Options File.
10. Select 9 - Edit Licensed Product-Options File. Review the Options file, ensuring that all the parameters that you

entered in the earlier panels are correct. Return to the Generate screen.
11. Click PF3 repeatedly until you return to the MLSS menu.
12. Select 8 - Deploy followed by 1 - Deploy Property Files.

The Property file is saved in a USS directory and is ready to transfer to the MOI Appliance.
13. Press PF3 until you return to the main MLSS menu.
14. Select 2 - Manage, then select the host you want to update.
15. Select 9 - Advance Commands, followed by 12 - Update, followed by 1 - Resend.

This sends the new CSV file to the MOI appliance.
16. Select 2 - Reboot to install the notification and options updates.

The configuration files are configured and stored in ZFS. The deploy/resend/reboot steps install the new notification and
options updates on the MOI appliance. The products that you selected now receive notifications from MOI.

Monitor the Appliance Health
MOI is integrated with various products and continuously receives data from them. Any delay or stop in the data flow could
result in failure of services such as anomaly detection and reporting. As an administrator, to monitor the appliance health,
you must stay ahead of problems and receive immediate notifications. MOI now lets you receive notifications of MOI
appliance health for the following scenarios:

• Health of MOI application.
• If data flow stops from the various products that are integrated with MOI
• If the allocated storage memory runs out of space
• Status of the Cassandra cluster

You can monitor MOI appliance health by performing the following actions:

• View the table for metrics that have thresholds.
• Take quick corrective action, as described in the following table for the respective metric.

The following table displays a list of metrics, their respective threshold values, the cause of the associated issue, and the
recommended action to be taken.
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NOTE

The table contains variables or placeholders, such as {value}, ${path}, ${microserviceName} that indicate,
respectively, the metric value, the metric path, and the name of the microservice. These placeholders are
replaced with values in the notifications you may receive.

Metrics Name Metrics Description Threshold Value Root Cause Recommended Action

NODE_STATUS The status of each
Cassandra node. For
more information, see
Recommended Action
column.

Severity 1, if threshold
value =0

The Cassandra node
${path} is not working.

Restart the microservice
${microServiceName} in
Appliance Controller.

LOAD_OF_EACH_NODE The total physical
memory that is used by
each node in the cluster.

READ_LATENCY The read latency of
Cassandra queries.

WRITE_LATENCY The write latency of
Cassandra queries.

PHYSICAL_MEMORY_U
SAGE

The disk space that
is used by a column
family – in our case
the total disk space
used by keyspace –
smf_dev_keyspace.

STORAGE_DATA LVM1 space that is
consumed by volume
data1, data2, and data3.
For more information, see
Recommended Action
column.

Severity 1, if threshold
value >=90%
Severity 2, if threshold
value >=80%
Severity 3, if threshold
value >=70%

The Logical Volume
Management (LVM)
storage space at ${path}
is running out of space.

Check if the storage
for ${path} is allocated
as recommended. If
storage is allocated as
recommended, clear the
cache and add more
storage capacity.
For more information, see
<topic name>.

MOI_SERVICE_STATUS The microservice status.
For more information, see
Recommended Action
column.

0 indicates that the
microservice is down,
that is, the bin/plex down
container is not available.
1 indicates that the
microservice is running.
2 indicates that the
microservice was
created.
3 indicates that the
microservice has exited.

The microservice status
is either Unhealthy,
Exited, or Not Running.

Restart the microservice
${microServiceName}
in Appliance Controller.
If restarting the
microservice does not
help, contact Broadcom
Support.

BYTES_IN_PER_SEC The rate of incoming
message payload in
bytes per interval.

BYTES_OUT_PER_SEC The rate of outgoing
message payload in
bytes per interval.

MESSAGES_IN_PER_S
EC

The rate of incoming
messages.
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Metrics Name Metrics Description Threshold Value Root Cause Recommended Action

BYTES_COMPACTED The total number of bytes
compacted after starting
or restarting the server.

PENDING_TASKS The estimated number of
compactions remaining to
perform.

COMPLETED_TASKS The number of completed
compactions after starting
or restarting the server.

TOTAL_COMPACTIONS
_COMPLETED

The throughput of
completed compactions
after starting or restarting
the server.

The notifications help you gather details and do the following to monitor the health of the appliance:

• Use Differential Analysis in MOI to see the history of the metrics.
• Perform a detailed diagnosis to determine exactly where a problem occurred.
• Detect a problem earlier, which helps to diagnose and resolve a problem sooner. For example, if the

metric STORAGE_LIMIT shows an alert, early detection can help avoid congestion in data flow.
• Predict that a symptom may lead to a problem.

Appliance Health Monitoring Examples

Example 1

If the microservice cassandra_cassandra1_1 in the path "z/OS System > Service:cassandra1 >
MOI_SERVICE_STATUS" is not working, and you have configured SMTP settings, you receive an email notification as
follows:

Subject: Alert Severity Medium - z/OS System > Service:cassandra2 > MOI_SERVICE_STATUS
Metric Name:
 MOI_SERVICE_STATUS
Severity:
 Medium
Category/Path: z/OS System > Service:cassandra1 >
 MOI_SERVICE_STATUS
Problem: The microservice status is either Unhealthy, Exited, or Not
 Running.
Date/Time: 2018-10-16 09:57:
 PM
Suggested Solution: Restart the microservice cassandra_cassandra1_1 in Appliance
 Controller. If restarting the microservice does not help, contact CA Support.

Perform the following steps to resolve this issue:

1. Restart the microservice by following these steps.
2. If the microservice is still not working, contact Broadcom support.
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Example 2

The disk space available for the message service broker "z/OS System>embeddedMaasBroker-a4135904-
f0f0-4c2f-80ed-027b140c7079" is 176160768 bytes. The available disk space has exceeded the broker storage limit. This
broker is running on z/OS. If you have configured SMTP settings, you receive an email notification as follows:

Subject: Alert Severity Medium - z/OS System>embeddedMaasBroker-a4135904-
f0f0-4c2f-80ed-027b140c7079 > BROKER_STORAGE_LIMIT 
Metric Name: BROKER_STORAGE_LIMIT
Severity: High
Category/Path: z/OS System>embeddedMaasBroker-a4135904-
f0f0-4c2f-80ed-027b140c7079
Problem: The disk space available for Message Service broker CA11>embeddedMaasBroker-
a4135904-f0f0-4c2f-80ed-027b140c7079 is very less. Only 176160768 bytes are available.
Date/Time: 2018-10-14 10:47:
 AM
Suggested Solution: If the broker is a Message Service server on z/OS, ensure that the
 ZFS holding the instance data is larger than 500 MB. If the broker does not run on z/
OS, the disk space on the MOI appliance is running out. Ensure that the appliance disks
 have the space recommended in the product documentation.

Perform the following steps to resolve this issue:

1. Verify that the broker is running on z/OS.
2. Ensure that the disk space of ZFS in this instance is greater than 500 MB.

Example 3

The Logical Volume Management (LVM) storage space in the path "z/OS System > LVM:data1 > STORAGE_DATA" has
no space and you have configured SMTP settings. You receive an email notification as follows:

Subject: Alert Severity Medium - z/OS System > LVM:data1 > STORAGE_DATA
Metric Name:
 STORAGE_DATA
Severity:
 Medium
Category/Path: z/OS System > LVM:data1 >
 STORAGE_DATA
Problem: The Logical Volume Management (LVM) storage space
 at z/OS System > LVM:data1 > STORAGE_DATA is running out of
 space.
Date/Time: 2018-10-15 11:15:
 PM
Suggested Solution: Check if the storage for z/OS System > LVM:data1 > STORAGE_DATA is
 allocated as per recommendation. If storage is allocated as per recommendation, clear
 the cache and add more storage capacity.

Perform the following steps to resolve this issue:

1. Verify that the storage allocation meets the recommendations.
2. If the storage allocation meets the recommendation, clear cache and then add more storage.
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Monitor MOI Metrics Health
You can monitor the health of the underlying microservices in the appliance, and you can send notifications through email,
or SNMP, or both, and can take quick corrective action.

The metrics that are discussed in this topic contain threshold values. As an admin, you receive notifications when these
values are exceeded.

The two ways of getting notification when metrics have an issue are SNMP and SMTP. As a prerequisite, configure either
SNMP, SMTP, or both settings.

The metrics of MOI microservices help you gather the following details:

• Determine exactly where a problem occurred. If there is a block in the communication, metrics can help identify where
the problem occurred with the detailed diagnosis.

• There may be a delay before a symptom is visible and you notice the problem. If the symptom is visible early, we can
start diagnosis sooner. Also, you may be notified of situations that should never happen.

• Predict that a symptom may lead to a serious problem down the line.

You receive the following types of notifications:

• Health of MOI application
• When data flow stops
• When the allocated memory runs out of space
• Status of the Cassandra cluster

NOTE

You can specify the metrics that you want to monitor in the notification rules.

Examples:

Consider the following scenarios where notifications are sent:

• A microservice is working but with a slow response.
• Data flow from SYSVIEW stopped.
• Logical Volume Management (LVMs) is monitored and notified proactively before it runs out of space.

The metrics that are related to the underlying microservices of MOI are listed in the following table. Some of the metrics
in the list have threshold limits. The table displays a list of metrics, their respective threshold values, the cause of the
associated issue, and the recommended action to be taken.

NOTE

The table contains variables or placeholders, such as {value}, ${path}, and ${microserviceName} that indicate,
respectively, the metric value, the metric path, and the name of the microservice. These placeholders are
replaced with actual values in the notifications you may receive.

Metrics Name Metrics Description Threshold Value Root Cause Recommended Action

NODE_STATUS The status of each
Cassandra node.

Severity 1, if threshold
value =0

The Cassandra node
${path} is not working.

Restart the microservice
${microServiceName} in
Appliance Controller.

LOAD_OF_EACH_NODE The total physical
memory used by each
node in the cluster.

READ_LATENCY The read latency of
Cassandra queries.
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Metrics Name Metrics Description Threshold Value Root Cause Recommended Action

WRITE_LATENCY The write latency of
Cassandra queries.

PHYSICAL_MEMORY_U
SAGE

The disk space used by
a column family – in our
case total disk space that
is used by keyspace –
smf_dev_keyspace.

STORAGE_DATA The percentage of
LVM1 space currently
consumed by volumes
data1, data2, and data3.
Percentage values are
pegged to severity levels
based on the associated
threshold values.

Severity 1, if threshold
value >=90%
Severity 2, if threshold
value >=80%
Severity 3, if threshold
value >=70%

The Logical Volume
Management (LVM)
storage space at ${path}
is running out of space.

Check if the storage
for ${path} is allocated
as recommended. If
storage is allocated as
recommended, clear the
cache and add more
storage capacity.
For more information, see
<topic name>.

MOI_SERVICE_STATUS The microservice status. Severity 1, if threshold
value =0
Severity 2, if threshold
value =3

The microservice status
is either Unhealthy,
Exited, or Not Running.

Restart the microservice
${microServiceName}
in Appliance Controller.
If restarting the
microservice does not
help, contact Broadcom
Support.

BYTES_IN_PER_SEC The rate of incoming
message payload in
bytes per interval.

BYTES_OUT_PER_SEC the rate of outgoing
message payload in
bytes per interval.

MESSAGES_IN_PER_S
EC

The rate of incoming
messages.

BYTES_COMPACTED The total number of bytes
compacted after starting
or restarting the server.

PENDING_TASKS The estimated number of
compactions remaining to
perform.

COMPLETED_TASKS The number of completed
compactions after starting
or restarting the server.

TOTAL_COMPACTIONS
_COMPLETED

The throughput of
completed compactions
after starting or restarting
the server.
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Metrics Name Metrics Description Threshold Value Root Cause Recommended Action

BROKER_PROCESSED
_MESSAGES_PER_SEC
OND

The number of messages
that were dropped
per second by the
SMFtransformer- adapter.
These messages may
be dropped because
there were not enough
resources to send the
message.

BROKER_PROCESSED
_MESSAGE_BYTES_PE
R_SECOND

The total size of the
messages that have
been sent by the broker
per second.

BROKER_ACTIVE_UNC
ONNECTED_DURABLE
_TOPIC_SUBSCRIPTIO
NS

The number of durable
subscribers who have
no active consumer and
simultaneously have an
active data feed.

Severity 1, if threshold
value >0

There are durable
topic subscriptions on
broker ${path} that are
saving {$value} bytes
per second to disk. This
behavior is likely caused
by a defect and if the
situation persists, the
broker database may fill
up, resulting in all data
flow to stop.

Check the historical
values of the metric
${metric}. If it has a non-
zero value for a long
period, contact Broadcom
Support.

BROKER_UNCONNECT
ED_DURABLE_TOPIC_
MESSAGES_PER_SEC
OND

The number of messages
per second that
have been sent to
unconnected durable
subscribers.

BROKER_UNCONNECT
ED_DURABLE_TOPIC_
BYTES_PER_SECOND

The number of bytes per
second that were sent
to unconnected durable
subscribers.

Severity 1, if threshold
value >0

There are durable
topic subscriptions on
broker ${path} that are
saving {$value} bytes
per second to disk. This
behavior is likely caused
by a defect, and if the
situation persists, the
broker database may fill
up, resulting in all data
flow to stop.

Check the historical
values of the metric
${metric}. If it has a non-
zero value for a long
period, contact Broadcom
Support.

BROKER_STORAGE_U
SAGE

The percentage of
storage that is used by
the broker database.
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Metrics Name Metrics Description Threshold Value Root Cause Recommended Action

BROKER_STORAGE_L
IMIT

The maximum size of the
internal broker database.

Severity 1, if threshold
value <524288000

The disk space available
for Message Service
broker ${path} is less.
Only ${value} bytes are
available.

If the broker is a
Message Service server
on z/OS, ensure that
the disk space of ZFS
holding the instance data
is larger than 500 MB. If
the broker does not run
on z/OS, the disk space
on the MOI appliance
is running out. Ensure
that the appliance disks
have the space that is
recommended in the
product documentation.

BROKER_ZDM_PROCE
SSED_MESSAGE_BYTE
S_PER_SECOND

The total size of the
messages originating
from CCS Data Mover
that have been sent by
the broker per second.

BROKER_ZDM_PROCE
SSED_MESSAGES_PE
R_SECOND

The number of messages
originating from CCS
Data Mover have been
sent by the broker per
second.

Severity 1, if threshold
value =0

No time series data that
is received from the
broker ${path}.

If the broker runs on
z/OS, verify that the
z/OS Data Mover is
running. If the z/OS Data
Mover is running, contact
Broadcom Support.

ZDM_PRODUCT_PROC
ESSED_MESSAGES_PE
R_SECOND

The number of messages
originating from CCS
Data Mover that have
been sent by the broker
per second.

ADAPTER_ZDM_DROP
PED_MESSAGES_PER_
SECOND

The number of messages
that were dropped by the
ZDM adapter because
there were not enough
resources to send the
message.

Severity 1, if threshold
value >0

The Message Service
adapter that is the ZDM-
adapter is discarding
messages at the rate
${value} per second. This
mode is not a normal
mode of operation.

Contact Broadcom
Support.

ADAPTER_SMF_TRAN
SFORMER_DROPPED_
MESSAGES_PER_SEC
OND

The number of messages
per second that were
dropped by the SMF-
transformer-adapter
because there were not
enough resources to
send the message.

Severity 1, if threshold
value >0

The Message Service
adapter that is the SMF-
transformer-adapter is
discarding messages
at the rate ${value} per
second. This mode is
not a normal mode of
operation.

Contact Broadcom
Support.

PLATFORM_ZDM_DRO
PPED_DATAOBJECTS_
PER_SECOND

The number of data
objects per second that
were dropped by the
SMF-transformer-adapter
because there were not
enough resources to
send the message.

Severity 1, if threshold
value >0

The Message Service
server is discarding
messages at the rate
${value} per second. This
mode is not a normal
mode of operation.

Contact Broadcom
Support.
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Metrics Name Metrics Description Threshold Value Root Cause Recommended Action

UNCONNECTED_DURA
BLE_TOPIC_MESSAGE
S_PER_SECOND

The number of messages
per second that were
sent to the specific
unconnected durable
subscriber.

UNCONNECTED_DURA
BLE_TOPIC_BYTES_PE
R_SECOND

The number of bytes per
second that were sent to
the specific unconnected
durable subscriber.

Configure Separate Access for Administrators and Users
Your company may require that end users of MOI be restricted from accessing or making changes to Appliance Controller
settings while administrators have more complete access. You can configure levels of access by making changes to the
Active Directory or LDAP settings in the security.yaml file. You use the ISPF panels to make these changes.

Configure security settings using one of the following two approaches. It is up to you to decide the right approach based
on your implementation. Contact Support if you are unsure which approach to take. The two approaches configure user
access based on one of two variables:

• Organizational unit
• User group

In the organizational unit approach, you assign a user to one of two organizational units. This approach is best if you have
already set up the organizational units. In the user group approach, you set up access by assigning a user as a member
of an end-user group or an administrator group.

NOTE
If you do not take these steps, any user with access to MOI will be able to use the UI, access the Appliance
Controller, and make configuration changes to it.

To grant users differential access:

1. In ISPF, from the Machine Learning Support Services (MLSS) panel, select 1 – Install.
2. On the MLSS Hosts panel, type S on the line for the host you want to configure to select it and press Enter.
3. On the MLSS Installation panel, select 3 – Security.
4. On the MLSS UI Security panel, select 2 – Edit Security settings. The security.yaml file is displayed in edit mode.
5. Do one of the following:

– For Microsoft Active Directory, scroll to the Active Directory settings, which look similar to the following:
Figure 9: Microsoft Active Directory settings

– For LDAP, scroll to the LDAP settings, which look similar to the following:
Figure 10: LDAP settings
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6.   Insert two new lines, then enter settings for the two groups using one of the following two approaches:
– Assign users to one of two organizational units. Example:

adMOIAdminsBase: OU=ZZZZ,OU=DDDD,DC=dom1,DC=dom2
adMOIUsersBase: OU=UUUU,DC=dom1,DC=dom2

…where ZZZZ is the organizational unit for administrators who can access the Appliance Controller and UUUU is
the organizational unit for MOI end users.

– Assign users to one of two user groups. Example:
adMOIAdmins:memberOf=CN=XXXXX,....
adMOIUsers:memberOf=CN=YYYYY,....
…where XXXXX is the user group for administrative users who can access the Appliance Controller and YYYYY
is the user group for MOI end users.

7. For Active Directory, to allow users to log in using either their sAMAccount name or principalName, still in the
security.yaml file, under Microsoft Active Directory settings, insert a new line and add the following string:
adSearchFilter: (&(objectClass=user)(|(userPrincipalName={0})(sAMAccountName={1})))

8. Press PF3 to save and exit.
9. To deploy the new property settings, from the MLSS Installation panel, select 8 – Deploy. A message displays

indicating successful deployment.
10. From the MLSS main menu, select 2 – Manage. Press Enter.
11. On the MLSS Hosts panel, type S on the line for the host you want to configure to select it and press Enter.
12. On the MLSS Manage panel, select 9 – Advanced Commands.
13. Select 12 – Update.
14. Select 1 – Resend. Then press Enter.
15. Apply the patch and reboot the system.

Add More Users to Manage Existing Appliances
You can add more users to manage an existing MOI appliance. These additional users must use the same data sets that
the original appliance installer created using the CAEALLO job. The additional users create SSH keys, then the original
appliance installer, or another user previously added to manage the appliance, copies the SSH keys to the appliance
through ISPF.

The new user to be added should follow these steps:

1. Execute moi.hlq.CFGEEXEC(CAAE) to access ISPF.
2. Select 0 - Prepare.
3. Update the information exactly as the primary installer.

NOTE
The JOB statement might differ, and the Home directory is user specific.

4. Complete the appropriate step based on the status:
a. If the status is Passed for all items, press PF3 and continue to Step 5.
b. If any item indicates Failed status, continue entering the 0 - Prepare step until all item statuses are Passed.

5. Select 1 - Install.
6. Tab to the appliance you want to access and select it.
7. Select 5 - Keys and  1 - Generate SSH Keys.
8. Select 8 - Deploy and 1 - Deploy Property Files.
9. The new user should now exit the ISPF MOI appliance panels and log off TSO.

Next, the original appliance installer, or another user subsequently added via this process, should follow these
steps:

1. Execute moi.hlq.CFGEEXEC(CAAE) to access the ISPF MLSS panels.
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2. Select 0 - Prepare.
3. Verify that the information is exactly the same as for the primary installer and press Enter.
4. Tab to the appliance you want to access and select it.

NOTE
The JOB statement might differ, and the Home directory is user specific.

5. Complete the appropriate step based on the status:
a. If the status is Passed for all items, press PF3 and continue to Step 5.
b. If any item indicates Failed status, continue entering the 0 - Prepare step until all item statuses are Passed.

6. Select 2 - Manage.
7. Tab to the appliance you want to access and select it.
8. Select 9 - Advanced Commands, 12 - Update, and 1 - Resend.
9. Select 2 - Reboot.

The additional user now has access to manage the appliance through ISPF.

Modify the Default Network Values Manually
When you configure MOI, ISPF selects the default network values for the Subnet, IP Address Range, and Gateway. Your
environment might have network conflicts because of an IP address already in use, so you want to use your own values
for these variables. You can edit the Options file and then you add your changes manually.

WARNING

Before you modify the default values, ensure that you have the latest release of the appliance and that you also
installed all published PTFs.

Modifying the default values requires the following process:

1. Log in to the appliance where you want to override the IP addresses.
2. Log in to the mainframe and complete the ISPF steps.

You use the TSO id that performed the initial appliance installation.

Log in to the Appliance

You log in to the appliance with three commands in a specific sequence.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the following command:
cd /opt/moi

2. Enter the following command:
bin/plex shutdown -bg=wait

3. Enter the following command:
docker network rm ca_itoa_network

Now that you logged on to the appliance you can complete the ISPF steps.

Log in to the Mainframe and Complete the ISPF Steps

You complete these steps after you log in to the appliance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the Install panel in ISPF.
2. Go to the Generate option.
3. Edit the Options file.
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4. Add the following customer variable values to the Miscellaneous Options sections after the
APPLIANCE_OPT_SSL_MESSAGE_HUB variable:
APPLIANCE_OPT_SUBNET = 172.n.n.n

APPLIANCE_OPT_RANGE = 172.n.n.n

APPLIANCE_OPT_GATEWAY = 172.n.n.n

5. Enter PF3 and save the changes.
6. Select the Deploy option from the Install panel.
7. Select the Deploy Property Files option and press Enter.
8. Press PF3 two times, select Manage, Advanced Commands, Update, Resend.
9. Reboot the appliance.

The appliance now uses the new values that you added manually.

Verify Your Updated Network Settings

If the appliance works correctly, you can verify your network settings with the following command:

docker network inspect ca_itoa_network

Look for the Config section within IPAM that specifies your new values:

"IPAM": {

            "Driver": "default",

            "Options": {},

            "Config": [

                {

                    "Subnet": "172.n.n.n/16",

                    "Gateway": "172.n.n.n"

                }

Command Reference
This section contains command reference information for MOI.

The Advanced Commands panel provides additional information and functionality for a system programmer. For
example, you can view information about your hardware, Linux environment, and Docker platform. You can also manage
FTP, TLS, and Debug mode. You access this panel from ISPF.

Follow these steps:

1. To invoke the ISPF application, execute CAAE:
TSO EXEC prodHLQ.CFGEEXEC(CAAE)

The MOI panel appears.
2. Select 2 - Manage, 9 - Advanced Commands.
3. Select any of the following advanced options and view the examples:

– 1 - Linux Version
Displays the version of your Linux host.
Example:
Linux linux.mydomain.com 3.10.0-nnn.nnn.s390x #1 SMP Wed Mar 22 20:40:37 ES

– 2 - CPU Info
Displays information about your CPU, such as the number of processors and features.
Example:
vendor_id        : IBM/S390

# processors     : 1

bogomips per cpu : 12886.00
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feature : esan3 zarch stfle msa ldisp eimm dfp etf3eh highgprs

...

– 3 - System Info
Displays information about your system, such as the Manufacturer, Type, Model, and Sequence Code.
Example:
Manufacturer:        IBM

Type:                2964

Model:               613              N63

Sequence Code:       00000000000C4847

...

– 4 - Memory Info
Displays information about your system, such as Total Memory and Available Memory.
Example:
MemTotal:       8049408 kB

MemFree:         710320 kB

MemAvailable:   3133348 kB

Buffers:         558544 kB

Cached:         1892116 kB

...

– 5 - Status Docker
Displays status information about Docker, such as the Client and Server details.
Example:
    docker.service - Docker Application Container Engine

    Loaded: loaded (/usr/lib/systemd/system/docker.service; enabled;

    Active: active (running) since Tue 2017-03-21 17:40:33 EDT; 23h ago

      Docs: http://docs.docker.com

 Main PID: 8853 (dockerd)

   CGroup: /system.slice/docker/service

...

– 6 - Docker Version
Displays your version of Docker.
Example:
Client:

 Version:      1.13.0-dev

 API version:  1.25

 Go version:   go1.7.1

 Git commit:   6fafd07

 Built:        Tue Sep 13 02:44:45 2016

 OS/Arch:      linux/s390x

...

– 7 - Docker Info
Displays additional information about Docker, such as the number of Containers and their status.
Example:
Containers: 18

 Running: 18

 Paused: 0

 Stopped: 0

Images: 10

Server Version 1.13.0-dev

Storage Driver: ovelay
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...

– 8 - Docker Images
Displays information about your Docker images.

– 9 - Reserved
Reserved for future use.

– 10 - Reserved
Reserved for future use.

– 11 - Reserved
Reserved for future use.

– 12 - Update
Lets you update files on the appliance.
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Using
Learn how to use MOI. You can also use this product to explore metrics for a specific system instance, compare metric
performance, and use supported Broadcom product data to create reports and view the dashboards.

TIP

The Dashboard page contains out-of-the-box dashboards for the following data feeds:

• Vantage Version 14.0 and Vantage Web Client (Mainframe Team Center Management) Version 14.0
• SYSVIEW Release 14.2 or Version 15.0

If the default reports and dashboards do not meet your requirements, you can create custom reports and
dashboards using the data from the following base products:

• NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Release 12.2
• SYSVIEW Release 14.2 or Version 15.0
• Vantage Version 14.0 and Vantage Web Client (Mainframe Team Center Management) Version 14.0
• IBM System Management Facility (SMF) Adapter
• Detector
• SYSVIEW for Db2

WARNING

By default MOI retains alerts data for 90 days and high-fidelity time series data for 45 days. To modify the
retention period, contact Support. However, you can view the details associated with reports and dashboards for
up to two years.

Log In to MOI
After you install the product, log in to the MOI URL with the information you used during installation. Use the credentials
that you set when you configured the security settings in MOI.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open a browser and log in to the application using a URL as follows:

WARNING

The MOI application uses only ports 61480 (http) and 61443 (https).

a. If you used a host name during installation, use one of the following URLs:
• http://<hostname>:61480/MPM
• https://<hostname>:61443/MPM

b. If you used an IP address during installation, use one of the following URLs:
• http://<IP address>:61480/MPM 
• https://<IP address>:61443/MPM

The application opens. 
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2. Log in using the credentials that you set when you configured the security settings. Alternatively, if you set up a default
web application user account, use one of the following predefined login credentials:

User ID Password

demo demo

sysadmin sysadmin

itmanager itmanager

dba dba

Manage Recently Detected Alerts
MOI lets you visualize and explore mainframe metrics data as it is being analyzed to predict anomalies and generate
alerts about the anomalies. MOI models your historical data and provides different ways of viewing it in your web browser.
You can analyze alerts to understand their behavior, performance, or usage in your system instance, and ascertain
whether their current values lie outside the expected range.

The Alerts Console displays recently detected open alerts and issues.

Alerts Console Key Terms
Alert A warning that a threshold has been reached, something has changed, or a failure has occurred.
Issue A group of related alerts.

Alerts Console Enhancements Video

The following video displays recent enhancements of the Alerts Console of MOI:

Alerts Console Panels

The Alerts Console contains two panels: the Alerts panel and the Charts panel.

Alerts Panel. The Alerts panel lists the details of open alerts and issues. Alerts are listed in the Alerts panel in order of
occurrence, with the most recent alert listed first.

Use the Alerts panel to do the following tasks:

• View alerts or issues and their details
• Close alerts
• Allow or pause display of new alerts
• Filter the list of alerts or issues
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NOTE
An issue moves to Closed status when all alerts in the cluster have been closed for 3 minutes. Currently, a few
issues might remain open for a period before closing automatically. You cannot manually close issues.

Charts Panel. When you select an alert, the Charts panel displays in the bottom half of the Alerts Console. This panel
shows the Green Highways chart along with details related to metric performance.

Use the Charts panel to do the following tasks:

• Analyze metric behavior
• View alert details such as severity reason, automation response, metric value, and important phases of alert detection
• View a history of metric values and their date and time of occurrence
• View comments posted for an alert
• Show or hide alert bubbles in the Green Highways
• Show or hide the minimum threshold value for the metric. Minimum Threshold, which appears in the Green Highways

chart as a solid blue line, is the point at which an alert is triggered (if the value is also anomalous).
NOTE
Not all metrics are assigned a minimum threshold. Minimum thresholds are identified and set in a CSV table.
An administrator can add and change values in the CSV table. For more information, see Configure Alarm
Suppression for a Given Metric or contact Broadcom Support.

Analyze and Manage an Alert

To focus in on a specific type of alert or metric, you can filter the Alerts panel, select an alert, and analyze it using the
Green Highways chart.

Follow these steps:

1. On the MOI main menu, select the Alerts (bell) icon followed by Alerts Console.
By default, the Alerts Console shows Severity 1 alerts only. To see all alerts or those of a different severity level, click
the Severity column heading in the table and select All or a different severity level.

2. To narrow the list of alerts, type or select a search term in one of these column headings:
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– Metric Value
– Metric/Issue ID
– Group Type
– Category
– Metric Path

3. Select an alert (a row) in the list of alerts. The Auto Refresh switch automatically pauses display of new alerts. This
ensures that the selected alert does not move down in the list.
After you select the alert, the Charts panel appears in the lower half of the Alerts Console. The Charts panel shows
the Green Highways graph that depicts metric values associated with the alert.

4. Analyze the alert using the Charts panel. Study the alert points in the chart. Is there a pattern of high-severity alerts
over time?

5. Navigate back to the Alerts panel. Close alerts you have addressed or that you no longer want to view.
6. Set Auto refresh to ON. The Alerts panel refreshes to display the latest alerts. The auto-refresh interval is set to one

minute, so the Alerts panel list refreshes once each minute.

Columns in the Alerts Panel

The following table describes the columns that make up the Alerts panel.

Column Name Description

Type Type of item (issue or alert). Alerts are indicated by a bell icon.
Issues are indicated by an icon that appears like a collection of
objects.
Select an issue. The row expands to let you view all alerts
associated with the issue.

Severity The alert's level of severity (1–high, 2–medium, or 3–low) By
default, only Severity 1 alerts display in the Alerts panel. You can
change this default.

Metric Value The value or level of the metric.

Anomaly Score A measure of the extent to which a metric deviates from the
normal range, according to the machine-learning algorithms. The
Anomaly Score ranges from 0 to 100. You can sort on Anomaly
Score, and you can create a custom view that filters on it. (See
Create a Custom View.)

History The details of the alert observed over 60 minutes.
The following image is an example of an alert history indicator:

The pop-up displays the following details:
• An icon indicating the alert severity
• A small chart that illustrates the 60 minutes of the alert event
• A bubble positioned on the chart to display details about date,

time, and metric value at each data point.

Date/Time The date and time for the end of the alerting period.

Elapsed The time that elapsed between the start and end of the alerting
period.
The display format is dd:hh:mm.
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Column Name Description

Samples The number of samples (observations) available.

Metric/Issue ID The alphanumeric ID of the metric's or issue's data source.

Group Type The general grouping of metric (ZOS, DB2, CICS, MQ, IMS,
or STORAGE) when Typology is enabled. The group type
corresponds to Application Node type on the Typology page.
Group types appear only for SYSVIEW or SMF data.

Category The metric category within group type.

Metric Path The relationship of a metric to an instance and the component in
your environment.
To search for a specific metric-related alert, copy the truncated
metric path provided in the Metric Path column, or the full path
from the Green Highway tab.

Annotations The number of comments posted for the alert.

Actions Click the check box to take an action on this alert. Available
actions are listed in the Actions drop-down menu at the top of the
Alerts Console.

About the Green Highways

The Green Highways are a visual depiction of whether, and to what extent, a metric deviates from the expected range of
values. The Green Highways show deviations visually in terms of three bands:

• Common band: The inner prediction band where 92.18% of data points have historically fallen.
• Probable band: The middle prediction band inside of which 99.21% of data points have historically fallen.
• Rare band: The outer prediction band inside of which 99.98% of data points have historically fallen.

The percentages are based on default settings. An administrator can adjust these bands in the Appliance Controller. See
Configure Advanced Machine Learning Parameters.

Sensitivity Level Rare Band Probable Band Common Band

0.5 (Default) 99.98% 99.21% 92.18%

1 99.96% 98.92% 90.72%

2 99.70% 95% 68%

If three of five metric data points go beyond the Rare band, and if the anomaly score is greater than or equal to 98 (the
default Severity 1 threshold), and if the metric's metric interval is less than five minutes, a severity 1 alert is raised. The
default Severity 1 threshold can be adjusted in the Advanced Machine Learning Parameter settings (Severity 1 Threshold
(Anomaly Score)).

Overall default settings for raising alerts are as follows:

• Severity 1 alert — Three out of five consecutive metric data points go beyond the Rare band, the Anomaly Score is
greater than or equal to 98, and metric interval is less than 5 minutes.

• Severity 2 alert —  Any one metric value goes beyond the Rare band and the Anomaly Score less than 98.
• Severity 3 alert — Two out of three consecutive metric data points go beyond the Probable band.

The following diagram illustrates those default settings:
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TIP
By default, only Severity 1 alerts display in the Alerts Console. You can suppress alerts by making changes in
the alert suppression file (see Configure Alarm Suppression for a Given Metric in the Administrating section).

Alert Episode Examples

Alert episodes aggregate multiple alerts into a single alert by mapping the current and historical metric observations to
determine any normal fluctuations while the system performs intelligent adjustments. When you select an episode, it
shows that the time period has continuous volatility with changing severities. The Green Highways show a dot-dash line
pattern.

Example 1: Severity Change until 13:08. The pattern in this example shows an alert episode when the
severity changes. The 13:08 to 13:22 time period has a solid line because the period does not have a change in
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severity. The alert episode indicates that the system is monitoring an alert state instead of creating more alerts.

Example 2: Alerts from Past Release and Current Release with Continuous Volatility. In
earlier releases of MOI, the Green Highways would show multiple alerts. A Severity 2 alert appears
at 11:51, changes to Severity 3 at 11:58, and then becomes Severity 1 between 12:02 and 12:09:
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In the current release, the Green Highways show only one alert during the alert episode from 11:51 to 12:10:

Sporadic Alert Reduction Examples

In these examples, alerts with no follow-on alerts, and multiple alerts for metrics with intervals less than or equal to 15
minutes, are suppressed.

Example 1: Severity 1 Alert at 12:00. A Severity 1 alert appears when two of the last three alerts are
Severity 1. The alert is closed in the next observation. This example shows the behavior in a previous release:
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Using the method in the current release, because the new Severity 1 criterion does not match any
observation, a Severity 1 alert is not reported. This example shows the behavior in the current release:

Example 2: Alerts Lasting for Only One Interval. Single-observation alerts last for only one interval, as they get to
Severity 0 (closed status) in the next interval. In this example from a previous release, a Severity 1 alert is closed at 00:11:

In the current release, the appliance waits for an extra Severity 0 to close the alert.
As it gets another Severity 1 at 00:12, it continues to report the existing Severity 1
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alert. Instead of displaying multiple Severity 1 alerts, you now observe a single alert:

Manage and Analyze Alert Clusters (Issues) in the Alert Console
Often multiple alerts are raised when the root cause is a single problem. Correlating these multiple alerts manually and
identifying the root cause is time consuming if not impossible. To reduce root cause analysis time and manual effort, MOI
features an alert clustering algorithm. The algorithm mines the alert history for groups of metrics that tend to go into alert
state together and treats them as alert clusters, or issues.

The following video describes alert clustering in MOI:

Alert Clustering (Issue Identification)

Alert clustering is a machine-learning algorithm that automatically identifies patterns of alerts that have a similar
occurrence pattern, source, or time, and that exist consistently, coherently, and repetitively.

When a cluster of alerts is identified by the algorithm, the system generates an Issue in the Alerts Console. Issues group
related alerts together for deeper analysis, allowing the team to focus on just the relevant information around a problem.
The focused view helps the mainframe management team rapidly review why the alerts are related, and quickly narrow
down the real cause to remediate.

Issue Prediction

MOI also offers predictions around the next major issue that is likely to occur. Detecting and learning about alert patterns
enables the mainframe management team to take preventive actions to avoid potential incidents. Alert clustering helps
eliminate or resolve potential system outages faster, and helps reduce mean time to repair mainframe systems and
services.

You can manage and analyze a group of alerts that are members of an issue. Issue identification and prediction in MOI
saves time, as an issue helps you do the following:

• Review a set of correlated alerts instead of reviewing each individual alert
• Understand the relation between alerts and know the root cause faster
• Helps avoid outages in the mainframe environment
• Honor your SLAs
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The like/unlike buttons in MOI let you indicate whether an issue was helpful to you.

Manage an Issue

The following procedure describes how to search for an issue and view the issue details, related alerts, and see all past
occurrences of the issue.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Alerts panel, navigate to the Type column and select Issue from the drop-down list.
All issues are listed and denoted by an issue ID number.

2. To select an issue, click the row corresponding to the issue ID. Alternatively you can search for the issue ID from the
Metric/Issue ID field.
The issue lists all the member alerts. The Severity column indicates the severity of the issue. The bottom pane
displays the Issue Summary and Annotations tabs.
The Issue Summary tab displays the details of the issue and the members associated to the issue.

3. If the issue has predictions, click the SHOW DETAIL button to view the alert prediction probability from Issue
Predictions.
The details open to display Issue ID, the probability of the next issues occurrence, and related alerts details.

4. Click RELATED ALERTS to view all the alert members of the issue.
5. Click SEE ALL OCCURRENCES to view the history of the issue.
6. Click the like or unlike button to indicate whether the issue was helpful to you.
7. Click the Annotations tab.

All the comments posted by other subject matter experts are displayed. You can use the Add an annotation field to
post your comments.

8. Click the Automation tab.
A message indicates whether the issue was configured to be sent to Splunk Enterprise for further analysis and
correlation with other alerts.

9. Investigate the alert members closely, is there a root cause among the many alert members?
10. To select the alert members that are the root cause, select the checkbox corresponding to the member alerts.
11. Click the ACTIONS drop-down list and select the Select as root cause option.
12. Navigate back to the alerts list at the top, after you address an issue.
13. To close an alert, select the checkbox corresponding to the alert.
14. Click the ACTIONS drop-down list, and select the Close alert option.

A confirmation message appears.
15. Click OK.

The selected alert is closed. You can view the closed issue in the Analysis page.

NOTE

The Alerts Console should only show open Issues and Alerts. An Issue should move to Closed status
whenever all related clustered alerts have been closed for 3 minutes. Currently, a few issues might remain
open for about 72 hours until they close automatically.

Create a Custom Filter
You can create custom filters for the Alerts Console and the Alerts Analysis panel. Custom filters, also called custom
views, let you quickly display only the alert data you are interested in viewing. A custom filter can simplify the process of
isolating and interpreting problems and devising solutions for them. Once you create a custom view, you can then edit or
delete it.

When you first open the Alerts Console or Alerts Analysis panel, it displays in All Alerts view. In this default view, all
alerts are displayed. If you change the default view to a custom view that you have created, this default selection persists
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between sessions. The default view selection and your custom views are specific to you as a user and persist across login
sessions.

NOTE
You can create only one custom view per user. You can then edit or delete the custom view, but the Create View
option is not listed again when a custom view is in place.

To create a custom view, take the following steps:

1. With the Alerts Console or Alert Analysis page open, click the All Alerts View menu and, from the context menu
,

select Create View. The Create Alert View dialog displays.
2. Type a Name for the custom alert view.
3. To set the custom view as your new default view, check Set as default.
4. Add one or more filters to filter the data you see by doing the following:

a. Select a z/OS system (LPAR).
b. Select a Subsystem Type. Choose from the list of subsystem types:

• Storage
• Network
• MQ
• DB2
• CICS
• IMS
• ZOS

c. Next, make one or more choices of Subsystem/Metric. The list of subsystems/metrics changes depending on
what you selected for LPAR and Subsystem Type. You can check Select All to select all the items in the list of
subsystems/metrics.

d. Use the slider bar to select a range of values for the metric's Anomaly Score. The range goes from the lower limit
that you set to 100. By sliding the slider bar, you are setting the range's lower limit. The default is 0.

NOTE
When you upgrade from MOI 2.0.05 to 2.0.06, data previously existing in the system will not have the
new Anomaly Score. For these data points:

• A default anomaly score of 100 (most anomalous) will be added for active alerts. This is done so that
previously existing alerts are not suppressed by the new rules included in version 2.0.06.

• No anomaly score will be displayed on the Green Highways for data points that do not have an
anomaly score.

5. Click Add Filter to add the new filter.
6. Add more filters as needed.

TIP
For example, to include data on two LPARs, you can create two filters in the same custom view, one for each
LPAR.

7. Click Create. The new custom view is added. The alerts data is filtered based on your specifications.
8. To switch views, click the context menu

( ) and
select the view you prefer.

9. Add more custom views as needed.
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Edit a Custom View

To edit a custom view, do the following:

1. Click Edit on the context menu.
2. Click the pencil icon for a filter.
3. Make changes to the filter selections as needed.
4. Click Update Filter, followed by Save.

Delete a Custom View

To delete a custom view:

1. Click Delete Custom View on the context menu.
2. Click Delete View.
3. Click Confirm to confirm the deletion.

Set a Custom View as the Default
When viewing the Alerts Console or the Alerts Analysis panel, you can set a custom view that you have created to make
it the default view. After you set the custom view as the default, whenever you display the Alerts Console or the Alerts
Analysis panel, this default view displays. The view remains the default view until you set another view as the default.

To set a custom view as the default:

1. From the Alerts Console or Alerts Analysis page, click the drop-down menu next to All Alerts View. A list of any
existing custom views displays.

2. Select a custom view to display.
3. Click the context menu

and select Set View As Default.

Manage All Alerts and View Historical Performance

Overview

The Alert Analysis page lets you manage all open and closed alerts. Use the features in the Analysis page to work with
the alerts generated by the analysis of system historical data. The Alert Analysis page helps level 1 and level 2 mainframe
support analysts quickly access performance anomalies under review.

To display the Alert Analysis page, from the main navigation menu, click the bell icon and select Alert Analysis.

Key Terms
Alert A warning that a metric threshold has been reached, performance has changed, or a failure has occurred.
Issue A group of related alerts. Issues group related alerts for deeper analysis, allowing the mainframe

management team to focus on the relevant information around a problem.

NOTE
For more information about issues, see Manage and Analyze Alert Clusters (Issues) in the Analysis Page.

The Analysis page contains the following panels.

Alerts Panel:

The top half of the Alert Analysis page, the Alerts panel, contains all alerts of all metrics in all states. Use the Alerts panel
to do the following tasks:
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• View alerts or issues and their details
• Close alerts or issues
• View all the alerts of a selected metric

Charts Panel:

The bottom half of the Alert Console page displays the Green Highways chart and various details related to the
performance of a metric. Use the Charts panel to do the following tasks:

• Analyze the performance of a metric
• View alert details of the metric such as severity reason, metric value, important phases of alert detection, and values
• View the automation response and whether an alert was forwarded to another component
• View the comments posted for an alert
• View the historical values and their date and time of occurrence

NOTE

All date and time values on the Alerts and Charts panels reflect the time zone of the end user viewing the data.
The values do not reflect the system at the location where the data is being generated.

Share the Current Chart

You can email the URL of the current chart. This feature is available for a single or double differential analysis (Green
Highways) chart, or a multi-line chart.

Sharing the chart helps you apprise colleagues of potential alerts. Alternatively you can copy the URL of the current chart
to the clipboard. This option provides an additional way to share content.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the applicable chart is displayed.
2. In the main toolbar, click the icon for the Context URL

.
The Context URL pop-up displays.

3. Click the Email icon to share the chart details in an email. Your default email application opens. The body of the email
contains the URL for the current chart. The email title includes the metric IDs. When the recipient of the email clicks
the link and logs into the application, the metric chart is displayed.

4. Click the Clipboard icon. The URL for the chart is copied to the clipboard. You can use another action to paste the URL
into a file or email.

View Last Five Searched Metrics

You can view the last five metrics that you have searched in the current session.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a metric in the Alert Analysis page. Its Green Highway chart displays.
2.

Now click the append icon  of a second metric. The Green Highway of the second metric appears below that of
the currently selected alert. The two metrics are now saved in the list of the last five metrics.

3. Click the drop-down list for the Last Five Metrics

( )
icon. The last five metrics you have viewed are listed.
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4. Click one of the metrics in the list to display the Charts panel for that metric within a 24-hour time-frame. The Alerts
table closes and only the Charts panel displays. This list tracks the metrics that you view within one working session.
When you close your session, the list is not saved.

TIP
A metric with a very long name may cause a problem in viewing all items in the Last Five Metrics list. If you
experience this problem, change your browser settings to zoom out (for example, from 100% to 90%). This
workaround usually corrects the behavior.

View Differential Analysis of a Metric or Two Metrics

The Analysis page lets you compare metric performance and analyze the information. You can explore the metrics from
the Explore Metrics page and select two metrics to perform a differential analysis on in the Green Highways chart.

NOTE
For more information about differential analysis see, Perform Differential Analysis of Metrics.

Analyze and Manage All Alerts

Suppose that you want to view an alert, analyze the performance of the corresponding metric, take corrective action
based on your analysis, and close the alert.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Analysis page by one of the following methods:
– Click the Alerts (bell) icon and click Alert Analysis. The Analysis page opens and displays all the alerts for all the

metrics. Select an alert for a specific metric and click the Show selected metrics alert toggle button.
NOTE
For the Show selected metrics alert button to appear the first time after you log in, you must select an
alert. The alert related to the selected metric is retained until another alert is selected.

– Select a metric from the Explore and Analyze page and click ANALYZE.
The metric chart for the selected alert displays at the bottom of the page. Scan the alerts in their default display
order (most recent first), or work with features in the Alerts panel to filter or sort the data. The Alerts panel lists the
alerts that are generated for a specific period.
By default, alerts are visible for one hour. Using the From and To Data/Time calendar fields in the header, you can
set the duration of alerts generation to one hour, one day, one week, one month, or to the total duration using the
calendar because the alerts were generated up to the current time.

– Click the Explore and Analyze link in the Details tab of the Alerts Console.
All the alerts related to the metric path are displayed.

NOTE
If you navigate back to the Alert Analysis menu, the selected metrics display is retained unless you turn
the Show selected metrics alert toggle button OFF. However, the selection in the Analysis page is not
retained if you navigate using the Explore and Analyze link in the Details tab of the Alerts Console.

NOTE
You can also arrive at the Analysis page by these routes:

• Click the View Alert or View Issue link from the email notification you received for an alert or an issue.
•

Click the Analysis icon  in the navigation panel of products such as Vantage.
2. Select an alert from the alerts list. Alternatively, you can search for alerts associated with a metric by typing search

terms in the Category, Metric Path, Severity, or Metric Value columns. The Alerts panel displays the metrics that have
exceeded their threshold levels of performance or usage. The Charts panel appears in the lower half of the screen.

3. Navigate to the Charts panel in the lower half of the screen to investigate the alert more closely.
4. Analyze the alert using the Charts panel.
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5. Verify the alert points in the chart. Is there a discernible pattern of high-severity alerts over time? Identify events that
are problematic to take corrective action.

6. (Optional) Share the chart in an email.
7. Navigate back to the alerts list. Close alerts which you have addressed or that you no longer want to view in the list:

a. Navigate to the Actions column.
b. Select the check boxes corresponding to the alerts. The alerts are selected and the ACTIONS drop-down

list appears.
c. Click the ACTIONS drop-down list.
d. Select Close alert. A confirmation message appears.
e. Click OK. The selected alerts are closed.

8. Click the Show selected metric alerts switch ON. The Alerts panel displays all alerts for all metrics.

View a Multi-Metric Line Chart for Multiple Components of a Single Metric

The multi-metric line chart displays in place of the Green Highway in the Analysis page and helps you to compare multiple
metrics. You can set up to six metric paths for one metric, selected from the Explore Metrics page, to view the multi-metric
line chart from the Analysis page.

NOTE
For more information about the multi-metric line chart, see Analyze the Relative Performance of Multiple Metric
Instances.

Columns in the Analysis Page

The following table details the columns displayed in the Alerts panel of the Analysis page in MOI.

Column Name Description

Type Lets you view alerts, issues, or both.

Severity Displays whether the alert is of High, Medium or Low severity.

Metric Value The metric's numerical value.

Anomaly Score A measure of the extent to which a metric deviates from what is
considered within the normal range, according to the machine-
learning algorithms. The Anomaly Score ranges from 0 to 100.
You can sort on this column, and you can create a custom view
that filters on Anomaly Score. (See the topic Create a Custom
View.)

History The details of the alert over a 60-minute period. The pop-up
displays the following details:
• Alert severity
• A small chart illustrating the 60 minutes of the alert event
• A bubble positioned on the chart to display details about the

date, time, and metric value of the alert at that moment

Date Time The date and time at the end of the alerting period.

Elapsed The time elapsed from the start to the end of the alerting period.
The display format is dd:hh:mm. For example, 1d 10h 31m.

Samples The number of samples that were collected to perform the metric's
historical analysis.

Metric/Issue ID The alphanumeric metric ID of the data source.
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Column Name Description

Category The system context for the metric. This field enables you to quickly
see which component in your environment is associated with the
metric. The information is also available in the Charts panel and
provides the system context for the alert.

Metric Path The relationship of the metric to an instance and the component in
your environment.

Annotations The Annotations section contains a text box where you can
post comments for an alert. The section also displays the past
comments, notes, or information that other users or administrators
have posted related for the alert.

Append Click the Append icon to append the green highway for another
metric beneath the existing selected green highway. You can 
display two charts at the same time to compare the metric activity
over time.

Status Whether an alert is open or closed.

Actions A menu for selecting and  closing individual alerts.

Manage and Analyze Alert Clusters (Issues) in the Analysis Page

Overview

In MOI, an issue groups interrelated alerts together. Alerts are grouped (clustered) for deeper analysis, allowing the
mainframe management team to focus on the relevant information around a problem.

The Analysis page lists all open and closed alerts. The Alerts panel lists the alerts generated for a specific period. By
default, the alerts are visible for one hour. Using Date/Time you can set the duration of the alerts generation to one
hour, one day, one week, one month, or for the total duration because the alerts were generated up to the current
time. Scan the alerts in their default display order (most recent first), or work with features in the Alerts panel to filter or
sort the data.

The following video describes alert clustering in MOI:

Key Terms
Alert Clustering Alert clustering is a machine-learning algorithm that automatically identifies patterns of alerts that have a

similar occurrence pattern, source, or time, and that exist consistently, coherently, and repetitively.
Issue Prediction MOI also offers predictions around the next major issue that is likely to occur. Detecting and learning about

alert patterns enables the mainframe management team to take preventive actions to avoid potential
incidents.

Analyze an Issue

You can analyze an issue from the Analysis page. The issue identification and future prediction in MOI saves time as an
issue helps you do the following:

• Review a set of correlated alerts instead of reviewing each individual alert
• Understand the relationship between alerts and pinpointing their root cause more quickly
• Avoid outages in the mainframe environment
• Honor your SLAs
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Navigate to the Analysis page in one of the following ways:

– Click the View Alert or View Issue link from the email notification you received for an alert or an issue.
– Click the Analysis icon

in the navigation panel of products such as SYSVIEW and Vantage.
– Click the Explore and Analyze link in the Details of the Alerts console. The Analysis page opens.

3. Navigate to the Type column and select Issue from the drop-down list. All issues are listed.
4. Click a row to select an issue. The issue lists all the member alerts. The bottom pane displays the Summary and

Annotations tabs. The Summary tab displays the details of the issue and the members associated to the issue.
5. If the issue has predictions, select SHOW DETAIL to view the alert prediction probability from Issue Predictions. The

details open to display Issue ID, the probability of the next issue's occurrence, and related alerts details.
6. Click RELATED ALERTS to view all the alert members of the issue.
7. Click the Annotations tab. All the comments posted by other subject matter experts are displayed. You can use the

Add an annotation field to post your comments.
8. (Optional) Share issue summary in an email.
9. Click the like/unlike buttons to indicate whether the issue was helpful to you.
10. Click the Automation tab. A message indicates whether the issue was configured to send to an automation tool or a

third-party product for further analysis and correlation with other alerts.
11. Investigate the alert members closely. Is there a root cause among the many alert members?
12. To select the alert members that are the root cause, select the check box corresponding to the member alert.
13. Click the ACTIONS drop-down list and select the Select as root cause option.
14. After you address an issue, navigate back to the alerts list at the top.
15. To close an alert, select the check box corresponding to the issue.
16. Click the ACTIONS drop-down list, and select the Close alert option. A confirmation message appears.
17. Click OK. The selected alert is closed and is listed in the Alerts panel.

NOTE
The Alerts Console should only show open issues and alerts. An issue should move to Closed status
whenever all related clustered alerts have been closed for 3 minutes. Currently, a few issues might remain
open for about 72 hours until they close automatically. Users cannot manually close issues.

Share Issue Summary

You can email the URL of the current chart. The Context URL lets you capture and share an issue summary in an email.
Doing so helps you apprise colleagues of potential issues. Alternatively you can copy the URL to the clipboard. This
option provides an additional way to share content.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the applicable chart is displayed.
2. In the main toolbar, click the icon for the Context URL. The Context URL pop-up displays.
3. Click the email icon to share the chart details in an email. Your default email application opens. The body of the email

contains the URL for the current chart. The email title includes the metric IDs. When the recipient of the email clicks
the link and logs into the application, the metric chart is displayed.

4. Click the clipboard icon. The URL for the chart is copied to the clipboard. You can use another action to paste the URL
into a file or email.
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Analyze Alerts Using the Charts Panel

Overview

Explore the Green Highway charts, which summarize past metric behavior at specific stages of your system’s business
cycle. These charts provide not only a qualitative description of when your system is most or least active, but a
quantitative description of what values for each metric are typical, and a forecast of where new values may appear.

The green highways represent the forecasted behavior of metric values. These are determined from past observed metric
values. The different shaded bands show the confidence level that future values will appear within specific value ranges.
These bands are dynamic and are used as thresholds for anomaly detection. Anomalies are identified by either single
metric values taking extreme excursions from expectations (Alert Severity 1), or moderate excursions sustained over
multiple metric sample points (Alert Severity 2 and 3).

Interpret the Prediction Zones

Solid Green Highway

Green Highway charts summarize past metric behavior at a glance. These charts not only illustrate when your system is
most or least active, but what values for each metric are typical, and a forecast of where new values may be expected to
appear.

Because the Green Highways describe the likelihood of given metric values, they also describe what values would be
anomalous. MOI uses this information to generate alerts for both individual extreme values and for series of values which
are individually not unusual but anomalous when observed together.

The Green Highway charts may look different depending upon characteristics of your data. This topic explains the
differences.

Hash-Patterned Green Highway

When limited data is initially available for a metric, the Green Highway chart displays a hash pattern that represents recent
observations of the metric, for example in cases where a metric is newly added.

Alerts are based on a comparison between the most recently captured data (in the last few hours) and data from longer
timescales (days). As MOI captures more data for a metric, the Green Highway chart switches from hashed to solid.
Timescales for such a switch vary based on how often a metric is collected and forecasts are calculated. For metrics that
are reported to MOI once per hour or more often, solid Green Highways appear within a week. The following image is an
example of a hash-patterned Green Highway.

NOTE
The alerts generated during the hash-patterned Green Highway phase are not displayed.
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Intermittent Hash Pattern

When the actual green highways are displayed, a hash pattern may display in between a few timestamps. This occurs
because some of the data points have arrived at a different interval than normal. The following image is an example of
an intermittent pattern that occurs when a mismatch exists between the time of the data collection and the occurrence.
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Dot-Dash Pattern

Dot-Dash Pattern. Alert episodes continue an alert instead of raising multiple alerts for the
same metric during that period. During this time, the episodes appear in a dot-dash pattern:

Additionally, situations with sporadic alerts provide suppression for metrics with intervals less than or equal to 15 minutes:

Alert observation from a previous release
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Alert observation in the latest release with sporadic alert reduction

Analyze the Alerts
The Charts panel is located in the bottom half of the Alerts Console or the Alert Analysis page. The panel displays the
Green Highway chart and various details related to the performance of a metric. Use the Charts panel to do the following
tasks:

• Green Highway. Analyze the historical performance of a metric.
• Details. View alert details of the metric such as severity reason, metric value, important phases of alert detection, and

values.
• Automation. View the automation response and whether an alert was forwarded to another component.
• Annotation. View the comments posted for an alert.
• History. View the historical values and their date and time of occurrence.

After you select an alert in the Alerts Console or the Alerts Analysis page, analyze the alert from the Charts panel as
discussed below.

Green Highway

The Green Highway tab displays the performance of the metric associated with an alert. Based on the duration and
frequency of the data captured, the chart displays a solid Green Highway band, a hash-patterned Green Highway band, or
an intermittent pattern. You interpret the prediction zones to understand the metric's performance.

NOTE
After you integrate data from a source with MOI, the green highway might show gaps in data points over a
certain time span. The gaps indicate that MOI is still processing the ingested data. We recommend that you wait
for a time and then reanalyze the green highway.

In the Charts panel, the timeline under the Green Highway displays a range that starts by default 30 minutes prior to the
first detected time and ends at the last detected time.

By default, in the Analysis page, the timeline displays one month of data.

Use the time range slider to select a time range. Dates display on the horizontal axis. The following image shows the time
range slider:
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The metric name and metric path are displayed in the upper left corner of the Charts panel.

The Edit Metrics button lets you navigate to the Explore and Analyze page to explore and select metrics for analysis.

Details

The Details tab contains information related to alerts. A link from the Alerts Console to the Analysis page lets you view all
closed alerts associated with the metric, and view other alerts from the past. The Details tab displays the following details
of a metric and the associated alert:

• Metric Path. The path displays the relationship of a metric with the system instance and the component in your
mainframe environment.

• Detection:
– First Detected. The metric value of the first alert in the alerting period.
– Last Detected. The metric value of the last alert in the alerting period.
– Highest Detected. The highest metric value of an alert in the entire alerting period.
– Severity Reason. The probable cause of the alert.

If you have selected an alert from the Alerts Console, the Open Alert in Explore and Analyze link appears in the Details
tab. The link lets you navigate to the Analysis page to view all the closed alerts and alerts that occurred in the past for the
selected metric.

Automation

The Automation tab displays all automation responses received from various automation tools. MOI sends the alerts to
an automation tool based on a set of predefined rules. If the automation tool has a rule that matches an alert, it sends a
response back to MOI.

• Insights Sharing. Whether the alert was forwarded to Splunk ® Enterprise.
• Application Tuner Response. The time when an alert was sent to MAT (MAT). You can review MAT reports for an

alert appearing in MOI and identify the root cause for inefficient application job performance.
• Select SHOW INFO to view all the details and responses received from MAT for a metric. The measurement in MAT

analyzes and provides a brief overview of the top five delay types affected in the application program.
• Event Management Responses. Select the link to view the automation response received for the alert from OPS/

MVS.
• DX Digital Operational Intelligence Responses. Indicates whether the alert was forwarded to DX Digital Operational

Intelligence.

Annotations

The Annotations tab displays all comments posted for an alert. Use the Add an Annotation field to post your comments.
You can post your comments for alerts and issues.

History

The History tab contains past samples of the selected metric values of an alert spanning the elapsed duration.

Research an Alert Based on an Email Notification (Early Detection)
MOI can send email notifications to alert you about potential problems in your system.
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This article explains how email notification works. The article also includes a sample scenario to explain next steps
following the receipt of an email notification. All notifications include basic details to explain the action that triggered them.
Also, each notification includes a link to the Analysis page to help you investigate the potential problem further.

Event-Triggering Email Notifications

Based on your notification rules, you receive email notifications when the following events occur:

• An alert occurs
– An alert indicates a warning that a threshold has been reached, performance has changed, or a failure has

occurred.
• An alerts cluster (issue) occurs

– An alerts cluster identifies a pattern of alerts that is consistent, coherent, and repetitive (an insight). When the
product identifies an alerts cluster, an algorithm generates an issue in the Alert Console to surface and act upon.

– The cluster notification email also includes the top eight severity alerts that are members of the issue and the next
issue prediction.

• MOI forwards an alert to the following products, if integrated: OPS/MVS and MAT.
– The acknowledgment email also includes the following information:

• The time when the alert is sent to the product
• The acknowledgment message indicating that the alert is sent to the product

• MOI receives a response for an alert from the following products, if integrated: OPS/MVS and MAT.
– The response email also includes the following information:

• The time when the product sent the response
• The response message that the product sent

Example: Email Notification for an Alert

The following screen capture and the sample scenario provide a use case where you receive an email notification
triggered by an alert. You can use features in MOI to investigate the potential problem further.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the notification email to view the severity and type of alert detected.
2. Click the View Alert button in the email to navigate to MOI.

The Analysis page appears. It displays information about the alert and the associated metric in the time frame when
the alert occurred:
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3. Observe the status of the alert over time.
For example, does the alert persist, and has the metric value changed?

4. Expand the time range to the present to investigate further.
a. Click the calendar icon next to the date/time range box in the upper right corner of the window.
b. Click Now and click Apply.

5. Filter the alert table to refine the results. For example, enter the name of the LPAR in the filter box for the Metric Path
column to narrow the list of alerts.

6. Use the options in the zoom toolbar to change the displayed time range, for example, to display one day (1D) or one
week (1W) of data.
Using these features of MOI, you can discover and learn more about a potential problem on your system.

Explore Metrics and Perform Historical Analysis
You explore and monitor the metrics that affect the performance of your systems. The Explore and Analyze page in MOI
lets you browse the metrics available on your system to look for a specific metric to analyze in the Green Highway chart.
You work through three selection panels to select a component, metric, and metric path. You can perform a search on
metric category or subcategory to narrow the listings. After you select a metric category and subcategory, you can narrow
your search further by exploring the metric path. The Analysis page displays the Green Highway chart for the metrics you
have explored and selected. The Show alerts for a selected metric button lets you view all the alerts that are associated
with the metric you selected using the Explore Metrics page.

Example: CPU Usage

Suppose that you want to explore the CPU Usage metric of a z/OS processor and view its historical performance.
MOI lets you select the z/OS Processor category from a list of all metric categories and then select the Utilization
subcategory. You can perform a search within the Category panel on category or subcategory to narrow the listing to what
you are interested in. The Metrics panel then populates the list of metrics that are relevant to CPU utilization. You can
then narrow the list to a specific metric, such as CPU%. In the Metric Path panel, you can select system entities such
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as SYSPLEX and SYSTEM LPAR that identify the unique metric path. Once you select the specific metric path, you can
use the Green Highway chart to analyze the historical performance of the CPU Usage of the z/OS processor in your
environment.

Explore Metrics Options

The Explore page has the following two options:

• Explore Metrics for Differential Analysis (Green Highway)
Use the panels in the Explore Metrics page to select up to two metric paths to explore for differential analysis. You can
view the Green Highway chart for your selection to compare the performance of the two metrics for a selected period.

• Explore Metrics to Display a Multi-Line Graph
Use the panels in the Explore Metrics page to select up to six metric paths for a single metric type to display on a multi-
line chart in the Green Highway. You can view a multi-line chart for your selection to compare the performance of the
six metric paths for a single metric for a selected period. 

Perform Differential Analysis of Metrics
You can perform a differential analysis of metrics to:

• View the deviation of a metric's performance from baseline
• Compare the performance of one metric against another
• Understand the impact of one metric on another

If you add a new metric to your data model, you must first process the metric in the Appliance Controller for the metric to
appear in the Explore and Analyze page.

The Explore and Analyze page lets you browse metrics for a specific part of your system. A metric path is the pathway
describing the physical address of the unit, ending with the metric itself. A metric path displays the relationship of a metric
to an instance and the component of your environment. You can use the Explore and Analyze page to select up to two
metric paths to analyze and compare their performance from the Green Highways chart.

For example, you can explore and select the same metric on different LPARs, or you can select different metrics on one
LPAR. You can then narrow your exploration to the two differential analysis charts you want to display.
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Select Metrics from the Explore Metrics Page

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Navigate to the Explore and Analyze menu, and click Differential Analysis (Green Highway).

The Explore Metrics page opens.
3. Review the information in the Categories panel and select a category.

The panel lists the available metric categories. Only categories processed from Appliance Controller are displayed.
You can type a category search term in Search Category to narrow this listing to your specific area of interest.

4. Select a subcategory. You can type a subcategory search term in Search Category as well to further filter the listing.

The Metrics panel is populated with a list of metrics that belong to the selected category and subcategory.

The number in the brackets indicates the number of instances running with that specific category, subcategory, or
metric.

5. Select a metric from the list to explore.
6. Select more metrics from the Metric Path panel.

WARNING
You can bypass Green Highways processing for some voluminous SMF record types. For example, when
you start to add metrics for the SMF 110.1 types, the Metric Path section provides an Enable Green
Highways option. If you select this option, the Green Highways do not bypass this SMF metric data.

Your selections are listed in the Choose Metric panel.

NOTE

You can perform a differential analysis from the Green Highways chart for up to two metrics. If you explored
more than two metric paths, remove the unwanted paths from the Choose Metrics panel.

7. (Optional) Repeat steps 2-6 to select more metric paths that belong to different categories, subcategories, and metrics.
8. (Optional) Click Save to save your explorations. You can return to a saved metric path the next time you log in to run

another analysis session and see the updated alert information.

NOTE

You can view a saved metric path for the current login session. The next time you log in, all recent and saved
paths are reset.

9. (Optional) Click Recent to retrieve your last selection.

You can retrieve an explorer session that you did not save before clicking Analyze from the list of Recent metrics.
10. Click ANALYZE.

The Analysis page opens and displays the following details:
– Differential analysis of the selected metrics in the Green Highways charts
– Alerts associated with the specific metric path
– (Optional) To view all alerts associated with the selected metric paths, click the Show selected metrics alerts

switch ON. When you turn the switch OFF, all alerts are listed.
11. (Optional) Click the Edit Metrics button in the Analysis page to return to the Explore and Analyze page.

The Explore Metrics page is updated with the metric paths from the charts you last viewed.

Append a Metric

The Green Highways chart of the most recent alert for a metric displays in the lower half of the screen.
You can append a second Green Highways chart of another metric to the one displayed using the

Append
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button in the far-right column on the Alerts table. When you click the Append button adjacent to an alert, the Green
Highways chart for that metric displays beneath the first Green Highways chart. The time range slider for each metric is
synchronized so you see the historical data for each metric over the same period. Comparing metrics performance lets
you study how metrics may be affecting each other.

When you append a second Green Highways chart, you can only select alerts that correspond to different metrics. The
Append button is unavailable for alerts that correspond to a metric displayed in a Green Highways chart in the Chart
panel.

Change Metric Selection

You can display up to two stacked Green Highways charts at a time. The first Green Highways chart is for the alert you
selected from the Alerts table. When you work with the Metric Selection dialog, you can change the selection for the
second Green Highways chart.

Follow these steps:

1. With two Green Highways charts displayed, click the Append button for another alert in the Alerts table.
The Metric Selection dialog displays.
The dialog displays the full path for three metrics: the current two metrics that are displayed, and the new metric you
selected. By default, the new metric is selected for inclusion.

2. Select the check box for a second metric and click Choose.
The two selected metrics display as stacked charts.

Example:

Suppose that you want to compare the behavior of the metric CPU%LPAR to that of CPU% of a specific system instance.
You discover that the two metrics are in alert at approximately the same time. By displaying two Green Highways charts,
you can compare the data for each over a 24-hour period. You can then understand the impact of one metric on the other.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Navigate to the Explore and Analyze, Differential Analysis (Green Highway).
3. Expand the z/OS Core category and select the Utilization subcategory from the Categories column.

The CPU%LPAR - LPAR CPU usage percentage metric is listed in the Metrics column.
4. Select the CPU%LPAR - LPAR CPU usage percentage metric.

All metric paths associated with CPU%LPAR - LPAR CPU usage percentage are listed in the Metric Path column.
5. Select the specific z/OS System and the z/OS Core from the Metric Path column.
6. The first Green Highway of the metric path z/OS System:(system instance) > z/OS Core:0002 > CPU%LPAR is

added.
7. Search for and add a second metric path z/OS System:CA11 > z/OS Core:0001 > CPU%LPAR.
8. Click the Append

button that corresponds to the alert.
The Green Highways chart for the appended alert displays beneath the Green Highways chart of the
first alert. Historical data for the past 24 hours displays for each Green Highways chart. The time range
sliders for the two metrics are synchronized, so you can compare analysis information for both metrics simultaneously.

NOTE

The Green Highways window heading updates to include the name and metric path of both alerts.
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TIP

Drag the range slider beneath either Green Highways chart to change the time range of historical data
displayed. To change the date and time range, use the preset time range or change the value in the From
and To fields.

Analyze the Relative Performance of Multiple Metric Instances
Use the Explore Metrics page to select up to six metrics to analyze and display in a multi-metric-line chart. Working with
a multi-metric line chart to explore metrics lets you display historical data for one metric type across multiple components
of your system. You can view and analyze the relative performance of a metric in one component with that of five other
components. The data helps you perform a root cause analysis by helping you single out the component that is under- or
over-utilized.

The multi-metric line chart displays a series of data points that are connected with a line. The chart helps you visualize
data for your metric component over a selected time range, and in relation to other components for the same metric type.
For example, you can use this feature to view a chart for the CPU usage metric on up to six LPARs on your system.

The chart includes the following elements:

• Colored lines display the Actual Data for up to six different components on your system. Each component is assigned
a unique line color.

• A solid line indicates that no alert is active in the displayed time range.
• Alert Points mark a significant event in the historical data. A flag designates the start and end of each alert on the alert

line. A dashed line between the flags tracks the alert duration.
• You can hover over the chart and click a point on one of the lines to display a tooltip. The tooltip provides a summary

of the metric for that instant. The tooltip includes a link to the Differential Analysis (Green Highway) view of the metric.
Click the link to switch to the Green Highway view of the metric.

• A Legend lists the names of the components you are tracking on the chart with a unique color. You can hide or display
a line on the chart when you select or clear the check box.

• An Information icon you can expand to display a box listing the full metric path for each component in the chart.

TIP

You can save your selections in a URL to open the multi-line chart later. Click the Graph URL option on the
toolbar and select Email or Clipboard.

Examples:

• CPU usage
You want to view the historical data for the CPU usage metric on six LPARs on your system. You
can select the LPARs for that metric on the Explore Metrics page and display a multi-metric line chart for your
selections.

• TCP port activity
You want to view the historical data of six TCP ports of your z/OS system. You can select the ports for a specific job of
a specific z/OS system and display a multi-line chart for your selections.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Navigate to the Explore and Analyze menu, and click Differential Analysis (Green Highway).

The Explore Metrics page opens.
3. Review the information in the Categories panel, and select a category. To filter the list of categories, type the metric

subcategory name in the Search Category field.
The panel lists the available metric categories. Only categories that are processed from Appliance Controller are
displayed.

4. Select a subcategory. To filter the list of subcategories, you can type the subcategory name in the Search Category
box as well.
The Metrics panel is populated with a list of metrics that belong to the selected category and subcategory.
The number in the brackets indicates the number of instances running with that specific category, subcategory, or
metric.

5. Select a metric from the list to explore.
6. Select more metrics from the Metric Path panel.

Your selections are listed in the Choose Metrics panel.

NOTE

If you explored more than six metric paths, remove the unwanted paths from the Choose Metrics panel.
7. (Optional) Repeat steps 2-6 to select more metric paths that belong to different categories, subcategories, and metrics.
8. (Optional) Click Save to save your explorations.

You can return to a saved metric path the next time you log in to run another analysis session and see the updated
alert information.

NOTE

You can view a saved metric path for the current session. The next time you log in, all recent and saved
paths are reset.

9. (Optional) Click Recent to retrieve your last selection.
If you do not save an explorer session before you click Analyze, you can retrieve it from the list of Recent metrics the
next time you log in.

10. Click ANALYZE.
The Analysis page opens and displays the multi-metric line chart in Green Highways for the selected metrics.

Modify the Multi-Line Chart

After you set the multi-line chart from the Explore Metrics page, you can modify the multi-line chart from the Analysis
page. You can append a new metric path to the chart. You can also modify the list of metric paths in the chart.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Append icon

in the row for the metric path of the alert you want to add.

NOTE

You can only append a metric of the same type to an existing multi-line chart.

A pop-up window lists the current metric paths and the new metric path is marked as selected.
2. Alternatively, click the Edit Metrics button and revise your choices on the Explore Metrics page.
3. Click Choose.

The multi-line chart is updated based on your selections.
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Navigate from a Multi-Metric Line Chart to a Differential Analysis Chart

When you work with a multi-line chart in the Analysis page, you can display the Green Highway chart for the metric of a
selected component.

Follow these steps:

1. Hover over the multi-line chart to locate the component you want to isolate.
2. Click the part of the alert line that you want to investigate for differential analysis.

A tooltip displays. The tip includes a link to the Differential Analysis (Green Highway) chart.

3. Click the Differential Analysis link in the tooltip.
The Green Highway chart displays for the selected metric. You can now view the performance of the component
against the baseline of the historical analysis.

TIP

After you click a tooltip to make it stationary, you can move your cursor and click another tooltip to compare
the information. You can also click anywhere outside the stationary tooltip to dismiss it.

Manage Metric Path Sessions
When you select metric paths and click ANALYZE in the Explore Metrics page, by default the selected metric paths are
saved as a session in the Recent drop-down list. When you return to the Explore Metrics page, you can view the recently
selected metric paths.

You can also manually save the metric paths to revisit the metric explorations the next time you log in to MOI.

NOTE

Up to ten items are displayed in the list of recent explorations.

Retrieve Recent Metric Explorer Sessions

You can revisit your recently analyzed metric paths from the Recent drop-down list for the current login session.

NOTE

The list of recent explorations is not saved when you log out from MOI. The list is active for only one login
session. You can save your exploration if you want to restore it for a subsequent session.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Explore Metrics page, click the Recent drop-down list.
2. Click the path for a recent exploration on the list.

The Categories, Metrics, and Metric Path panels populate with the saved information.
The Charts panel on the Analytics page opens to display the chart for the selected metric.

Update a Recent Exploration

You can edit a recent exploration and update the metric path.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Explore Metrics page, click the Recent drop-down list.
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2. Click the pencil icon next to a recent exploration on the list.
The Categories, Metrics, and Metric Path panels populate with the saved information.

3. Modify the exploration as needed and click Analyze to display the chart for the selected metric.

Save your Explorer Sessions

You can save a metric path that you explored to revisit the path when you log in next time.

Follow these steps:

1. Explore a metric in the Explore Metrics page from the Categories, Metrics, and Metric Path panels.
2. Click Save.

The full path for the metric is saved to the Saved drop-down list. When you log back in to MOI and navigate
to the Explore Metrics page, you can open the explorations that you last saved.

NOTE

Up to ten items appear in the list of saved explorations. The list is retained across sessions.

Restore a Saved Explorer Session

Follow these steps:

1. In the Explore Metrics page, click the Saved drop-down list.
2. Click the pencil icon next to the metric path you want to open.

The Categories, Metrics, and Metric Path panels populate with the saved information.
3. You can revise details of the exploration or click Analyze to open the chart for the metric.
4. (Optional) Click the delete icon to delete a saved metric path from the Saved drop-down list.

Manage Custom Reports, Adhoc Views, and Custom Dashboards
This section describes the various tasks you can perform from the Reports page. MOI integrates data from the base
products. The data from the integrated products are classified as domains, and the domains are listed in the Create
Reports page.

Reports give you a snapshot view of actual data for metrics of components in your monitoring environment. The Reports
page in MOI contains out-of-the-box reports, ad hoc views, and dashboards that are created using the data from the
following base products:

• Vantage and Vantage Web Client (Mainframe Team Center Management)
• SYSVIEW

Data Retention Duration

WARNING

By default MOI retains alerts data for 90 days and high-fidelity time series data for 45 days. To modify the
retention period, contact Broadcom Support. However, you can view the details associated with reports and
dashboards for up to two years.

If the default reports and dashboards do not meet your requirements, you can create custom reports and dashboards
using the data from the following base products:
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• NetMaster NM for TCP/IP
• SYSVIEW Release
• Vantage and Vantage Web Client (Mainframe Team Center Management)
• IBM System Management Facility (SMF) Adapter
• Detector
• SYSVIEW for Db2

The metric categories and descriptions have been updated in the latest release. When you create an ad hoc view for
these DB2 metrics, open the select fields dialog and select OK.

MOI contains CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 6.3.0, which provides the platform for reporting and
analytics, to integrate, analyze, and present vital information on system performance through various reporting and
dashboard options.

The Report menu contains the following pages:

• Reports
Contains a list of out-of-the-box reports, custom reports, ad hoc views, out-of-the-box dashboards, and custom
dashboards that you can manage and schedule.

• Create Reports
Contains tools, data, and options that help you manage and schedule reports that are based on your requirements.

The Reports page contains a list of out-of-the-box items and items that you have created using the Create Reports page.
You can work with the following types of items from the Reports page:

• Ad hoc views
The ad hoc view report serves as a static template with content that is derived from the ad hoc view.

• Reports
Select an existing ad hoc view and generate a report from it using various options that are available and then select
Save As, or create a customized report from the Create Reports page by selecting all the required details.

• Dashboards
A dashboard provides a graphical representation of data values against specific measures to help you understand the
trend and performance of metrics that affect your systems.

NOTE

If you delete any out-of-the-box reports, ad hoc views, and dashboards, the out-of-the-box items are restored
when you restart the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server Docker container.

Ad hoc view serves as the basis of reports; reports serve as the basis of dashboards.The following diagram shows the
workflow to create and manage ad hoc views, reports, and dashboards:
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Figure 11: Create an Ad Hoc View, Report, and Dashboard

Perform Basic Tasks in the Reports Page

The Reports page contains out-of-the-box and custom reports that you can manage and schedule. You can schedule a
report to run at a specific required interval and receive the report in an email or save it in a specified location. 

You can perform the following tasks from the Reports page.

Basic Tasks with Reports

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Click the report icon in the navigation menu and click Reports.

The Reports page opens and lists the reports, ad hoc views, and dashboards.
3. Click the settings (gear) icon next to a report, ad hoc view, or a dashboard to perform the following tasks:

– View, Schedule, and Delete a selected report
– Edit and Delete a view
– Edit and Delete a dashboard
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NOTE

• Before you delete the base item, delete the dependent items.
• Before you delete a report, delete the dashboard that you have created from the report.
• Before you delete an ad hoc view, delete the dashboard and the report that you created from the ad hoc

view.

The following diagram depicts the order in which you can delete an ad hoc view, a report, and a dashboard:
Figure 12: Relationship between ad hoc view, report, and dashboard

WARNING
If you delete any of the out-of-the-box reports, ad hoc views, and dashboards, the items are restored when
you restart the CABI container.

View a Default Report
In viewing the out-of-the-box reports from the Reports page, you must specify the values of the filters in the input
controls dialog to view a specific report of a specific system instance and metrics in your mainframe environment. 
Follow these steps:
a. Log in to MOI.
b. Navigate to the Reports menu, click Reports.
c. Select a report from the reports list.

The message The report is empty appears.
d. Click the Options

icon.
The Input Controls dialog opens.

e. Specify the values for the filters.
f. Set the TIMESTAMP field to any date range, or set it between DAY-n and DAY.

n - Signifies any number of days that you want the report to date back to.
Example:
Set the TIMESTAMP between DAY-10 to DAY. The report then shows data for the last ten days.

g. Click Apply, and click OK.
The report displays the data for the system and days that you specified.
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Export Report Templates

You can export report templates from one instance of MOI and import the report templates to another instance of MOI in
another environment that contains the same integrated product data.

NOTE

MOI lets you import ad hoc views, reports, and dashboards that are exported only from MOI.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Navigate to the Reports menu and click Reports.

The Reports page opens and lists the existing ad hoc views, reports, and dashboards.
3. Select the ad hoc views, reports, and dashboards that you want to export. Alternatively you can select the check box

corresponding to Name to select all the items.
4. Click the Actions drop-down list, and select Export.

The Export Reports dialog opens.
5. Click EXPORT.

The export.zip file is saved in the default download location of your browser and is available for importing into another
instance of MOI.

Import Report Templates

You can import report templates that you have exported from one instance of MOI to another instance of MOI in another
environment that contains the same integrated product data.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Navigate to the Reports menu and click Reports.

The Reports page opens and lists the existing ad hoc views, reports, and dashboards.
3. Click the Actions drop-down list, and select Import.

NOTE

You can import zipped files of up to 1MB.
4. Click Browse File.
5. Navigate to the location of the exported zipped file.
6. Select the export.zip file and click Open.
7. Click IMPORT.

The templates are imported and are available to create reports and dashboards.

Schedule a Report

You can schedule the reports to run and deliver for a specific period. Scheduling a report helps you to periodically retrieve
useful data. You can retrieve the scheduled reports through email or save them in a specific location. This process lets
you regularly share reports with your peers.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Navigate to the reports menu and click Reports.

The reports, views, and dashboards are listed.

NOTE

The schedule option is available only for reports.
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3. Click the gear icon by a report, and select Schedule.
4. Click Create Schedule.

The Schedule dialog appears.
5. Specify the Start Date, Time Zone, and Recurrence.

The Schedule End fields appear.
6. Specify the End Date.
7. Navigate to the Parameters tab.

The Parameters tab displays the fields that correspond to the context that you used to add filters when you created
the report.

8. Specify the context-related details.
9. Navigate to Output Options.
10. Provide the required file name and the associated description in the File name and Description text boxes.
11. Select the time zone from the Time Zone drop-down list.
12. Select the required language from the Output Locale drop-down list.
13. Select the required output formats from the listed check boxes.
14. Select the file handling methods check boxes.
15. Select the output destinations check boxes.

a. If you select the Output to FTP Server option, provide the FTP server address, port number, transfer protocol,
directory, username, and the associated password.

NOTE
Only the Output to FTP Server option works in the output destination tab. If you use this option, then you
can include report files as ZIP attachments in the Notifications tab.

b. Click Test Connection to test the credentials.
16. Navigate to the Notifications tab.
17. Complete the fields, specify the Include report options, and click Save.

NOTE
If you selected Output to Repository on the Output Options tab, the Include reports as repository links in the
email body do not work.

The Save dialog appears.
18. Provide the description for the scheduled job and click Save.

Your job is scheduled for the specified time frame. You receive the reports at the scheduled time and dates in the
format that you specified.

Create Custom Reports
This section describes the various steps that are required for you to create ad hoc views and custom reports from the
Create Reports page. MOI integrates data from the base products. The data from the integrated products are classified as
domains, and the domains are listed in the Create Reports page.

Reports give you a snapshot view of actual data for metrics of components in your monitoring environment. The Reports
page in MOI contains out-of-the-box reports, ad hoc views, and dashboards that are created using the data from the base
products. If the default reports do not meet your requirements, you can create custom reports using the data from the
following base products:

• Detector 20.0
• NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Release 12.2
• SYSVIEW Release 14.2 or Version 15.0
• SYSVIEW for Db2 20.0
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The metric categories and descriptions have been updated in the latest release. When you create an ad hoc view for
these DB2 metrics, open the select fields dialog and select OK.

• Vantage Version 14.0 and Vantage Web Client (Mainframe Team Center Management) Version 14.0
• IBM System Management Facility (SMF) Adapter

Custom reports contain static template content that is derived from the ad hoc view when it was created. An ad hoc view
serves as a template that you can use to create reports and dashboards.

To learn more about how to create reports, schedule reports, and prepare dashboards using MOI see the following video:

MOI contains CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 6.3.0, which provides the platform to integrate,"" analyze,
and present vital information on system performance through various reports and dashboards.  A domain that is defined
in JasperReports server can be used to create reports, ad hoc views, and dashboards.

You can create a report to display in the form of a table, chart, or crosstab.

NOTE

To create a report of any specific metric of a system instance, ensure that you apply as many filters as possible
for that system. Use only the in between operator to apply the timestamp filter.

WARNING

The is not equal to and is not between operators do not work.

The following topic describes how to create a custom report.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the report icon in the navigation menu and select Create Report.

The Select Data window opens.
2. Select one of the listed domains and select Choose Data...

The Choose Data window opens.
3. Select one or more fields from the Source pane and double-click the required items. Alternatively you can drag the

items, or select the right arrow.

The fields are moved to the Selected Fields pane.

NOTE
If you cancel out of this pane and then you are unable to return to the Create Report page, select another
option on the user interface. Then, return to Create Report.

4. Select OK.

The New Ad Hoc View dialog opens. The New Ad Hoc View section contains tools that equip you to create, save,
and export reports in the form of a table, chart, or crosstab.

NOTE

Before you apply the time range filter, ensure that you select at least one metric.

The page contains the following section:
– Domain

Contains the domain name and lists the following items:
• Fields

Defines items from the data source that you can add to the table as groups and filters.
• Measures
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Defines items containing data values, that you can specify as columns and groups to create your custom view or
report.

5. Navigate to the Measures section, right-click the metric, and select Add as Column.

The metric is added in the Columns field.
6. Navigate to the Fields section, right-click the required items, and select Add as Group.

The items are added in the Groups field in the New Ad Hoc View section and appear as rows in the report when you
view the report in a table format.

NOTE

If you drag-and-drop items too fast in the New Ad Hoc View section, the UI displays an error. Ensure that you
drag-and-drop the items one-by-one.

A table appears with the metric of a specific system instance in the New Ad Hoc View section.
7. Navigate to the Fields section, right-click TIMESTAMP, and select Create Filter.

The TIMESTAMP filter appears in the Filters section.

The Filters section contains Custom Filter Expression, Data Level, and Rows slider if you selected a chart type of
report.

NOTE

Ensure that you create filters to narrow your search to view the specific reports accurately.

TIP

You can use the AND and OR operators to combine filters using their names, for example, A OR B, A AND
C.

8. Navigate to the Filters section, select the TIMESTAMP drop-down list which shows the equals operator, select is
between, specify the date range from the calendar, and select Apply.

The report displays the values in the table for the specified date range.
9. Navigate to the New Ad Hoc View section, select the Table drop-down list, and select Chart.

A chart bar appears. The Rows slider appears in the Filters column.
10. Drag the slider under Rows to the far end.

All the rows in the report are selected.
11. Select the gears icon in the New Ad Hoc View section to specify the Chart Types and Chart Format,select a chart

type, and close the dialog.

The Chart Types and Chart Format dialog lets you select the format or the view of your report, for example, columns,
bars, pie charts, time series data, and so on.

12. Select Click to add a title and specify a title for the report.
13. Select the save icon and one of the following options to specify whether you want to save the report as an ad hoc view,

report, or both:

WARNING

If you select the User folder to save a report or ad hoc view, the report or ad hoc view is visible only to you. If
you save the report or ad hoc view in any other folder, the report is available for other users who access MOI
from your enterprise. The folder created for the username is the default private folder.

For example, if you log in with the user ID demo, a private folder labeled demo is created and is accessible
only to you.

– Save Ad Hoc View
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Lets you save the content in the form of an ad hoc view. You can use the ad hoc view as a template to create
reports.

– Save Ad Hoc View As...

Lets you save the ad hoc view as a report for the specific system instance, metrics, filters, and values that you had
specified.

– Save Ad Hoc View and Create Report

Lets you save the content in the form of an ad hoc view and a report.

The ad hoc report is saved with the name and description you specified and is listed in the Reports page. You can
create reports from the ad hoc view and can create a dashboard from the report.

14. Alternatively, select the export icon

to export the content of your report in a desired format.
TIP
Known Issue: Exporting a report to Excel or Excel (Paginated) format results in a report with timestamp
indicating Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), not your timezone. As an alternative, we recommend you export
the file in .XLSX or .XLSX-Paginated format.
NOTE
For more information about how to work with the Ad Hoc Editor, see Jaspersoft documentation.

Example: CPU usage percentage

Suppose you notice that the performance of CPU usage percentage of the z/OS system named CA11 has been erratic for
some time on certain days. You create a report to monitor the performance of the CPU% metric for a specific duration of
a z/OS system with TIMESTAMP and ZOSSYSTEM as filters respectively. The report helps you understand the trend and
behavior of the CPU usage percentage over a given period.

In this example, the report is created using the default System Operational Domain.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Select the reports icon in the navigation bar, and select Create Report.

The Select Data window opens. You can type the data name that you want to search in the Search bar.
3. Select one of the integrated product domains, for example System Operational Domain, and select Choose Data...

The Choose Data window opens.
4. Double-click the required metrics and fields from the Source pane. Alternatively you can drag-and-drop them, or select

them and then select the right arrow. For example, double-click ZOSSYSTEM, TIMESTAMP, expand z/OS Processor,
Utilization, and double-click CPU%.

The metrics and fields are moved to the Selected Fields pane.
5. Select OK.

The Create Report wizard displays the following options to create and export the report:

NOTE

Before you apply the time range filter, select at least one metric.

– Domain

Displays the domain name and lists the following sections:

• Fields
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Displays objects that you can apply as groups and filters. The objects ZOSSYSTEM and TIMESTAMP appear in
the Fields section.

• Measures

Displays data values that you can specify as columns and groups in your report. The metric z/OS Processor
appears in the Measures section.

6. Navigate to the Measures section, expand z/OS Processor, Utilization, right-click CPU%, and select Add as
Column.
CPU% is added in the Columns field.

7. Navigate to the Fields section, right-click ZOSSYSTEM, and select Add as Group.
ZOSSYSTEM is added in the Groups field in the New Ad Hoc View section. The New Ad Hoc View section contains
tools that equip you to create, save, and export reports in the form of a table, chart, or crosstab.

NOTE

If you drag-and-drop objects too fast while creating and applying filters, rows, and columns in the New Ad
Hoc View, the UI displays an error. Drag-and-drop the filter items one by one.

A table appears with CPU% of a specific ZOSSYSTEM in the New Ad Hoc View section.
8. Navigate to the Fields section, right-click TIMESTAMP, and select Create Filter. Then select Chart from the Table

drop-down list in the New Ad Hoc View pane.

The TIMESTAMP filter appears in the Filters section. The Filters section contains Custom Filter Expression, Data
Level, and Rows slider when the view type is Chart.

NOTE

Ensure that you create filters to narrow your search to accurately view the specific reports.

TIP

You can use the AND and OR operators to combine filters using their names; for example, A OR B, A AND
C.

9. Select the equals drop-down list in the Filters section, select is between, specify the date range, and select Apply.

The report displays the values in the table for the specified date range.
10. Navigate to the New Ad Hoc View section, select the drop-down list, and select Chart.

A chart bar appears. The Rows slider appears in the Filters column.
11. Drag the slider under Rows to the far end.

All the rows in the report are selected.
12. Select the gear icon to specify the Chart Types and Chart Format.

The Select Chart Type wizard opens. The Chart Types and Chart Format dialog lets you select the format or the
view of your report; for example, columns, bars, pie charts, or time series data.

13. Select the Time Series chart type and close the wizard.

The report displays the time series chart of CPU% of the z/OS system.
14. Select Click to add a title and specify a title for the report.
15. Select the save icon and select one of the following options to specify whether you want to save the report as an ad

hoc view, report, or both:
– Save Ad Hoc View

Lets you save the content in the form of an ad hoc view. You can use the ad hoc view as a template to create
reports.

– Save Ad Hoc View As...
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Lets you save the ad hoc view as a report for the specific system instance, metrics, filters, and values you specified.
– Save Ad Hoc View and Create Report

Lets you save the content in the form of an ad hoc view and a report.

The ad hoc report is saved with the name and description you specified and is listed in the Reports page. You can
create reports from the ad hoc view and can create a dashboard from the report.

16. Alternatively, select the export icon

to export the content of your report in a desired format.
TIP
Known Issue: Exporting a report to Excel or Excel (Paginated) format results in a report with timestamp
indicating Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), not your timezone. As an alternative, we recommend you export
the file in .XLSX or .XLSX-Paginated format.
NOTE
For more information about how to work with the Ad Hoc Editor, see Jaspersoft documentation.

Manage Default Dashboards
The dashboard in MOI provides you a graphical representation of the performance of actual data for metrics of
components in your monitoring environment.  By default the dashboard displays data for the past day. You can view the
Dashboards page to review metric activity in the time range of one hour to one month. The Dashboards page includes
a default dashboard. The Create Dashboards page lets you create dashboards for metrics of integrated products. The
Dashboards page contains out-of-the-box dashboards for the following Broadcom products:

• Vantage Version 14.0 and Vantage Web Client (Mainframe Team Center Management) Version 14.0
• SYSVIEW Release 14.2 or Version 15.0

Refer to the following key terms for this dashboard section:

Ad Hoc View

An ad hoc view or a report serves as the basis for creating dashboards.

Dashlet

A dashlet is an element on your dashboard that has a unique name and properties that you can edit and that vary
depending on the type of dashlet.

The Dashboards page contains the following pages:

• Dashboards
View the default dashboard with the default metrics.

• Create Dashboard
Create a dashboard or use an existing report to create your dashboard.

You can perform the following tasks from the Dashboards page for a default dashboard and for the dashboards that you
created:

Manage the Default Dashboard

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Navigate to the dashboard menu and select Dashboards.The default dashboard appears. The dashboard displays the

performance of the default systems.
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3. Specify the time for the dashboard:
– Past hour (1H)
– Past day (1D)
– Past week (1W)
– Past month (1M)
The data for the selected period is displayed. The chart displays as much data as is available up to the current hour.
Each metric is denoted with a unique color.

NOTE

The chart displays as much data as is available within the specified time range.
4. (Optional) Select the refresh icon in the upper-right corner of the metric pane to update the data to the current time.

NOTE

The Dashboard page automatically refreshes every 20 minutes.
5. View the performance of the metric for a specific time.

a. Hover over a chart to display the following information:
• The day, date, and time for the metric point
• The instance name
• The value of the metric at that instant

b. Scan the chart to review different points in time for the displayed data.
6. View the Green Highway chart from the default dashboard.

a. Navigate to the specific metric dashlet.
b. Select the instance name at the bottom of the pane

.
The link lets you quickly navigate to the Green Highway chart and analyze the metric path for alerts and historical
data.

NOTE

When you return to the Dashboard page from the Analysis page, the time range resets to the default of
one day to up to the current hour.

7. Select or remove a metric from the display by selecting or clearing the check box next to a metric instance name

.

Add Tabbed Dashboards

You can add new dashboards and can view them from separate tabs from the Dashboards page.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Dashboards page, select

to add a tabbed dashboard.
The Add Dashboard window opens.

2. Select the dashboard that you created from the list and select Save.
3. (Optional) Type the dashboard name that you want to search in the Search bar.
4. Select Add.

The dashboard appears in a new tab. The filters appear at the top of the page.
5. Specify the values in the filters and select Apply.

The last added dashboard is highlighted, and data related to the highlighted dashboard is displayed.
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Create Custom Dashboards
You can create custom dashboards in MOI from existing reports to view, monitor, and compare the performance of various
metrics of a system in your environment. An ad hoc view contains a predefined set of metric data and values. Use the ad
hoc views or reports to build a custom dashboard from the following base products:

• NetMaster NM for TCP/IP Release 12.2
• SYSVIEW Release 14.2 or Version 15.0
• Vantage Version 14.0 and Vantage Web Client (Mainframe Team Center Management) Version 14.0
• IBM System Management Facility (SMF) Adapter
• Detector
• SYSVIEW for Db2

The following video shows how to create a report, schedule a report, and use existing reports to create a dashboard.

The following procedure describes how to create a custom dashboard from the Create Dashboard page using existing
reports listed in the Reports page.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Select the dashboard icon in the navigation menu and then select Create Dashboard.

The Create Dashboard page in MOI lets you create dashboards from reports and ad hoc views that already exist. The
page contains the following sections:
– Available Content

• New Content

WARNING

Creating dashboards with New Content is not supported. You can use the reports that already exist in
the Reports page or create custom reports using the Create Custom Ad Hoc Reports page.

• Existing Content
Displays the various reports and ad hoc views listed in the Reports page.

– New Dashboard
This section contains tools that equip you to manage your dashboard.

3. Navigate to the Existing Content section.
The column lists the various reports and ad hoc views listed in the Reports page.

4. Drag a report or ad hoc view to the New Dashboard section.
A report is empty message appears. The New Dashboard section contains tools that equip you to create, save, and
export dashboards.

5. Navigate to the Filters section and select the + icon by the report.
The filters you had applied to create the report are listed.

6. Drag-and-drop the filter items from the Filters section to the New Dashboard section.
The filters are listed in the panel.

TIP

Right-click the dashlet that contains the filters, select Properties, and set the value in the Filters per row
drop-down list to the number of filters you want to view in a row.

7. Map the parameters and filters to the dashlets.
a. Select the parameter-mapping icon

.
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The Parameter Mapping window opens. The Parameter Mapping window lets you map filters or parameters to
the various reports you have added as dashlets in the New Dashboard section.

b. Select the dashlet from the Dashlet Affected drop-down list.
c. Select the filter or parameter from the Filter/Parameter Affected drop-down list.
d. Select the + icon to add more dashlets and map the dashlets to the filter or parameter.
e. Select OK.

The parameters and filters now are linked to the respective dashlets.
8. Select the Preview icon

.
The dashboard appears in the preview mode with the filters.

9. Specify the value for each filter and select Apply.
The dashlets display the charts for the metrics and filter values that you specified.

10. Select the preview icon to return to the New Dashboard section.
11. To add more dashlets, repeat step 4.
12. Select the save icon, select Save Dashboard, specify the name, description, and the folder location.
13. Select Save.

The dashboard is saved and is listed in the Add Dashboard dialog in the Dashboards page and is listed in the
Reports page.

14. Add a tabbed dashboard.
a. Navigate to the Dashboards page, select

to add a tabbed dashboard.
The Add Dashboard dialog opens.

b. Select the dashboard that you created from the list and select Save. Alternatively you can search for the
dashboard name in the Search bar.

c. Select ADD.
The dashboard appears in a new tab in the Dashboards page. The last added dashboard is highlighted and data
related to the highlighted dashboard is displayed.

15. Specify the values in the filters and select Apply.
You can now view the performance of various metrics that impact the system performance in one single view and
monitor the health of the system.

NOTE

For more information about how to set dashboard properties and map parameters, see Jaspersoft
documentation.

View Mainframe Infrastructure Topology
Topology view lets a level-one support analyst from the mainframe management team gain visibility into the status
and relationship of infrastructure components. This analyst can view the relationship between an application, the
corresponding message queue, the specific CICS transaction server, and the database that together are responsible for
the transaction cycle. If an alert occurs, the Topology view provides a visual indication that a specific component is in
alerting state. Doing so helps the support analyst gather the necessary information to triage the problem to a subsystem
subject matter expert (SME). The SME can view the components with a higher number of system-detected anomalies and
identify the root cause of the problem.

NOTE

If Topology is enabled, the icon is visible in the main navigation menu. The Topology view supports DB2, MQ,
and CICS subsystems.
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Topology Usage Example
Consider an application that processes bank transactions. The application runs on an LPAR on z/OS, and the application
writes or uploads transactions in the message queue for processing by the CICS transaction server. Then it updates DB2
accordingly. The CICS transaction server manages the transactions of the application. The L1 support analyst can
log in to MOI to view the topological mapping of the application with the CICS transaction server, the message queue,
and the associated DB2. This mapping shows the relationship between infrastructure components and the respective
alerting state. The L1 support analyst then notifies a subsystem SME for further troubleshooting to maintain mean time to
resolution (MTTR).

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Navigate to the main menu and select the topology icon.

The page displays the various nodes and their interconnections for CICS transaction server, Message Queue, and
DB2. If any component is erroneous, the topology provides a visual indication that it is in alerting state.

NOTE
The Application Node Type maps to the Group Type column in the Alert Console and Alert Analysis, but only
when you enable Topology.

3. Select one of the following options:
– Live Mode

Lets you view the status of the elements for the past 8 minutes.
– Custom Range (Historical Mode)

Lets you view the status of the elements for a specified date. The start and the end dates are always within 24
hours.

4. Select a node.
The interconnected elements display whether or not you select a node.

5. Select a specific element in the map.
The Component View panel displays the component's details and its status.

6. Select the View Alerts link to navigate to the Alerts Console.
You can view all the alerts associated with the component in the Alerts Console.
The alerts are displayed in the Alerts Console. If you are in Historical mode, then the View Alerts link goes to the Alerts
Analysis page.

Historical Mode (Timeline)

Historical mode lets you move from live mode into the past to see which status events occurred historically. Highlighting
the Timeline lets you identify components in your map that share one or more attributes. The Timeline helps you
investigate where a problem started. Use the timeline slider to see the status of selected components at times in the past.
You can also select different events to see any changed events for the selected time range.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to MOI.
2. Navigate to the main menu and select the topology icon.

The page displays the various nodes and their interconnections for CICS transaction server, Message Queue, and
DB2. If any component is erroneous, the topology provides a visual indication that it is in alerting state.

3. Select Timeline.
4. The timeline appears. By default, the timeline is in live mode and shows the aggregated alert summary for the last 8

minutes. The time range is locked and refreshes every 30 seconds.
5. Select Custom Range (Historical mode).

The light blue section of the timeline shows the active period. The map displays the status and the environment at the
end of the time range. Status bars on nodes show aggregated results for that period.

6. Change the time period by dragging and sliding the active period in the timeline.
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7. Change the scale of the timeline by using the mouse wheel or touch gesture.
8. Select a specific time by clicking the top of the timeline.

NOTE
Selecting the top of the timeline changes the end time but keeps the time range.

Status events are shown as icons on the timeline. The view filters the events based on the problem or anomaly that
you select. Alert summaries display aggregated results for the period up to the time you select.

TIP
At any stage, use the START TIME or END TIME time pickers to select a specific time.

9. Select the Historical switch and set the time you want to investigate.
Events in the time range appear.

10. Select a node to see events for that node in the selected time frame.
11. Select Status, Topological, or Attribute to include these change events on the timeline.

NOTE

The change event selection resets when you open the Analysis Notebook.

a. Select an event icon or event group icon to see details of the change event. Ensure that you have the correct
node selected on the map.
Nodes affected by the selected changes appear highlighted on the map.

b. Select the highlighted node.
c. Select the change event icon.

Details of the event or a chronological list of the events of the group appear in the right-hand panel.

NOTE

The timeline automatically detects new components that are loaded to the APM. Select Status, Topological,
or Attribute to view change events for the new components in the timeline.

12. Zoom in and out on the timeline to change the scale.
a. Drag the start and end sliders to set the required time range.
b. Drag the active time range to earlier or later periods.
c. Drag the inactive (gray) timeline to move the visible range.

If the active time range is not visible, select the time value. The active time range end marker moves to the time
you selected. Set specific dates and times using the time pickers on the left.

13. Select an individual event to see the affected nodes in the map. The affected nodes are highlighted in yellow.
Node state bars show aggregated state for the time period selected. The map shows the environment for the selected
period.

Use Case Videos
This article contains a list of videos that can help you understand the value of this machine learning solution.

Solution Overview

Release Overview

How to Create and Manage Reports

Alert Clustering and Issue Prediction in MOI

Benefits of Integrating MOI with MAT

Alert Console Enhancements in MOI 2.0
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Troubleshooting
Refer to the topics in this section for troubleshooting information for MOI, on such subjects as the Analysis Engine, the
Docker environment, or microservices.

IPL for x86_64 Terminates with Error During Initial Install
During initial installation, if you receive a termination error message, it is likely for one of two reasons:

• You inadvertently selected the default choice of “Test this media & install CentOS Linux 7” instead of selecting Install
CentOS Linux 7.

• When you were prompted to select an option, a timeout of 60 seconds instead occurred, after which the default choice
was automatically taken.

You see an error message similar to the following:

 No checksum information available, unable to verify media.

[FAILED] Failed to start Media check on /dev/sr0.

See 'systemctl status checkisomd5@-dev-sr0.service' for details.

[ 10.584388] dracut-initqueue[560]: Job for checkisomd5@-dev-sr0.service failed because the 

control process exited with error code. See "systemctl status checkisomd5@-dev-sr0.service" and 

"journalctl -xe" for details.

[ 10.816366] dracut: FATAL: CD check failed!

[ 10.816956] dracut: Refusing to continue

[ 10.845364] System halted.

 

To avoid getting this error message, restart the IPL process and select Install CentOS Linux 7 to continue.

NOTE

For more information, see IPL MOI

No Data to Display
When you work on the Analysis page, you might encounter the message "No data to display" in place of the Differential
Analysis (Green Highway) chart. The chart attempts to load data for a five-week time period that includes the time period
you selected.

The "No data to display" message appears when no data is available for the entire five-week period. This outcome can
occur if a large gap exists in the data that is collected for the metric. A large gap in data can occur if you shut down the
monitored system, or just stop running data collection on that system for a significant time period.

To view data that has been collected for the metric of interest, follow these steps:

1. Click the calendar icon next to the Date/Time box in the upper right corner of the Analysis page.
2. Adjust the time range to more closely match the date you last expected data for the metric. For example, you could

select a date two months before the current day.
3. Click Apply.

The chart redraws to display the new time range.

Send a Diagnostic Report to Broadcom Support
If you have issues with any MOI components, you can run a diagnostic report and then send this report to Support.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the ISPF Main Menu.
2. Select 2 - Manage.

The MLSS Management panel appears.
3. Select 5 - Run Diagnostics.
4. Specify the NEW primary command and press Enter.

This step generates a log file.
5. Press Enter on the MLSS Collect Logs panel while taking the default password.

WARNING
This process takes several minutes to complete while the utility collects diagnostic information about your
appliance. After the process completes, a dump file appears in the list on the Inventory of Log Files panel.

6. Select the dump file and view the file name of your appliance.
7. Complete one of the following steps:

– FTP the dump file to your local computer and upload this file through the Manage Files option in your support ticket.
– Use the U or Upload option and transfer the dump file from your appliance to USS, and then upload the dump file to

the support ticket.
The dump file contains the necessary information for the appliance.

 

FOTS1317, FOTS1325, FOTS1370 Warning Messages Appear after IPL
If you receive the FOTS1317, FOTS1325, or FOTS1370 warning messages after IPL, regenerate your SSH keys. From
the 2 - Manage panel, select 1 - SSH Keys.

This step generates new SSH keys that allow access to the various other Manage panel actions.

FOTS1373

You might also get another FOTSnnnn error (such as FOTS1373) when you provide the incorrect appliance IP and
Gateway addresses in the Disk Health panel. In this case, complete the following steps and reinstall the appliance:

1. Supply the correct values on the Networking Setup panel.
2. Go through the Generate, Deploy, and Prepare JCL panels again.
3. Continue with the rest of the installation process which reinstalls the appliance.

Disk Health Panel Error Appears after IPL
If you get the following error in the 3 - Disk Health panel after an IPL, regenerate your SSH keys:

57 +++    debug1:                                        

57 +++   interpret line.i                                

16 +++ call refresh_filesys 

From the 2 - Manage panel, select 1 - SSH Keys.

This generates new SSH keys that allow access to the various other Manage panel actions.

SSH Debug Mode Error
 Symptom: 
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When you set the LogLevel to SSH debug mode (such as debug1) in the <home>/ssh/ssh_config file, you can get the
following error from the 3 - Disk Health panel:

57 +++    debug1:                                        

57 +++   interpret line.i                                

16 +++ call refresh_filesys  

NOTE

 You can also get this error if you do not define SSH keys after IPL. In this case, regenerate your SSH keys.

 Solution: 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a config file in your <home>/.ssh/ directory. 
2. Specify the LogLevel in that file and save the file.

This new file overwrites the LogLevel that was specified in the <home>/ssh/ssh_config file.

Set the System Instance Count
You use the metric paths to retrieve the metric data specific to the metric path of a system. If you do not specify any metric
path, the engine returns all the metrics associated with the top 100 most recently discovered system instances. If you do
not specify any time range, the engine takes the last one hour as the default time range.

At any given time, the database returns 50,000 records of data points. The number of system instances that the database
can return the information about is inversely proportional to the time period or duration of data that the database can
generate. Reduce the time range to retrieve more metric paths and their associated data points.

For example, for one instance of a metric, the engine returns data points that span 34 days. If you require data points
for two system instances, the engine returns data points that span 17 days for each system instance, and so on. If the
number of instances is 800, the database returns data that span one hour for each system instance.

Edit the Docker compose file to set the limit of system instances.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the system where MOI is installed.
2. Navigate to the location where MOI images are located.
3. Enter the following command:

CD cabi/normal/

The normal directory opens.
4. Enter the following command:

ls

The Docker compose yaml file is listed.
5. Edit the docker-compose.yml file with the editor you have installed in your environment.

The environment variables are listed.
6. Update the following variable where N specifies the number of instances:

REPORTS_NUMBER_OF_INSTANCES=N
7. Save and exit from the editor.

The number of system instances is updated in the Docker compose file. The database now retrieves the data from the
specified number of instances.

VMware ISO Install Boot Error (x86_64 Only)
 Reason: 
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After submitting the prepare JCL job and specifying the installation ISO path, VMware shows the following boot error:

No DEFAULT or UI configuration directive found!

boot:

 Action: 

You specified an incorrect ISO path after submitting the prepare JCL job. Specify the ISO file only in the /install/<your-
linux-server>/os/ directory. Do not specify an ISO from a different directory.

 Example: /cai/appln86/install/mylinux/x86_64/os/os.x86_64.iso

 

Verify the SSH Public and Private Key Pair Match Between OMVS and
the Appliance Host
You can verify the SSH key pair match between OMVS and the Appliance Host.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Execute the following command in OMVS:
cd <your root directory>/.ssh

2. Execute the ssh -i command using the private key. 
This private key is the RSA file name in the .ssh directory without the .pub extension on the end of the file.
ssh -i <private key from .ssh directory> admin@<appliance hostname> whoami

If the whoami command returns root, admin, or another user name, the SSH keys match.

In this example, the whoami command returns admin:

ssh -i moi_private_key_rsa admin@mydomain.com whoami

admin

In this example, the whoami command returns verbose trace information that you might need to debug a more significant
SSH problem:

ssh -v-i moi_private_key_rsa admin@mydomain.com whoami

Green Highways Not Showing Product Data
 Symptom: 

After you install MOI, the user interface does not show product data in the Green Highways. For example, you enabled the
Vantage data feed in ISPF during configuration.

 Solution: 

After you complete the installation, enable Green Highways for your data feeds in the MOI Appliance Controller.

1. Log in to the MOI Appliance Controller using the appropriate URL:
http://hostname:61980/mtcac 

https://hostname:61983/mtcac

2. Click Configuration, Metrics Configuration
3. Enable your data feeds.

Verify Your Version of SSL Running on the Mainframe
Issue the following OMVS command to display the current version of SSH running on the system:
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ssh -V

NOTE

 This V is an uppercase V.

The information should show the following result:

OpenSSH_6.4p1, OpenSSL 1.0.2h

WARNING

 Any version other than OpenSSH_6.4p1, OpenSSL 1.0.2h could cause problems.

Hashed Green Highways Showing Negative Values
 Symptom: 

After you load metric data, negative values appear for metrics in the hashed Green Highways.

 Solution: 

 MOI uses different machine learning algorithms. As the analysis engine captures your data, the initial algorithm begins
learning your metric behavior. In this learning phase, the Green Highways display shading as hashed instead of solid.
After a few days have passed and the analysis engine has learned the metric behavior, the analysis engine then uses a
different algorithm, and the Green Highways display a solid pattern. 

If you observe negative values in the hashed green highways, you can ignore these values initially. For example, you
observe a negative value for a metric that shows the number of connections, but this number cannot have a negative
value. Wait until the Green Highways display a solid pattern before you examine the learned metric data. Timescales for
this switch can vary from a few days to a week.

 More information: Manage and Analyze Alert Clusters (Issues) in the Analysis Page 

Some Metrics Do Not Appear in the Green Highways
 Symptom: 

Some metrics do not appear in the Green Highways, such as the objects.

 Solution: 

• Some metrics might not be considered Key Product Indicators (KPIs), but are used in support of investigating KPIs
and reporting. For example, some of these metrics are under z/OS Workload Summary, such as WLSFXABV (Fixed
storage above 16M line), WLSGCSA (G-COM storage allocated), and WLSFIXED (Total fixed storage).

• The MOI Appliance metrics are not sent through the analysis engine because these metrics are currently used for
health checks.

Over Consumption of CPU and Memory when Using Firefox
 Symptom: 

Windows Task Manager indicates that CPU and memory of the system are over consumed when you access MOI using
Firefox 58.0.2.

 Solution: 

Use Chrome browser to access MOI.

For more information about the over consumption of CPU and memory when using Firefox 58.0.2, see https://
support.mozilla.org/en-US/questions/1147868 
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Insights Forwarding Fails
Symptom:

MOI fails to forward insights to another integrated product.

NOTE

The term appliance in this topic refers to MOI.

Solution:

Ensure that you verify the settings in Appliance controller.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Appliance Controller.
2. Click the Configuration (gear) icon, click Manage Insights.
3. If you have set the Destination Type to Splunk Enterprise - HEC, verify the following settings:

– Host name is correct and is reachable from the appliance host.
– Port number is correct. If there are any firewalls, ensure that the port is configured to allow access from the

appliance.
– HTTP Event Collector (HEC) is configured and enabled.
– The Index and source type details are correct.

4. If you have set the Destination Type to SNMP-USM, verify the following settings:
– Host name is correct and is reachable from the appliance host.
– Port number is correct. If there are any firewalls, ensure that the port is configured to allow access from the

appliance.
– Based on the Security Level you selected, ensure that correct Auth Protocol, Auth Key, Privacy protocol, and

Privacy Key are specified.
5. If you have set the Destination Type to DX Digital Operational Intelligence, verify the following settings:

– The Data Ingestion Route is correct and is reachable from the appliance host.
– The Tenant ID and API EndPoint are correct.

Cannot Manually Log In to the Appliance
Symptom:

As part of the installation process, you configure a root userid and password on the appliance. To perform maintenance or
operation of the product, you are not expected to use this userid. However, Broadcom Support might direct you to log in
manually as root in rare cases, such as to resolve specific problems or issues.

Solution:

In these cases, you might want to use a different userid and password to perform support activities. Instead of using root,
you can define a separate ca_support userid and password to the appliance. In this example, we specify both userid and
password as ca_support.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as root to define the ca_support userid:
ssh root@appliance_ip_address

2. Define the ca_support userid:
useradd --groups wheel,docker ca_support

3. Set the ca_support user password:
passwd ca_support
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4. Log off the appliance as root:
exit

5. You can now log in to the appliance as ca_support:
ssh ca_support@appliance_ip_address

Illegible Characters Display in Terminal Emulator
When you use the terminal emulator to enter ISPF commands, the output of commands such as Boot Status displays with
certain characters translated incorrectly.

Symptom:

When you use the terminal emulator to enter ISPF commands, the output of commands such as Boot Status displays with
certain characters translated incorrectly. For example, the bracket characters ("[" and "]") do not display correctly.

Solution:

Fix the problem by changing the terminal emulator's codepage setting to 1047 Latin 1/Open Systems.
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Additional Resources
 

Product Support

• Broadcom Support 
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures 
• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools 
• Mainframe Maintenance Philosophy 

Education

• Education Portal
• Accessing the New Learning Management System
• Operational Intelligence eBook 

Social Media

• Broadcom Mainframe User Community 
• MOI Community 
• Twitter 
• YouTube 
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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